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How Do You Handle 
DTV Surround Sound 

and TV Stereo 
at the SAME TIME? 

with ONE FINGER! 
Wh c tfton c 
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The TV -1000 Live Television Audio Console 
from WHEATSTONE CORPORATION. 

With 5.1 + 2 Surround Sound. 

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 
te1252- 638 -7000 /fax 252 -637 -1285 /salesewheatstone.com 
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Bubblewrap, no challenge. 
Taking advantage of the technology 

inside, not so fast. 

You have brand new, high -tech, shiny digital equipment. Now, how are you going to get 

the most out of it? Harris can help. Many broadcasters work with us to engineer transmitter 

systems, studios and mobile facilities with the latest digital technology. But we also reach 

beyond future -ready equipment solutions by leading the way with a unique package of 

support services -from transmitter installation and systems integration to round -the -clock 

technical support. And our Broadcast Technology Training Center provides customized DTV 

instruction to help your station make a smooth transition to digital. It's all from Harris. 

Because getting through the bubblewrap should be the hardest part of going digital. 

1- 800 -4- HARRIS ext.3042 www.harris.com 
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THE ROSWELL SYSTEM 

IS MAKING IMPRESSIONS 

IN UNEXPECTED PLACES. 
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ROSWELL FACILITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

Content Management & Delivery in an Internet World 

How many impressions 

can you create for your 

advertisers? Countless more when you use the 

Roswell Facility Management System from 

Odetics. Whether your business plans call for 

multi -casting, data -casting or web -casting, 

Roswell easily plugs into your existing facility and 

immediately offers you the scalability required to 

meet the digital demands of a changing business. 

Leveraging the latest systems technology and 

Odetics' proven asset management expertise. 

Roswell is ready now for prime time. Contact us 

for a demonstration of Roswell and discover 

how affordable the digital future can be. We're 

sure it will make a lasting impression on you. 

Odetics 
Wired for the future 

w..... odenc..com /broadcast/ Phone 714- 774 -2200 

NAB BOOTH #L9341 
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Today it's the news at 6:00. 

Tomorrow it's prime time. 

You need options for 
ENG economy and EFP quality. 

You Could: 

A) Buy both and break the bank. 

B) Go Panasonic. 

Introducing the AJ- D910WA DVCPR050 camcorder -- the 

new standard for ENG /EFP acquisition. Featuring 

both 4:3 and 16:9 widescreen, the AJ- D910WA 

offers both economical 25 Mbps DVCPRO and 

studio quality 50 Mbps 4:2:2 DVCPR050 recording 

in a single camcorder. The new AJ- D910WA enables a complete 50 Mbps I -frame recording 

and editing system without the need for transcoding, plus its optional Digital Triax 

system permits remote camera and VTR control. Call us today at 1 -800- 528 -8601 or visit 

our web site at panasonic.com /openminds. Panasonic 
The AJ- D910WA, because you never get a Open systems. Open minds. 
second chance to make a first compression. www.panasonic.com /openminds 
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FREEZE FRAME 
A look at the technology that shaped this industry. 

Do you remember? 
At the 1976 NAB conventions, 1" 

helical VTRs were just becoming 
known. At the show Ampex 
demonstrated for the first time on it 

helical VPR -1, a key feature, which 
allowed freezeframe and slow - 
motion playback. This technology 
was a key factor in helping set the 

stage for the demise of the quad 
format. What was that technology? A 

bonus will be given to the person 

who can name the four companies 
who were demonstrating helical 
VTRs at that show. entries received by May 30 will be eligible for 

one of the new Broadcast Engineering T- shirts. Send your entry to 

brad_dick@intertec.com. 
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Running digital and analog can be tough. 
Good thing there's geeks like us. 

Sure, some broadcasters call us industry geeks. Others call us industry experts. But 

it's all the same to us. Because when it comes to the chaos of adding digital while 

maintaining a profitable analog operation, we're the geeks you need. Harris is the 

most experienced, most reliable choice for analog and digital operation. We've 

delivered more DTV transmitters, encoders and support equipment than any of our 

competitors, with expertise that has built a reputation for reliability. 

A reputation that carries over to our systems integration work, whether you're adding 

DTV capabilities or building from the ground up. So when analog and digital collide, 

call us. Because whether we're experts or geeks, we're still Harris. And we can help. 

1- 800 -4- HARRIS ext.3032 www.harris.com /communications 
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Editorial 

Working together for 
community towers 

Areader's recent comment on his inability to get a community tower project off the ground 

started me thinking. Why is it that most broadcasters demand that they own their own 

towers? 
After a few calls to some broadcasters, the answers were pretty much as I expected. Some stations 

are suspicious of any cooperative arrangements with competitors. Most stations have always 

owned their towers. The very idea of sharing space on a tower you don't own along with your 

competition is somehow uncomfortable for many station engineers and managers. However, with 
DTV there are several good reasons to do so. 

The first is cost. It's cheaper to build one stick and share the cost 

among several stations than it is for everyone to build their own 

tower and go it alone. The second reason to consider a commu- 
nity tower also involves money, but more than that, it involves 

politics. 
Local governments have buildings full of lawyers and code 

enforcers, all just waiting to take you to court or prevent you 

from moving one shovel of dirt for a new tower. If that's not 

enough to scare you, don't forget nice old Mrs. Smith, who has 

lived on that perfect site for 50 years. There will be some that 

claim you want to irradiate her and her cats, probably causing 

cancer and who knows what else with your TV tower. Are you 

sure you want to face those obstacles alone? 

Let's consider the viewer. A friend in California wanted to 
buy an HDTV set. However, he wasn't going to part with 
that significant chunk of cash until he could he assured that 
he could get off -air reception. To help answer the reception 

question, I checked out his location with the CEA's antennaweb.org website. The results 

were not encouraging. 
The CEA website predicted that he would need a large antenna complete with a preamplifier. 

Even worse, because the stations were spaced more than 180 degrees around his location, he 

needs a rotor! A rotating receive antenna to get DTV signals. Can you spell dinosaur? Does 

any Broadcast Engineering reader really expect someone to plunk down $4000 -$9000 for an 

HDTV set and then be willing to rotate the antenna every time he changes channels? That's 

simply not going to happen. 
We all win with community antenna projects. We reduce the number of towers - a trend both 

the FAA and the city governments like. We reduce construction and maintenance costs, which 

stations like. Finally, we place our DTV signals all in one general direction, which consumers will 
like. Everybody wins. Isn't that the goal? 

I >r.all Dick, editor 

Send comments to: 
direct: brad_dick@intertec.com 
website: www.broadcastengineering.com 
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Sr lying the Digital Puzzle 

,11 

Your Complete Monitor Wall in a Single Displa 
1) 4:3 / 16:9 aspect ratio D Analog / Digital / Computer Inputs C> User Defined Layouts Compact / Light / Low power 

Miranda Technologies Inc.. Tel.: 1.514.333.1772. ussalesemlranda. con 
www.mranda.com 

randa Asia KK: aslales @minnda.com. Miranda China asiasales @mnanda corn 
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MPEG encoding techniques 
Backup power systems 

The Super Bowl in Ho 

Hollywood 
goers 

cheats movie 

Dear Larry, 
I found your article quite interesting 

and you hit on a number of points we 
all need to become more aware of. I 

wonder, though, if there is not one 
more dimension to the actual achiev- 
able resolution in a film system. 

You start off using 35mm film as 
a benchmark and state that the 
film, has a resolution which is about 
twice horizontally and twice verti- 
cally the two megapixel resolution 
of 1920x1080. You note that some 
in the film industry claim only 2K 
resolution (about two megapixels) 
for 35mm film. CBS, in a study a 

couple of years ago, seemed to 
come to the same conclusion. That 
indicates a difference of opinion 
between the film manufacturer, 
Kodak, and users over the resolu- 
tion capability. 

What about the limitations in the 
optics? Will camera and projector 
lenses tend lower resolution? If the 
film has a resolution capability an 
order higher than the optical sys- 
tems will support, that would not 

12 Broadcast Engineering 

he a bad thing, as it would render 
invisible minor grain imperfections 
n the film while still achieving the 

desired result. 

KARL BLACK 

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY INSTRUCTOR 

HARRIS BROADCAST SYSTEMS 

Karl: 
There is no simple answer. We use 

35mm film as the benchmark for dig- 
ital cinema. Native film resolution is 

not dependent upon characteristics of 
the filin camera lens nor the theatre 
projection lens, nor does it include the 
losses encountered when making an 
interpositive dupe negative and re- 
lease print. 

The film grains in modern motion 
picture film average around 3.5 mi- 
crons. The 3.5- micron film grains 
are about 0.0001377 inches in size. 
If each film grain just touched each 
other you would have about an av- 
erage of 5,987 film grains across a 
full aperture of 0.980 inches 
(24.89mm). We know that the film 
grains in the three -emulsion process 
are randomly spread and as more 
light photons arrive, more of these 
silver halide film grains are going 
to become exposed. The exposed 
film grains are then developed and 
replaced with the appropriate dyes 
during processing and dye clouds 
are formed where their density is 

proportional to the number of pho- 
tons that strike the silver halide 
grains. If you photograph a chart 
made up of high contrast black and 
white lines, the theoretical maxi - 
mum number of line pairs (black 
and white lines) that the film nega- 
tive can resolve then is somewhere 
around 190 line pairs per millime- 
ter (!p /mm). Experience and pub- 
lished documentation show that the 
film negative does resolve better 
than 851p /men. In other words, using 
851p /mm, the film negative can easily 
resolve more than 2000 horizontal 
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lines in a "full aperture" filet camera. 
In order to scan a film of that resolu- 

tion, the scanner must be capable of 
least 3000 samples of that image. The 
number of samples will be tied to the 
actual distance across the image and 
will have a spatial sampling rate 
measured in cycles per picture width 
or cycles per picture height (c /ph). For 
a 16:9 (1.78:1) aspect ratio then you 
would have to have a sample grid of 
about 3000x1687 pixels to equal the 
resolution of 35mm motion picture 
film. That's a lot more than the two 
megapixels used for HDTV with its 
1920x1080 sample grid. 

Kodak claims that film resolution is 

equivalent to 4096 pixels, which is 

true if you measure from sprocket hole 
to sprocket hole across the film. How- 
ever, the image does not go from 
sprocket hole to sprocket hole. It is 

slightly narrower to allow for a sound 
track. Most release prints are shown 
with apertures of only 0.825 inches 
(20.96mm) across. This is called Acad- 
emy Aperture. Assuming no loss from 
making a print, this results in an 
image with a resolution of only 3562 
x 2000. Notice that the 2000 is c /ph. 
This is where the often -quoted figure 
of 2000 lines comes from. 

The CBS tests you mentioned tried to 
equate release print resolution and came 
up with similar data. It also included 
the losses from the printing, MTF of the 
projection system and included both 
lenses and the projector weave. 

The optics definitely will lower the 
resolution of the image as will the 
printing of the IP dupe negative and 
release print. The goal for digital 
cinema shouldn't he to reproduce what 
the theater patron now sees from a 
release print, but to show an image 
similar to what the producer and di- 
rector see when viewing and approv- 
ing the answer print in the lab. 

Thanks for your inquiry. 

LARRY BLOOMFIELD 

NEWS TECHNICAL EDITOR 
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ANNOUNCING THE 
STATE -OF- THE -FUTURE 

Tiernan digital encoders were key parts of the fi-st DSNG systems, 
essential elements in the first 4:2:2 SDTV systems, and the heart 

of the first HDTV broadcasting systems. Today. as we enter a new 
era in broadcasting, Tiernan brings you a broad range of digital 

TV solutions, including datacasting, HD /SD s mulcast, and multi- 
channel operation for the delivery of digital media. Tiernan can take 

you wherever you want to go, however you want to get there. 

.-46 TI E R NAN , C O M M U N I C A T I O N S 

USA: TEL +1 858 587 -0252 FAX +1 858 587 -0257 
UK: TEL +011-44-1420-544-200 FAX +011-44-1420-88999 

infrAttinrnan rnm víww.1-i2rnan.rnm 

Visit us at NAB 2000 Booths S4162 (Sands) and OD206 
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0 USE 'EM. DON'T LOSE 'EM. 

i 

INTRODUCING MEDIA BROWSE 2000 

The journalists' video browser with teeth. 

Feeds, raw footage, field coverage - the media never stops flowing in. In the race to 

get news to air, you can't afford to waste time searching for just the right footage, 

waiting for feeds to finish, or dubbing and passing around tapes. 

And now you don't have to. Media Browse 2000 is the Avstar media manager that 

lets you instantly capture or schedule the recording of incoming material. Editors, 

journalists and writers can browse MPEG -1 video and make frame -accurate, cuts -only 

edits at their desktops - all using the same footage. Metadata searching makes it 

easy to find clips. Edited pieces can be viewed at low -res before going to air. 

Auto -conforming on high -res systems gets you to air faster. 

Open, modular, reliable and easy to use, the Avstar Media Browse 2000 

makes sure you're never left talking about the clip that got away. 

For more information, call us in the US at 1- 608 -274 -8686 or in 

Europe at +44 1256 814300, or visit us at www.aystarnews.com. 

See us at NAB (in the Grass Valley Group Booth L11018 next to Avid). 

AVSTAR YEARS OF 
MAKING NEWS 
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News 

Cable- broadcast compatibility 
BY LARRY BLOOMFIELD 

As if the migration from analog to 
digital by this country's televi- 

sion broadcasters hasn't been plagued 
with enough problems, the cable in- 

dustry done their part to support this 
process either. With a July 1, 2000 
deadline facing the cable industry to 
settle on a standard for interfacing 
their services with digital television in 

all of its various scan rates, frame 
rates and definitions. Federal Com- 
munications Commission (FCC) Chair- 
man William E. Kennard, seized the 
moment during his address to this 
January's Consumer Electronics Show 
in Las Vegas to warn the cable indus- 
try and CEA that time was running out 
to resolve some important technical 
issues. 

Kennard said, "In January, I urged 
the industries to accelerate and com- 
plete negotiations to resolve four ma- 
jor issues that were delaying digital 
television sets that connect directly to 
the cable system, and, therefore, the 
transition to digital TV." According to 

an oxymoron? 

Kennard, those issue that posed the 
most formidable obstacles are a lack 
of technical standards for direct con- 
nection of digital TV receivers to 
digital cable television systems; a lack 

credit for the resolution of two of these 
issues. 

In late February, the cable industry 
claimed it and receiver manufacturers 
had 

Like the first time, this 

agreement is just as 

notable for what it doesn't 

include as for what it does. 

of agreement on how to provide tun- 
ing and program schedule informa- 
tion to support on- screen program 
guides for consumers; a lack of agree- 
ment on the labeling of TV sets with- 
out two -way digital connections to 
other consumer electronic devices; and 
a lack of agreement on licensing terms 
for copy protection technology. Re- 

cently the chairman was quick to take 

FRAME GRAB 
A look at the issues driving today's technology. 

Streaming video is hot. 
Experts predict up to 200% growth in video over the Internet. 
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resolved some of the key issues 
regarding the interconnection 
of set -top boxes and displays. 

CableLabs is a technical clear- 
inghouse for cable television 
system operators and does re- 

search and development. Ca- 
bleLabs is the keeper of the 
"OpenCable" process that is 

intended to be the fast -track 
initiative to attain interopera- 
ble digital set -top boxes and 

other advanced digital devices manu- 
factured by multiple vendors. 

CableLabs stated, "OpenCable spec- 
ifications with these amendments now 
provide a complete technical blue- 
print for construction of compatible 
digital television receivers. Receivers 
meeting these guidelines will be in- 

teroperable with cable systems 
throughout North America." 

Robert Sachs, president of NCTA, 
said, "This is good news for cable 
customers contemplating a purchase 
of a digital television receiver. This 
voluntary solution makes unnecessary 
government involvement in setting 
compatibility standards for the dy- 
namic digital TV marketplace." Gary 
Shapiro, president of the CEA, sees 

this as, "yet another giant step for- 

ward in the transition to DTV." Both 
Shapiro and Sachs praised Kennard 
and the FCC for expediting industry 
resolution of these issues and contrib- 
uting greatly to the success of the joint 
CEA/NCTA discussions. 

These agreements mark an impor- 
tant milestone in the U.S. transition 
to digital television. They detail the 
technical requirements that permit 
the direct connection of digital televi- 
sion receivers to cable television sys- 
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FIRST CHOICE 
FOR EVERY VOICE 

635A RE50/B RE27N/D RE20 RE16 
8 8 

635A/B RE5ON/D-B 

EVERYWHERE' 
e . 

©klcx Communications. Inc. 

You've spent years perfecting your 
voice with just the right articulation and 

timbre to get you into broadcast. You need a microphone 
that faithfully delivers that sound to your audience. That's 
why broadcasters everywhere choose the Electro -Voice 

RE2O and RE27N /I).Their wide -band response and 

Variable-Ir design delivers an outstandingly clear 

performance every time. Variable -lr eliminates the 

up -close "proximity effect" bass boost that makes other 
directional microphones sound "muddy:' 

Why not check out EV's entire Emily of problem - 
solving broadcast microphones. Every one guaranteed 
unconditionally against malfunction from even accidental 

ahuse, for two years from the date of purchase. The first 

choice of professionals... 
EVERY TIME. EVERYWHERE. 

Circle (110) on Free Info Card 

800-667-3968 

www.electrovoice.cotn 
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tems, specifying the signal levels and 
quality as well as video formats. 
They also provide for the carriage of 
Program and System Information 
Protocol (PSIP) data on cable systems 
to support on- screen guide functions 
in digital receivers. Subject to certain 
conditions, PSIP data enables fea- 
tures such as on- screen program 
guides, virtual channel tables, pro- 
gram name and description (for a 

minimum 12 -hour period) and con- 
tent advisory information. 

Chairman Kennard praised CEA and 
NCTA and said the industry agree- 
ment on digital TV technical stan- 
dards "will jump -start the digital rev- 
olution for television" while permit- 
ting "the benefits of digital program- 
ming on their digital TV sets from 
both over -the -air broadcast stations 
and cable systems." Kennard attribut- 
ed the issues that were "holding up 
DTV set production" were a lack of 
agreement on the direct connection 
technical standards and the program 
guide issues. 

"Taking into account the lead -time 
required for TV set manufacturing," 
Kennard added, "this will allow con- 
sumers to buy digital cable -ready sets 
by Christmas -time next year." 

Kennard said, "I stated that if the 
industry could not reach agreement, 
I would recommend that the Com- 
mission write rules to protect the 
public and speed the digital TV tran- 
sition." Proposed rules on FCC -im- 
posed compatibility were pending 
before the FCC when the joint an- 
nouncements were made. Kennard 

BE'S NAB 
ONLINE 
DAILY 
Don't miss Broadcast 
Engineering's com- 
plete, up -to- the -minute 
coverage of NAB. Go to 
WWW.BROADCASTENGINEERING.COM 

for the latest show 
news, products and 
tips 

concluded, "I will recommend to my 
fellow Commissioners that proposed 
rules on the technical standards and 
program guide issues be removed 
from consideration but that we con- 
tinue to review proposed rules on the 
two remaining issues." 

Stalling tactics 
This is the second time the CEA and 

NCTA have made such an announce- 
ment and like the first time, this agree- 
ment is just as notable for what it 

doesn't include as for what it does. It 

isn't difficult to understand why there 
are those who view this as nothing 
more than a ploy to keep the FCC out 
of the mix. It's one thing to take 
positive action. It's another to gener- 
ate political stratagem. Probably the 
most important of the "remaining is- 

sues" includes just what really consti- 
tutes a "cable- ready" digital televi- 
sion set. 

Although Commissioner Susan Ness 
praised the CEA/NCTA interoperabil- 
ity agreements and sees it as "a signif- 
icant step toward facilitating the Na- 

tion's transition to digital television," 
she did not dismiss the remaining 
issues: "We can't declare victory when 
the game's only at halftime." 

Cutting to the chase, Ness said: 
"There remain significant issues of 
disagreement that could have pro- 
found effects on the digital transition. 
We must bring to resolution the out- 
standing issues of copy protection 
and the accurate labeling of digital 
television receivers. I would support 
a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
that properly addresses these ques- 
tions, should the consumer electron- 
ics and cable industries fail to reach 
an agreement." Concluding her state- 
ment, Commissioner Ness said: "I 
am hopeful, however, that just as 
industry forged a consensus on net- 
work interface and PSIP disputes, it 

will do so with respect to copy protec- 
tion and labeling." 

Despite this agreement, the compat- 
ibility issue is a long way from being 
settled. The National Association of 
Broadcasters said, "The agreement is 

a sham." 

Hollywood pursues 
copyright protection 

Along debated issue that raises its 
head occasionally is copyright 

protection. Broadcasters will become 
more involved as they move on into 

rity have been so intertwined that it is 

difficult, at best to distinguish where 
one begins and the other leaves off. 
Copyright protection is Hollywood's 
main focus One of the most recent 
wrinkles in overprotection is the pos- 
sibility of 

According to the judicial 
reading of the Digital 

Millennium Act, virtually 

anything that circumvents copy 

protection is illegal. 

the digital era. With more digital 
services, in addition to normal pro- 
gramming, begin to find their ways 
into the bit stream, terms like "condi- 
tional access," "encryption" and oth- 
er "read about" verbiage pertaining 
to who gets to see a piece of material, 
will become part of daily practice. 

The concepts of copyright and secu- 
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adding copy protection to 
the link between a com- 
puter or set -top box and 
a display using the dig- 
ital interconnect being 
developed by the Digi- 

tal Display Working 
Group (DDWG). Re- 
cently Intel announced 
a copy protection 
scheme for such links. 

New taxes 
Although technology 

may be an answer to some copyright 
issues, it is none -the -less a very dis- 

turbing move toward a "copy protec- 
tion tax" that could worm its way 
onto every "bit" and "byte" of digital 
material: Internet, television, radio 
and digital cinema. Anyone remem- 
ber the drive to tax digital recording 
tape? If the industry thinks they have 
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H W TO CONQUER YOUR FEAR 

OF BEING DVEOUS. 
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problems with compatibility and in- 

terchangeability now, just wait until 
the cages of the cyber -geeks are opened 

so they can apply their magic to the 

simple data streams the broadcast 
industry is just now accepting as com- 
mon place. There will be more ways 
of encrypting data than celestial bod- 

ies in the firmaments. As one industry 
observer put it, "This is not only an 

unnecessary burden and expense for 
consumers, but may further compli- 
cate a rapidly mushrooming night- 

mare - how to provide interoperabil- 
ity between all of the networks that 
will be interconnected to create in- 
home digital media networks." 

There are viable alternatives avail- 

able that could employ appropriate 
content management schemes based 

on both digital watermarking and key 

management techniques. This ap- 
proach deals directly with protecting 
content and the collection of revenues 

for the content owners. 
The downside of all this is that the 
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"gatekeepers" have the bucks on their 
side and will probably force copy 
protection on the unwitting public. 
The FCC is monitoring the political 
winds and appears to be addressing 

compatibility standards for intercon- 
nection of set -top boxes with DTV 
receivers. 

New digital encryption 
The front runner in the "protection' 

racket seems to be a technique called 

SC and will work via the IEEE -1394 

interface, which Hitachi, Intel, Pana- 

sonic, Toshiba and Sony have backed. 

In addition to this, Intel Corp. un- 
veiled a copy protection scheme earli- 

er this year. It will add a layer of 
encryption between the system and 

the digital display. The High -band- 
width Digital Copy Protection (HDCP) 
approach encrypts 
each pixel as it moves from either a 

personal computer or set -top box to 
the digital displays. 

HDCP encrypts the final link, from 
the device to the display. This has 

been the missing link in the various 

copy protection schemes developed 
thus far. This technology was success- 

fully demonstrated in Silicon Valley 
in late February. Transmitter and 
receiver chips performed the HDCP 
authentication, encryption, and de- 

cryption functions, while supporting 
the digital video interface transmis- 
sion rate of 5Gb /s between the host 

and display. HDCP uses a 56 -bit key, 

with individual keys distributed to the 

various vendors. A violated key could 
he tracked down and revoked over a 

satellite broadcast network, for exam- 

ple. 
5C, on the other hand will allow a 

movie to be transmitted with a marker 

that will allow it to be copied freely, 

copied just once or not copied at all. 

The Catch -22 in this equation is that 
Hollywood and the cable companies 

must agree on how movies are to be 

marked. Despite the fact that this will 
create more problems than it will 
solve, it seems to be the technology the 

FCC favors. 
The reason that this works without 

elaborate copy protection schemes is 

quite simple. A copy requires a new 

verification. Once the copy has been 

authorized it can be played anywhere 

and copied freely. The copies however 
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will require re- authentication before 

they can be viewed. What makes this 

nice for the content owner is that 
authentication can be deferred via a 

cash card; when you have access to a 

network, the transaction can be com- 
pleted, or if you already own the 
rights, the fee will be credited back to 
the card. 

As you might expect, there is virtual- 
ly no interoperability among today's 
hit- streams that exist today (digital 
cable, DBS, DVD or DTV). Each one 

of these "standards" is based on the 

popular MPEG -2 compression and 

encoding scheme, but proprietary add - 

ons make it nearly impossible for one 

system to work with another, even 

when it is similar. 
A good example of digital delivery is 

our country's direct to home (DTH) 
services. A subscriber can go nearly 
anywhere in the U.S. and receive good 
pictures. However, the integrated re- 

ceiver decoders of the two surviving 
DTH companies, DirecTV and Echo - 

Star, are not compatible. There is 

really no reason for these differences 
as conditional access; subscriber man- 

agement systems and smart cards are 

all that is necessary to confine recep- 

tion by a subscriber to what the pro- 
vider is being paid for. Cable is gar 

worse in terms of compatibility, there 

are more than 80 different STBs and 

encryption systems used in the cable 

industry. 
The major Hollywood studios have 

not agreed on whether or how the SC 

system will he used and there is still no 

guarantee in the end that Hollywood 
will agree to copy protection proto- 
cols of any kind, in time. 
Reports are that 20th Century Fox 

doesn't think SC is secure enough. 
Other studio moguls may be comfort- 

able with SC but resent the idea that 
the industries have decided to deploy 
it before they have "worked out ar- 

rangements" with the studios. While 
another faction feels that this is pre- 

mature as all the standards have not 
been set, giving them much less flex- 
ibility in "negotiations." The last time 
Hollywood geared up to fight technol- 
ogy was back in 1984, when it lost a 

Supreme Court battle to ban the home 

video player, but today the story could 
have a much different ending. This 
time the industry has the Digital Mil- 
lennium Copyright Act (DMCA), of 
1998. This sleeper gives copyright 
owners unprecedented control over 
products such as DVDs or CDs. What 
makes this law such a wicked weapon 
is that it gives the entertainment in- 

dustry content control even after the 

products have been sold and extends 

over previously legal actions. 
One entertainment attorney this 

could make the use of your VCR 
illegal, because they can be used to 
tape copyrighted TV shows or mov- 
ies. In fact, according to the judicial 
reading of the Digital Millennium 
Act, virtually anything that circum- 
vents copy protection is illegal. 

It is small wonder that motion pic- 

ture interests are gearing up to wage 

war on the open -source culture in 

general. I have been told that two such 

industry trade groups are the Motion 
Picture Association of America 
(MPAA) and the DVD Copy Control 
Association (DVD CCA). 

Exposure deadline 
looms 

The Federal Communications Com- 
mission (FCC) recently issued a 

Public Notice to remind license hold- 
ers of the rapidly approaching Sept. I, 
2000 deadline about the compliance 
to human exposure to radio frequency 

(RF) signals regulations. 
There is little doubt that most RF 

transmitters must already he operated 

in compliance with the FCC's human 

exposure to RF signal rules, but cer- 

tain "devices, facilities and opera- 
tions" could have postponed compli- 
ance until this final date of September 

1, 2000. The applicable law is 47 CFR 

1.1307(b)(1) - (b)(3). In the notice the 

FCC points out that if you are not in 

compliance with the provisions of that 
law, get your act together and do it or 

grantee your are taking appropriate 
action to comply. If it's going to take 

you longer than the Sept. 1 deadline, 

then you have to file an Environmen- 
tal Assessment (EA) with the Commis- 
sion, but no later than Sept. 1, 2000. 
The FCC says, "It is your responsibil- 
ity." 
If an EA is required, the FCC says the 

obligation to file it falls on the licensee 

presently holding the permit /license 

to transmit, or the party presently 
holding the grant of equipment autho- 
rization. The FCC points out that: 
"With respect to antennas located on 

fixed structures, it is the responsibility 
of the respective licensees, not the 

tower owners," to do and file EAs, 

when required. But that's not all; EAs 

should include non -RF environmental 
issues as well. 

Planning a purchase? 
\iv\j\]\iv, (JJ1 fi (Tin JJ Jri11] 

for the best in technical information 
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You can choose to ignore all this. But 

if you do, and the areas you are 
responsible for are found not to be in 

compliance with RF exposure guide- 
lines, or if you have failed to file the 
required EA, you could be fined or 
face FCC action. 

It is important to note that the FCC's RF 

exposure rules apply to "all facilities, 
operations and devices" regulated by 

them. While a given facility, operation 
or device might, for whatever reason, be 

excluded from routine evaluation for RF 

exposure; it must still comply with the 
FCC's exposure guidelines. 

The impetus for this "safety limits 
for human exposure to RF emissions" 
business finds it geneses in the rules 
the FCC adopted in August 1997. The 
effective dates for implementation were 
staggered over a three year period and 
specifically included devices 
such as cellular and PCS telephones, 
other transmitting facilities and Oper- 

ations, including the Amateur Radio 
Service. For those authorized or li- 

censed by the Commission prior to the 
timetable, the FCC gave a break and 

said: "All existing transmitting facil- 

ities, operations and devices regulat- 
ed by the Commission must be in 

compliance by Sept. I, 2000, or, if not 
in compliance, file an Environmental 
Assessment." 

Unless you are an ecologist, the 
chances are fairly good that you don't 
know what an "Environmental As- 

sessment" is. An EA is "a formal 
document required by the National 
Environmental Policy Act whenever 
an action may have a significant envi- 
ronmental impact," so says Section 
1.1311 of the Commission's rules. This 
is where you can find out what infor- 
mation must be included in an EA. 

The FCC requires that an EA "ac- 
company all applications for licenses, 
renewals or other Commission ac- 
tions when there is evidence of envi- 
ronmental impact for a variety of 
categories." The FCC says they need 
the EA to determine whether the envi- 
ronmental impact described is signif- 
icant and if further action is needed to 
minimize or eliminate the environ- 
mental effect. 

Lookout HDTV! 
What's next? 

The National Association of broad- 
casters announced in February that 

with the addition of KNXV -DT in 

Phoenix and WRDW -DT in Augusta, 
GA, the number of digital stations 
nationwide had reached 119. Looking 
at total digital penetration into the 
U.S. market, NAB further says that 
U.S. digital television now reaches 
61.28 percent of all TV households 
nationwide. With not even 7.5 percent 
of the full power television stations in 

the US offering digital service, one 
would think that concentration would 
be devoted to developing this technol- 
ogy and all the benefits that digital 
television has to offer. 

According to Hitachi America, that's 
only the beginning. Gerard Corbett, 
senior marketing manager at Hitachi 
America in Millbrae, CA said the 
company has developed and sold the 
next generation "stereoscopic cam- 
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era," the C- 3Dvision HT, to C -3D 
Digital Inc. who claims to be the 

world's first 3D television network 
and 3D Internet media company. 

There's a lot more to building a 

stereoscopic camera than just putting 
two identical cameras next to each 

other. The development of the C- 

3DVision HT stereoscopic camera 
was a joint venture between Hitachi 
and C -3D Digital's camera designer, 

Ken Robings. Robings used two Hi- 
tachi HV -D27, three -CCD chip, dig- 
ital video camera heads, and com- 
bined them with a proprietary C 

3DVision tracking system to form the 

"C- 3DVision HT." 

What's stereoscope? 
But who is "C -3D Digital" and 

what's a 3D stereoscopic network? 
According to Doug Stanley, C -3D 
Digital's General Manager, C -3D is 

a team of inventors who manufac- 
turer and develop 3D imagery and 

virtual reality entertainment for tele- 
vision and the Internet. C -3D Digi- 
tal operates C -3D Television, which 
Stanley says: "is the world's first 

and only broadcast network to offer 
24 -hour, 7 days a week 3D stereo- 
scopic programming." 

C -3D Digital recently formed 
"3D.COM," which is a 3D virtual 
reality portal. It is set to launch 
later this year and will feature 
streaming video over the Internet, 

heads and combines them into one 

525 line 30 frame interlaced pic- 
ture. When the material is played 
hack, the video is fed through an 

infrared strobing device, which is 

triggered by the vertical sync puls- 
es. This turns the right and left 
lenses of liquid crystal glasses the 

viewer wears, on and off, 
corresponding to the prop- 
er field that is on the screen. 

Stanley said: "C -3D Dig- 
ital is anxiously awaiting 
the opportunity to produce 
material, using our pro- 
prietary technology, in 
I080i high definition tele- 
vision; the 16:9 aspect ra- 
tio and the sharper pic- 

tures will only enhance the stereo- 

scopic experience." 
For more information, visit 

www.3d.com. 

Hitachi America has 

developed and sold the next 

generation "stereoscopic 

camera," the C- 3Dvision HT. 

real -time online electronic video 
gaming and e- commerce solutions 
in stereoscopic 3D. 3D.COM also 

includes Strata software and the 
Hotel Movie Network. 

The technology is relatively sim- 
ple and not really new. Using their 
propriety Hitachi camera and lens- 

es, C -3D Digital takes alternate 
fields from each of the two camera 

Send questions and comments to: 

larry_bloomfield@intertec.com 
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FCCU date 

New FCC EEO rules adopted 
BY HARRY MARTIN 

In April, the following new EEO 
recruitment and record- keeping re- 

quirements will become effective. 

Recruitment 
The new rules provide broadcasters 

with the following two options ( "A" 
and "B ") to meet their basic obligation 
under the new rules to widely dissemi- 

nate information concerning full -time 
job vacancies: 

OPTION A 
Recruitment measures: 

Send notices of each full -time job 
opening to qualifying organizations 
that request such notices; and 

Undertake two (for employment units 

with five to ten full -time employees) or 
four (for larger employment units) long- 

er -term recruitment initiatives within a 

two -year period, e.g. participation in at 

least four job fairs by station personnel 

who have substantial responsibility in 

making hiring decisions; hosting at least 

one job fair; co- sponsoring job fairs with 
women's and minority groups in the 

business and professional community; 
participation in scholarship programs 
directed to students desiring to pursue a 

career in broadcasting; sponsorship of 
at least two events in the community 
designed to inform the public of employ- 
ment opportunities in broadcasting. 

Record -keeping: 
Collect, but not routinely submit to 

the Commission: (i) listings of all full - 
time jobs filled, identified by job title; (ii) 
the recruitment sources used to fill each 

vacancy, including any organizations 

Dateline 
The next deadline for the 

filing of biennial ownership 
reports will be February 1, 

2001. The first annual owner- 
ship report will be due Sept. 

30, and annual regulatory fees 
will again be due in mid - 
September. 

which requested notification; (iii) the 

address, contact person and telephone 

number of each recruitment source used 

to fill each position; (iv) dated copies of 
all advertisements, letters, e- mails, fax- 

es, etc. used to fill each vacancy; (v) 

documentation necessary to demonstrate 
performance of supplemental outreach 

initiatives, e.g. job fairs, mentoring pro- 
grams; (vi) the total number of inter- 

viewers for each vacancy and the refer- 

ral source for each interviewee; and (vii) 

the date each job was filled and the 

source that referred the hiree. 

Place in the station public file annu- 

ally a report including the following: (i) 

full -time jobs filled during the previous 

year; (ii) recruitment sources used for 
those vacancies; (iii) address, contact 
person and telephone number of each 

recruitment source; (iv) recruitment 
source for each hiree; (v) recruitment 
source for each interviewee; and (vi) 

description of any other initiatives im- 

plemented during the previous year. 

OPTION B 

Alternative recruitment program: 
Design one's own broad and inclu- 

sive outreach program; and 

Demonstrate that the station is 

widely disseminating information con- 

cerning job vacancies by analyzing 
the recruitment sources, race, ethnic- 
ity and gender of the applicants at- 

tracted by its recruitment efforts. 
Record -keeping: 

Collect, but not routinely submit to 
the Commission: (i) listings of all full - 
time jobs filled, identified by job title; 
(ii) the recruitment sources used to fill 
each vacancy; (iii) the address, contact 
person and telephone number of each 

recruitment source used to fill each 

position; (iv) dated copies of all adver- 

tisements, letters, e- mails, faxes, etc. 

used to fill each vacancy; and (y) data 

reflecting the recruitment source, gen- 

der, and racial/ethnic origins of appli- 
cants for each full -time job filled. 

Place in the station's public file 
annually a report containing the fol- 
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lowing: (i) full -time jobs filled during 
the previous year; (ii) recruitment sources 

used for those vacancies; (iii) address, 

contact person and telephone number 
of each recruitment source; and (iv) 
recruitment source, race, gender and 

national original for each applicant. 
By June 1, 2000, every broadcaster 

must select one of these two options. 
The election statement must be filed 
with the FCC and placed in the sta- 

tion's public file. 

Reporting requirements 
in addition to the new public file re- 

quirements stated for Option A and 

Option B above, broadcasters must file 

a Statement of Compliance (Form 397) 

every second, fourth and sixth year of 
the license term, on the anniversary of 
the date the station is due to file its 

renewal, stating whether the station has 

complied with the EEO Rule. Broad- 

casters must place a copy of their latest 

Form 397 in the public inspection file. 

By Sept. 30 of each year, broadcasters 

also will be required to file, and place in 

their public files, a Form 395 -B ( "Broad- 
cast Station Annual Employment Re- 

port"). These reports, which include 
detailed employment profile data as 

before, will not be used in evaluating 

EEO performance; rather, the FCC plans 

to use them to track overall industry 

performance under the new EEO rule. 

At renewal time, stations must file a 

modified Form 396 ( "Broadcast Equal 

Employment Opportunity Program ") 
and submit the contents of their station's 

EEO public inspection file, described 

above, for the year prior to filing the 

renewal. Such public file materials (i.e. 

for the previous 12 months) also must be 

submitted midway through the license 

term by stations with 10 or more full - 

time employees. 

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, 
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA. 

Send questions and comments to: 

harry_martin@intertec.com 
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The Broadcast P duction Switcher 
That Redefines What Is Possible 
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co m m fl n o 
If there's one thing every video director wants, 

it's live production power -preferably lots of it. 

That's why broadcast professionals are raving 

about the unmatched capabilities of Trinity's 

Air Command 

production switcher. 

Air Command's 

comprehensive 

real -time hardware 

design includes 

everything that you'd expect from a traditional 

switcher, including multi- format I /O, built -in true 

cclor correction, flexible chroma, luma, and 

lir ear keying, RS -422 VTR control, eight GPI 

triggers, and separate video preview. But Air 

Command goes beyond these standards, with 

unparalleled real -time 3D visual effects, organic 

w.pes, dramatic virtual set capabilities and 

flawless 32 -bit animating graphics. 

Of course, video 

production requires 

more than just a great 

switcher, and that's 

why Trinity includes a 

powerful real -time CG, 

lightning -fast still store and optional integrated 

clip store. In fact, Trinity delivers all the tools 

of live and post production in one integrated, 

easy -to -use system at a fraction of the cost 

of comparable gear. Visit our web site today 

to see for yourself just how far Trinity can 

take your productions. 

Air Command 
Live Broadcast 
Producrion 
Switcher 

Preditor "' 
Comprehensive 
Real -Time NLE 

Warp Engine 
Breakthrough 
Rea,'-Time 
3D DVE 

TitleWave- 
Sub-Nanosecond 
On -Air CG 

Panamation"' 
Paint, Animation 

and Compositing 

Deep Freeze 
Instant -Access 
Still & Clip Store 

For more information or to locate a 

dealer near you, visit our web site 
or call today. 

play.com /switcher 

Toll -Free 1- 877 -752 -9591 

PLAY 
Air Command, Preditor, Warp Engine, TitleWave, Panamation, Deep Freeze, Trinity and their logos are 
trademarks of Play Incorporated. All other trademarks are property of their respective holders. Play is a 
re5 istered trademark of Play Incorporated. Copyright ©2000. All Rights Reserved. The Trinity system and it's 
components are covered by U.S. Patent Numbers 5,872,565, 5,978,876, and 5,941,997; other patents pending 

P J 
w / /J/ 

The Complete 
Broadcast Production 

Studio -In -A -Box 
Circle (119) on Free Info Card 
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Choosing a tape format 
BY JIM SALADIN. SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

Choosing a house tape format is one 

of the biggest decisions you can 

make as an engineer. Your choice, 
right or wrong, will live with you and 

your facility for years to come through 
legacy equipment, future questions of 
expandability and updatahility, and 
archival content. Face it, you need to 
get this one right. 

With nearly twenty digital formats 

available, it's difficult to know what 
are the right questions to ask. To- 
ward that end, we've posed the fol- 
lowing question to representatives 
from the three major players in the 
tape format arena - Dave Wiswell 
from Panasonic, Tom Evans from 
Sony, and Juan Martinez from JVC - as well as Paul Black, an industry 
veteran who has just recently helped 

to define his station's format needs 

for the foreseeable future: With the 
multitude of options in digital tape 
formats, what factors are the most 
important to consider when choos- 
ing a new house format? 

SEND 
Send questions and comments to: 

jim_saladin@intertec.com 

VENDOR' 
Dave Wiswell, 
Panasonic 

Selecting a 

digital vid- 
eotape format 
today is more 
complex than 
the VTR pur- 
chasing deci- 
sion of a few 
years ago. 
Where previous- 
ly, a VTR pur- 
chaser's biggest 

concern was 
compatibility with other VTR users 

and cost. Today, with the emergence 

of DTV, there's a whole new paradigm 
to consider; there's no longer just one 

television image format, NTSC. 
Today, any major purchase decision 

needs to factor in the transition to the 

new ATSC system, with its 18 different 
video formats. As the industry moves 

into the ATSC era, Panasonic is receiv- 

ing great interest in a variety of image 

formats, including rapidly -growing in- 

terest in 480 -line progressive, and three 

HD image formats 1080i/60, 1080p/ 
24, 720p/60, as well as standard- defini- 
tion 480i. Selecting a new digital tape 

format wisely will include deep consid- 

eration and thorough research of this 

new multiple image format reality. 

Videotape recorder design is a well - 
defined science today and customers 
should expect high -performance fea- 

tures and a high degree of reliability. 
However, buyers will need to take 
into special consideration their digital 
audio and metadata recording needs. 

30 Broadcast Engineering 

The ATSC standard increases the need 

for audio channels in videotape ma- 

chines. High -end VTRs may need to 
provide up to eight channels of high - 
quality digital audio. 

Closed captioning and other digital 
signals used to he recorded in the VTR 
video's vertical interval. With ATSC, 
the vertical interval does not exist like 
it did with NTSC, so VTRs need to 
have some new capability to manage 

data signals like closed captioning. 
Because almost all modern digital 
VTRs use an image compression 
scheme that will destroy digital data 

signals, it is imperative that new dig- 

ital tape formats include ancillary 
data recording. I strongly recommend 

that buyers consider their current and 

future metadata recording needs when 

purchasing their next digital VTR. 
Videotape recorders should be based 

on extensible digital recording plat- 
forms that manufacturers will continue 
supporting and expanding for the ex- 

tended future. DVCPRO is a good 
example. The digital video in a 

DVCPRO recording is directly com- 
patible with computer video .DIF files, 

and applications, like computer net- 

working, clearly demonstrate the dif- 
ferent environments new tape machines 

will work in. A digital VTR needs to be 

extensible and offer compatibility with 
rest of the digital video world. 

DV compression is an excellent ex- 

ample of a truly extensible system that 
works in digital VTRs, in multiple 
image formats, and at variable data 

April 2000 

rates: 25Mb /s, 50Mb /s and 100Mb /s. 

Each level is compatible with the other, 
because the same compression engine 

is used; simply putting compressors in 

parallel to increase video data rates. 

DV has also become extremely pop- 
ular in computer platforms as a com- 
pressed video format. This has oc- 

curred in large part to the expansion of 
consumer digital video, as well as its 

unique ability to be extended into the 

professional environment. DV's unique- 
ness is its acceptance by a wide seg- 

ment of the digital video market, which 
has led to reductions in VTR prices and 

a better overall value for VTR users. 

In addition to key factors like metada- 

ta recording and digital audio, purchas- 

ers should add these items to their VTR 
buyer's check list: the VTR's or format's 
proven reliability; the durability and 

quality of its recording tape; its com- 

pactness/weight and power consump- 
tion; its overall ownership and mainte- 

nance costs; and its unique benefits, like 

time- saving 4X real -time transfer to 
speed up NLE story editing and SDTI 

data transfers via ATM networks. Also, 

in your operation, you may require a 

range of recorders for different applica- 

tions, so look for a format that can 

deliver extensive VTR choices from high - 

end production to entry- level. Finally, 

purchasers should compare each digital 

VTR format's interchange capabilities 

and future migration path. 

Dave Wiswell is group manager. NTRs. for 
Panasonic Broadcast. 
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SONY 

"Once you get comfortable in 
HDCAM, you never want 
to go back." 

t 'tuducer for Discovery Channel's Eco -Char.: 

A 300 -mile race, 24 hours a day, through 

some of the toughest terrain in the 

Andes. Mountain -climbing, kayaking. 

canoeing, racing on horseback and on 

foot -a survival test for man, woman. 

and camcorder. Listen to Angus Yates. 

Executive Producer for Discovery 

Channel's Eco- Challenge. 

"There were 20 Sony HDW -700A 

HDCAM' camcorders covering the 

shoot. Camera crews were spread out 

over 700 square miles of wilderness. 

ft was nerve -racking, because nobody 

had ever taken HD equipment into an 

event like this. But the camcorders 

really had what it takes." 

Teams from over 30 nations raced the 

course, through some of the world's 

worst weather. "We got hammered. 

In the morning, it could be a blizzard 

with 100mph winds - by afternoon, 

the sun could be shining." 

When it was over, they had 600 hours 

of incredible HD images shot from 

both ground and aerial vantage points. 

They also edited in the field, logged 

COMPLETE 
T H E 

PICTURE 

footage and fed daily uplinks. And 

as you'd expect from Sony, all the 

equipment came back in perfect 

working order. 

"On a complex human adventure 

drama, it only makes sense to use a 

"future- proof" format. Sony HDCAM 

technology makes this the leading 

format to originate in. And the HDW -700A 

has a human engineering component 

that's remarkably like Betacam', so even 

guys who hadn't worked In HD before 

quickly felt right at home. And once you 

get comfortable in HD, you never want 

to go back. Working in HD, shooting, 

editing, on -line production - it makes 

you feel like a filmmaker again." 

HDG4M 
1- 800 -472 -SONY ext. ECO 

www. sony.caNprofessional 

2000 Sony Ernraxcs Inc. NI rgMs reserved Heproducupn on whole or on pan wnnout w.men permissnn is prohe,ited Sony. 
Cpnpleb The Pokes. Between and HDCMA are trademarks of Sony Features and specananons suged to change wrno,a nokce 
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Jerky pictures are a 
common problem with 
conventional standards 
conversion. Not to 
mention smear, judder 
and break -up. 

IliAmid that's no way to 
show the finest 
moments in sport. 

The answer is 
Alchemist Ph.0 flrom 
Snell 8. Wilcox. 
Uniquely equipped 
with powerful "phase 
correlation" motion 
compensation 
technology, it's the 
most advazzced 
standards converter 
ever built. 

No wonder it's used by 
the world's leading- 
broadcasters and 
facilities to create 
virtually transparent 
results. 

With CleanCut." 
software to overcome 
the blurring caused by 
edits and RollTrack'" 
for perfect lip -synch, 
Alchemist Ph.0 
completely 
outperforms all 
competitors. 

So if you care 
about picture quality, 
take the plumg and 
upgrade to 
Alchemist Ph.C. 

Motion 
Compensated 

Standards 
Conversion 

ALCHEMIST PH.0 - MOTION COMPENSATED 

STANDARDS CONVERTER 

THE ULTIMATE IN TRANSPARENT CONVERSION, WITH 

PHASE CORRELATION MOTION COMPENSATION, 

27 MHz INPUT OVERSAMPLING, FURL 10-BIT, 

ALL-DIGITAL SIGNAL PATH AND PROPRIETARY 24 POINT 

INTERPOLATION APERTURE. 

ALCHEMIST PH.0 TX - TRANSMISSION 

APPLICATION OPTION 

EQUIPPED AS ALCHEMIST PH.C, THIS IS THE 

COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION FOR TRANSMISSION 

APPLICATIONS WHERE MULTIPLE CHOICE OF INPUT 

AND OUTPUT STANDARDS ARE NOT REQUIRED. 

Roll 
Call 

COMPATIBLE WITH ROLLCALL, THE 

INTELLIGENT BROADCAST MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM FROM SNELL b WILCOX. 

Circle (120) on Free Info Card 

O 
Engineering with Vision 

Tel: 408 260 1000 www.snellwilcox.com 
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VENDORI 
Tom Evans, Sony 

For any video 

company - from a one - 
person wedding 
videographer to 
the largest glo- 
bal newsgather- 
ing organiza- 
tion - choosing 
a house format 
is a mission -crit- 
ical decision. It 

impacts the 
long -term value of your content in so 
many ways. 

You need compatibility with future 
distribution formats. You want the 
assurance of compatible players and 
systems well into the future. And you 
absolutely need a format with the 
archival stability to protect your re- 
corded assets. Another crucial consid- 
eration is the form factor. Smaller 
media - or longer recording times for 
a given media size - correspond to 
lower storage and archiving costs. 

As a leader in both video record- 
ers and video recording media, Sony 
is uniquely qualified to offer guid- 
ance. For 50 years, Sony recording 
media engineers have worked side - 
by -side with its hardware engineers 
to refine track widths, design head 
gaps and ensure robust, reliable 
performance. With this back- 
ground, we can make some general 
recommendations. 

Think digital. Acquisition and pro- 
duction must keep pace with the quality 
of distribution channels. In the age of 
DTV, DSS and DVD digital distribution, 
only digital formats will do. 

Think metal. As the first to intro- 
duce metal particle videocassettes, 
Sony has created the key enabling 
technology demanded by today's high- 
quality, complex recording needs. Sony 
has maximized capacity and durabil- . 

ity performance through continued 
refinement of metal media. 

Think compression. Compression 
is an enabling technology that allows . 

digital video recording to be more 
affordable, cost -efficient, practical and . 

convenient. Without compression, re- 

cording times are far shorter and run- . 

ning costs are far higher. 

Tom Evans is vice president, Marketing for 
Sony Electronics' Media Solutions Company 

VENDORI 
Juan Martinez, JVC 

Broadcasters 
choosing 

high- quality dig- 
ital video equip- 
ment as a "house 
format" must 
consider three 
mission- critical 
determinants: 
quality, reliabil- 
ity and upconver- 
sion for HDTV. 

JVC conceived 
of its 50Mb /s 4:2:2 component digital 
D -9 as the logical format to take the 
industry into the digital future and, 
ultimately, to HDTV production and 
broadcasting. With high -resolution 
4:2:2 digital sampling, and the ability 
to record 480/30p signals in 16:9 as- 
pect ratio, D -9 is DTV ready today. 

One of the core design elements in D- 
9 is the choice of 1/2 -inch tape. Like 
the majority of other high -end formats 
(D3, D5, Digital Betacaml, D -9 relies 
on half -inch tape because it allows for 
the recording of a vast amount of data 

including the high data capacity 
required for HDTV television - but 
also for the additional strength and 
reliability it offers. D -9 uses metal 
particle tape for high performance 
and reliability, and because it allows 
users the ability to record up to 124 
minutes of recording time - even in 

the field. 
JVC designed D -9 for ease of main- 

tenance and high reliability. Designed 
around a proven tape transport mech- 
anism and with a low mass inner 

drum assembly that minimizes head - 
wear, JVC's engineers got it right in 

their design of D -9. From genuine 
sapphire tape flanges to ceramic tape 
guides, the inner workings of the D -9 

machine were designed to provide 
maximum image quality and low 
maintenance costs. 

The broadcast and production in- 

dustries are quickly marching toward 
16:9 digital television. Once again, 
the choice of 50Mb /s, data -rich 4:2:2 
digital sampling, mild 3.3:1, I -frame 
only DV compression and half -inch 
tape is proving to be a strong method 
for moving seamlessly into DTV broad- 
cast. Because of its data -rich 4:2:2 
digital signal processing and mild 
compression, tapes recorded in stan- 
dard- definition D -9 achieve a richness 
of color and a striking clarity when 
mastering on MPEG -2 or upconvert- 
ing to HD an essential for producers 
and broadcasters alike. 

D -9 is capable of accepting 480/30p 
signals for digital broadcast and mul- 
ticast. Looking ahead to HDTV, arti- 
fact -free, data -rich 4:2:2 images look 
astonishingly good when upconverted 
to HD. This allows today's D -9 equip- 
ment to work well within today's in- 

frastructure, and to maintain its use- 

fulness and functionality as the indus- 
try progresses toward high- definition. 
D -9 users will have full use of existing 
tape libraries when the industry shifts 
to HDTV. 

Juan Martinez is manager of Digital Record- 
ing Formats for JVC. 

EXPERT 
Paul Black, KPIX 

The criterion 
that you 

apply to choosing 
a digital tape for- 

mat is much the 
same as that you 
would use in 
choosing any tape 
format. We'll get 
to the specifics in 

a moment, but 
first, a broader 

question has to be answered; is tape on 
it's way out? 

We're all aware that some industry 
prophets are telling us that tape is dying, 

and that nonlinear editing and hard disk 
storage is the wave of the future. Does 

34 Broadcast Engineering April 2000 

this spell the end for magnetic media? 
Absolutely not. Keep in mind two 

sets of facts about acquiring and edit- 
ing video, any video, including any 
form of high- definition. 

First, tape is going to be around for 
a long time. It will remain the media 
of choice in broadcasting for field 

acquisition and editing. It also contin- 
ues to have a variety of advantages for 

use pertaining to in -house storage and 
retrieval. Nothing else has the reli- 

ability, familiarity, and convenience 
of use for most broadcasters. 

Second, although the cost of mainte- 
nance on tape -based equipment can be 

very high, the necessary maintenance 
is a known factor. Any tape machine 
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Prote lion of legacy assets 

has alwo 's been - and continues 

to be - cornerstone of Sony's 

f f -Inch Platform. 
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SONY'. 

1/2 -INCH 
FORMAT 
Engineered for Evolution 

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT 
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SONY'S HALF -INCH 
PLATFORM: 
THE WHOLE STORY. 

The world of television has dramatically 
changed since Sony launched the 
original Betacam® half -inch format. For 
a decade and a half, the industry has 
seen unceasing innovation in Electronic 
Newsgathering (ENG), Electronic Field 
Production (EFP), studio production 
and postproduction. We've now 
embarked on a protracted transition 
from Analog to Digital Television - one 
that will see a long -term coexistence of 
both. And we face the looming transition 
from broadcasting a single channel to 
multicasting digital SDTV and HDTV, 

both heavily predicated on digital 
compression technology. 

Different manufacturers have taken 
quite different approaches to these 
changes. Sony has chosen to steer a 

single half -inch recording platform 
through eighteen years of transition and 
growth. Throughout, we've insisted that 
those in the television program- making 
business who have chosen Sony's 
Half -Inch Platform should not be 
disenfranchised - regardless of their 
migration path. Over the years, Sony 
has followed a consistent strategy: 

To protect legacy half -inch program 
material, now numbering 
over 150 million tapes. 

To maximize flexibility in 
industry migration. 

To mobilize the most contemporary 
technologies and industry standards. 

This remains our central strategy. 

HALF -INCH 
GOES PROFESSIONAL: 
BETACAM RECORDING. 

In 1982, Sony proposed to the SMPTE 
Working Group on Half -Inch Recording 
a component analog system. Based upon 
the new CCIR component set, this was 
the first Y, R -Y, B -Y recording system. 
Called the Betacam format, it astonished 
the industry with superb acquisition 
images and rich color bandwidth. And it 

forever transformed the world of ENG 
and EFP 

Betacam equipment triggered the rapid 
adoption of component analog post - 
production. And that soon stimulated 
demand for more robust multigeneration 
recording. Sony responded with metal 
particle tape, new recording heads and 
improved signal processing to create the 
Betacam SP® system. Over the next six 
years, Betacam SP equipment propelled 
component thinking and component 
postproduction systems worldwide. 

ENG und EFP Mabg Component Po,p.odurnm 

ASTACAM SP 

191E nkTACAM 
CCI R¢ 601 Analog Ca',pa'ml 

ENG and EFP 

The advent of component video recording radically 
changed television production. 

.1, festoon- 

e 

BETACAN1 SI' 
No Analog Component 

PostProduction 

ON FAG and EFP 

BETACANI 
CCIR Rec 601 

Analog Component 

ENG and EFI' 

Engineered for Evolution 
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HALF -INCH AND 
THE MPEG WORLD: 
VIDEOTAPE RECORDER MEETS 
DIGITAL DISK RECORDER. 

In broadcast news, the Betacam SX 

format became a spectacular success. At 

the same time, the growing adoption of 
disk -based technologies for nonlinear 
on -line editing, servers, and networking 
drove increasing demand for the 
efficiencies of compression. Emerging 
interest in multi -channel services, DTV, 

DVB and DVD distribution also 
intensified the desire to use one 
compression algorithm throughout a 

broadcast infrastructure. 

Soon the Betacam SX compression 
technology, based squarely upon the 
MPEG -2 4:2:2 Profile at Main Level, 
became broadly accepted. In concert 
with some of the world's major 
broadcasters and encouraged by the 
many members of the Pro MPEG 
Forum, Sony developed the next logical 
extension to Betacam SX recording - 
this time based upon the high end of 
the 4:2:2P @ML, namely 50 Mbps. The 
new system was designed to record all 
"I" frames (GOP = 1). These specific 
criteria had become popular for signal 
interfacing via SDTI -CP between 
MPEG -2 4:2:2P@ML equipment from 
diverse manufacturers. These criteria 
would enable straightforward inte- 
gration of the new VTRs with a world of 
servers, digital disk recorders and 
nonlinear editors, from Sony and other 
industry leading manufacturers. 

This time a half -inch tape recorder and 
a disk recorder were developed in 
concert. The tape recorder is Sony's new 
MPEG IMXTM VTR, which was originally 
shown at NAB'99. The companion 
digital disk recorder is Sony's MAV -555, 
which was introduced in 1999. Both 
record and play back the 50 Mbps 
MPEG -2 4:2:2P @ML format. The 
combination of the two opens a 

plethora of applications throughout the 
broadcast facility, mobile trucks and 
post -production systems. 

Half -Inch Format 

1993 OKiISAL ESTACAM 
Rec 601 4:2:2 

MPEG2 4 2 ?POW & . 
rcv, akTACAM SX 

MPEG2 6 2.2P@Ml 

The Tronuhon to Pgool 

1986 BETACAM SP 

6LTACAM 
CCIR Rec 601 Anolog Component 

The Half-Inch Platform climbs to the highest rung of the 

MPEG -2 4:22P ®ML standard. 

This new VTR squarely ties the new 
MPEG world with the expanding world 
of 150 million Betacam tapes. In 
addition to recording and playing back 
the MPEG profile, the new VTR can play 
back all of the legacy Betacam formats. 
Also, a new Digital Multi Player will play 
back all of the legacy Betacam formats. 

For example, Digital Betacam tapes, 
which remain the epitome of 4:2:2 
Standard Definition acquisition, can be 
played back and internally translated to 
50 Mbps MPEG -2 4:2:2P @ML via the 
new MPEG IMX VTR. The signal can then 
be fed via the built -in SDTI -CP interface 
into an MPEG -based broadcast system. 

12000 MPHf 1M7E 

MPEG2 a 2 ?POW 8 Hl 

11993 DIGITAL ESTACAM 
Rec 601 1 2'.2 

T 

[99, ESTACAN SX I 

MPEG Az 2 2P@Ml 

The Trankihon M Digital 

11986 BETACAM SP 

,63 EETACAM 
CCIR Rec 601 Anolog Componem 

The new Half -Inch MPEG IMX VTR will play back all of the 

SOW Betacam formats - both digital and analog. 

Betacam SX tapes are easily trans - 
coded to the same 50 Mbps 1 -Frame 
format, simply by playing them in 
the MPEG IMX VTR. This enables 
Betacam SX material to be integrated 
into many of the server -based systems 
now complying with the 50 Mbps 
MPEG -2 format. The above diagram 
summarizes the legacy playback modes 
of the MPEG IMX VTR. 
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HALF -INCH GOES HDCAM RECORDING 
HIGH DEFINITION: AS A SYSTEM: 
HDCAM RECORDING. 

Sony has been building commercial 
high- definition equipment since 1984. 
Sony equipment stood behind landmark 
HD productions in feature films, 
commercials, music videos and mini- 
series. Based on this experience, our 
concept for HDCAM® recording was 
simple. With the analog Betacam format 
as a model, Sony understood that a 

highly mobile camcorder and a cost - 
effective, "workhorse" editing VTR would 
spur broad adoption of high definition 
production. This, in turn, would help 
propel the much -needed creation of 
DTV program material. 

Once again, Sony designed a camcorder 
and a VTR in concert - operating on 
the same half -inch recording platform. 
The HDCAM format was introduced at 
NAB'97 and the first product was 
delivered late that year. The world's first 
all -digital high definition camcorder 
electrified the industry. At long last, 
HDTV had broken out of the studio to 
become as mobile as contemporary SDTV 

1997 HDCAM 
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1993 DIGITAL BITACAM 
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BETA CAM 
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Like Digital Betacam recording. the new HDCAM 
system used a proprietary compression algorithm. as 
no standardized algorithm had yet been created for HD. 

EFFICIENT HD 
PROGRAM CREATION. 

The genius of HDCAM recording lies 
in its Bit Rate Reduction. The data rate 
is not much higher than that of Digital 
Betacam recording. This results in 
efficiency beyond any previous 
HD system: 

A compact, HD camcorder with 
40- minute recording and exceptional 
integrity under all sorts of 
environmental conditions. 

A portable VTR capable of 124- minute 
recording in the field. 

Routing and distribution of HD 
material through standard 
270 Mbps routers. 

High recording efficiency on disk - 
based servers and Digital Disk 
Recorders (DDRs). 

In short, HDCAM was developed as 
a working system to facilitate practical 
DTV production. The low data rate 
enabled Sony to base HDCAM equip- 
ment on the successful Digital Betacam 
hardware. HDCAM equipment duplicated 
the successful operating features of 
Digital Betacam equipment. The resulting 
economies of scale also made HDCAM 
equipment remarkably cost -effective. 
This has been particularly noted by many 
filmmakers who see HDCAM acquisition 
as a powerful new creative alternative to 
motion picture film origination. 
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THE SUCCESS OF 
HDCAM RECORDING: 
HD PROGRAM CREATION. 

Measuring the success of 1080/60i 
HDCAM equipment is easy. Simply 
consider the wide array of premier 
programs already created or being 
created in the HDCAM format: 

Over 12 current primetime episodics 

are being posted in the HDCAM. 

Four HDCAM camcorders shot 960 

hours to produce twenty -two episodes 

of the prime time production "The 
Secret Adventures of Jules Verne." 

Discovery Channel took 20 HDCAM 
camcorders to the Andean peaks to 

cover the 1999 Eco-Challenge race. 

In July 1999, an HDCAM camcorder 
captured stunning images from NASAS 

Space Shuttle as it deployed the 

Chandra X -Ray telescope. 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 
brought back images from 3000 
meters under the ocean. 

No less than six feature length 
movies, including: "Solid Ones," 

"Seven and a Match," "Last 
Mountain," "Divorce the Musical," 
"Pride and Peril" and "Ivansxtc." 

With more than 250 1080/60i camcorders 
now in the U.S. marketplace, the 
HDCAM format is leading the wave of 
HD production for the DTV era. 

THE HDCAM 
FORMAT GROWS: 
HDCAM COMES OF AGE. 

The HDCAM format soon became a 

living system one that would branch 
out to encompass all the complexities of 
the evolving digital HDTV and SDTV era. 

Half -Inch Format 

The HDCAM system established the 

final major bridge between motion 
picture film and digital acquisition - 
with its 24 frames per second, 

progressive scan (24P) variant. 

The HDCAM format encompassed the 

world HD stage - heralding a new era 

of switchable 50/60 Hz HD acquisition 
equipment including interlace and 

progressive variants capable of 
operating anywhere in the world. 

HDCAM players would incorporate 
legacy playback of ALL our digital 
half -inch formats, as well as analog 

Betacam tapes. 

HALF -INCH GOES 
PROGRESSIVE: 
HDCAM 1080/24P. 

The HDCAM format helped build the 
final, crucial bridge between HD and 
motion picture film. These two media 
converged on the long -established 
platform of 24 frames per second. The 
24 frame progressive scan version 
of HDCAM equipment HDCAM 
1080/24P was introduced at NAB'99 
and the first product was delivered to 
the post community in the summer of 
that year. Once again, a 24P camcorder 
and an editing VTR formed the core 
system. Our 24P switchers, DMEs, 
editors, and HD displays simultaneously 
flanked this new HDCAM extension. In 
1999, no less than eight major network 
DTV shows were posted in HDCAM 24P 
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The addition of the 24 frame progressive version of 
HDCAM recording provides a tool for high -end DTV 
program origination that is traditionally shot on film. 
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24P HDCAM 
ACQUISITION: 
A SHOOTING AGENDA. 

In 1995, Sony established a working 
relationship with Lucasfilm. Together, we 

explored the potential for Widescreen 
Digital Betacam acquisition in digital 
movie making. A series of tests including 
transfers to 35mm film established 
important benchmarks in image quality. 
Exposure latitude and color reproduction 
were judged to be fully satisfactory. 
Resolution, as expected, did not match 
that of 35mm film, but it was neverthe- 
less encouragingly close. On this basis, 
Lucasfilm urged Sony to push hard 
on the development of the digital 
HD camcorder. 

This collaboration helped establish the 
practical criteria for HDCAM acquisition 
to become a valuable adjunct to motion 
picture film. Central to this effort was 
the very high optical quality required in 
the lenses for the smaller 2/3 -inch 
HDCAM image format. Sony turned to 
Panavision to resume a technical 
collaboration we had begun in the late 
1980's with earlier HD studio cameras. 
This time, Panavision elected to invest 
significantly in the design of a range of 
totally new cinematography lenses 
specifically for the HDCAM camcorder. 
They also developed a full range of the 
accessories familiar to the film cinema- 
tographer. Lucasfilm and Industrial 
Light and Magic tested this total system 
through the past winter. Final versions 
of these products will soon be delivered 
to them. Lucasfilm is poised to begin 
shooting elements of the new "Star Wars" 
movie soon in Australia, Tunisia and 
Italy Throughout 2000, significant new 
horizons in digital movie making will 
be explored by 24P HDCAM acquisition. 

HALF -INCH 
GOES GLOBAL: 
THE SWITCHABLE WORLDWIDE 
HDCAM SYSTEM. 

The year 2000 sees DTV moving into 
high gear. The impact on program 
production is immense. The DTV 

agenda is also picking up speed in 
other regions of the world, and this, in 
turn, has significant implications for 
U.S program production. 

In June of 1999, following a decade and 
a half of international work within the 
ITU, a seminal agreement was reached 
on a worldwide high definition format 
for program production and inter- 
national program exchange. Based 
squarely on the 1920 x 1080 digital 
format, this standard recognizes the 
world's diverse requirements in field 
and frame rates. The standard includes 
60/50/30/25/24 Frame Progressive 
origination in addition to the all - 
important 60 and 50 Field Interlaced. 

At NAB'00, Sony unveiled the first 
generation of HD products designed 
according to this standard. 

The new HDCAM camcorder is the 
HDW -F900. Originally conceived for 
our 24P system, it quickly evolved into 
something more. It's the world's first 

truly global product - switchable 
among 30, 25 and 24 -Frame Progressive, 
as well as 60 and 50 Hz Interlaced. 
That's right - it has five separate picture 
capture rates! This single unit can shoot 
HD in every region now moving into 
DTV: North America, Europe, Asia, and 
Australia. This is the camcorder now 
being evaluated by George Lucas and 
many others for digital origination of 
movies as well as prime time HD 
television production. 
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HALF -INCH 
GETS UNIFIED: 
THE HD DIGITAL MULTI PLAYER. 

We've seen Sony's tiered approach to the 
Half -Inch Platform, with a variety of 
formats serving multiple needs. Now the 

digital marketplace is demanding the 

ability to move program material 
smoothly between HDTV and SDTV. 

The Half -Inch platform, common to 

both HD and SD formats, is tailor -made 
for this requirement. Sony's Half -Inch 
HD Digital Multi Player is equipped 
with universal playback capability for 

Betacam, Betacam SP, Betacam SX, 

MPEG IMX, Digital Betacam and 
HDCAM legacy tapes. 

HALF -INCH HD DIGITAL MULTI PLAYER 
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The new Half -Inch HD Digital Multi Player. 

There's more. An up /down- converter 
board outputs both HD SDI signals and 
SDI signals. So pictures recorded in 

Standard Definition on any of these 
formats can all be internally up- 
converted to the 1920 x 1080 digital 
format and output as an HD SDI 

interface signal. 

In the same way, HDCAM recordings 
can be down- converted to the 720 x 

480 digital SDTV format and be output 
as an SDI interface signal. An optional 
card can even provide 720P HDTV and 
480P SDTV outputs, for users who 
need these formats. With this player, 

Sony has built an important, cohesive 
and complete bridge between HDTV 

and SDTV. 

Half -Inch Format 

The player is based on our new compact 
chassis - a mere four rack units in 

height. The player is also switchable 
between 60 and 50 Hz interlaced. 

These features provide tremendous 
operational flexibility. They enable a 

multiplicity of migration paths to 
SDTV and HDTV programming. And 
as we've done in the past, Sony plans to 

support all of the half -inch formats for 

the long term, with no premature 
obsolescence. This way, all formats can 
remain valid for continuous 
acquisition, feeding and editing. 
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The new Hall -Inch HD Digital Multi Player establishes a 

crucial bridge between SD7 V and HDTV It plays back 

Digital Betacam. Betacam SX. Betacam and Betacam SP 

tapes and upconverts each to the 1080-line or 720P formats. 

while maintaining compatibility with existing HDCAM tapes. 

HDCAM RECORDING: 
INTO THE FUTURE. 

The HDCAM format continues to 
advance with these rapidly changing 
times. Broadcasters and program 
producers are emphatic about lowering 
the cost of HDTV equipment. Sony is 

prepared to develop HDCAM equipment 
to meet the need. Just as we did with 

Betacam analog camcorders, we plan to 

progressively evolve the HDCAM 

camcorders and VTRs. The ubiquity 
of the Half -Inch Platform supports 
economies of scale, for future cost 
reductions. Smaller, lighter, lower 
power- consumption camcorders - 
which will also cost less - are already 
in development. 
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THE HOLY GRAIL OF 
HALF -INCH: 
THE FULL -BANDWIDTH 
MPEG VTR. 

Even as the HDCAM format hits its 
stride as the High Definition workhorse, 
Sony is already planning for future HD 

requirements. The high -end post - 
production community seeks an HD VTR 

with even more advanced capabilities: 

Modest compression. 

Higher hit depth. 

Full bandwidth. 

More digital audio channels. 

Sophisticated Metadata capabilities. 

Sony is developing such a machine. In 

the process, we're maintaining our 
allegiance to the evolving MPEG studio 
standards. The MPEG -4 committee is 

currently studying very high resolution, 
high bit rate, high bit depth systems. 
They are converging on an appropriate 
algorithm to compress such digital 
video with high performance. Sony is 

an active member of this committee and 
we await its outcome before committing 
to our final design. A standard is expected 
late in 2000. 
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The coming High -Level Compression standard will support a 

High Bit Rate Half-Inch VTR. It will feature full bandwidth 
and modest compression for high -end postproduction. 

But even as we wait for standards, one 
design decision is already clear. This new 
high bit rate VTR will embrace the Sony 
Half -Inch Platform. True to our tradition, 
it will have legacy playback of HDCAM 

tapes. We expect the HDCAM format to 
continue as the mainstay of mainstream 
HD acquisition and production, while the 
new machine supports the demanding 
requirements of high -end postproduction. 

SONY'S HALF -INCH 
PLATFORM: 
18 YEARS ARE JUST 
THE BEGINNING. 

Back in 1982, few could have predicted 
the diversity and complexity of today's 
television industry. The sudden prolifera- 
tion of different digital HDTV and SDTV 

signal formats has posed significant 
challenges. Manufacturers had to deploy 
resources carefully, focusing on what 
might actually happen in the market- 
place. Sony has worked hard to maintain 
close contact with all of our customers as 

they, too struggled with the dilemmas 
of the moment. Sony remains deeply 
involved in the evolving global standards 
for program production and distribution. 
Finally, the prior investments of Sony 
customers have always remained an 
immovable stake in the ground. 

Our Half -Inch Platform strategy has 
steered through this maze with great 
care. We're proud of what we've accom- 
plished. And we're confident in the path 
we've laid out for the exciting evolution 
of DTV. 
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ertain parameters that will need 

be checked and adjusted for the 
achine to work. These parameters 

well understood by broadcast engi- 
eers who have ever worked with vid- 
tape machines, regardless of format. 
so, because tape will be with us for a 

ile yet, longevity is the first thing to 
k for in a digital format. If a format 

s a chance of early obsolescence, it 
ght not do a good job returning its 

estment. The compression algorithm 
d is part of this decision, also. Choose 

e that will be around for a while. 
void dying audio/video- encoding meth- 
s that have been migrated to tape use. 

Any tape format needs to show good 
dio and video quality, and digital is 

o exception. Always have the ven- 
)rs or manufacturers leave you a 

chine and some tape for a couple of 
eks, so you can see how it looks and 
rks in your plant. (If they don't 
nt to do this, beware. Something's 

ing concealed.) This will allow you 
see the playback on a monitor type 

at you are familiar with, and look at 
e composite output signal from the 
chine with a set of waveform/vec- 

r monitors you know well. Take an 

"I'm from Missouri, show me" atti- 
tude with the manufacturer on the 
issue of quality. 

A word about backward compatibil- 
ity from digital to analog in ma- 
chines; this is nice, but is it necessary 
to your operation? True, the ability to 
play those old oxide tapes in the new 
digital machine is handy, but after all, 
you upgraded to get away from some 
of the problems the oxide tapes caused 
in the first place. Keep a couple of the 
old machines around to use as "vault 
viewers" and use the new machines 
for more productive purposes. 

Make sure there is more than one 
media manufacturer making the cas- 

settes for the format. Some third -party 
tapes can be better than those from the 
manufacturer. Get some samples. All 
reputable firms will give out samples. 

Look to see if there is more than one 
kind of camcorder available for the 
format. This usually indicates that a 

manufacturer has a solid commitment 
to the tape format and will be keeping 
it around for a while. If they're willing 
to do the R &D to field several camer- 
as, that's a good sign they believe it'll 
pay them back to do so. 

Notice that I haven't said anything 
about price yet? That's because you 
should factor that in last. You need to get 

a handle on the technical aspects of a 

tape format choice first, then start look- 
ing at price. Also, remember that new 
equipment prices are always negotia- 
ble. As one astute purchasing agent once 
said, "List price is for the price sheet 

printers, not the customers." 
Finally, beware of headlife claims. 

One well -known manufacturer was 
claiming a 9000 -hour headlife on a 

particular format. It turned out that you 
could get that kind of life, but only if you 
did no editing, shuttling, or other contin- 
uous handling. The claim applied only 
to straight record/play use. The reality 
was closer to 4000 hours maximum 
before replacement was necessary. 

Yes, it's time to go to a digital tape 
format. Yes, there are many formats 
available. Yes, you can find one that 
will fit you just fine. No, I don't want 
your old two -inch high -band quad 
videotape gear, even if you will give it 
away free. Bury it. It's dead. 

Paul Black is acting engineering manager for 
KPIX -TV /CBS. San Francisco 
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INTRODUCING 

THE OMNEON VIDEO AREA NETWORI 

601 HD DV MPE 

IEEE 1394 SDI /SDTI 
The Only Integrated Networking and Storage Infrastruct 
Finally, there's a digital networking and storage infrastructure that delivers the flexibility to connect : 

leading distribution, production and media management technologies, via standard networks, to a sc 

pool of multi -format storage; the scalability to deliver more bandwidth in more formats to more cha 

and production suites than ever before; the compatibility to integrate seamlessly with your current sy 

so you can painlessly upgrade today, while equipping your operation for the future; price /performance 

sets a new value standard for the industry; and the power to handle the complexity of your world, wh 

streamlining your operation. This unparalleled functionality, scalability and value makes the O \IN1 oN VIDI 

AREA NETWORK the ideal networking and storage infrastructure for the digital television marketplace. 
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PREMIERING AT NAB 2000 - NORTH HALL 

Ehernet RS422 Fiber 
Featuring 
Data -type Independence - ITU 601, HD, DV, MPEG, OMF /AAF, AES, IP Data, Metadata Linear 

Scalability - Scales smoothly to hundreds of distribution channels and thousands of hours of storage 

Shared- Storage Productivity - Pooled, multi- format storage for collaborative production and 

distribution Open Platform Compatibility - Distribution, production and data management 

applications Modular Architecture - Scalable network components include Directors, Packet 

Switches, and MediaPorts Reduced Cost -of- Ownership - Lower acquisition cost, lower operational 

Ind maintenance costs On -Air Reliability - Both system -level and critical component redundancy 

increased Profitability - Flexibility to exploit existing assets for new services 
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Digital Hand 

The ATSC standard 
BY MICHAEL ROBIN 

The conventional television stan- 
dards (525/60 and 625/50) and the 

related monochrome- compatible color 
encoding concepts (NTSC, PAL and 
SECAM) represent a cost/performance 
choice based on the technologies of the 

1930s, 1940s and 1950s. They were 

geared at reproducing acceptable qual- 
ity, 4:3 aspect ratio pictures when 
viewed at six times the picture height. 
This is now identified as standard -def- 
inition television (SDTV). In the 1980, 
a great number of interested parties 
began developing concepts of advanced 
television, high- definition television or 
HDTV, geared at reproducing superior 
quality 16:9 aspect ratio pictures when 
viewed at three times the picture height. 

The International Telecommunica- 
tions Union (ITU) defines HDTV as 

follows: 
"...[A( system designed to allow view- 

ing at about three times the picture 
height, such that the system is virtually, 

or nearly, transparent to the quality of 
portrayal that would have been per- 

ceived in the original scene or perfor- 
mance by a discerning viewer with 
normal visual acuity. Stich factors in- 

signals are transmitted to homes via an 

analog satellite technology better 
known as MUSE. This system is still on 
the air today but will be phased out in 
the not too distant future. 

A great deal of DTV's success wig: likely depend 

on the willingness of CATV operators t, carry 

DTV signals in their original format. 
1 

chide improved motion portrayal and 
improved perception of depth." 

A tall order indeed. Two main trends 
initially emerged: 

Japanese NHK: A 16:9 aspect ratio 
picture format of 1 125 lines (1035 ac- 

tive lines) and 60 interlaced fields per 

second. This legacy format is described 
in the SMPTE 240M standard and its 

digital representation is described in 

SMPTE 260M. The video and audio 

FRAME GRAB 
A look at tomorrow's technology. 

Telco and cable battle to provide residential 
high -speed Internet access 
DSL will close the gap in subscribers 
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European HDTV: A picture format 
of 1250 lines and 50 progressive frames, 
part of an evolutionary (SDTV 4:3 to 
SDTV 16:9 to HDTV 16:9) multiplexed 
analog component (MAC) satellite 
transmission concept. This concept has 

been abandoned. 

The North American approach 
I he North American evolutionary 

approach took several years. In 1987 
the FCC established the Advisory Com- 
mittee on Advanced Television Service 
(ACATS) to advise on technical and 
public policy issues regarding advanced 
television. What resulted was that 23 
different analog systems were proposed, 
falling under three general categories: 

Improved systems: Offering im- 
proved video quality within the param- 
eters of NTSC. 

Enhanced systems: Adding addi- 
tional information to the signal to pro- 
vide an improved widescreen picture. 

High- definition television: Com- 
pletely new systems with improved res- 

olution, a wider aspect ratio and im- 
proved sound. 

In 1990, in the midst of these never - 

ending discussions, a revolutionary 
event took place: General Instruments 
proposed the first all- digital system. In 

rapid succession three additional all - 
digital systems were proposed. By 1 991 
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the number of proposed systems was 
reduced to six, including the four all - 
digital systems. In 1991 and 1992 these 
systems were exhaustively tested by the 
following laboratories: 

The Advanced Television Test Cen- 
ter, funded by the broadcasting and 
consumer electronic industries, con- 
ducted transmission performance test- 
ing and subjective tests using experi- 
enced viewers. 

Cable Television Laboratories, a 
research and development consortium 
of cable system operators, conducted 
cable transmission tests. 

The Advanced Television 
Evaluation Laboratory, a 

laboratory of the Canadian 
Communications Research 
Centre, conducted subjective 
assessment tests using non - 
expert viewers. 

In 1993 a special panel of 
the ACATS was convened to 
review the results of the tests 
and, possibly, to choose a new 
transmission standard for ter- 
restrial broadcasts. It took a 

week to reach the unanimous 
conclusion that an all- digital 
approach was both desirable 
and feasible. To avoid lengthy 
and intensive testing of four 
competitive all- digital sys- 
tems the proponents of these 
systems formed the Grand 
Alliance, which was made up 
of AT &T, GI, MIT North 
American Philips, Thomson 
Consumer Electronics, Dav- 
id Sarnoff Research Center 
and Zenith. 

The tests took place in 1995 

based on the Grand Alliance recom- 
mendations. The ATSC added several 
standard definition formats resulting 
in a family of scanning formats as no 
single concept could be agreed upon. 
What resulted was the ATSC standard 
that was adopted and is being imple- 
mented by the FCC. 

Characteristics of the video system 
The members of ATSC could not agree 

on a single picture format concept. As 

a consequence, the ATSC standard sup- 
ports a range of program materials 
originating in different picture formats. 

per line and active lines per frame be a 
multiple of the pixels and lines in a 

DCT block (8 pixels x 8 lines). 
Table 2 summarizes the 16:9 aspect 

ratio formats. NTSC -friendly frame 
rates are obtained by dividing the nom- 
inal frame rate by M= 1.001. The for- 

mats are, respectively: 
SDTV (704 pixels x 480 lines) modi- 

fied to MPEG -2 requirements. The mod- 
ification consists in reducing the number 
of active pixels per line to 704 and active 
scanning lines per frame to 480. This is an 
MPEG -2 requirement to the effect that 
the number of active pixels per line and 

active lines per frame be a 

multiple of the pixels and 
lines in a DCT block (8 

pixels x 8 lines). This for- 

mat may use the P or I 

scanning mode at several 

frame rates. SMPTE Stan- 
dards 293M (progressive 
scanning) and 294M (bit - 
serial interface) define the 
production aspects of the 
format. 

ACTIVE 
H- PIXELS 

ACTIVE 
UNES 

SCANNING MODE FRAME RATE (Hz)* 

640 480 PROGRESSIVE 60(60/M), 30(30/M), 
24(24/PA) 

INTERLACED 30(30/M) 

704 480 PROGRESSIVE 60(60/M), 30(30/M), 
24(24/PA) 

INTERLACED 30(30/M) 

'M =1.001 IS A FRAME RATE DIVISOR FOR NTSC -FRIENDLY SYSTEMS 

Table 1. Specifications for ATSC formats using a 4:3 aspect ratio. 
These formats all use 480 horizontal lines and can be either 
progressive or interlace. 

SMPTE PRODUCT -I ACTIVE ACTIVE 

ION STANDARD H- PIXELS LINES 

SCANNING 

MODE 

FRAME 

RATE (Hz)' 

293M 704 460 PROGRESSIVE 60(60/M), 

(PROGRESSIVE 30(30/M), 24(24/M) 

SCANNING) 

294M (SERIAL INTERLACED 30(30/M), 

INTERFACE) 

296M (SCANNING 1280 720 PROGRESSIVE 60(60/M), 

AND INTERFACE) 30(30/M), 24(24/M) 

274M (SCANNING) 1920 1080 PROGRESSIVE 30(30/M), 24(24/M) 

292M (SERIAL INTERLACED 30(30/M) 

INTERFACE) 

'M 1.001 IS A FRAME RATE DIVISOR FOR NTSC- FRIENDLY SYSTEMS 

Table 2. ATSC has several options for displaying 16:9 pictures in both 
a progressive and interlace scanning format. 

using modular equipment supplied by 
various members of the Grand Alliance 
and integrated at the David Sarnoff 
Research Center. In addition to the types 
of tests detailed above, these new tests 
included format conversions between 
various picture formats, compliance with 
MPEG -2 and subjective audio tests. 

The development of the advanced tele- 
vision concepts were entrusted to the 
Advanced Television Systems Commit- 
tee (ATSC), a private sector organiza- 
tion of corporations, associations and 
educational institutions. It was respon- 
sible for exploring the need for and 
developing the documentation of the 
Advanced Television (ATV) standard 

Two program format levels, HDTV 
(720 and 1080 active lines) and SDTV 
(480 active lines), are represented. 

Table 1 summarizes the 4:3 aspect 
ratio SDTV ATSC formats. The scan- 
ning mode may be progressive (P) or 
interlaced (I) and several frame rates 
are specified. The 4:3 aspect ratio SDTV 
formats are, respectively: 

VGA 640 pixels x 480 lines; 
A slightly modified CCIR 601 for- 

mat (704 pixels x 480 lines). The mod- 
ification consists in reducing the num- 
ber of active pixels per line to 704 and 
active scanning lines per frame to 480. 
This is an MPEG -2 requirement to the 
effect that the number of active pixels 
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HDTV -A (1280 pixels 
x 720 lines). This format 
uses exclusively P scanning 
and is described in the 
SMPTE 296M standard. 

HDTV -B (1920 pixels 
x 1080 lines). I or P scan- 
ning at frame rates not 
exceeding 30Hz is used in 

this format. This restric- 
tion is due to the fact that 
a progressive 60Hz frame 
rate would result in an 
essential bit -serial rate of 
the order of 2.5Gb /s 
which exceeds the con- 

temporary hit rate compression capa- 
bilities. SMPTE Standards 274M (scan- 
ning) and 292M (bit -serial interface) 
define several formats including 60Hz 
progressive scanning which, currently, 
is not an ATSC format. 

Accounting for all picture scanning 
formats and frame rates there are 18 

picture formats supported by the ATSC 

standard, based on the nominal frame 
rates of 60Hz, 30Hz and 24Hz. If we 
take into consideration the NTSC- 
friendly rates of 59.94Hz, 29.97Hz and 
23.976Hz we end up with 36 picture 
formats. The latter frame rates will 
simplify interworking with NTSC ma- 
terial during the simulcast period. 
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Audio 
Audio characteristics are defined in 

the ATSC standard document A -52. 
The digital compression system, is a 

constrained subset of the AC -3 system 

developed by Dolby Labs. It encodes 

five full -bandwidth audio channels (3Hz 
to 20kHz) including left, center, right, 
left and right surround and one re- 

duced- bandwidth, low- frequency en- 

pensated Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT) algorithm and B -frame predic- 
tion. The video encoder supports the 

wide motion estimation range needed for 
tracking fast -motion pictures. In addi- 
tion it uses source -adaptive coding, field 

and frame motion vectors and other tech- 

niques to improve compression efficien- 
cy. In all ATSC suggested formats there is 

a possibility to transmit film material in 

its native pro- 
gressive 24 
frames per sec- 

ond format and 

eliminate the 3/ 
2 pull -down 
used in NTSC 
countries. This 
results in a re- 

duction of the 
transmitted bit - 
rate, easing the 

task of the 
MPEG -2 en- 
coder. The re- 

ceiver recon- 
structs the inter- 

laced or progressive display. 

DESIGNATION TYPE OF 
SERVICE 

NUMBER OF 
CHANNELS 

COMPRESSED 
BIT RATE kb /s 

COMPLETE MAIN AUDIO 1 TO 5.1 64 TO 384 

MAIN (CM) 

MUSIC AND MAIN AUDIO 1 TO 5.1 64 TO 384 

EFFECTS (ME) 

VISUALLY ASSOCIATED 1 128 

IMPAIRED (VI) 

HEARING ASSOCIATED 1 128 

IMPAIRED (HI) 

DIALOGUE (0) ASSOCIATED 1 128 

COMMENTARY (C) ASSOCIATED 128 

EMERGENCY (C) ASSOCIATED 128 

VOICE-OVER (VO) ASSOCIATED 1 128 

Table 3. Audio service for ATSC includes the main audio services at 
up to 384kb/s and associated services at 128kb /s. 

hancement (LFE) channel (3Hz to 
120Hz). The resulting 5.184Mb/s datas- 

tream is compressed into 384kb /s. The 
LFE channel carries about I /l0 of the 

bandwidth of the other channels, so the 
AC -3 system is frequently mentioned 
as carrying 5.1 channels. Table 3 sum- 
marizes the audio service types con- 
tained in an AC -3 elementary stream. 

Compression 
Table 4 shows the essential (active) hit 

rates of ATSC recommended produc- 
tion scanning formats, with 10 bits/ 
sample resolution, before bit rate reduc- 

tion and compression are applied. The 
total bit rates, including the samples in 
the horizontal and vertical blanking ar- 

eas, are shown in brackets. The ATSC 

terrestrial transmission standard defines 

the bitstream content and transport and 

its digital transmission in a 6MHz TV 
RF channel. The nominal transmission 
bit -rate depends on the chosen digital 
RF modulation scheme. The ATSC cho- 
sen scheme, 8VSB, limits the transmis- 
sion bit -rate to 19.4Mb /s. This con- 
straint offers no other alternative but bit 
rate reduction and compression to ac- 

commodate all the ATSC formats. 
The video compression scheme is based 

on the main profile syntax of the MPEG- 
2 video standard. It uses a motion -corn- 

Transmission 
The ATSC system employs multiple pic- 

ture formats, digital audio and video 

compression. 
The compressed 

video and associ- 

ated audio data 

streams are pack - 

etized into a pack - 

etized elementa- 

ry stream (PES). 

One (e.g. one 
HDTV program) 
or several (e.g. 

multiple SDTV 
programs) PES, 

along with auxil- 
iary and control 
data as well as 

program and sys- 

tem information protocol (PS1P) are fed 

to a transport stream multiplexer which 
combines them into a 19.4Mb /s data 

stream. Packetization allows audio, vid- 
eo and auxiliary data to be separated into 
fixed -size units suitable for forward error 
correction, program stream multiplexing 
and switching, time synchronization. This 
offers flexibility and extendibility as well 
as compatibility with other formats. 

The 19.4Mb/s datastream feeds a chan- 

nel encoder which in turn feeds the RF 

modulator of the terrestrial transmitter 
operating in an allocated 6MHz RF chan- 

nel. The ATSC chosen modulation scheme, 

8VSB, typically provides adequate recep- 

tion when outside, roof -top, reception 

antennas are used. In most locations, 

indoor antennas provide unreliable re- 

ception. The 8VSB modulation standard 
is incompatible with the modulation choic- 

es made by the cable operators. The 

incompatibility of the 8VSB transmission 
modulation with the CATV modulation 
schemes and the lack of enthusiasm of 
cable operators to carry DTV signals will 
likely put a damper on the sales of DTV 
receivers as about 70 percent of North 
American viewers are connected to cable. 

The use of roof -top reception antennas 

would likely remove some of the prob- 
lems of introducing DTV, However, roof- 

top antennas are no longer common and 

are impractical, if not impossible, to use 

in large cities with many high -rise build- 
ings. Alternate modulation schemes may 

offer more reliable reception under mar- 

ginal conditions and passionate discus- 

sions are currently taking place concern- 

ing the acceptable modulation scheme. 

The increasing availability of set -top 
CATV converters will make DTV sig- 

nals available to NTSC receivers as %veil 

ACTIVE (TOTAL) 
VIDEO FORMAT 
PIXELSxLINES 
640 x 480 

(840 x 525) 

720 x 480 

(858 x 525) 

1280 x 720 

(1650 x 750) 

1920 x 1080 

(2200 x 1125) 

NOMINAL 
FRAME RATE 
(f /s)' 

ACTIVE (TOTAL) 
NOMINAL BIT RATE 
(Mb/s) 

30 INTERLACED 184 (252) 

30 PROGRESSIVE 184 (252) 

60 PROGRESSIVE 368(504) 

30 INTERLACED 207 (270) 

30 PROGRESSIVE 207 (270) 

60 PROGRESSIVE 414 (540) 

30 PROGRESSIVE 553 (742) 

60 PROGRESSIVE 1106(1485) 

30 INTERLACED 1244 (1485) 

30 PROGRESSIVE 1244(1485) 

FOR NTSC- FRIENDLY SYSTEMS THIS FIGURE IS DIVIDED BY M =1 001 

Table 4. Because of the high bit rates required by the various 
ATSC formats, MPEG-2 compression is used to reduce the bit rate 
to fit within the 19.4Mb/s datastream. 
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as to DTV receivers with compatible 
interfaces. A great deal of DTV's success 

will likely depend on the willingness of 
CATV operators to carry DTV signals 

in their original format. 

Michael Robin, former engineer a,ith the Cana- 
dian Broadcasting Corp. engineering headquar- 
ters, is an independent broadcast consultant 
located in Montreal Canada. He is co-author of 
Digital Telei'ision Fundamentals, published by 
McGraw -Hill. 
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Virtual sets 
BY BRAD GILMER 

As 

the technology matures and as 
the economics of virtual sets be- 

come more compelling, virtual is set 
to become commonplace in the broad- 
cast industry. You might have seen 
virtual sets used during NBA cover- 
age on TNT, on the game show My 
Generation on VH -1, or perhaps in 
use at a network affiliate during elec- 
tion coverage. Virtual sets combine 
high -quality graphics rendering with 
chroma keying and advanced cam- 
era- tracking technology to allow real 
people to interact with computer gen- 
erated objects in a realistic virtual 
environment. 

If you are one of the people who 
saw Roger Rabbit when it first came 
out, you may have been quite im- 
pressed with the interaction be- 
tween the animated characters and 
real actors. The effects in the mov- 
ie were spectacular, but the cost 
and production processes used were 
not viable for everyday applica- 
tions such as game show produc- 
tion or live events. As computer 
processing power has increased, the 
ability to animate graphics in real - 
time has become a reality. The 
Cartoon Network was involved in 
one of the first broadcasts of an 
animated cartoon character that 
was rendered and broadcast in real 
time. A dog called Moxie was ren- 

One of the advantages of virtual set technologies is that they are not limited to the 
size of the studio. Small studios can be used to the same advantage as large ones. 
Photos courtesy of Radamec. 

tures such as eyebrows and the end 
of the character's nose. While a 

long way from a virtual set, the 
ability to manipulate a graphics 
image based upon telemetry gath- 
ered from external sources was a 

critical development. 
In the mean time, chroma key 

technology was already well devel- 
,pped. Combining animated graph- 

Personnel costs for virtual set designers and 

operators can be very high and should be part of 

any evaluation. 

dered on an SGI platform and ani- 
mated using inputs from an array 
of hall -effect sensors on an actor 
along with external controls that 
were used to manipulate other fea- 

ical images with chromakey had 
been done for quite some time. This 
relatively simple combination of 
technologies had several weakness- 
es. First, while 3D graphic ele- 
ments could be easily created, it 
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was not possible for the talent to 
interact with the objects in 3D space. 
A 3D weather map, for example, 
might look very realistic, but the 
talent could do little more than 
stand in front of it pointing to re- 
gions of interest. A second limita- 
tion was that if a 3D graphic ele- 
ment was supposed to be something 
real, such as a table, the effect was 
immediately ruined with any cam- 
era movement because the perspec- 
tive of the virtual object remained 
unchanged. It became immediately 
obvious that the 3D object had 
been keyed into the scene. 

Virtual set companies addressed 
these two factors in a way that 
allowed the talent to interact with 
objects, walking among them while 
camera angles changed in a way 
that makes the virtual elements look 
like they are part of the real scene. 
The first advance was to compute 
the position of persons in the real 
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camera shot so that the rendering 
engine could figure out whether the 
talent was in front or in back of a 

rendered graphic element. The sec- 

ond advance was to equip cameras 
with an array of sensors that track 
everything from camera position in 

the studio to zoom and focus set- 

tings. By collecting critical infor- 
mation about the camera's position 
and settings, the rendering engine 
could calculate new 3D views of the 
rendered objects 
based upon its 
mathematical 
knowledge of what 
the view of the ob- 
jects should look 
like. 
It does not take a 

computer scientist 
to figure out that 
making the mil- 
lions of calcula- 
tions per second 
that can be required 
for real -time 3D 
rendering takes a 

lot of computer 
power. Early virtu- 
al sets required 
that the virtual el- 
ements be designed 
so that they were 
not too complicat- 
ed for the compute 
engines involved. 
Even today, if the 
virtual elements exceed the capabil- 
ities of the processor, the elements 
may be incompletely rendered and 
animation of these elements will not 
be at 30 frames per second. 

ly you will realize savings. Set de- 

sign can run anywhere from $30,000 
to $350,000 or more, but this runs 
the range from a simple news cut -in 
studio to an elaborate election suite. 
One important thing to realize is 

that your design fees, if anything, 
will be higher using virtual sets. 

Virtual sets can create new visual 
opportunities, and you are probably 
going to pay more to explore those 
opportunities. 

regardless of how long it takes to 
change the set. 

The cost of hardware and soft- 
ware can range anywhere from 
$40,000 to $400,000 or more. Vir- 
tual set software can be run on a 

Windows NT machine, or on a 

very large SGI system. As expect- 
ed, performance, complexity and 
features all increase with price. 
One thing is certain - the price/ 
performance ratio of these systems 

will continue to 
improve as this 
technology takes 
advantage of the 
major improve- 
ments in consum- 
er- oriented hard- 
ware and software. 

Personnel costs for 
virtual set designers 

and operators can 
be very high and 
should he part of 
any evaluation. You 
may get lucky and 
find a sharp college 
student who would 
work for a reason- 
able price, but in 
most cases, these 
designers and oper- 
ators will be among 
the most highly com- 
pensated people on 
your production 
team. 

Virtual sets offer a number of advan- 
tages that are hard to put into specific 
cost terms. They can appear to be 

quite large while, in fact, the size of 
the studio is very small. Virtual en- 

ables creative possibilities that have 

not been available before. While this 
has led to the overuse of the effect 
early on, as this technology matures, 
the real gains will he made in creating 
a believable virtual environment that 
decrease remote location costs and 

allow projects to go forward that would 
have not been economically viable 
previously. 

The basic bluescreen backdrop of the set remains in place while a multitude of 
virtual environments can keyed upon it, benefiting a station's bottom line 
through reduced set construction and removal costs. 

Virtual set finances 
Virtual sets are supposed to be 

much less expensive than using tra- 
ditional sets. Is this really true? The 
answer, as with almost everything 
in life, is that it depends. For many 
applications, you can realize sub- 
stantial savings by employing vir- 
tual set technology. 

Since there is no physical set, you 
can save anywhere from $50,000 to 
$500,000, depending upon its com- 
plexity. Offsetting these fees are the 
fees charged by the graphic artists 
to create your virtual set. These 
charges can vary widely, but usual- 

Another area of real savings re- 

lates to the handling of sets. It is 

quite common for stations to have 

to tear down sets and move them to 
make room for other production 
activities. Not only are crew and 
storage costs involved, but the loss 

of studio time while it is being turned 
around for the next shoot is a real 
out -of- pocket expense if the facility 
is fully hooked. While the sets are 

being changed, the facility cannot 
be used. Changing virtual sets re- 

quires loading a disk and usually 
changing some of the lighting in the 

studio, but this time is minimal com- 
pared to physically moving a set. 

The logistics of moving a set may 
also he a consideration, and repre- 
sent a further loss of revenue. In 
union environments, a set change 
may result in a minimum crew charge 
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Brad Gilmer is President of Gilmer irr Associ- 
ates, and is also lìxecutir'e Director of the AA F 

Association. 
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Ask Dr Digital 

AES -3 distribution: Coax or twisted pair? 
BY STEVE EPSTEIN, TECHNICAL EDITOR 

As an equipment distributor, we 
have sold both balanced and un- 

balanced digital audio systems. My 
understanding of balanced 

and unbalanced audio 
is from the analog au- 

dio world, where the 
balanced audio has a 

cleaner signal due to 
the shielding in the bal- 

anced cable. Is the same 

true in digital audio? Or, 
I guess the question might 

be: Is there an advantage to deploying 
balanced digital audio? With unbal- 
anced digital audio able to use stan- 

dard coax with 7512 connectors and 
inexpensive routers /distribution sys- 

tems, why would anyone ever want to 
use a balanced AES digital audio 
system? 

Dale Rochon 
Vice President, Sales & Marketing 
Image Technics Inc. 
Irving TX 

First, let's look at 
the difference be- 

tween a balanced sig- 

nal and an unbal- 
anced signal. A bal- 
anced signal consists 

of two signals, equal in amplitude, but 
opposite in polarity. These two sig- 

nals can be floating or referenced to a 

common voltage. In nearly all cases, 

when the signals are referenced to a 

common voltage, that voltage is OV or 
to ground. Obviously, floating signals 
are not referenced to a common volt- 
age. The key advantage of balanced 

signals is their increased noise immu- 
nity over unbalanced signals. Under- 
standing the reason for this requires 
an understanding of the relationship 
between electricity and magnetism. 

Anytime current flows, a magnetic 
field is generated. This is true in audio 
cables, AC transmission lines and RF 

radiation. Magnetic fields, interest- 
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ingly enough, cause electrons to move 
within conductors - in other words, 
current flow. The amount of current 
Flow depends on the strength of the 

magnetic field and how quickly it 
changes. Because cabling is made of 
metal - a conductor - it is affected 
by magnetic fields. As there are chang- 

ing magnetic fields all around us, they 
cause current flow in cabling that 
typically shows up as noise. 

Balanced signals are normally car- 

ried on twisted pair cable. At the 
receiver, the signal goes to a differen- 
tial input. Differential inputs are con- 
figured to amplify any signals that are 

different on the two wires, and reject 

any signals that are the same. Signals 

entering the wire at the other end are 

different, because they are opposite in 

polarity. However, any noise that was 

picked up along the way will be al- 

most identical on each of the two 
wires, therefore it will be rejected. 
Adding a shield to the wire reduces the 

amount of noise picked up. 

Unbalanced signals typically use co- 

axial -type cables and rely on the shield 

to reduce the amount of noise picked up 

by the wire. In recent years, manufac- 
turers have begun putting differential 
inputs on equipment that uses coaxial 
connectors. Insulating the shield from 
the chassis and connecting the center 

conductor and the shield to the two 
inputs does this. Although the noise 

reduction produced by this is less effec- 

tive than when used with twisted pair, 

there is still some benefit gained. 
With the differences between bal- 

anced and unbalanced signals cov- 
ered, let's look at their use with digital 
audio. First, because this is digital, 
induced noise on the cables will not 
affect the audio. The noise, however, 
can affect whether or not the digital 
signal can he recovered at the other 
end. So, what do you use, coax or 
twisted pair? As usual, it depends. 
One consideration is length. Coaxial 
cables can go about 2000ft with digi- 
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tal audio, 
w h i l e 

twisted 
pair is only 
good to about 
1000ft. However, only a small per- 

centage of cable runs fall into that 
length, so that's not much help. Adapt- 
er costs are about $45 each and this 

applies whether you need to go BNC 
to XLR or XLR to BNC -again not 
much help. Twisted pair cable is typ- 
ically less expensive than coax, so 

there is something to consider, but 
how much time is required to put the 

connectors on? How much does that 
extra time cost? An interesting twist 
(no pun intended) on the cable /con- 
nector angle is the use of Category S 

cabling and RJ -45 connectors by Ra- 

dio Systems in their StudioHub prod- 
ucts. This is more of a distribution 
solution than something used for ter- 
mination, but it may be worth looking 
into. On the BNC side, the tools to 
strip the cable and crimp the connec- 

tors can easily run $300 to $500, or 
about 10 adapters. My background is 

video, and with the right tools, I can 

put a BNC on much quicker that an 

XLR. However, if your background is 

in audio, the opposite is probably 
true. XLR and BNC connectors are 

comparable in price, but the XLRs 
can typically be reused, whereas crimp - 
type BNCs cannot. 

I checked with some manufacturers 
of AES -3 equipment to see if there was 

a trend one way or another. For the 

most part, sales of XLR vs. BNC AES 

equipment is about 50 /50, but if the 

manufacturers are leaning any way, it 
is toward BNCs. Personally, I can't 
find a compelling reason to use XLRs 
and twisted pair cable, but I am sure 

there are plenty of audio engineers 

that would disagree. 
If you have a problem that I can help 

with or simply have a comment, you - 
know where to find me: 

drdigital @compuserve.com. 
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st y Don Thompson 

The networks of CNN News 
are on the air around the 

.wJorld 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week. Yet, the Atlanta head- 
quarters is in an almost constan 
state of facility redesign. Some 
compare it to changing the wheels 
on a moving locomotive. Very few 
of us will have the opportunity to 
experience first hand the challen 
es of such a large and compi 
environment but we can, court 
of CNN, take a snapshot of this 
constantly morphing broadcast - 

ant and use the lessons they hive 
learned in our own projects. 
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TNN newsroom. Located at CNN world headEuartelk in htla ta, GA, the facility 
encompasses more than 18,000 square feej pf, which can mmodate more 
than 200 news and fethnlcal staff.` flotôl hermat\ 
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Control room for CNN Headline News. The main technical operating position, shown on the right, uses a GVG 4000 
production switcher 

make the minor software and hard- 
ware modifications necessary to meet 

reliability goals. 
As work progressed on proving the 

core equipment to be used, various other 
facility issues came to the forefront,such 
as where to locate the servers. Since the 

current arrangement allowed each net- 

work to have its own terminal gear area, 

the decision came down to which one 

had enough space to accommodate the 

new gear. CNN and Headline News 
had about 13,000 square feet of terminal 
gear space. This project would necessi- 

tate an expansion to about 18,000 square 

feet, but this would ultimately shrink 
hack to less than the original 13,000 square 

feet. Space in the CNN terminal gear area 

was selected for the installation. 

Another issue was cabling. CNN 
News Group networks are located in 

two multistory towers with a common 
atrium. Since the networks grew orig- 
inally as separate entities, sufficient 
interconnect cabling to support shared 
server -based playback did not exist. 
Additional fiber cable was installed 
between the two buildings. 

Meanwhile, testing and configuration 

continued with the Leitch servers. The 
design called for 30 dual -channel Leitch 

VR3OO servers arranged in two 15- 

server arrays with 62 hours of storage on 

each half. Each array has 18 output 
ports and 12 input ports with RAID 

CNN News Group is 

committed to making 

MPEG -2 the basis of their 

operation. 

protected Fibre Channel storage. Any 
clip sent to the server is actually dupli- 
cated on both arrays. Sophisticated data 

management software is constantly 
checking to ensure that a complete mir- 
rored environment is maintained. 

Another important element of this 
project was writing and testing the 
software, which would allow the serv- 

ers to interface productively with the 

Avstar Newsroom system used by edi- 

torial staffers to write, edit and build 
their newscasts. CNN Headline News 
was already using Avstar, and plans 
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were underway for the other networks 
to implement its use as well. Leitch 
developed custom software for its 
VR3OO servers to accommodate this 
requirement. And, always mindful of 
the need for a backup plan, the design 

team developed an RS -422 controller 
which is hardwired directly to the 

server and independent of any other 
data networks or computers. A control 
panel was built by DNF of California 
for each control room. The added 

hardware allows control room staff to 
continue to operate the servers in the 

event of failure of other systems. 

As hardware testing and software de- 

velopment continued, the next decision 

that had to be made was selection of the 

first network to begin using the server. 

With its studio and control room reno- 

vation completed and the fact that its 

normal operation involved recorded 
rather than live playback to air, CNN 
Headline News was determined to he 

the best choice for first implementation. 
In the fall of 1999, CNN Headline 

News began using server -based play- 
back in a shadowing mode with their 
current setup. The new server worked 
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CNN Headline News media operations area. Note the edit bays in the background. 

so well that the network dropped its 

shadowing after only a few days. This 
quick success was due to the long 
months of testing the system had un- 

dergone, as well as the involvement of 
employees at all levels in the design 

and implementation process. 

With Headline News online, the 
CNN team could consider the next 
network to convert. CNN Internation- 
al seemed the best candidate. CNNI 
operates two simultaneous control 
rooms and often needs access to the 
same stories at the same time. 
Throughout the fall of 1999, CNNI's 
operations staff worked on the conver- 
sion details involving not only access- 

ing the server, but also implementing 
use of the Avstar Newsroom system 

and rearranging equipment in their 
control rooms. CNNI spent a signifi- 
cant amount of time getting input 
from employees on how the new de- 

sign should he implemented in their 
operating environment. This hard 
work paid off in early 2000, when 
CNNI's conversion to server -based 
playback was complete. 

It is important to remember that for 
the CNN News Group, implementa- 
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Lion of server -based playback was not 
occurring in isolation. During the time 
that this project was in process, the 

CNN newsroom was completely re- 

built and Headline News facilities, 
including control room, were relocat- 
ed and rebuilt from top to bottom. In 
addition, a centralized routing system 

for video and audio was being installed 
along with a New Media Operations 
Area with 40 edit rooms that went on 

line during the summer of 1999. 

Timing and coordination of the vari- 
ous projects became an issue, as well as 

the application of resources to the projects. 

The same R &D and engineering re- 

sources had to be applied to all of these 

projects. One lesson learned from the 

server -based playback project was that 
for any project that touches so much of 
an organization, the time to complete is 

probably longer than first estimated. 
With two networks now using the 

server, the project continues during 2000 
to bring the other networks on line. 
Because of the effective close working 
relationship with the vendors on the 

project, any expansion needed in the 

future can be readily accomplished. 
Overall, the lessons offered by the 

Broadcast Engineering April 2000 

CNN News Groups approach to facil- 
ity design are: 

Work from a business -focused plan; 
Select flexible vendors who will 

buy into the design concept; 
Involve all levels of employees; 

test new systems exhaustively; and 

most importantly, 
Implement projects in a steady mea- 

sured way, so that customers continue to 

receive the high- quality product to which 

they are accustomed. 

Don Thompson is director of marketing for 
Leitch. 

Design team 
Gordon Castle, VP of research and 

development, production 
Keith Chandler Project manager 
Bob Hesskamp, VP of operation, 

international 
Kevin Ivey VP of research and 

development, basic technologi 
Jack Ormond VP engineering, CN 

News Group 
Tom Kingsley, director of engineer- 

ing, CNN 
Scott Tiessler, CTO 
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KVBC- 
By John Holland 

ust a mile north of downtown L 
Vegas is NBC affiliate KVBC -TV 

Channel 3, a 53rd market television 
station in the final stages of completing 
its transition to digital. What better 
audience for this kind of technological 
advance: Las Vegas' enthusiasm for 
techno -toys is almost as great as the 
wattage lighting up the city. Reported- 
ly, VCRs penetrated the market there 
faster than anywhere in the country, 
and today one in three people packs a 
cell phone. 

The production control room is built around Grass Valley 
4000 -3 with four channels of Krystal DVE. An Omnibus 
automation system provides control over the Profiles, 
assembling news clips from the EditStar and NewStar 
systems. Photos courtesy of Grass Valley Group. 
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KVBC -TV, whose slogan is "Where 
News Comes First," provides news 
coverage for all of Southern Nevada 
utilizing satellite trucks, live micro- 
wave units, news vans and Sky 3, the 
station's on -site helicopter. Through 
its affiliation with NBC, it provides 
prime -time programming, including 
news and sports programming. 

Nearly two years ago, the KVBC 
engineering team went shopping at 
NAB to find a new solution for news 
editing and overall news product han- 
dling at the station. It also sought a 

digital infrastructure that would en- 
able the station to keep pace with the 
twists and turns of digital television 
and related new media. Maintaining 
a technological edge was key to main- 
taining leadership in an ever- expand- 
ing market. 

Today, KVBC -TV has been trans- 
formed from a purely analog opera- 
tion to a fully digital 
601 facility. It features a 

format -independent dig- 
ital infrastructure for 
editing, production and 
transmission provided 
by the Grass Valley 
Group and Avstar, a 

jointly owned subsidiary 
of the Grass Valley 
Group and Avid. Omni - 
Bus Systems provided the 
control layer for the new 
KVBC facility, and Beck 
Associates served as the 
system integrator. 

Digital 
infrastructure 
lays groundwork 
for digital 
transition 

In preparing for a serv- 
er -based operation, the 
KVBC engineering team 
members were initially 
proponents of a "one - 
box" theory -a single 
device that could serve 

as a central ingest, processing and 
playout point. A multidevice approach 
seemed prohibitive, given a lack of 
fast and reliable media asset manage- 
ment tools that could quickly locate 
materials across multiple systems. On 
the other hand, the team reasoned that 
a single massive box also could become 
a single massive point of failure. After 
visiting NAB98 and the Grass Valley 
Group (then Tektronix), what began as 
an effort to change how editing and 
news product handling was supported 
blossomed into strategic rebuild of the 
facility. KVBC engineers instead deter- 
mined a digital media infrastructure 
based upon a distributed network of 
storage devices, linked via audio /video 
routers, data networks and a central 
automation structure would be the bet- 
ter solution. 

As NAB 2000 approaches, KVBC- 
TV is getting ready to throw the switch 
on an integrated system for news in- 
gest, news editing, finish editing, live 
production, news playout, master con- 
trol and facilities management, all 
linked by digital routing technolo- 
gies, including a Fibre Channel net- 
work for faster -than -real -time trans- 
fers. The new infrastructure will bring 

KVBC's facilty to the state -of- the -art 
while preparing for the station's move 
to digital transmission, which is sched- 
uled to occur over the next year. 

The Grass Valley Group, in partner- 
ship with system integrator Beck As- 
sociates, worked with the KVBC en- 
gineering team to reconstruct the in- 
frastructure of the studio. Engineer- 
ing management is confident that 
KVBC -TV now has a facility that will 
upconvert digital transmissions very 
nicely and a switching and automa- 
tion structure that will enable key 
applications, such as HD broadcast- 
ing, as programming becomes avail- 
able and the market warrants. 

News and commercial 
automation system 
Just prior to NAB two years ago, 

KVBC -TV made the decision to go 
DVCPRO as the standard for news - 
gathering. The Grass Valley Group 
Profile PDR400 digital video plat- 
form fell right in line with this strat- 
egy and KVBC used the PDRs to lay 
the foundation for keeping the entire 
KVBC news operation in a DVCPRO 
format. Now KVBC is able to shoot in 

the economical digital format, and 

News coverage is the station's key branding feature. Supporting the on -air news staff is a fully - 
equipped studio with low -power consumption Videssence lighting and Philips cameras. 
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transfer 
PDR400 
without 
schemes. 

In addition to material arriving from 
the field on tape, 
KVBC's news operation 
has several microwave 
and satellite feeds. Re- 

gardless of the deliver 
method, as the first feN 

frames of material are 
downloaded into one of 

two ingest Profile units 
they are simultaneous- 
ly available for on -air, 
editing and treatment 
as topical promotions. 
The two Profile ma- 
chines operate under 
OmniBus control for 
manipulating the me- 
dia. The PDR400s, 
which offer approxi- 
mately 22 hours of stor- 
age each, enable the 
station to transfer ma- 
terial to its editing Pro- 
file systems via a Fibre 
Channel network, let- 
ting incoming feeds flow 
directly into the news- 
room and to EditStar 
workstations for edit- 
ing. 

For news editing, the 
station uses nine Edit - 
Star workstations, con- 
nected to three Profile 
digital video platforms. 
The EditStar system from Avstar pro- 
vides drag- and -drop control for first 
cuts -only editing of stories nearly up 
until airtime. Up to nine journalists in 

the newsroom can load material direct- 
ly from videotape into an EditStar- 
equipped Profile device for editing; 
digitization takes place with each edit, 
eliminating the time to predigitize the 
videotape. As individual clips are fin- 
ished, the Omnibus system compares 
the pieces with rundown information 

material straight to the 
for editing and playback 
changing compression 

obtained from the NewStar system and 
transfers them to a cache Profile for 
automated playout during the news- 
cast. For finish editing and special 
projects, the station is using three Avid 
Media Composer 1000 systems: one 
for news and two for production. 

Long term, the station is hoping its 
investments will yield dramatic im- 
provements in its archive and retriev- 
al capabilities. In the short term, it 
expects its new systems to give jour- 
nalists the ability to share media much 

ture is streamlining its commercial 
capabilities. Interstitial material is 

transferred either from videotape or 
from satellite -based servers to two 
mirrored Profile PDR300 MPEG -2 
digital video platforms with 21 hours 
of storage each. These units are net- 
worked via Fibre Channel but operate 
separately from the other Profile de- 
vices. Material stored on these Profile 
systems consists of commercials (most- 
ly 30- second spots), station identifica- 
tion spots (mostly 10 seconds), pro- 

mos (mostly 30- second pro- 
motions), and Public Ser- 

vice Announcements 
(mostly 30 seconds). Ap- 
proximately 30 interstitials 
are added every business 
day, and 150 are deleted 
at the end of every week. 
OmniBus Columbus soft- 
ware provides the auto- 
mated media manage- 
ment, dubbing and play- 
out of these materials. 

The master control 
switcher at KVBC -TV is a 

Grass Valley M -2100. The 
switcher can be operated 
manually from the control 
panel or put under the con- 
trol of the OmniBus soft- 
ware. The M -2100 is ca- 
pable of multichannel op- 
eration, allowing for ex- 
pansion into multicast and 
HDTV. The station is also 
using a Fibre Channel net- 
work to provide faster - 
than- real -time transfers of 
audio and video informa- 
tion among the Profile dig- 
ital video platforms. This 
configuration will let it 
transfer and archive mate- 
rial at four times real -time 
speed without passing it 

through a codec. While the MPEG -2- 
based PDR300s handle the commer- 
cial material, long -form materials are 
principally recorded and played back 
on Panasonic AJ -D950 DVCPRO -50 
tape machines, also under OmniBus 
control. 

Linking the KVBC editing, produc- 
tion and on -air replay systems are 
Grass Valley SMS7000 digital video 
and audio routing systems. These sys- 
tems are framed 128x128 and loaded 

A facility -wide Omnibus automation and control system p 
air media management, as well as supporting the dubbing 
of spots and interstitial. A Grass Valley M2100 can handle b 
HD playout channels under Omnibus control. 

rovides on- 
and playout 
oth SD and 

faster and effectively - finding the 
right clips and getting stories to air 
quickly. 

For live production, KVBC is using a 

Grass Valley 4000 -3 production 
switcher with four channels of Krystal 
digital video effects. The system also 
features a Profile PDR200 digital vid- 
eo platform operating under DNF and 
Grass Valley P -Bus control for higher 
resolution graphic elements. 

Meanwhile, KVBC's new infrastruc- 
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Profile video server room. A combination cf Profile PDR400s, with native DVCPRO 
format recording and the PDR200s for on -air clips make a powerful team for the 
stations' fast -pace news operation. Two ingest PDR400s provide 22 hours storage 
each. Material to be edited is transferred to PDR200s over Fiber Channel. 

128x96 with one stream (two 
channels) of AES digital audio. Exist- 
ing analog sources are converted 
through A/D -D /A converters. 

At the heart of the KVBC system is 

the OmniBus Facility Management 
System for resource management, 
media management and machine con- 
trol. Eighteen OmniBus user interface 
computers are located within the KVBC 
facility to provide quick and easy 
access to media and control over net- 
work devices. The station also uses 
the OmniBus system as an interface to 
its JDSBias traffic and Avstar/New- 
Star newsroom automation systems. 

Looking forward 
KVBC -TV is relying upon the strength 

and flexibility of its new digital infra- 
structure to help it keep pace with the 
growth of the surrounding Las Vegas 
metropolitan and greater southern 
Nevada areas. With the population of 
Las Vegas alone growing by 6,000 
people per month, the expectations of 
southern Nevada viewers are much 
higher today than they were 10 years 
ago. 

KVBC -TV, which has successfully 
made the transition from analog to 
digital and from a small- to medium - 
sized market, now is well -positioned 

to make the move from medium- to 
large -sized market and into new 
capabilities, such as HDTV, Internet 
streaming and central casting, as the 
market and industry demand. 

John Holland is director of engineering at 
KVBC -TV, Las Vegas. 

KVBC 
Equipment List: 
Live Production: 
GVG 4000 -3 Digital Production 

Switcher 
GVG Krystal Digtal Video Effects 

(Four Channels with Combiner) 
AMS /Neve 32 Channel Series 55 

Audio Console 
Philips/BTS LDK 90 Studio 

Cameras (3) 

RTS Matrix Intercom 
Electronic Graphics: 
Chyron iNFiNiT! Character 

Generator 
Quantel Picturebox Twin Still 

Store 
Quantel Paintbox 
Quantel HAL 
Master Control: 
GVG M -2100 Multichannel 

Master Control system 
equipped with one SDI frame 

Central Video /Audio Storage: 
GVG Profile PDR 400 Digital 

Media Platforms (6) 
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GVG Profile PDR 200 Digital 
Media Platform (1) 

GVG Profile PDR 300 Digital 
Media Platforms (2) 

Videotape: 
Panasonic DVCPro50 VTRs (10) 
Panasonic DVCPro VTRs (22) 
Sony Betacam VTRs (10) 
Sony 1" Type C VTRs (2) 
Distribution: 
GVG SMS 7000 Digital routing 

system 
Leitch VIA 32 Analog augmenting 

router 
Digital /Analog Distribution by 

GVG in universal 8900 frames 
Seamount Patch panels with 

Trompeter patches 
Leitch DFS 3005 Converter/ 

Synchronizers (36) 
Monitoring/Measurement/ Signal 

Generators: 
Master Control: Sony BVM14G5U/ 

Videotek VTM300 
Engineering: Sony BVM14E5U 
Production Control: Sony 

BVM2OGIU 
Tektronix WFM 601 A/E/M 's and 

various monitors 
Tektronix TG 2000 
Tektronix SPG422 (2) 
News: 
Avstar NewStar for Windows 

Computer system 
Avstar EditStar news editing 

system (9 stations) 
Avid Media Composer 1000 
Panasonic AJ -D810 DVCPro 

Camcorders (15) 
Panasonic AJ -DLT75 DVCPro 

Laptop Editors (5) 
Microwave Vans (BAF and 

Frontline) (4) 
SNG Truck (BAF) 
Hughes 500 Helicopter equipped 

with Wescam/Froll Microwave 
system 
and FLIR Systems Ultramedia II 

gyro -stabilized camera 
Adaptive Broadband RF equip- 

ment and Troll/Wescam control 
systems 

Trollcam remote controlled 
camera systems (3) 

Creative Services /Online Editing: 
Panasonic AJ -D900 DVCPro50 

Camcorders (2) 

Avid Media Composer 1000 
Editors (2) 

Linear Tape Suite with GVG -110 
Switcher and Sony BVE -900 
Editor 

Traffic 
JDS /Bias 
Facility Management/Automation: 
OmniBus Systems featuring 

Columbus Automated Master 
Control and News Playout, 
Machine and Router Control 
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One of the nearly completed RIBs uncergoing some last minute 
touch -up before final inspection and preparation for shipment. 
Photos couresy Concept: Benson & Rice. 

By Steve Epstein, 
technical editor 

If you needed to put together a broadcast facility 
halfway around the world, and keep your costs 
down, how would you do it? Well if you were NBC, 
and wanted to reuse the facility for the next ten 
years, enlisting the help of a manufacturer /systems 
integrator such as Sony could be beneficial. With 
that in mind, Sony and NBC entered into a close 
collaboration on a project to build the broadcast 
facility for the Sydney Olympics. The design is such 
that the basic building blocks will also be used for 
the four Olympics that follow. All five Olympic 
broadcasts will be done by NBC. In light of the 
accelerating rate of change in today's technology, 
building anything that can remain state of the art for 
a period of ten years is a considerable challenge in 
itself. Making it deployable cost -effectively adds 
another dimension to the challenge. 
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Sony's Olympic RIBs: 
Racks in a box 

Building block basics 
After buying the rights to the next 

five Olympic broadcasts, NBC need- 

world in an efficient manner. 
Several different building blocks are 

used to construct this repositionable 
facility. One building block is a set of 
standardized the equipment consoles 
built by TBC Consoles. These modu- 
lar units are constructed from Formi- 
ca- covered pressboard and can be 
quickly stacked into operator con- 
soles of various lengths. For shipping, 
they slide into a set of stackable crates 
that are designed to collapse into com- 
pact units with minimal storage re- 
quirements. The next building block 
consists of a series of consoles and 
racks used to form a complete editing 

Considerable engineering and test- 
ing went into the RIB design. Early on, 
a test rig was constructed that includ- 
ed the platform, shock -mounted racks 
and 6000lbs of elevator weights (3001bs 
in each rack). G -force sensors were 
placed throughout the system, and it 

was loaded into a container. The con- 
tainer was then dropped from a height 
of one foot. After the drop, readings 
were taken, an adjustment or two was 
made, and the containerized unit was 
then shipped over land by truck and 
train and then ocean- shipped to Ha- 
waii. More readings were taken and 
the system was evaluated based on 

Ongoing integration work on several RIBS 
at Sony's integration facility in San Jose. 

ed to find a way to do them with a very 
close eye on the bottom line. Through 
a series of win -win agreements (as 
well as a 10 -year contract) with Sony 
Corporation whereby Sony would sell 

NBC some of the necessary equip- 
ment, lease the rest and provide sys- 

tem integration, the beginnings of an 
overall solution came together. The 
trick, it seemed, was to pre -build the 
system, ship it to the venue and do 
minimal assembly and integration on- 
site. For obvious reasons, it made the 
most sense to use standard shipping 
containers. Determining the best way 
to fill the containers was another 

The trick, it seemed, was 

to pre -build the system. 

matter. Talks were initiated with ma- 
jor shippers such as UPS and the U.S. 

military. If you think about it, 
the military's requirements are 
comparable - ship and deploy high - 
tech equipment reliably around the 

One of the sealed and shrink wrapped RIBs being loaded into a shipping container 
at Sony's San Jose facility. 

suite. The consoles are custom built 
and essentially self -contained. Al- 
though the current configuration con- 
tains mostly linear editing systems (19 
out of 24), the design is such that it can 
easily handle nonlinear systems. The 
final, and most challenging building 
blocks are the RIBs. The RIBs consist 
of twenty equipment racks shock - 
mounted on a steel platform. This 
wheeled platform is built up from I- 

beams and includes forklift slots in 

both ends and the middle. 
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real -world loading data. As it turns 
out, there were some significant G- 

forces encountered in the rail and 
truck shipments; however, neither ex- 
ceeded the forces imposed by that one 
foot drop in the parking lot. 

RIB construction 
As stated, considerable design went 

into the RIB assemblies. The fully - 
welded platforms include six heavy - 

duty casters as well as four inverted 
screw jacks (one in each corner) that 
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Sony's Olympic 
RIBs: Racks 
in a box 

can be used to hold the RIB in place 

once it reaches its final destination. 
There are two D -rings on each side of 
the platform in case they are needed, 

however, no use is currently planned. 
The top of the platform is a single 

piece of plate steel that forms the basis 

for mounting the rack assemblies and 

provides an impenetrable barrier when 

the racks are sealed for shipment. The 
final key point in the platform is found 
in the corners. The shipping container 
is basically a box with square posts in 

the corners. On the front of each 
platform are a pair of triangular wedg- 
es that engage the square container 
posts and center the platform within 

Some of the wiring that goes into a com- 
pleted RIB assembly can be seen. In the 
lower right is one of the wedges used to 
pin the back of the RIB in the shipping 
container. Also note that the racks sit 
slightly off the steel floor, held up by the 
cable shock -mounts. 

the container. Similar wedges are 
mounted on the back of the platform. 
These back wedges can be driven 
outward with 1/2" machine screws, 
and then locked in place to mechani- 
cally pin the platform within the ship- 
ping container. 

Each set of 10 racks is bolted togeth- 
er and then attached to the platform 

Power comes into each RIB through redundant distribution panels. Shown are the 
IEC connectors used for each panel. 

with shock absorbing mounts. These 

mounts consist of 4 pieces of steel 

cable set in small metal blocks that 
allow movement in all three direc- 
tions. Placed approximately every 24 

inches, they allow the racks to move, 
but only slightly- unless under load. 
A pair of floor- mounted snubbers limit 
movement fore and aft (See photo). To 

reduce, but not restrict movement, the 

two sets of racks are attached at the 

tops with hinged connections. On the 

outside, a rubber bumper along the 

upper length of the racks provides 
some shock relief if the rack tops come 

in contact with the container. Above 
the racks, cable trays are used to 
contain the wiring within the RIB as 

well as harness assemblies used to 
interconnect the RIBs. 

Moving from the mechanical to the 

electrical basics, each RIB is equipped 
with redundant power systems. These 

systems are fed with 250V, five -pin 
IEC 309 style connectors. These 125A, 
three -phase connectors are common 
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in Europe. Dual distribution boxes 

feed power to standard IEC connec- 
tors that are color coded. Use of the 

IEC connectors prevents someone from 
accidentally plugging a drill or heat- 

er into technical power. For the most 

part the power supplies used in the 

equipment can handle anything from 
100 - to 250VAC at either 50- or 60Hz. 
Copper strips are mounted in each 

rack for grounding. Further ground- 
ing steps can be taken on -site as 

necessary. 
For signal cabling, lighter duty ca- 

bles such as Belden 1855 were used 

within individual RIBs, while heavy - 

duty cabling such as Belden 1694 was 

used for all cabling used to intercon- 
nect the RIBs. All the cabling, inter- 

connection panels and patch panels 

are HDTV ready, although the cur- 

rent equipment list contains mostly 
standard -definition equipment. To re- 

duce deployment time, all cabling 
entering a RIB goes to an interconnec- 
tion panel; that way, time isn't wasted 
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Close up view of one of the floor- mounted snubbers as well 
as one of the shock mounts which allow some flexibility while 
still restricting overall movement of the rack assemblies. 

running cables from a harness into a 

ariety of racks to multiple pieces of 
equipment. Cabling was neatly 
wrapped into place, and interconnec- 
tion harnesses are stored on top of the 

RIB in cable troughs. High -tech (card- 
board) separators were used anywhere 
the cabling might rub up against the 

racks during transit. As this is a rela- 

tively new science, there are still a few 

unknowns. As somewhat of 
a preliminary test, one RIB 
was shipped to Telex for 
installation of the intercom 
system, and by all accounts 
it fared well in the round - 
trip. 
Although most of the 

equipment can he shipped 

fully installed in the racks, some items 

will be shipped separately. Large piec- 

es of glass (monitors 14" and larger) 

as well as the VTRs will be installed 
on sight. All of the associated cabling 
has been tested and, if applicable, 
rack slides are in place so installation 
at the other end will be quick and easy. 

It is expected that 10- to 15 percent of 
the equipment will be rotated out of 
the RIBs for each Olympics. This 
includes equipment that is frequency 
sensitive (50Hz vs. 60Hz) as well as 

equipment upgrades that are expected 

as technology improves. As mentioned 

Close up of the rubber shock absorber on the tops of the racks. 
These are designed to soften the impact if the rack tops 
contact the sides of the container. 

the system is HDTV ready, and if it is 

decided that the Olympics will be 

broadcast in HD, that can be accom- 

modated quickly as there is sufficient 
excess rack capacity planned into the 

overall system. 
In final preparation for shipment, 

the RIBs get a final inspection and are 

wrapped in foam and then shrink 
wrapped. Some bags of desiccant are 

Collaboration 
As interesting and forward- thinking 

as the RIBs are, what may he more 

important is the ongoing close collab- 
oration between Sony and NBC. Work 
on this project has been underway for 
nearly two years. During that time, 
project architects have discussed fea- 

ture sets, workflow options and over- 

all system requirements with NBC 
operations and manage- 
ment personnel. Many of 
their ideas have found their 
way into these systems. The 

majority of these new fea- 

tures are likely to become 

part of Sony's product line. 

Some of these features in- 

clude things like customiz- 

able router settings and tighter pro- 
duction switcher/DVE integration. For 

the most part, through this project, 
every aspect of the production opera- 

tion has been examined from the oper- 

ations side, through the eyes of NBC 

employees and freelancers. That in- 

put has been integrated into the sys- 

tem design, and the designs of current 
and future Sony products. Ideally, this 
investment will pay off for Sony, NBC 

and the rest of the broadcast industry 

as these new products and features 

find their way into everyday opera- 

tions and workflow. 

It is expected that 10 -to 15 percent of the 

equipment will be rotated out of the RIBs for each 

Olympics. 

thrown in and the unit is hermetically 
sealed into a reusable foil bag at- 
tached to the steel floor plate. Another 
layer of shrink -wrap and the RIB is 

ready to slide into the container for 
shipment to Sydney. Several security 

precautions have been taken to ensure 

the equipment makes it safely across 

the ocean. Recorders will keep track 
of the G- forces encountered as well as 

when they occur and sufficient redun- 

dancy has been built into the overall 
system so that if a container does not 
arrive on time, it can easily be patched 

around. 
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Transmission & Distribution 

STLs: The ignored system 
BY DON MARKLEY 

Let's face facts. The part of a tele 
vision system that gets all of the 

glory is the studio. Populated by the 
talking heads, the studio has all of 
those exotic digital whiz -bangs and is 

the part of the station that gets the 
most attention. For those of us who 
don't normally think in ones and ze- 

ros, the RF system is still impressive 
and draws a lot of attention, especial- 
ly when spending big bucks on trans- 
mitters and towers. The part of the 
overall system which is normally ig- 

nored is the lowly STL. Usually placed 
in the furthest and least significant 
rack, it is expected to be transparent to 
the signal and to operate continuously 
without problems. We need to remem- 
ber that EVERYTHING goes through 
that little box. It is absolutely neces- 
sary to the overall system. 

The advent of DTV has raised a 

whole new problem for TV broadcast- 
ers. The old systems simply are not 

capable of handling the DTV signal. 
That really doesn't matter a lot as it can 
still be used for several years to handle 
the NTSC signal in many systems. The 
two main problem areas are where a 

new system needs to be installed to 
handle the DTV by itself or where the 
entire operation is to be changed to a 

new site where both DTV and NTSC 
signals will he transmitted. In either of 
those cases, new frequency coordina- 
tion studies are necessary and new path 
studies may be needed. 

Where the DTV facility is to he 
located at the existing NTSC site, the 
frequency coordination problem can 
be significant. The 7 GHz. band is full 

in many of the major markets which 
either pushes one to the 12 GHz. band 
or calls for more efficient spectrum 
usage. Thankfully, the 25 MHz. band- 
width channels, which have been as- 
signed for auxiliary television broad- 
cast use, will handle both the DTV 

FRAME GRAB 
A look at the consumer side of DTV. 

DTV sales slowing 
Are consumers holding back on new set? 
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and the NTSC signals at the same 
time. Several manufacturers current- 
ly offer a wide range of units to ac- 
complish this task. They mainly fall 
into two groups. Either the two signals 
are encoded into one data stream to be 
transmitted over a single broadband 
microwave system or the signals are 
handled on two essentially separate 
microwave systems that share the 
same channel. Both systems will meet 
most needs with no specific recom- 
mendation being offered here. Both 
systems have their advantages with 
the dual system offering the essential- 
ly a hot- standby when the NTSC sys- 
tem goes away. The NTSC channel 
can be converted to a second DTV 
channel at that time. 

There is one difference that will be 
noted when doing path calculations. 
The power output on some systems is 

lower for DTV than NTSC. It's the old 
gain -bandwidth problem. When the 
bandwidth is expanded, the power 
will fall, reducing the fade margin 
unless larger antennas are used. Some 
systems show a slightly higher noise 
threshold for DTV as well. It's not 
really a problem - just something that 
has to be handled in the path analysis. 

That leads to a topic which is often 
misunderstood - path reliability. For 
STL systems, a minimum design goal 
is a reliability of 99.999 %. That is 

often referred to as "five- nines" and is 

a value which was long used for long - 
haul telephone systems. Disregard 
those who say that a lesser value is 

good enough. They are the ones who 
will have to answer to the suits when 
the picture goes away just as the 
swim -suit competition takes place or 
when the most interesting dress ap- 
pears on the award show. Even "five - 
nines" means that you may lose the 
path for a second or two on rare 
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T e HDK -790D Studio /Field and HDK -79D Portable 
C mpanion cameras take the guess work out of 
c oosing production formats. It is now possible 
to deliver any of the leading HDTV formats directly 
fr m one camera system with no external converters. 
T is is made practical oy 2.2- million pixel 2/3" CCDs 
t at provide selectable native -interlace and native - 
p .gressive read -out modes. Thus, the camera can 
b: switched to provide 1080i, 720p and 480p. 

A superior quality NTS.:2, signal is always available 
fr m the CCU for simulcast or dedicated aoplications. 
In.ependent adjustment of colorimetry and detail are 
p vided in the HDTV and NTSC signal paths. 

Outputs are provided for HDTV and SDTV in 
both digital and analog. NTSC signals can be 
independently switched to 16:9, 4:3 side -cut 
or 4:3 letterbox aspect ratios. Return video 
supports all these combinations as well, giving the 
operator a consistent HDTV display in the viewfinder. 

Recent breakthroughs in advanced ASIC design 
provide a high quality all digital solution for camera 
and CCU. Introduction of new solid -type electrolytic 
capacitors will improve component life dramatically. 
Ikegami has again taken the lead in developing the 
most versatile camera system to address the future 
needs of HDTV. 

The SE -79 System Expander for the HDK -79D 

K190fl 0' HDK-79I) 

MULTI -FORMAT HDTV CAMERASSPECIALTY HDTV CAMERASHDTV MONITORS 

lkegami flu tronics (U.S.A.), Inc. 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, Ni 07607 East Coast: (201) 368 -9171 
West Coast: (310) 370-2400 Southeast: (954) 735 -2203 Southwest: (972' 869 -2363 Midwest: (630) 834-9774 

ttebsite 8' hitp: / /wv.i .ikegami.com 
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occasions. However, the loss will usu- 
ally be very brief and will also be very 
rare. 

The calculation of the path reliabil- 
ity is usually done based on work done 
by W. T. Barnett and Arvids Vigants, 
both of Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
In the simplest form, the probability of 
path loss is given as: 

t= axbx2.5x104xfxD3 x100 
where: 

t = time out of service as a fraction 
a = 4 for very smooth terrain in- 

cluding over water, 1 for average ter- 
rain with some roughness, and 1/4 for 
mountainous, very rough or very dry 

b = 1/2 for Gulf Coast or similar 
hot, humid areas, 1/4 for normal inte- 
rior temperate or northern, and 1/8 for 
mountainous or very dry areas 

f = frequency in GHz. 
F = Fade margin to the minimum 

acceptable point in dB 
Again, this gives the probability of 

path outage. The probability that the 
ath will not be out is the Reliability 
which is (1 -P) x 100 in percent. Now 
hat you know how to calculate the 
reliability, forget all of the shade tree- 

mechanics who have cute little num- 
bers that they think will be "enough ". 
For most microwave systems, a fade 
margin of 40 dB will be a good first 
design goal to be adjusted after the 
reliability is calculated. 

If there is any idea of doing path 
calculations, there is one book that is 

must for the engineer's bookshelf. 
"Engineering Considerations for Mi- 
crowave Communications Systems" 
is printed by GTE Network Systems. 
This is a good, practical guide to 
system design and covers all of the 
calculations necessary. It is available 
from GTE Network Systems; GTE 
Network Systems Publications Man- 
ager; 400 North Wolf Road; North - 
lake, IL 60164. Your author apologiz- 
es for not knowing the price but his 
was purchased back when gasoline 
was under $0.50 a gallon. This is a 

paperback which is as necessary for 
TV engineers as Carl Smith's antenna 
book is to AM engineers. 

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley and 
Associates, Peoria, IL. 

Send questions and comments to: 

don_markley@intertec.com 

Fiber optic links for 
earth stations 
BY HENOK TAFESE 

During the past 12 years pioneer- 
ing developers of fiber optic links 
for earth station applications have 
fought an uphill battle for accep- 
tance. Using coax and waveguides 
to connect antennas to adjacent 
equipment rooms was "tried and 
true." New construction occurred 
at a steady pace, and innovation 
was perceived to be an unnecessary 
risk. Fiber optic cable use in tele- 
communications was still in its in- 
fancy, so prices were high. Few 
earth stations had enough antennas 
to warrant "exotic" solutions such 
as a linear fiberoptic link. 

Today, however, there is a revolu- 
tion overtaking the satellite com- 
munications industry. More and 
more system designers are recog- 
nizing that fiber optic interfacility 
links (IFLs save time, save money 
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An Informational Advertising Feature 

World Wide Audio, 

without leaving your studio. 
Rocket Network takes audio production beyond the boundaries of studio walls, 
making connections that let you work with anyone, anywhere, anytime. 
It's like a global multi- track, ready around the clock for musicians to lay down 
parts, voice -talent to deliver lines, or producers to audition mixes. 
No time zones, no jet lag, just pure audio productivity. 

On -line Flexibility. 
Rocket Network" uses the Internet to allow 
professionals to work together on audio 
productions without having to be in the same 
physical space. Instead of shipping tapes from 
place to place or renting high- capacity phone 
lines, you log into your Internet Recording 
Studio, where Rocket Network handles 
the details of passing your parts to others 
and vice versa. That leaves you free to 
concentrate on capturing the perfect take, 
using your own local system to record and 
edit. Whenever you're ready for others to hear 
your audio or MIDI parts, you simply post 
your work to the Internet Recording Studio, 
automatically updating everyone else's session. 

Full Audio Fidelity. 
With Rocket Network, there's no compromise 
in audio quality -the system handles files in a 

vast range of formats and compression levels, 
all the way up to uncompressed 24 bit /96kHz. 
And you don't need access to a super -fast 
connection; DSL or T1 is great, but you can also 
work productively over a humble 28.8 dial -up. 
The system supports multiple user -defined 
presets for posting and receiving, and handles 
all conversions, letting everyone participate in 

their own preferred format. That means you 
can conduct a session in 

bit -rate "draft" mode, then 
the final parts are posted in 

at full -fidelity. 

a speedy, low 
move on while 
the background 

Escape the boundaries of your studio walls. 

Professional Tools. 
Through partnerships with leading audio 
developers, Rocket Network is bringing 
RocketPower" to the professional tools you 
already use, starting with Steinberg Cubase 
VST and Emagic Logic Audio. Because 
participants in a session don't all have to use 
the same application, you each work in 

whatever RocketPower environment best 
suits your needs. A multi -level permission 
system lets you control access to your Internet 
Recording Studio. And our RocketControl 
client offers built -in chat capabilities, so 

everyone in the session can chime in with 
feedback as the project takes shape. The Rocket 
Network Web site offers additional resources 
for audio collaboration including, software 
downloads, forums, and a directory of like - 
minded creative types from around the globe. 

A Powerful Connection. 
Rocket Network adds a new level of freedom to 
creative collaboration, allowing you to choose 
your team - singers, musicians, voice-talent, 
composers, engineers, producers -based on 
who's right for the project, wherever they 
happen to be. With full fidelity, plus anytime, 
anywhere productivity, Rocket Network is 

a powerful new connection to the world of 
audio production. 

Register at www.rocketnetwork.com 
source code RN11 

All rights reserved © Rocket Network. Inc. 7000. All nthnr product and r 
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and increase reliability. Simply put, 
fiber optic IFLs deliver higher perfor- 
mance for the following reasons. 

The first is of course cost. Due to 
the surge in fiber optic use in terres- 
trial and undersea telecommunica- 
tions, fiber optic cable is now less 

expensive than high grade coax. The 
link cost - the transmitter and receiv- 
er that converts the electrical signal 
to an optical one and back - has 
decreased by a factor of four for high 
volume, lower frequency applica- 
tions at 70MHz and L -band. An 
often overlooked cost factor is instal- 
lation. Fiber optic cable is compact 
and flexible enough to fit in tight 
spots, whereas coax and waveguide 
either fill up a conduit or require 
digging new trenches. 

A second reason is the enormous 
flexibility that low loss fiber optic 
cable ( <1dB /km) brings to the site 
surveyor. The rule with coax and 
waveguide that antennas have to be 
placed within 150m of the equip- 
ment room is due to their high loss 
characteristics. This presents at least 

two problems. First, what happens 
when antennas have completely sur- 
rounded an existing equipment room 
and you have to add more, and what 
do you do when you're building a new 
earth station and the perfect location 
for the antenna (on a hill or atop a 

building) is unsuitable for a nearby 
equipment room? The answer is to 
use a fiber optic link and put the 
antenna and equipment room where it 
makes sense, independent of distance 
between the two. Repeaterless fiber 
optics span 80 km at 70MHz, 60 km 
at L -band, 50 km at C -band, 25 km at 
X -band, and 20 km at Ku -band. This 
has a significant impact on cost. 

A third reason favoring fiber links is 

performance, including reliability. 
Literally thousands of SATCOM earth 
station fiber optic links have been 
performing reliably for many years. 
IS09001 certification of manufactur- 
ers ensures quality standards. Com- 
mercially available products range 
from those that meet the most de- 
manding Intelsat "A" standards to 
units suitable for local CATV head- 

ends. Links are optimized for specif- 
ic bands (IF, L, C, X, Ku), or cover 
widebands (0.1 to 18 GHz) for tri- 
band applications. 

The fiber itself offers many perfor- 
mance advantages over coax. Since 

the core of fiber cable is non- conduc- 
tive glass, it isolates electromagnetic 
interference such as lightening strikes 
from propagating into the equip- 
ment room, and can be run alongside 
power cables. It also eliminates 
ground loops and "hum" when ca- 
bles are used between individually 
grounded buildings. 

Bottom line? Fiber optic satellite 
transmission links are gaining broad- 
er acceptance with the industry now 
recognizing these products as a reli- 

able, affordable coax replacement 
with a host of benefits for earth 
station operators - and the outlook is 

terrific for RF on fiber. 

Henok Tafese is product line manager of 
satellite communications for Ortel Corp. 

DIGITIAL UPGRADES TOMORROW? ANALOG NEEDS NOW? 

CAN YOUR STL EXPAND WITH THEM? 
DIGITAL TRANSMITTER 
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STL /TSL /ICR 

Full analog now 
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Half & half anytime 
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Performance & Support 
en you really get down to business, it makes sense to talk to Calrec. 

Calrec produce DIGITAL and ANALOGUE BROADCAST CONSOLES for the 21st century. 

Through Network Operations, Local Stations and Independent Remote production companies, 

America listens to Calrec every day. In our 35 years of experience in Broadcasting, we have 

continuously pushed the boundaries. Our craftmanship and cutt ng edge technology produce the 

highest quality products, backed by an unrivalled support team. A growing number of 

Broadcasters are choosing Calrec based on the performance of our products and our people. 

WHEN YOU REALLY GET DOWN TO BUSINESS, IT MAKES SENSE TO TALK TO CALREC. 
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A tale of the tape 
BY STEVE EPSTEIN, TECHNICAL EDITOR 

Hard as it is to believe, videotape, 
in one form or another, has been 

around for nearly 50 years. Early 
versions were relatively simple ox- 
ide -based designs, however, today's 
videotapes are a sophisticated com- 
bination of materials designed for 
durability, as well as efficient re- 

cording and playback of analog 
and digital signals. With many open 
reel designs, the tape container 
consisted of little more than a hub 
and some flanges. Cassette shells, 
on the other hand, can include more 
than 100 different components. For 
example, the cassette door used on 
several formats is a clam shell sys- 

tem that protects not only the front 
of the tape, but the back as well. In 
addition, many of these door as- 

semblies are made from materials 
designed to repel dust, offering yet 
another level of protection to the 
tape within. 

Although there are a myriad of 
designs and formulations, videotape 
comes in three basic flavors, oxide, 
metal particle and metal evaporat- 
ed. Each of these basic types has 

evolved over the years and several 

variations of each exist in today's 
range of recording formats. In addi- 
tion to these basic types, there are 

differences in the quality of tapes. 

Videotapes manufactured for broad- 
cast and professional use are quite 
different from those manufactured 
for consumer use. Typically, profes- 
sional broadcast tapes are designed 

to have lower dropouts, run cleaner 
and have higher output than those 
meant for consumer use. Profession- 
al grade tapes are also designed to be 

more durable than consumer tapes. 

This added durability serves two pur- 
poses: First, tapes last longer under 
regular use, and second, tapes can be 

put away in archival storage with an 

increased likelihood that years from 
now, the information on the tapes 

will be fully retrievable. 

Microscopic photos of a portion of a digital video tape head. The photo on top 
shows a clean head, while the bottom photo shows a good view of accumulated 
debris. Photo courtesy of Sony. 

Care and feeding 
Like most things mechanical, tapes 

and the machines they are used in will 
last longer if they receive periodic 
maintenance. How much maintenance 
varies -certainly you do not need to 
check the oil in your car at every 
stoplight. For the most part, cleaning 
a machine after every tape is also a bit 
of overkill, unless of course the tapes 

being used are from the '50s section of 
the archives and they are leaving 
themselves all over the machine. By 

the same token it is not necessary to 
keep the control room at cleanliness 
standards suitable for surgery or con- 
struction of silicon wafers. But, as 

they say, cleanliness is next to Godli- 
ness, and a reasonably clean environ- 
ment will keep your tapes and tape 

machines in better shape. 

Some simple guidelines include a 

daily cleaning of the control rooms as 

well as restricting or better yet 

prohibiting eating, drinking and smok- 
ing in the control room area. Machine 
transports should also be cleaned reg- 

ularly, but how often will vary with 
use, tape quality (another reason for 
buying high quality tape) and the 
cleanliness of the control room area. 

Consider keeping a log of mainte- 
nance as well as problems such as 

head clogs to determine a reasonable 
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cleaning and maintenance schedule 

for the machines in your facility. You 

might find that some machines are 

best cleaned on a daily basis whereas 

other machines only require weekly 
cleaning. 
Along with a clean environment, 

a consistent environment will pro- 
long the life of your tapes. Both 
temperature and humidity should 
be kept as constant as possible. 
Humidity should be around 50 per- 

cent and temperatures should be in 

a range where the operators are 

comfortable. Obviously, little can 

be done to control the outdoor envi- 
ronment where field tapes must be 

used. However, what can and should 
be done is to provide your tapes 
some acclimation time when they 
are moved from one environment 
to another. Many times, field gear 
remains in a controlled environ- 
ment of some type for all but brief 
periods. For instance, the gear is 

typically in your facility overnight, 
then taken to a heated or air- condi- 
tioned news vehicle. It may only be 

outside for 30 minutes to do a 

shoot -during which time it can 

easily be subjected to both temper- 
ature and humidity extremes. In 
some cases, those brief periods of 
exposure can do more harm than 
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simply leaving the equipment out- 
doors semi -permanently, say in a 

vehicle trunk. Of course, there are 
other security considerations. 

Although tape is designed to operate 
in extreme outdoor conditions, there 
are limits. For example, on a remote 
news shoot, the tape and camcorder 
may adjust to the vehicle temperature 
of 80 degrees (comfortable enough for 
shirtsleeves) with very low humidity, 
then suddenly be taken outside to do a 

shoot in freezing rain. It is very likely 
that problems will develop under those 
circumstances, or when the camcord- 
er is brought back into the news vehi- 
cle. Sensors, such as condensation 
sensors, within the machine may pre- 
vent a machine's use under these cir- 

cumstances. These sensors are de- 
signed to prevent damage to the tape 
as well as the machine and should not 
be overridden. Because of the changes 
in the physical size of the tape due to 
contraction /expansion, is it possible 
to have tracking and playback prob- 
lems when the tape is returned to a 

temperature -controlled environment. 

Providing sufficient acclimation time 
can reduce or eliminate many of these 
problems and lengthen the life of the 
videotape and the footage it contains. 

Mix and match formats 
Today's tape machines are more so- 

phisticated than ever, to the point 
where many are capable of playing 
back several different recording for- 
mats on more than one type of tape 
formulation. To some extent, this is 

nothing new (it was done with U- 

matic and U -matic SP more than 13 

years ago). But, what is new is the 
range of conditions these machines 
can operate under. Both mechanical 
and electrical adjustments are needed 
to play back these various formula- 
tions, and, for the most part, these 
changes are made transparently un- 
der microprocessor control. Surpris- 
ingly, there are few, if any, changes 
necessary on the part of the customer 
regarding these enhanced capabili- 
ties. Although some additional re- 
corder cleaning might be needed in 

some cases due to hours of use per 

week and heat /humidity conditions; 
in a controlled environment, cleaning 
cycles beyond what the recorder man- 
ufacturers recommended is not re- 
quired. Recorder heads and transport 
wear should also be monitored after 
use of a particular brand of tape for 

best compatibility. 
What is more important with these 

machines is attention to these details. 
Regular cleaning needs to be done ac- 

cording to the manufacturer's recom- 
mendations, and this typically includes 

using recommended chemicals and ap- 
plicators. Don't just rely on a cleaning 
cassette, as it only cleans the rotating 
heads. It does not clean the transport; 
that requires a manual cleaning by a 

knowledgeable technician or operator. 
Use only high- quality tape stock - do 
you put bargain basement oil in your 
car? Finally, read the manuals to ensure 

that your maintenance routines are cov- 

ering all necessary items. If you take 
care of your tapes and tape machines, 
they are far more likely to perform when 
you need them. 

2nd hole. 
650 yards from your truck. 
The perfect place to make 
a gender change. 

The new guy just reeled off 2,000 feet of male-end 

cable. Then you get to the camera and find ... another 

male. No problem. And no need for expensive gender 

adapters. Just reverse the front half of your ProAx" Triaxial 

Connector and you're in business. In seconds. A nifty little 

innovation that also makes repairing center conductors a 

¡'snap. It just one example of the tremendous thought that 

` \ 
I one into our new camera connectors -the first real 

innovation in 20 years of this under -appreciated, 

much -abused, indispensable network component. 

Call us at l- 800 -726 -4266 for more information. Or visit us 

at wvwv.adc.com/Producc[s/AVproduc[s/index.html 

ProAx'" Triaxial 
Connectors 
Field repairable. gender changeable 
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speed backbones. 
Store -and -forward 

technology 
To use an Internet analogy, real - 

time video delivery resembles a chat 
room and store -and -forward tech- 
nology is more like e-mail. In order 
to chat with someone, you must 
both be connected to the Internet at 
the same time and actively partici- 
pate in your "conversation." With 
store -and -forward, you set up the 
transmission of your ma- 
terial when it's conve- 
nient for you and your 
remote location views it 
when it's convenient for 
them, just like sending 
an email message. 

By choosing store - 
and- forward technolo- 
gy, television stations 
and production facilities 
mit material to remote 

correctly the first time, it can be sent 
again and this process is completely 
transparent to the user. 

Every store -and -forward system 
uses a three -step process: encoding, 
transmitting, and decoding. In the 
encoding process, source material 
is converted to a compressed format 
(usually MPEG -2) and stored as a 

digital file on a local hard disk. 
Once that digital file exists, it is 

transmitted to another location us- 
ing some type of network protocol. 
Different protocols offer different 
advantages, but whatever protocol 
is used, it must be able to properly 
handle large files. Finally, once the 
file is transmitted to the remote 

s 
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transmission time period, that space 
will be reserved for that clip. The 
disk space can't be captured for 
another feed if that would result in 

an out -of -space condition for the 
first feed. 

The second issue relates to compat- 
ibility. Nothing is more frustrating 
than receiving a file from another 
location and not being able to use it. 

Any store -and -forward system should 
be able to verify that the receiving site 
has the appropriate decoding soft- 
ware in place to view the video file 

being transmitted. 

The encoding process 
In a traditional video environment, 

source material is typi- 
cally received from a va- 
riety of sources and then 

The quality of store -and -forward transmitted 

video is completely separatefrom the 

network bandwidth. 

can trans - 
locations 

whenever they choose with com- 
plete control of the quality. For 
approval video, lower -resolution 
images can be used. Broadcast - 
quality material can be transmit- 
ted for future use as full- resolu- 
tion, full- motion video. 

This is one of the major advantag- 
es of store -and -forward technology - the quality of the transmitted 
video is completely separate from 
the network bandwidth. Whether a 

traditional modem, DSL, cable mo- 
dem or a high -speed data connec- 
tion is used, the video will be iden- 
tical at the receive point. It isn't 
even necessary for both parties to be 
connected at the same speed. A slow- 
er connection will increase the trans- 
fer time, but the end result will be 
the same. 

Another advantage to using a store - 
and- forward system is that both sides 
are insulated from network problems. 
If a data packet doesn't get through 
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location, it must be properly stored 
locally in its digital format with 
some capability for playing it back 
at the proper time. 

At the simplest level, home PC users 
can capture video onto their hard 
disks, transmit those videos as email 
attachments to anyone they choose, 
and the recipients can watch the video 
on their computer screens. For this 
process to work in a broadcast video 
environment, specialized equipment 
is usually required. Typically, this 
consists of recording and/or playback 
stations that include specialized soft- 
ware and are connected to an existing 
network. 

The system software is important 
because it can address two critical 
issues that occur when adapting 
this technology for professional use. 
The first issue relates to the re- 
quirement of storing large video 
files. The receiving device not only 
must have sufficient space to store 
the clip to be sent. It also must be 
able to guarantee that over the 
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routed as analog or digi- 
tal video through the fa- 
cility. In a store- and -for- 
ward system, the encod- 
ing station acts like any 
other destination in the 
video routing system. In 

the simplest case, it ac- 
cepts an analog NTSC or PAL sig- 
nal from the router. In more corn - 
plex systems, the input choices may 
multiply. Some systems even sup- 
port both NTSC and PAL video for- 
mats with some method of translat- 
ing between the two. 

Once the input signal is available, 
the next step is to create the digital 
file, much like the recording on a 

VTR, but now tapeless. Different 
applications may require different 
quality video recording. As the qual- 
ity increases, so does the size of the 
digital file and the amount of time it 
will take to transmit. Approval -qual- 
ity video could be encoded at a rate of 
I- to 2Mb /s, broadcast -quality video 
might require 8Mb /s, and production - 
quality could demand 8- to 50Mb /s. In 

all cases the encoding process occurs 
in real time. 

Transmitting video 
Once a video clip has been encoded 

and a file exists, the second step in the 
process is to transmit that file to the 
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t:esired location. Recipients are all 
assigned an address, much like e- 
nail. The sender can specify or attach 
T ie file or files, which contains the 
actual video. Support material in- 
cluding cover letters and other textual 
a iformation are included to ensure 
t :tat recipients have all the informa- 
I on needed. 

The setup process assembles all 
This material and it is then sent, 
Auch like an e-mail or fax. The 
'ecipient machine is contacted and 
he file or files are transferred and 

stored for later use. 
One relatively new development is 

he use of the IP protocol and IP 
addressing to move material between 
)cations. This process is based on 
standard FTP transmission and al- 
ms any device with an IP address to 
ransfer a digital video file to any 
.ther device with an IP address. In 
his way, intermediate storage devic- 
s can be used to hold (or archive) 
ideo clips. Ultimately, it may mean 
hat any MPEG -2 compatible decod- 
ig device can receive and play files 
rom any encoding station, as 
Jng as they both support the 

;ame video file format. 
With IP addressing, the net - 

.vork used to move video from 
me location to another is es- 

sentially identical to that used 
t'or e-mail or Internet work. 
l'he ubiquitous nature of IP 
-ddressing and FTP means us- 

rs can send and receive files 
prom virtually anywhere in the 
world. Also, because many compa- 
nies are already connected with full - 
rime Internet connections, there are 

o additional connection costs asso- 
iated with transmitting video clips. 
hink of it as sending a really big 

..mail message. 
Of course, nothing comes without 

some price. In the case of FTP and IP 
echnology, that price is the unpredict- 
bility of the Internet itself. While the 
echnology basically guarantees that 
he file will be delivered successfully 
assuming sufficient local storage) 

rhere is no guarantee of when it will 
ctually get there. 

DURATION PICTURE 
QUALITY 

QUALITY 
DATA 
RATE 

(Mb /s) 

TELECOM 
SERVICE 

DELIVERY 
DATA 
RATE 

(Mb /s) 

TOTAL 
TIME TO 

SEND 
hh:mm:ss 

0:01:00 
hh:mm:ss 

Approval 
Consumer 
Broadcast 

1.5 
3.0 
8.0 

0.128 
0.128 
0.128 

0:11:43 
0:23:26 
1:02:30 

Approval 
Consumer 
Broadcast 

1.5 
3.0 
8.0 

xDSL 
or 

Cable Modem 

0.384 
0.384 
0.384 

0:03:54 
0:07:49 
0:20:50 

Approval 
Consumer 
Broadcast 

1.5 
3.0 
8.0 

xDSL 

Cable Modem 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

0:01:00 
0:02:00 
0:05:20 

Approval 
Consumer 
Broadcast 

1.5 
3.0 
8.0 

xDSL 
Or 

Cable Modem 

3.0 
3.0 
3.0 

0:00:30 
0:01:00 
0:02:40 

Approval 
Consumer 
Broadcast 

1.5 
3.0 
8.0 

LAN 
10Mb 

8.0 
8.0 
8.0 

0:00:11 
0:00:23 
0:01:00 

Table 2. Approximate time required to send one minute of video for some commonly 
available connections. Network traffic may cause total time to fluctuate. 

The level of other activity on the 
Internet can affect the real transmis- 
sion speed of files. As the amount of 
Internet traffic grows, the chances in- 
crease for dropped packets, requiring 

Whilethetechnologyguarantees 

that the file will be delivered, there 

is no guarantee of when it will 

actually get there. 

that the data be retransmitted. This 
will slow the transmission process. 
Also, even if every packet of data gets 
through the first time, the number of 
hops encountered affects the amount 
of time it will take to arrive. Even with 
these drawbacks, the benefits of using 
the Internet far outweigh the negatives 
on a daily basis. 

Decoding the video 
The final piece of the store -and- 

forward process is viewing the ma- 
terial on the receiving station. Just 
as the source unit encodes the video 
into a digital stream, the receiving 

station must decode that video and 
play it back as full -resolution, full - 
frame rate, full- screen video. This 
is typically handled by an external 
monitor or (in some systems) on a 

built -in viewing screen. Be- 
cause further work on the vid- 
eo may be required, it's often 
necessary to be able to dump 
the video from the local digi- 
tal storage onto production 
tools like VTRs and video serv- 
ers. A store- and -forward sys- 
tem should be able to handle 
this by acting just like a tradi- 
tional video source to the 
house routing system. 

While the delivery of real -time video 
over high -speed networks is a wonder- 
ful concept, it can have significant 
shortcomings in practical use. Instead, 
the use of a store -and -forward tech- 
nology, combined with IP and FTP 
interconnection can allow broadcast- 
ers and production houses to easily 
share broadcast quality material with 
lower costs, fewer hassles and more 
flexibility. 

Shawn Carnahan is chief technology officer 
for Telestream, Nevada City, CA. 
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IMOITIVITATT 

Understanding AT 
By Jim Boston 

Broadcasters have developed a bag of tricks over the years for moving audio and video from one 
location to another. Initially, the process was quite simple; the phone companies ran long runs 

of coax. Every so often, the video on those lines was amplified and re- equalized to restore it to a 
semblance of what was originally sent. The baseband nature of the video through coax meant that 
the signal quickly degraded over distance. Microwave systems were soon employed. The long 
distance carrier (it was only AT &T in the beginning) would frequency multiplex both voice and 
television over the same path. This path was the best transport option for broadcasters for more than 
30 years. In the mid- 1960s, satellite transmission was experimented with on transoceanic relays with 
the advent of the Telstar satellite. In the late 1970s, satellite use made the super- station and the cable 
channel possible. By the mid- 1980s, the networks distributed their content via satellite. Local stations 
used satellites for back -hauling news. When microwave and coax were the only tools available for 
transport, most local and long -haul carriers didn't court the broadcasters' business; thus broadcast- 
ers learned how to use other transmission methods to accomplish long- distance program delivery. 
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Telco tools 
Although not interested in the video 

business through the 1980s, the tele- 
phony industry developed a large tool 
set to handle the emerging demand of 
moving data over long distances. With 
the large amounts of data carried by 
the Internet, the movement of data by 
the long -haul carriers is starting to 
ri al the movement of voice. Because 
long -haul backbones are digital in 
nature, long distance voice traffic has 
been digital for years. This digital 
migration of voice traffic is making 
its way ever closer to the average 
hc;me. Those homes and businesses 

Sprint Switching and Signaling Operations 
Group (SSO) provides around the clock surveil- 
lance and fault management of the broadband 
and switch network. Photo courtesy of Sprint. 

with ISDN /xDSL already have a dig- 
ital tentacle of that system. Now that 
the television industry is realizing that 
video and audio streams can be thought 
of as just another type of data, we can 
start to use the same data tools offered 
by the telephony people. 

These tools come in three types: 
Frame Relay, IP, and ATM (asynchro- 
nous transfer mode). We will touch on 
Frame Relay and IP briefly here, but 
ATM is the main subject. These proto- 
cols use virtual paths, meaning a con - 
nectionless path. Instead of a physical- 
ly switched and dedicated path be- 

tween two locations, the data from 
one location is merged with other 
traffic headed the same direction via 
time multiplexing. Another common 
point of confusion is that IP (Internet 
Protocol) packets can be inserted as 

the data payload in ATM cells. Pack- 
ets and cells are different names for 
specified chunks of data sent at a time. 
IP and Frame Relay call these chunks 
frames, whereas ATM calls them cells. 
These protocols emerged because long 
distance data traffic evolved from being 
mainly text -based to being graphics - 
based. Data traffic can come in bursts 
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and many data users require some 
guarantee that the data will arrive at 
its destination in a timely manner. 
Some earlier protocols existed, name- 
ly X.25, which was developed when 
paths were still largely analog. Be- 

cause of this, X.25 had error correc- 
tion capabilities not needed with dig- 
ital paths. X.25 was an asynchronous 
system, whereas the newer protocols 
for the digital networks are synchro- 
nous. Additionally, an error- correc- 
tion scheme known as TCP (Transport 
Control Protocol) was developed 
which wrapped the user's data, which 
could then be wrapped a second time 
in IP. 

Frame Relay uses paths called Per- 

manent Virtual Circuits (PVC) to con 
nect end users. Many other data ses- 

sions share different links of the path, 
but the data carrier provisions sets up 
the virtual paths to be there all the 
time, whether the user has data to send 
or not. If no data was sent, the time 
slots (or more exactly packets) devot- 
ed to that data customer would be 
empty. This simplified the Switched 
Virtual Circuit (SVC) used with X.25. 
A SVC can be thought of as a phone 
call for data. The virtual path is set up 
only when data needs to be sent. One 
trade -off is that some time is spent 
setting up the call. The advantage of 
Frame Relay is that its frame lengths 
are long, generally 128 octets (1 octet 
= 8 bits) and up. This means that for 
lower bit rate paths there is less over- 
head. The tradeoff is that data requir- 
ing fast access to the network has to 
wait longer for its turn. ATM has 
shorter cell lengths in part to solve 
this. 

IP is much cheaper to implement 
than ATM. But it is good for carrying 
time -sensitive material only in uncon- 
gested networks. IP traffic outside the 
carrier's SONET backbone is routed 
via routers, which are cheaper than 
switches. Routers are generally soft- 
ware- driven devices, making the prop- 

Illuminet's Network Surveillance Control Center, Overland Park, KS. Control centers 
such as this monitor a network of public- switched telecommunications infrastruc- 
ture, helping to ensure an even spread of traffic and the highest access speeds 
available. Photo courtesy Illuminet. 

agation delay through them longer 
than the hardware -oriented switches 
used for ATM. IP doesn't generally 
have any Quality of Service (QoS) 
guarantees which are available with 
ATM (although some IP router manu- 
facturers are implementing them, but 
they increase the overhead). QoS has 
various levels, as we will see. These 
levels provide assurances of bit rates, 
propagation delay through the ATM 
cloud, and the amount of allowable 
jitter. ATM is good for moving video 
through congested networks where 
QoS levels along the path need to be 

tunneled out. Most of us now are 
aware that TCP (transport layer in the 
OSI stack) usually rides on top of IP 

(network layer). But often User Data - 
gram Protocol (UDP) is used in place 
of TCP, as it requires no re -send of 
cells that are lost (something that TCP 
requires). The re- sending of lost cells 
and the wait to assemble the re -sent 
cells in the proper order greatly ham- 
pers the high bit rate /real -time nature 
of television bitstreams. 
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The telephony badcbone 
What actually comprises an ATM 

cloud? To use the ATM service of a 

backbone carrier, you need to gain 
access to the carrier. The access usual- 
ly consists of using the Incumbent 
Local Exchange Carrier (ILEC), nor- 
mally the local Baby Bell or a Com- 
petitive Local Exchange Carrier 
(CLEC) to provide connectivity from 
your facility to the ATM carriers Point 
of Presence (POP). Once your data is 

at the POP the ATM carrier charges a 

port charge. This is a subscription into 
the ATM cloud. One interesting thing 
about ATM tariffs is that you only pay 
for the amount of data inserted into 
the cloud, and not how far that data 
has to travel. 

The access leg from your facility to 
the POP is often DS -3 (DS = Digital 
Service). DS -3 (often referred to as a 

M13 frame from a M13 multiplexer) 
when used for voice traffic, consists of 
seven DS -2 signals. Each DS -2 con- 
sists of four DS -1 (or TI - which can 
carry 24 voice channels) signals. Hence 
a M13 multiplexer takes 28 DS -ls (the 

"1" part of M13) and muxes them into 
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one DS -3 (the "3 "part of M13). When 
I)S -3 is to be used to transport ATM, 
the ATM data is encapsulated into a 
Physical Layer Convergence Protocol 
( PLCP) frame. The PLCP frame has 
twelve 53 -byte ATM cells plus fram- 
ing, and parity information. PLCP 
allows for 40.7Mb /s of ATM cell data 
t.1 be mapped into the 44.21Mb/s DS- 
3 payload rate. DS -3 is what usually 
a:-rives at the POP. At the POP the DS- 
3 is mapped onto a synchronous opti- 
cal network (SONET) ring. A SO- 
NET ring's capacity is measured in 
Optical Carrier (OC) rates. An OC -1 

ring can carry a DS -3 data stream. Our 
PLCP frame is mapped into an STS -1 

( synchronous Transport Signal) frame. 
An STS -1 frame consists of data ar- 
r:inged in 90 columns with nine rows. 
phis represents 810 octets of data. But 
the first three octets of each row, or 27 
octets, are used for overhead. 8000 of 
these frames are sent per second, there - 
f, ire each frame is 125 microseconds 
long. The 27 octets of overhead are 

one frame may reside in a different 
location in the next frame. This is due 
to bit stuffing. As an example, PDH 
would be required if DS -1 channels 
from far -flung locations were being 
multiplexed into a DS -3 stream. The 
propagation time from the various 
DS -1 sources to the DS -3 multiplexer 
could vary as the weather changes, or 
other things slightly change along the 
path (sun rises and warms lines caus- 
ing them to expand, lengthening the 
route). If the signal was taking a little 
longer than before to arrive, an extra 
bit would be added to make up for the 
delay. Therefore the size of the frame 
would vary. The converse would be 
true as the sun set, or went behind a 
cloud. DS -1 was always considered 
synchronous by telephone engineers 
because a particular bit for a particu- 
lar channel is always found in the 
same place of a DS -1 frame. Tele- 
phone engineers have moved away 
from PDH and it's bit stuffing ap- 
proach towards the use of pointers. 

streams, or 84 DS -1 streams, or 2016 
DS -0 (voice) streams. A concatenated 
mapping where all the bandwidth is 

given to a single user (no digital hier- 
archy at all) is possible, such as to 
ATM users (a lower case c indicates a 

concatenated frame, ex. STS -1c). 
OC -12 carries 12 DS -3 streams 

(622Mb/s), OC -48 carries an STM -16 
bit stream, which handles 48 DS -3 
streams. OC -192 is currently the high- 
est bitrate. OC -192 can carry 192 DS- 
3 streams. 

SONET rings 
On a SONET ring, you often find 

different kinds of traffic. Some carri- 
ers have voice, IP, and ATM traffic all 
traveling over the same ring. Although 
the different traffic can be thought of 
as separate virtual networks, they all 
travel over the same physical fiber 
ring in STS frames. The carrier provi- 
sions the ring so that part of the 
bandwidth (time) is devoted to each 
segment on the ring. In addition, some 
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Figure 1. There are a variety of paths through the ATM cloud, but typically data will enter through an encoder, pass through some 
routers, through a POP and onto a SONET ring. It will then traverse one or more rings, be dropped into the POP nearest the 
destination and be routed on to its final destination. 

used to point to where valid data starts 
it the frame, as the start of data does not 
always match the start of the STS frame 
(we will see why shortly). Also, control 
traffic and message traffic can be sent 
o er the path using these overhead 
octets. The 783 -byte payload can be 
used to carry ATM, or other types of 
traffic. 

Originally DS -2 and above used Ple- 
slochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH). 
This means nearly synchronous, with 
multiple levels of multiplexing (DS -0 
into DS -1, into DS -3). These are con - 
sAered nearly synchronous because 
specific bits of information found in 

This pointer is placed in the header of 
a frame, and it tells the receiver how 
far into the frame the data starts. 
Because of this, Synchronous Digital 
Hierarchy (SDH) is now used at all 
levels in new installations. Almost all 
SDH signals travel over fiber, except 
when undergoing switching (but that 
is starting to change). 

One DS -3 bitstream is inserted into 
an STS -1 frame, which in turn is 
inserted into an OC -1 (Optical Carri- 
er) stream. An OC -1 stream is 
51.840Mb/s with about 8Mb /s over- 
head on top of the 44.21 DS -3 stream. 
OC -3 (155Mb/s) carries 3 DS -3 

of the bandwidth will be devoted to 
express paths on the ring. If two nodes 
on opposite sides of a ring had a lot of 
traffic between them, a nonstop path 
between them would be setup. SO- 
NET works on a drop and add system. 
At each node, time slots that are pro- 
grammed to be dropped from the 
SONET ring for local distribution are 
de- multiplexed out of the ring, and 
new traffic destined for long distance 
delivery is added. But at most nodes, 
some of the traffic does not undergo 
the drop- and -add process as it is in- 
tended for nodes farther along the 
ring. This is sort of a local and express 
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train analogy. Some traffic only has to 
ride the ring for a couple of stops, 

while some have a long way to travel 
on the ring and it is inefficient to stop 
at each node. 

Most traffic is destined for places not 
on the closest ring. The traffic must be 

handed off from ring to ring to com- 
plete its journey. Places where the 
rings are tangent to one another usu- 

ally have a super POP. At these super 
POPs, traffic needing to transfer to a 

different ring is riding in a STS frame 
that is dropped off the ring. It is de- 

multiplexed and routed if it is IP, or 
switched if it is ATM to a multiplexer 
that puts it back into a STS frame. It 
is then placed on the new ring. If the 

traffic is destined to ride 
additional rings, it proba- 
bly will be placed into an 

express STS frame that will 
not undergo the add /drop 
process until it reaches the 

super POP tangent to the 
next ring to transfer to. 

To reach its destination, 
most traffic will need to 
travel over multiple backbones owned 
by different entities. This means that 
the data must be handed off from one 

company's backbone to another. This 
is done at Network Access Points 
(NAP). NAPs are usually hosted by a 

telecom provider. Some handle all 
types of traffic, some just IP traffic. 
There are major NAPs in New York, 
Chicago, San Francisco, and Wash- 

ington D.C. Although hosted by one 

backbone provider, many other com- 
panies can subscribe to a Service Inter- 
face (SI) at a particular NAP. The 
Chicago NAP, which is based on ATM 
and hosted by Ameritech, has 100 SI 

connections. These connections are to 
other telecom companies, Internet 
Service Providers (ISPs), universities, 
and government agencies. These enti- 
ties hand off traffic to each other at 

these NAPs. Backbone providers and 

ISPs that exchange large amounts of 

traffic with one another often setup 

peering arrangements by running a 

path between one provider's backbone 

and another's backbone. NAPs and 
peering is what allows end -users using 
different access and backbone provid- 
ers to communicate with one another. 

When all the needed rings have been 

negotiated, the data is dropped at the 

closest POP to the destination. It then 

undergoes local switching /routing 
to arrive at the destination (See 

Figure 1). 

AAL 
ATM is intended to be used by differ- 

ent types of traffic, each with it's own 
set of requirements. Voice and video 

tend to produce constant bit rates, 

although video is usually at a much 
higher rate than audio. Data traffic is 

often bursty in nature. This means 

that although all bits are stuffed into 
ATM cells, these cells must he han- 

Layer (AAL). 
AAL is broken out into five types. 

AAL -1 specifies Constant Bit Rates 

(CBR) for real -time traffic. This is often 

used for voice traffic and WAN appli- 
cations. AAL -2 specifies Variable Bit 
Rates (VBR) for real time traffic. AAL- 
3 is VBR but intended for non -real -time 

data traffic. AAL -1 through AAL -3 are 

connection orientated. This is data 
transmission with a pre- arranged con- 

nection. AAL -4 is the same as AAL -3 

except it is a connectionless transmis- 
sion. AAL -4 is used for LAN Emulation 
(LANE). LANE is when ATM is used to 
connect remote LANs so that they ap- 

pear as one contiguous LAN. AAL -5 

does not use the convergence data -link 
sub -layer. This is known as Simple and 

Efficient Adaptation Layer (SEAL). 
SEAL has the advantage of using all 48 

bytes in the payload section of the ATM 
cell. Other ATM AALs use four of those 

bytes for convergence sub -layer over- 

head. Like the MPEG char- 

acteristic of having higher 
profiles and levels able to 
handle lower types, AAL -5 

devices facilitate all the low- 
er AALs. AAL -5 is used for 
LANE also. Different AALs 
are used to guarantee vari- 
ous levels of QoS. 

The tariffs for the various 
levels of QoS can vary greatly. VBR - 

NT (variable bit rate - non -real time) 
can cost about two -thirds of what 
VBR -RT (VBR - real time) costs. The 

same ratio exists for VBR -RT verses 

CBR. Therefore, CBR pricing can be 

two and a half times what VBR -NT 
costs. PVCs and SVCs are priced dif- 
ferently also. PVC pricing is based on 

level of QoS and the amount of band- 
width requested, while SVC is based 

on QoS and the amount of data deliv- 
ered to the destination. The two differ- 
ent services are usually priced so that 
PVC is cheaper if used more than 100 

hours a month, up to that point SVC is 

more economical. PVCs have to be 

provisioned by the carrier. The user 

can not change QoS levels and band- 

widths on their own. With an SVC, the 

user can change both attributes. 
Although access and port charges 

can run a few thousand dollars a 

The movement of data bythe long h 

carriers is starting to rival the moveme 

voice. 

aul 

nt of 

died differently to satisfy the applica- 
tion. The OSI data -link layer is where 
the software code is specialized to 
handle the specific application. The 
data -link layer is what controls the 
hardware layer. The data (or video or 
voice) is put into ATM cells in the 

data -link layer, which is actually split 
in half. The lower half, known as the 

segmentation and re- assembly sub - 
layer, is where ATM cell generation 
takes place. The upper half, which is 

known as the convergence sub -layer 
breaks large blocks of data handed to 
it from the network layer above it into 
smaller (often 64kB) blocks and adds 

error detection and data recovery over- 

head. Some ATM is implemented with- 
out the upper intermediate step, in- 
stead relying on upper layer protocols 
(such as TCP) to handle error recov- 

ery. This process at the data -link layer 

is known as the ATM Adaptation 
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month for most users, the cost of 
sending standard -definition video (plus 
audio) isn't much more than a dollar 
and a half per minute in many cases. 

Besides the access and port charges, 
you need an ATM edge device. This 
can be an MPEG mux that talks ATM. 
O"ten the MPEG mux will go to an- 
other ATM mux downstream that is 

kindling the merging of all ATM 
traffic within a facility, such as voice, 
and LANE activity. But if the MPEG 
m ix is to directly generate ATM it 
it 1st meet a number of standards: 

ATM Cells 
he simplest is to simply generate 

A -M cells. The 53 byte long packets 
hive five octets (or 40 bits) of over- 
h, ad in the form of a header. The 
header devotes the first four bits for 
flow control, although many ATM 
switches along a path combine these 
fur bits with the next eight which are 
tl-t. Virtual Path Identifier (VPI). Each 
A -M switch encountered changes the 
VPi to manage handoff to the next 
switch. The VPI most likely will not be 

tt : same leaving the switch as it was 
vv ten it arrived at the switch. A Virtu- 
al Path can carry more than one Vir- 
n Al Channel. Separate services hav- 
ir; the same source and destination, 
such as voice, LANE, video, audio, 
mttadata, etc., would travel the same 
Virtual Path, but each would be sepa- 
r,; to Virtual Channels. Therefore the 
n,xt 16 bits in the header are for the 
Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI). The 
VCi values also tend to change from 
switch to switch. The next three hits 
ik ,ntify if the cell payload is user data 
o- path setup and maintenance infor- 
m ttion. One bit is sent to indicate 
v'tether this cell has priority if con- 
gestion has mandated the dropping of 
cells. The final eight bits are for head- 
er error checking. 

UNI 
Next on the standards list is know- 

ing how to negotiate an ATM cloud. 
The standard that encapsulates that 
is known as the User Network inter- 
face (UNI). This standard was devel- 
oped and is maintained by the ATM 
forum. A lot of it is based on various 
International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU) standards and recom- 
mendations. A common iTU recom- 
mendation often quoted in telecom 
circles is Q2931. A lot of Q2931 was 
incorporated into UNi version 3.1. 
The current UNi version is UNI 4.0. 
Q2931 specifies call setup and termi- 
nation, VPINCI assignment, QoS 
requests, caller iD, error handling, 
and peak cell rate parameters. UNI 
communicates to the network the 
AAL level that is to he used. UNi also 
specifies that E164 addressing be used. 
E164 is essentially the addressing 
scheme we use when we manually 
dial a long distance phone number. 

In summary, ATM technology has 

evolved to a state where it is another 
tool that broadcasters can add to the 
backhaul and program distribution 
tool set. Some SONET backbone 
providers have extremely wide fiber 
paths in terms of bandwidth. Some 

are literally terabytes wide. Even 
though the movement of program 
material is increasingly going to be 

non -real time in nature (such as FTP- 
type file transfers), real -time pro- 
gram movement can today be ac- 
complished using ATM. 

Jim Boston is the senior project engineer at 
Scripps -Howard, as well as author of a new 
McGraw -Hill hook, The DTV Survival 
Guide. The author would like to thank Quest, 
especially Craig Brandetsas. Sylvia 
McKenna, and Richard Firrtem, and Rich 
Csontos of Marconi /Fore Systems for their 
guidance. 

The DTV Survival Guide provides readers with experienced 
guidance in the planning and building new digital facilities. The 
book also examines the many new opportunities and potential 
pitfalls that DTV technology brings to the industry. The DTV 
tiurvial Guide is available from the publisher by calling 800- 
262 -4729 or through many booksellers. 

Common telco 
acronyms 

AAL ATM Adaptation Layer 
ATM Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode 
CBR Constant Bit Rate 
CLEC Competitive Local 

Exchange Carrier 
DS -x Digital Service 
FTP File Transfer 

Protocol 
ILEC Incumbent Local 

Exchange Carrier 
IP Internet Protocol 
ISP Internet Service 

Provider 
LANE LAN Emulation 
NAP Network Access 

Point 
OC -x Optical Carrier 
PDH Plesiochronous 

Digital Hierarchy 
PLCP Physical Layer 

Convergence 
Protocol 

POP Point Of Presence 
PVC Permanent Virtual 

Circuits 
Quality of Service 
Synchronous 
Digital Hierarchy 
Simple and 
Efficient Adapta 
tion Layer 
Service Interface 
Synchronous 
Optical Network 
Synchronous 
Transport Signal 
Switched Virtual 
Circuit 
Transport Control 
Protocol 
User Datagram 
Protocol 

UNI User Network 
Interface 

VBR Variable Bit Rate 
(NT -non real 
time)(RT -real time) 

VCI Virtual Channel 
Identifier 

VPI Virtual Path 

Identifier 

QoS 
SDH 

SEAL 

SI 

SONET 

STS -x 

SVC 

TC P 

UDP 

Conversion Chart 
The number of voice channels 

and how they fit into the various 
services offered. 

1 DS -0 = 1 voice channel 
1 DS -1 = 1 T -1 = 24 voice 

channels 
1 DS -2 = 4 DS-ls = 96 voice 

channels 
1 DS -3 = 7 DS -2s = 672 voice 

channels = 44.21Mb/s (payload) 
OC -1 = 51.840Mb /s 1 DS -3 fits 

into an OC -1, 192 DS -3s fit into 
an OC -192 (10Gb /s) 
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Newstech: 
Weather 
graphics 
systems 

Assessing the need 
Perhaps your station's system has 

numerous graphic capabilities, but 
it's inefficient: if it 
takes a long time to 
render the anima- 
tions, it takes a long 
time to create the 
graphics or put to- 
gether the weather 
show. This can hurt 
a station in three 
ways: 

Salary overhead 
is needlessly inflat- 
ed. The station is 

operating with 
more people, in- 
creasing salary 
costs. 

Talent is wast- 
ed. Station person- 
nel must spend 
their time drawing 
the weather graph- 
ics and rendering 
the animations 
when they could be 
using their talents 
elsewhere to bene- 
fit the station in other ways. 

Dynamic gap. If you can't com- 
pete with breaking weather news, 
you lose ratings share because 
your system cannot get the data to 
air fast enough in rapidly chang- 
ing severe weather. 

While snazzy graphics and ani- 
mations are important, the bottom 
line is: Stations present the weath- 
er because people want to know 
what the weather is now and what 
it will be. Although it should at- 
tract people's attention, for a weather 
segment to ultimately capture repeat 
viewer interest rather than be a gim- 
mick, weather data must be clearly 
and concisely presented. 

For example, viewers can see the 
graphic and determine whether there 
is rain to their north and if it's going to 
stay there or move to where they are. 
Rather than having something fancy 
and 3D that may attract attention, 
eventually they will turn to a station 
whose graphics give them clear an- 
swers rather than just the sizzle. 

Give your system a good once -over. 

should demand of its weather graph- 
ics system. The following list can be 

your guide through your station's se- 

lection /upgrade process. 
There are several keys to select- 

ing a system that will enable your 
staff to move past the basic ele- 
ments of segment production. The 
system that is right for your station 
should be: 

One of the key elements of a strong weather graphics system is its capacity to 
clearly and concisely pass information to viewers in a severe weather situation. 
If its graphical elements are difficult to manipulate or take too much time to 
render, the information displayed might not be as timely or as useful as is 
necessary. 

If it doesn't make the grade, it's defi- 
nitely worth the time to do some 

If stations fail to prepare, 

they might as well put a "for 

sale" sign in the window. 

shopping at this year's NAB. Your 
ratings may depend on it. 

Weather system checklist 
Beyond all the bells and whistles, 

there is a core list of elements a station 
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Easy to use: 
Look for a system 
with an intuitive 
user interface that 
lets a user "point 
and click" and 
"drag and drop" 
to design weather 
maps. If a ten - 
minute demo can't 
highlight the sys- 
tem's benefits, it's 
too complicated. 

Fast: When se- 
vere weather hits 
your local area, 
your station's 
weather graphics 
system should be 
fast, with the abil- 
ity to render ani- 
mations and mov- 
ies instantly, so 
you can break the 
story first. These 
days, your weath- 
ercaster should not 

have to spend hours creating a seg- 
ment. Have the vendor put together 

a sample show to illustrate the 
system's speed. 

Affordable: A variety of quality 
weather graphics systems are avail- 
able and they range greatly in price, 
anywhere from $20,000 to 
$150,000. Make sure the vendor 
will work within your station's bud- 
get and offer flexible payment plans. 
Additionally, the system you choose 

should have: 
A unique graphic look. Do all 

weather shows in your market look 
alike? They don't have to. A unique 
graphics look, with proper brand- 
ing, interesting video and 3D over- 
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he People. 

he Technology. 

he Company. 

our Partner in Digital Solutions. 

TANDBERG Television believes that a lasting partnership with a customer 
is as important as the technology we provide. And for that partnership to 
grow, the people and technology involved must be open enough to fulfill the 
broadcast demands of today, yet flexible enough to meet the unknown 
requirements of tomorrow. 

If you would like a partner in your quest for the right digital solutions, as 

opposed to just another vendor, give us a call or visit our web site. Better yet, 
come join us at NAB -booth S4168. 

TANDBERG 
Television 

3501 Jamboree Rd. Suite 200 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 
949.725.2552 
www.tandbergtv.com 
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Newstech: 
Weather 
graphics 
systems 

references. No system is without its 
bugs (especially in this quick -to- 
market industry) but does the ven- 
dor make an effort to correct the 
bugs and service your station ap- 
propriately? 

Ample, ongoing user training. 
When your station buys a weather 
graphics system, the weather ven- 
dor should provide four or five 
days of solid, on -site system's train- 
ing for the station's weathercast- 
ers, graphic artists and engineers. 
Does the vendor offer user group 
sessions and /or beta testing of fu- 
ture upgrades and technology? Look 

Although today's weathercast must be graphically engaging, ultimately it is the 
strength of the information you provide that will garner repeat viewership. Look for 
a system that gives you the flash to grab an audience and the tools to hold it. 

for companies that work with their 
clients to continually provide train- 
ing and customer feedback. After 
all, you're in this together. 

BEAT THE Mt... 

Marshall Electronics' LCD monitors and 
rackmount units offer the resolution and 
durability of a CRT monitor without the 
heat, space or power consumption that 
CRT's need. With sizes ranging from 1.8 inch to 15 

inch LCD panels and monitors, its no wonder that 
we are the leading sus'lier of LCD tech o 

ur V - se es offers the inherent low heat and low 

power consumption of LCD in a rugged steel and 
aluminum rackmountable housing with the ability to 

tilt 90 degrees up or down. So call us today and 
experience the future of broadcast monitoring. 

r- NAB 2000 Booths 
L12634 & T2632 Marshal Electronics 

Optical Systems Division 
www.mars- cam.com 800 -800 -6608 

Circle (152) on Free Info Card 
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Streaming weather video 
checklist 

Another aspect of a weather 
graphics system, one that can no 
longer be ignored or put off by 
forward thinking stations, is the 
ability to stream video over the 
Web. A large segment of your tar- 
get is turning to the Web for quick 
updates of the present weather and 
the short -term forecasts. Consider 
your needs for the Web when eval- 
uating your options for weather 
systems by asking the following 
questions: 

In what format will the streaming 
media be delivered? Real Media, 
Microsoft Windows Media and Quick 
Time Media - in that order. Stream- 
ing video should be available in all 

format delivery options. Make sure 
they have a concrete rollout plan for 
each format. 

At what bit rates is the video 
encoded? Does the vendor provide at 
least one stream for low -speed view- 
ers and one high -speed solution (low 

speed referring to using just regular 
modems)? Both ends of the spectrum 
should be covered. You do not want to 
alienate any potential viewers. 

What is the quality of the audio? 
Don't take the audio for granted. When 
making your streaming decisions, 
make sure the video has high -quality 
audio. It does not matter how good the 
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AUD /O -VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 

Great Mobiles 
Of The World 

tUHREHEMccrMfiFfRtEC 

The Sheffield 48 -foot truck, servicing such 
prestigious events as the 'Grammy Awards', 

'Billboard Music Awards', 'MTV Music Awards' 
and 'live from House of Blues'. 

r' r 
i\A r 

"The MT design allows us to get a full 96 -input console in the space of a 

48 -input console and continues SSL's tradition of great sound. Engineers feel 
immediately familiar operating an SSL and total reset takes the pressure off 
when dealing with multiple acts, allowing us to fine tune every performance 
rather than just being grateful to get the next act on air. The MT is the ideal 

console for our type of business." 

Richard 'Vance' Van Horn, President, Sheffield Audio -Video Productions. 

Solid State Logic 
International Hcadcgo,lllri 

I nglancl 

Tel: +44101186i 842300 

fax: +44 1011861 842118 

E-mail: s,deso"solid-state-lugic.com 

linp://www.solid-state-logic.com 

Ness York Los Angeles Tokyo Paris Milan Toronto Singapore 
1d .'I.' I1',1111 I I.:. I 16: ,1.11 Itl l -I II 1I I I111 4.111dí Thhh . PION 21281P/4 .1 I hii '792 16 1114 :82!7' 
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Past, present and 
future trends in 
Weather 
Graphics 

To keep up with the broad- 
cast market's continuous need 

for bigger, better, faster and 
Flashier, the competitive 
weather graphics industry 
must maintain a lightning -fast 

pace for new product devel- 
opment and innovation. Smart 
vendors guide their develop- 
ment based upon viewer 
preference surveys, by the 
reception of previously 
successful products, and from 
industry statistics. 

Where we've 
been 

Over the last few years, vendors 
geared their product innovations 
toward a demand for unique 
weather presentations packed 
with animated graphics and easy 
to understand timeline anima- 
tions. Three dimensional graphics 
called fly- through animations, first 
brought to market by EarthWatch, 
Inc., let a viewer actually appear 
to fly in the sky over a particular 
mountain range or cityscape and 
view the rain, lightning, snow or 
clear skies depicting the weather 
across the country. (For those 
stations that want this fly- through 
capability, the technology is 

readily available on an equal 
basis from all the major players in 
the weather business). Although 
these graphics are still being used 
in today's weather shows, their 
use appears to be stepping back 
somewhat. 

Another popular trend that has 

become an industry norm is the 
use of timeline animations to 
show viewers current and 
projected weather patterns. The 
graphics CNN created on 
AccuWeatherls UltraGraphix 
ULTRAweather system, unveiled 
this concept. SGI Oz systems were 
the rage' back then and stations 
scrambled to get the system's new 
technology capabilities to make 
weather presentations unique. 

(Continued on p. 120) 

Newstech: 
Weather 
graphics 
systems 
picture is or huw good it might look, 
if viewers cannot understand what is 

being said, they won't come back. 

What is the update frequency of the 

weather products? Because Internet 
users demand the most up -to -date fore- 
casts, once a day updates will not he 

good enough to satisfy the weather 
needs of online users. How frequently 

tant. Don't settle for regurgitated tele- 

vision: look for a host of rich media 
and flat content to support the weath- 
er video. For example, if your site 

offers a weather video broadcast of 
Hurricane Floyd, does the vendor 
offer links to storm history or maps of 
the path? 

Does the vendor have an e-com- 
merce solution? If a viewer is watch- 
ing streaming weather video about 
Hurricane Floyd, does the vendor of- 
fer links to buy a book about it or a 

poster describing how a hurricane 
forms. Maximize the viewing experi- 
ence. 

How many ways can your station 
make money offering the streaming 
video? Some e- commerce savvy 

Baltimore 
Currently 32 
5 DAY FORECAST _ 1/19/991:42PM 

Mo 1 I Tuet I We I Tßì ._Fri 

Baltimore Almanac- Washington, D.C. 
Record High: 471978 Tomorrow 28 

Several systems offer customized graphics. Station personnel can simply enter the 
appropriate information into the appropriate point- and -click template for use in on- 
air presentation. 

will the vendor's products be updated? 

Some weather vendors do offer multi- 
ple updates; four times a day, even 

once an hour, are available. 
What are the vendors capabilities to 

cover breaking news situations? One 

of the most popular uses for streaming 

weather video is its ability to keep 

viewers informed of severe weather, 

like hurricanes, storms and tornadoes. 

Does the vendor have any experience 

providing this type of weathercast? 
How do they work with the station to 
provide the information? 

How interactive is the streaming 
video product? Interactivity is impor- 
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weather vendors are offering stream- 

ing video with built in traditional 
banner ads, text tickers, sponsorship 
opportunities and co- branding part- 
nerships which can provide new reve- 

nue `streams' for a station. 
A recent survey states that "the num- 

ber one reason Internet users went to a 

local Internet site (a local television 

station or a newspaper) rather than 

going to a national site (like a 

Yahoo.com or an AOL.com) was for 
weather." The fact is those other sites 

do have local weather, your local 
weather, so your station has got to 

present the weather better than they 
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Hive you ever Felt your 
MPEG -2 DVB system locks 

Flexibility? 

Our's Don't! 
We know that as a professional broadcaster, you expect your MPEG -2 DVB system to be flexible enough to meet any of your 
special requirements. 

That's precisely the reason to choose Tadiran Scopus with the comprehensive end -to -end MPEG -2 DVB solution, especially 
designed for the professional broadcaster. We embrace standards and don't create new non -standards, ensuring an open 
architecture and proven full interoperability. Achieve the highest quality and performance. Get the most cost -effective solution 
on the market for the distribution of digital video, audio and data. 

CBS Newspath. Cablecom, TCI /Pramer, Telespazio and other leading broadcasters already made their choice. What about you? 

TADIRAN 

S°puS 
DVB - MPEG-2 - OpenTV 

4:2:0 - 4:2:2 

Tadiran Scopus Ltd. 
5 Hatzoref Street. P.O. Box 267 
Holon 58102. Israel 
Tel: +972 -3 -557 -6200 
Fax: +972-3-557-6249 
E -mail: info @scopus.co.il 

Tadiran Scopus - USA 
12265 World Trade Drive, Suite G 
San Diego, CA 92128 
Tel: (858) 618-1600 
Fax: (858) 618 -1615 
E -mail: info @scopususa.com 

www.tadiranscopus.com 

Next Generation Video Compression SolutionsTM 
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Stop the presses! While we didn't stop the presses for this 
late -breaking issue, we have managed to assemble the latest in new product 
information for the NAB convention. You're holding the hottest info on 
more than 200 new products to be shown on this year's exhibit floor. 

So, read on and you too will be up -to -date on the hottest new technology 
and products for NAB 2000. See you on the show floor! 
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robotic pedestal 
Radamec RP2A: 
features modified height functions, navigational 
improvements and adjustments to cable ergonomics; 
suitable for ENG and studio -style cameras and lenses; can 

support various teleprompters models. 

877 -RADAMEC; 732 -246 -0906; fax: 732 -448 -1184; 
www.radamec.com 

Booth: L 2616 Circle (251) on Free Info Card 

10 -bit synchronizer 
Pixel Instruments VS -5200: 
features multiformat I /Os and built -in Heterodyne TBC; 

serial digital, composite, analog, component analog and 
Y/C selectable inputs and simultaneous outputs are 

standard, allowing users to transcode from one format 
to another; the DDO pulse output of the VS -5200 is used 

to control the audio delay of the AD -3000 for automatic 
lip sync correction with analog or AES /EBU digital audio; 
rapid delay tracking is made possible by the automatic 
pitch corrector in the AD -3000. 

408 -871 -1975; fax: 408 -871 -1976; 
www.pixelinstruments.com 

Booth: L 3529 Circle (257) on Free Info Card 

Switchable camera 
Ikegami HK- 388/388W studio /HK- 388/388PW 
portable NTSC: 
offers 12 -bit digital processing; converts the aspect ratio 
between 4:3 and 16:9 in the HK -388W and HK- 388PW; 

component triax and fiber cable systems are available 
together with interface accessories for existing RGB triax; 
employs high- density HK -388 and HK -388P have 520,000 

pixel 2/3 -inch FIT CCS image sensors. 

201 -368 -9171; fax: 201 -569 -1626; www.ikegami.com 

Booth: L11831 Circle (252) on Free Info Card 

RAID system 
DataDirect Networks EV -5000 Fibre Channel 
Network RAID System: 
a fast Fibre RAID System with over 190MB /s sustained 
throughput; a high -performance, scalable cross -plat- 
form, network data access storage solution for image - 
intensive, heavy -duty online media streaming, broadcast 
post production and special effects use. 

800 -322 -4744; 818 -700 -7600; fax: 818 -700 -7601; 
www.datadirectnet.com 
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Digital video and audio 
interfaces 
Miranda Technology Imaging Series of digital 
video and audio interface: 
includes a new set of modules designed for the conver- 
sion and processing of incoming video and audio feeds 

into a component digital facility; converters are de- 

signed to fit into the Miranda Symphonie 16 -slot, 4RU or 
Quartet 4 -slot 1RU modular frames and provide a 

complete feature set; modular design permits high 
density of up to four channels of video processing or 
two channels of video and audio processing per RU. 

514 -333 -1772; fax: 514 -333 -9828; www.miranda.com 

Booth: L 3330 Circle (254) on Free Into Card 

Uncompressed quality, 
WinNT NLE 
United Media On -Line Express 2.5: 
real time video editing software operates in Windows 
NT; it provides Uncompressed Video Quality and is a 

professional finishing tool allowing complete creation of 
high -quality video and audio content; the software 
supports multi- format input and output in component, 
composite and YC video formats for real time editing 
and effects; the software is available as an upgrade for 
On -Line Express or as a new purchase. 

714 -777 -4510; fax: 714 -777 -2434; 
www.unitedmediainc.com 

Booth: L 9731 Circle (255) on Free Info Card 

16:9 HD monitor 
Panasonic AT H3017W: 
30 -inch, 16:9 aspect ratio HD monitor with the ability to 
display 1080i, 720p, 480p and 480i images; delivers 
greater than 1000 TVL horizontal resolution because of a 

temperature- compensated shadow mask CRT with a 

0.36mm dot pitch and SMPTE -C phosphors; features 
selectable color temperatures of 6500, 9300 and 

3200degreesKelvin and multizone convergence and 

beam landing control with user presets. 

800 -528 -8601; 323 -436 -3500; fax: 323 -436 -3660; 
www.panasonic.com/broadcast 

Booth: L 8236 Circle (264) on Free Info Card 
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PISCHE Has Great 

1111.1) 

In the Broadcast Industry. 
You'll like what you see in the new 

OSeries 1052 Video Triax System 

from Fischer Connectors. These 

high -quality connectors are specifically 
engineered for the American broadcast 

ndustry and provide the performance and 
availability you need, at the price you want. 

In stock for rapid delivery. 

Fully compatible with the 

American Triax Standard. 

Gold- plated signal and 
power paths. 

Unparalleled reliability. 

Robust design and integral 
sealing - ideal for indoor and 
outdoor use. 

8 

The Fischer Video Triax Connector 

System includes plugs and 

receptacles for cable or panel 

mounting, as well as accessories 

and assembly tools. When you 

need performance and price in a 

video triax package, picture the Series 

1052 - The new American Standard. 

PISCHER CONNECTORS 
Connect To The Future" 

C) 2000 Fischer Connectors, Inc. 

Connect to the Future ° is o trademark of Fischer Connectors, Inc. 

Circle (156) on Free Info Card 

For more information about the 
extensive line of Fischer 

connectors, please contact us at: 

800.551.0121 
Fax 770.352.0992 

mail@fischerconnectors.com 

Or visit our website at: 
www.fischerconnectors.com 

si 
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Station automation system 
Odetics AIRO: 
integrates network feeds with local program origination 
and local spot insertion; scales to address a broad range 
of applications; automatically imports traffic schedules 

and appends them to current schedule; easily merges 
updated schedules. 

714 -774 -2200; fax: 714 -780 -7594; 
www.odetics.com /broadcast/ 

Booth: L 9341 Circle (271) on Free Into Card 

Media management and 
distribution center 
Sun Microsystems StorEdge Media 
Central Platform: 
this comprehensive, scalable system allows broadcast, 
cable, satellite and entertainment companies to leverage 
their content across communications mediums ranging 
from high resolution television broadcasts to low - 
bandwidth, Internet -based and interactive media; it also 

provides live streaming of ongoing events, playout of 
pre -planned programming and storage of 
programming for reuse; for flexibility, it can be used to 
play -to -air over a terrestrial network or to a closed - 

circuit cable set -top environment; 415- 969 -1300; fax: 

650 -473 -7101; www.sun.com 

415 -969 -1300; fax: 650 -473 -7101; www.sun.com 

Booth: M 8745 Circle (273) on Free Info Card 

Data encoder 
Norpak TEST VANC Data encoder platform: 
encodes, inserts, receives, bridges and multiplexes data in 

the VANC space of SMPET 292M TV signals; ideally suited 
to encoding closed captioning and ATVEF URIS for HDTV 

broadcasts. 

613 -592 -4164; fax: 613 -592 -6560; www.norpak.ca 

Booth: 1 6815 Circle (265) on Free Info Card 

Conditional access system 
Canal + Technologies Mediaguard: 
a digital conditional access system for subscriber and 

transactional pay -TV; supports several payment meth- 
ods; scaleable to the operators' specific requirement and 

system architecture. 

+33 -1- 71715715; fax: +33 -1- 71715578; 
www.canalplus-technologies.com 

Booth: S 5072 Circle (253) on Free Info Card 

10 -bit noise reducer 
Leitch Lynx: 
is adaptive field -based and offers recursive noise reduc- 

tion, full proc -amp controls, frame synchronization, 
internal test generation and flexible I/O interfaces. 

800 -231 -9673; 757 - 548 -2300; fax: 757 - 548 -4088; 
www.leitch.com 

Booth: L 9328 Circle (275) on Free Info Card 
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200 Series Enclosures ContRACKtor Series 

Manage and organize your media and equipment with the 

cabinet system worthy of your most critical electronic assets. 

APW's modular cabinets are designed for versatility, value, strength, 

and space savings. As the largest enclosure manufacturer in the 

United States, APW has the most comprehensive offering of 

Audio/Video and Broadcast storage solutions available. Plus, our 

products are backed by APW's unique Lifetime Warranty. 

Seismic Series Broadcast Rack 

Contact us today for your 
FREE AVB Solutions Catalog. 

Call: itni i.`i`i ' /II or 

E -mail: mktg gapw- cnclosures.com 

www.apw l .com 

osur products 
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l'IAPEG transport monitor 
ektronix MTM300: 
multi- stream remote monitoring tool for detecting 

rrors in the MPEG -2 protocol in DVB and ATSC transport 
:reams; user interface for immediate notification and 
n in -depth analysis mode are available; conforms to 
ldustry standard tests and physical interfaces; testing 
TR290 helps identify synchronization, decoding and 
letadata problems; can simultaneously monitor up to 
ight transport streams. 

800 -426 -2200; 503 -627 -7111; fax: 503 -222 -1542; 
www.tektronix.com 

Booth: L 913 Circle (281) on Free Into Card 

Troubleshooting instrument 
G Electronics StreamScope MT -10: 
rovides a cost -effective monitoring and troubleshooting 
_elution for DTV broadcast Stations; able to monitor, 
leasure, record and analyze vital parameters in a ATSC 

ITV broadcast stream; pays broadcast DTV video and 
udio, monitors 8VSB signal quality; monitors audio and 
ideo buffers usage; records and plays transport streams; 
nalyzes contents of transport streams, including packet 
ontents and PSIP table contents. 

609 -716 -3505; fax: 609 -716 -3503; 
www.lgerca.com 

Booth: Circle (278) on Free Into Card 

Tally mapping and routing unit 
Videoframe Tally Mapper: 
tally mapping and routing unit has been enhanced to 
include TTL inputs; tallies can be remapped with a si'lgle 
button; a flexible solution for difficult tally control 
problems. 

530 -477 -2000; fax: 530 -477 -7599; 
www.videoframesystems.com 

Circle (276) on Free Into Card 

Megapixel flat panel display 
Sony PFM- 510A1WU: 
a 42 -inch HD flat panel monitor with a 16:9 aspect ratio 
and 1024x1024 resolution; features a depth under six 

inches; offers 30 percent more brightness that the 
5000A1 WU at the same power consumption. 

800 -686 -SONY; fax: 201 -930 -4752; www.sony.com/ 
professional 

Booth: L12107 Circle (277) on Free Into Card 

Video scaler 
Analog Way SMART CUT 2: 
combines functions of an advanced video scaler with five 
video and two computer inputs; also provides switchable 
stereo audio on each of the seven inputs. 

212 -269 -1902; fax: 212 -269 -1943; www.analogway.com 

Booth: M10171 Circle (280) on Free Into Card 
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TH 770 IOT 
60 kW NTSC 
25 kW 8VSB 

Whatever your application- analog or digital -our line of plug -in IOTs 
provides the solution. The same tube can be used either for NTSC 
or digital TV (8VSB and COFDM). Which means no more hassle with 

Analog & Digital 
A lot more versatility. A lot simpler for you 

multiple references. In fact, no more hassle, period: The tube's easy 
plug -in installation means you don't have to remove the cavity. Making 
your life simpler from ordering to operation. The bottom line is our tubes 
save energy. Yours. For more information, e-mail us at infoatctus.com 

www.tctus.com 
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4:2:2 and 4:2:0 MPEG -2 IRD 
Tiernan Communications TDR600: 
1 RU decoder; factory configurable for QPSK, QAM or 
OFDM with conditional access, over -the -air download, 
one stereo pair video, supports both SCPC and MCPC 

applications, ideal for contribution or monitoring produc- 
tion vehicle, ideal for OEM. 

800 -323 -0252; 858 -587 -0252; fax: 858 -587 -0257; 
www.tiernan.com 

Booth: S 4162 Circle (261) on Free Into Card 

Online logo inserter 
Leitch LogoMax: 
a broadcast quality "drag- and -drop" online logo inserter 
for post -production and television environments; can 

insert hundreds of SDI or HD logos with audio on the on- 
air signals. 

800 -231 -9673; 757 -548 -2300; fax: 757 - 548 -4088; 
www.leitch.com 

Booth: L 9328 Circle (274) on Free Info Card 

lilig=11011MW 
Audio synchronizer 
Pixel Instruments AD -3000 
this audio synchronizer is intended for automatic lip sync 

correction (with the VS -5200, for example) and general 
purpose audio delay applications; built -in pitch corrector 
allows rapid delay change with minimum audible arti- 
facts; includes standard stereo analog, AES /EBU digital 
(balanced) and SMPTE digital (unbalanced) I /Os. 

408 -871 -1975; fax: 408 -871 -1976; 
www.pixelinstruments.com 

Booth: L 3529 Circle (258) on Free Info Card 

HD fiber optic transmission link 
Force Inc DTV Linx: 
designed to transport a variety of datastreams and 

standards, including SMPTE 259M, 292M, 305M, 310M, 

CCIR 601, SONET and ATM. 

800 -732 -5252; 540 -382 -0462; fax: 540 -381 -0392; 
www.forceinc.com 
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Digital satellite news van 
Frontline DSNG -350: 
features excellent engineering, power and weight 
distribution; features fourth rack with exterior access for 
separate DSNG area and rack space for EFP equipment. 

727 -573 -0400; fax: 727 -571 -3295; 
www.frontlinecomm.com 

Booth: L12386 Circle (262) on Free Into Card 

UHF/VHF coupler 
Micro Communications Duoband Combiner: 
couples two signals into an existing transmission line; 

decouples two signals at the tower top with no interfer- 
ence between them; designed to allow the new DTV 

UHF signal to be combined with either an existing VHF 

or FM signal; can combine a LoV with UHF, HiV with UHF 

or FM with UHF signals. 

800 -545 -0608; 603 -624 -4351; fax: 603 -624 -4822; 
www.mcibroadcast.com 

Booth: L10374 Circle (263) on Free Info Card 

Video /SVGA flatpanel monitor 
Ergo 2000 E2CKS5L: 
features a maximum resolution of 1280x1024; offers 
composite and S -video inputs; VGA/SVGA/XGA compat- 
ible; optional touchscreen available. 

800 -635 -9297; 714 -992 -0874; fax: 714 -992 -2131; 
www.ergoind.com 

Booth: 15739 Circle (295) on Free Into Card 
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HI:) /SD telecine 
Citi tel Rascal: 
bas d on the chassis and transport of URSA Gold; 
exp:lnds capabilities to multistandard film transfer 
opt ations, standard -definition and high- definition 
fort lats including 1080/24p. 

805 -294 -2310; fax: 805 -294 -1019; 
www.cinteltelecine.com 

Booth: L 6344 Circle (293) on Free Info Card 

C :rmposite wfm /vect w /audio 
I al'llet LCD Scope 400: 

a ares include four composite and audio input chan - 
aIi waveform, vectorscope and audio bard graph, 
3 dard PAL and NTSC operation and gamut violation 
s) ay and alarm. 

-L 4 0500 625 525; +44 1494 793 763; fax: +44 1494 
791 283; www.hamlet.co.uk 

Booth: L11855 Circle (297) on Free Info Card 

II) camera cable 
,I ,cast Fiber Systems HDTV Cobra: 
ti nds HD cameras with fiber and can support multiple 
g :al cameras on one lightweight tactical fiber cable. 

508 -754 -4858; fax: 508 -752 -1520; 
www.telecast -fiber.com 

Format converter 
Leitch DFS -3005: 
designed for hybrid conversion and synchronization 
applications; remote control panels network multiple 
units to central control location. 

800 -231 -9673; 757 -548 -2300; fax: 757 - 548 -4088; 
www.leitch.corn 

Booth: L 9328 Circle (290) on Free Info Card 

MPEG -2 transport stream 
server 
Viewgraphics DTV:Xstream: 
combines MediaPump XL technology with the Hewlett 
Packard NetServer LPr 2RU rackmount PC server; 
provides a bidirectional DVB -ASI, DVB -LVDS or DHEI 

interface that handles high bandwidth bi- directional 
multiplexing and demultiplexing stream processing, 
clean -cut splicing, table generation and transmission and 
supports bit -rates over 150Mb /s. 

650 -903 -4900; fax: 650 -969 -6388; 
www.viewgraphics.com 

Booth: S 4745 Circle (310) on Free Info Card 

TH 755 1OT 

NAB 2000 
Booth 
kt -6733 

The TH 75510T. A whole new replacement solution. It's 100 percent 
interchangeable with other makers' tubes of the same power class. 
And it's 100 percent easy to make the change because you can keep 

A new alternative. 
A direct replacement. A direct new way to save. 

your original cavity. But the benefits don't stop there. Like all our IOTs, 
the TH 755 delivers outstanding operating stability, constant gain, a hang 
lifespan, and cost savings in both acquisition and operation. And it delivers 
them by design. For more information, e-mail us at infoOtctus.com 

www.tctus.com 
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HD monitoring down converter 
Astro Systems SC -2034: 
features HD YPbPr input and NTSC output; three grati - 
cule overlay includes center marker, 4:3 safe zone and 

frame; include DC 12V input 

818 -244 -1806; fax: 818 -244 -1878; 
www.astro -systems.com 

Booth: S 3877 Circle (289) on Free Into Card 

PSIP manager 
Harris PSIPplus /PSIP.com: 
gathers, manages and disseminates PSIP data, including 
local system time, program guide and rating information, 
extended program descriptions and virtual channel 
information; offers easy -to -use local program editing 
capabilities; PSIP.com is a server that automatically 
downloads program guide information into the PSIPplus 

server daily. 

800 -622 -0022; 513 -459 -3400; fax: 513 -459 -3890; 
www.harris.com 

Booth: L 6524 Circle (298) on Free Into Card 

Digital audio sample rate 
converter 
NVISION DA4050: 
locks an asynchronous signal to local house reference; 

converts between different sample rates; offers two AES 

I /Os; 110- or 7512 connectors. 

800 -719 -1900; 530 -265 -1000; fax: 530 -265 -1010; 
www.nvisionl.com 

Booth: L 543 Circle (283) on Free Into Card 

4:3 and 16:9 front -lit test 
charts 
DSC Labs CamAlign: 
a series of test charts to optimize the performance of 
professional video cameras; patterns include standard 
crossed grayscales, vector colors, multibursts, flare tests 

and hyperbolics; available in 4:3 and combines 16:9/4:3 

formats. 

800 -267 -5227; 905 -673 -3211; fax: 905 -673 -0929; 
www.dsclabs.com 

Booth: L 9524 Circle (294) on Free Info Card 

Desktop video system 
Blossom Technologies Fury X2: 
features dual 500MHz Xeon Ill processors; 1GB of 
100MHz memory; five hours of high quality video 
storage, built -in 3 DVE effects and SDI; offers 350 real - 

time transitions and real -time linear 
keying, luma keying, chroma keying , 

serial digital I/O and 3 DVE with over 
400 SD effects and dual monitor 
support. 

305 -266 -2800; fax: 305 -261 -2544; 
www.blossomvideo.com 

Booth: 1 6539 Circle (279) on Free Into Car 

r7-7111PCCAST ééwsërïs 

CUSTOM 
CONSOLES 

Elegant forms 
u'üh lin/iticss 
possibilities 

SETTING NEW STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE, ENGINEERING R. DESIGN 

CM 1 800 735 Z070 
Or Contact Your Local Forecast Distributor www.foretast- tonsoles.tom 
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Professional video 
networking system 
PixStream VDS5000: 
provides professional MPEG -2 video 
networking solutions; it allows 
multiple channels to be demodulated, 
descrambled, encoded, decoded, 
multiplexed and remultiplexed from 
variety of broadcast audio and video 
sources; the channels are then 
adapted to various telecommunica- 
tions networks; it is designed for TV 

content redistribution and video 
courier applications and 
integrates seamlessly into terrestrial, 
satellite, cable and wireless infra- 
structures. 

519 -884 -4196; fax: 519 -884 -9892; 
www.pixstream.com 

Booth: Circle (300) on Free Into Card 
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HD test signal generator 
Astro Systems SG -7800: 

video signal generator for HDTV SDI; supports 10801, 

;20p and 1080p24; provides functions including audio 
'utput, pattern edit, virtual motion and user BMP data 
availability. 

818 -244 -1806; fax: 818 -244 -1878; 
www.astro -systems.com 

Booth: S 3877 Circle (288) on Free Info Card 

Live sports broadcasting 
-I:ystem 
I:)rad CyberSport: 
.l live sports broadcasting system featuring graphical 
apabilities and match analysis features such as insertion 

4:f virtual runners and record lines; real -time system uses 

microwave technologies to track and identify players and 
i ie ball in real time; instant animated graphics of the 
I;ame highlights can be broadcast live over the Internet. 

?12- 931 -6723; fax: 212 -931 -6730; www.orad -ny.com 

Booth: S 3132 Circle (282) on Free Info Card (285) on Free Info Card 

Analog /digital transmitter 
Rohde & Schwarz NH7000 /NV7000: 
a new generation of compact transmitters for analog 
and digital transmission; feautre liquid cooline and a 

special hardware concept. 

+49 -89- 41292931; fax: +49 -89- 41291211; www.rsd.de 
Booth: L 4758 Circle (304) on Free Info Card 

Audio codecs 
AEQ ACD -5001, MPAC -02 
a dual multiformat audio codec for ISDN lines equipped 
with full -duplex intercom allowing a simple and indepen- 
dent communication with both audio channels, without 
external wiring and operations. 

+34 91 686 13000; fax: +34 91 686 44 92; www.aeq.es 

Booth: R 4066 Circle 

Diffusion effects 
Tiffen Mfg Corp Black Diffusion /FX and Gold 
Diffusion /FX: 
elimnates unwanted details in close -ups, especially facial 
close -ups; supress blemishes and wrinkles while maintain- 
ing a clear focused image. 

800 -645 -2522; 516 -273 -2500; fax: 516 -273 -2557; 
www.tiffen.com 

Booth: L11581 Circle (315) on Free Info Card 

"-soolor 

When you need support, you need it fast. At Thomson Components 
and Tubes we make sure you get it. In addition to our sales force, we 
also deploy a technical team that provides full support with timely 
consulting and assistance services during both equipment definition and 

Total availability in real time. 
You want it. You've got it 

installation of our products. Across North America, coast to coast. 
Our broadcast tubes are directly available off the shelf from our extensive 
stocks in Totowa, New Jersey. Whenever you need them. For more 
information, e -mail us at infoetctus.com or call us at (973) 812 9000. 

wwwtctus.com 
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AES routing 12x1 and dual 12x1 
Videotek RS- 12AES: 
flexible 12x1 and dual 12x1 digital audio routing switch - 
ers designed to operate as companions to any other 
Videotek RS -12 analog, digital or high- definition video 
router or separately as a stand -alone unit; also supports 
remote control from RS -232 or RS -422 devices with a 

variety of standard switcher protocols. 

800 -800 -5719; 610 -327 -2292; fax: 610 -327 -9295; 
www.videotek.com 

Booth: L12924 Circle (291) on Free Info Card 

3D broadcast graphics A CO 
system 
RT SET Antero VS: 
is a 3D on -air broadcast graphics and character generator 
package integrated with a full -blown virtual studio; it 
functions as a fully integrated system for single operator 
live -to -air production; this system's web -based real -time 
interface provides the user with maximum power and 
control and allows functions such as the fast change of 
virtual sets, realistic graphics, live -to -air facility, video 
inserts and clip effects; 877 -955 -2230; 212 -463 -9902; fax: 

212- 463 -9931; www.rtset.com 

877 -955 -2230; 212 -463 -9902; fax: 212 -463 -9931; 
www.rtset.com 

Booth: S 6551 Circle (305) on Free Info Card 

Newsroom nonlinear editing 
system 
Panasonic NEWSbyte: 
new version adds 40 new functions including the ability to 
digitize and display 16:9 aspect ratio footage, sequential 
file import with Alpha channel, import and export of user 

settings, networkable bins, EDL import/export and 
redigitizing, audio EQ and reverb and savable customized 
video modifications; newsBYTE system features a built -in 

DVCPRO 4x recorder player with disk transfers at 4x 

faster than normal speed. 

800 -528 -8601; 323 -436 -3500; fax: 323 -436 -3660; 
www.panasonic.com /broadcast 

Booth: L 8236 Circle (267) on Free Info Card 
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Audio network 
Audio Processing Technology NXL384: 
a cost -effective solution to audio communications across 

permanent digital networks; offers standard features 
such as auxiliary data, alarm functions and integral back- 

up circuitry to assure the broadcast of program continuity. 

+44 1232 371110; fax: +44(0)1232 371137; 
www.aptx.com 

Booth: R 2390 Circle (268) on Free Info Card 
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HD format converter 
YEM HFC -292M: 
handles every signal in conformity with SMPTE 292; 

automatically responds to vertical frequency of 60Hz and 
59.94Hz; motion adaptable line scanning interpolation 
method increases vertical resolution of images. 

310 -544 -9343; fax: 310 - 544 -9363; www.yem.com 

Booth: L 3117 Circle (270) on Free Info Card 

Dual audio embedder /de -em- 
bedder 
Crystal Vision TANDEM 
features two removable piggyback units on one card; can 

be configured to any two of four possible functions at 
once - embedding analog or digital audio into SDI or de- 

embedding analog or digital audio from SDI; can be a 

single embedder, a single de- embedder, a dual 
embedder, a dual de- embedder or a mixed embedder/ 
de- embedder; the kit format means that the customer 
can build the exact product required and can reconfigure 
it in the field. 

+44 1223 506 515; fax: +44 1223 506 514; 

www.crystalvis.com 
Booth: L 9525 Circle (303) on Free Info Card 
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We're Back, Better Than Ever 
What's in a name? Quite a lot when the name is Utah Scientific. 

That's right, we're back... with the same quality products, 
the same expert customer service and the people who 

started the Utah legacy more than 20 years ago. 

Call us to discuss your system requirements: 
801 524 9999 or www.utahscientific.com 

See us at NAB Booth #L2027 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MEG -2 TS Analyzer 
Astro Systems T5 -7801: 
this real time signal analyzer works with the MPEG -2 

Transport Stream, providing fundamental analyzing 
functions such as TS bit rate analysis; PID analysis and 

PTS /DTS analysis; its input interface is ATSC/DVB ASI /SPI 

and a loop out equipped; this analyzer monitors the TS/ 

PSI SI /PES /ES components of MPEG2 data streams, and 

errors are displayed in real time 

818 -244 -1806; fax: 818 -244 -1878; 
www.astro -systems.com 

Booth: S 3877 Circle (320) on Free Info Card 

Archive server 
Pluto Technologies AirCHIVE: 
solution that expands server media storage time much as 

does a data tape library system 

303 -402 -9000; fax: 303 -541 -9043; www.plutotech.com 

Booth: L 1516 Circle (329) on Free Info Card 

2D production software 
Cambridge Animation Systems Animo 3: 
includes a 3D structure embedded within the current 2D 

toolset; acts as a harness for the Cas family of products 
and other software products; 20/3D can be integrated 
via the Scene Ill plug -in. 

+44 1223 578 100; fax: +44 1223 578 101; 

www.cam -ani.co.uk 

Booth: S4121 Circle (313) on Free Info Card 

MPEG -2 real -time monitor 
Rohde & Schwarz DVRM: 
monitors either DVB or ATSC transport streams; errors 
are documented in detail and in different ways, alarm 
lines are freely configurable; reliability is provided by 

employing a non -PC -based platform. 

+49 -89- 41292931; fax: +49 -89- 41291211; www.rsd.de 

Booth: L 4758 Circle (314) on Free Info Card 

THE EQUIPMENT LIQUIDATION CHANNEL 

The Leading Marketplace for 
Professional Technology Tools 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Secure Transactions 

Automatic Payment Escrow 

Over 20 years of Pro Experience 

Consignment or Buyout 

See us at NAB, booth MI933 

dig ibidco 
an IndustryClick solution 

www.digibid.com 

e -mail your list to liquidationjdigibid.com 
or call 1.800.423.5499 
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THE AIDEN 400UDR 

BIIIADCASTJIHF WITH ALL 

OPIJONI! 
63 User -selectable Frequencies 
(794- 806Mhz) 

Crystal controlled and PLL- Synthesized 

Tone code squelch 
Dual antennas with BNC connectors 

XLR output with volume control 

i Headphone Output with volume control 

Operates on 4 AA or 12V DC 

LED indicators for A or B antenna status, 
AF peak, Power On /Reception status 

.) 

DNERSrTY 
RECEyEp 

40OUD 
UHF TRUE 

War 

If 

41XT Plug -in transmitter to 
use with your favorite 

low impedance 
wired microphone. 

41BT Available with 
omni (EX- 503H), 
uni- directional 
(EX- 503UH) or SCNY 

ECM -44H. 

41HT Uni -directional 
handheld.Also availaple 

with AUDIX 0M -3 capsule. 

jAZDEN® 
147 New Hyde Park Road, Franklin Square, NY 11010 

(516) 328-7500 FAX (516) 328 -7506 

E -Mail - AZDENUS @AOL.COM 

Arden Home Page: www.azdencorp.com 

See us at NAB Booth #82666 
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UHF channel combiner 
Micro Communications High power N +1 chan- 
nel combiner: 
a high -power channel combiner for NTSC and DTV to 
work with allocation of DTV channel one above the NTSC 

channel; handles up to 240kW NTSC and 75kW DTV total 
power; serves as DTV mask filter; features thermally 
stable filter design - give constant load. 

800 -545 -0608; 603 -624 -4351; fax: 603 -624 -4822; 
www.mcibroadcast.com 

Booth: L10374 Circle (299) on Free Info Card 

ENG /SNG vehicle 
Harris Reporter TX2: 
a combination ENG /SNG vehicle, equipped with both 
microwave and satellite communications system, offers 
unlimited coverage area and increased flexibility for 
small -, mid and large -sized markets. 

800 -622 -0022; 513 -459 -3400; fax: 513 -459 -3890; 
www.harris.com 

Booth: L 6524 Circle (322) on Free Info Card 

RF test equipment 
Z Technology DM- 1000/2000: 
provides RF channel coverage for both 8VSB and COFDM 

standards. Provides signal metrics including tap values, 

signal /noise and segment- error -rate; accessible from 
front panel or serial port. 

503 -614 -9800; fax: 503 -614 -9898; 
www.ztechnology.com 

Booth: L 2606 Circle (323) on Free Info Card 

Audio processing system 
TC Electronic System 6000: 
targeted specifically towards music, film /post -production, 
broadcast and mastering applications in surround 
environments; its algorithms include the industry stan- 

dard VSS reverb technology in a newly developed 
multichannel version called VSS -5.1; VSS -5.1 is a multi - 

source input to multichannel 

BROADCAST TOWERS 
Guyed Towers ft Self-Supporting Towers 

t owers 

I owers 

'lowers 

rig 
o a b re 

4 Communications 
w1.'* Corporation 

"Built to a Higher Standard" 

Sabre Communications Corporation 2101 Murray Street P.O. Box 658 Sioux City,IA 51102 
Phone 1712)258 6690 Fax I7121258 8250 www.sabretom.com 

1 -800- 369 -6690 
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output space simulator that 
incorporates advanced position- 
ing generators 
and five totally uncorrelated 
reverb diffused fields. 

805- 373 -1828; fax: 805 -379- 
2648; www.tcelectronic.com 

Booth: R 1059 
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Digital linear 
keyer 
Crystal Vision LKEY211: 
allows the fitting of six keyers into 
1U; it is multi -functional and 

combines excellent additive and 
multiplicative keying quality due 

to 12 -bit internal processing with 
additional operation modes; 

among these modes are self fill 
key, internal wipe, mask genera- 
tion, mix and fade to black; the 
modes can be activated either 
manually or automatically. 

+44 1223 506 515; fax: +44 
1223 506 514; 

www.crystalvis.com 
Booth: L 9525 

Circle (311) on Free Info Card 
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Reporter easily accesses newsroom system 

from the field 

Well, soon you will. 
Because A.N.N Systems is here. With Java -based newsroom client software that alb/vs f eld 

reporters to easily access all newsroom resources via the Internet. New digital and Internet 

solutions designed to merge seamlessly with your current broadcast operation. Part o' a truly 

integrated news gathering system. Open. Compatible. Proven in the most demanding newsrooms 

in the world. Come see how easy it is to make it part of yours. Visit us at NAB booth #L7551. 

1 

le'll j-okke you, t- Mere:" 

Circle (167) on Free Info Card 
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Nonlinear editor accessory 
United Media On -Line Express NLE Jog Shuttle 
Knob: 
is an optional item for the online Express family of 
Realtime Nonlinear Editing Software; it offers direct 
control of various professional input devices for digitizing, 
allowing users to select edit in and edit out points of 
scenes and work in direct relationship with the timeline 
while editing. 

714 -777 -4510; fax: 714 -777 -2434; 
www.unitedmediainc.com 

Booth: L 9731 Circle (339) on Free Info Card 

Digital and analog transmitters 
Technosystem UHF Band IVN Solid State 
analog and digital TV transmitters: 
for digital broadcasting, these transmitters are compliant 
with ITU DVB -T and ATSC DTV standards and feature 
automatic input bit -rate adaptation, front panel and 
remote controls, and serial and parallel inputs in single 
and multi- frequency networks versions; for analog 
broadcasting, they feature common amplification and all 

color standards, as well as a built -in 
precision offset circuit; maintenance is facilitated by easy 

tube replacement and cavity tuning; +39 06 225871; fax: 

+39 06 2282355; www.technosystem.it 

+39 06 225871; fax: +39 06 
2282355; 

www.technosystem.it 

Priced For Your Budget. 
Engineered For Performance. 

`elevator 
Telenetrics engineered the 
Televator motorized elevator 

pedestal with two things in mind. 
Price and perkmnance. AVe've set a 

new standard in affordability. 
Without any sacrifice in perfor- 
mdnce. It's what yotl would expect 
iront the leader in Camera robotics 
let hnologv. 

The Televator is easily operated with 
c le metrics' 
(I' -RMQ- IA 
!emote con - 

troller (optional!. Its ideal for any 
broadcast and production studio 

application. And because it's so 

compact, the Televator is also per- 
fect for sports facilities and ENG /013 

production vans. Give your produc- 
tion capabilities a lift -- with the 
Televator from Telemetric s. 

Teiemetrics Inc. 
CAMERA ROBOTICS SYSTEMS 

s 
6 Leighton Place, Mahwah. NJ 07430 U.S.A. 
201 -848 -9818 Fax 201 -848 -9819 
www.telemetricsinc.com 

Camera, controller, pan /tilt and accessories not included. 
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Real -time video 
editing software 
United Media On -Line 
Express LE 2.5: 
provides 550Kb per frame video 
quality and supports Matrox 
DigiSuite LE board (NTSC or PAL); 

it also allows for the complete 
creation of high -quality video 
and audio content, with multi - 
format input and output of 
component, composite and YC 

video formats for editing and 
effects in real time; it has new 
enhanced speed and perfor- 
mance, as well as enhanced 
scene trimming and playback; it 
is available as an upgrade to On- 
Line Express LE or as a new 
purchase. 

714 -777 -4510; 
fax: 714- 777 -2434; 

www.unitedmediainc.comn 
Booth: L 9731 

Circle (338) on Free Info Card 

Camera crane 
Egripment Javelin MKII 
Crane: 
offers a steady shot up to 40- 

feet high; lightweight and easy 

to transport; designed for use 

with TV or film cameras in 

combination with remotely 
controlled camera heads. 

818- 787 -6195; 
fax: 818- 787 -6195; 

Booth: L10686 

Circle (333) on Free Info Card 
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Experience Total Refection 

audrotechnica 

Adaptive -array Microphone System 

Most people don't like rejection. 

But if you're a sound engineer 

in a challenging audio 

environment, off -axis rejection 

is exactly what you need. 

Enter the AT895 Adaptive -array 

Microphone System. 

Utilizing Audio -Technica's proprietary 
DeltaBeamTM technology, the AT895 System 
manipulates the amplitude and phase of its 
5- element array by acoustical, analog and digital 
means, providing off-axis cancellation of up to 
80 dB. The system continuously adapts to a 

changing soundscape, and is especially effective 
at suppressing wind noise rumble and other 
unwanted low- frequency information. So you get 
the audio you want, without all the clutter. 

Want more information on the amazing 
capabilities of the AT895? Call, write or 
fax today. Or check it out on the Web at 
www.audio -technica.com. After all, if you're like 
most audio professionals, you could probably 
use a little more rejection in your life. 

Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 

1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio L4224 
330/686 -2600 Fax: 330/686 -0719 
E -mail: pro @atus.com www.audio- technica.com 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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160- 200MHz high resolution 
fiber link 
Opticomm RGB -9100: 
an amplitude modulated, LED or laser -based RGB or 
monochrome compatible video transmission system; 

designed for the extension of any high -resolution video 
signal such as CAD /CAM graphic workstation; units come 

with a built -in automatic gain control to maintain video 
output for each color; units transmit over three multi - 
mode fibers at 865nm and 1310nm or single mode 
fibers at 1310nm and 1550nm. 

800 -8- OPTICOMM; 858 -450 -0143; fax: 858 -450 -0155; 
www.opticomm.com 

Booth: 17424 Circle (266) on Free Info Card 

Colorist control system 
Pandora International Limited Pogle: 
switches effortlessly for film, tape or data color correc- 

tion; offers easily customized user interface; provides 
control of industry- standard telecine and associated 

devices; features fully integrated edit controller with 
support for common tape and disk drives. 

+44 1474 561000; fax: +44 1474 566935; 
www.pogle.pandora -int.com 

Booth: L 4458 Circle (327) on Free Info Card 

Facility database 
Crispin MediaBase 2000: 
full facility database based on Microsoft's SQL server; 

complete with reports, searches and input screens; user 

access is available via Internet Explorer. 

919 -790 -8813; fax: 919 -845 -7766; 
www.crispincorp.com 

Booth: L 3507 Circle (345) on Free Info Card 

D -1 output camera adapter 
Hitachi CA -ZD1: 
camera adapter that provides D1 output from any Z- 

3000W camera, a digital 4:3/16:9 switchable camera. 

516 -921 -7200; fax: 516 -496 -3718; www.hdal.com 

Booth: L 7507 Circle (341) on Free Info Card 
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Plug -in for DAW 
Kind of Loud Technologies Real Verb 5.1: 
a 5.1 surround panner plug -in for Digidesign's Pro Tools; 

uses sophisticated auralization technology to model 

physical spaces; can map reverberation spatially for 
surround mixing; allows users to independently place the 
direct path, early reflections and lat field reverberation 
in the sound field. 

831 -466 -3737; fax: 831 -466 -3775; 
www.kindofloud.com 

Booth: R4086 Circle (331) on Free Info Card 

Audio connectors 
ATI DMM100, DMM100 -BAT Digital Match - 
Maker: 
accepts serial digital NZR signals, including AES /EBU digital 
audio, from 110 Ohm balanced XLR input, a 75 Ohm BNC 

or RCA input or a TOSLINK optical fiber; it provides 

reshaped outputs to drive all simultaneously, with the 

inputs and outputs transformer -coupled and floating for 
maximum isolation and ground loop elimination. 

800 -959 -0307; 215- 443 -0330; fax: 215 -443 -0394; 
www.atiguys.com 

Booth: L 5211 Circle (332) on Free Info Card 
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MPEG -2 interface converters 
and processors 
Thomcast /Comark Turquoise: 
performs multi- interface signal conversion and handles 

multiple interface standards, including DVB -PI ASI, DVB -PI 

SPI LVDS & ECL, DVB SSI, SMPTE 310M and M2S; allows 

for a genlock input signal such as GPS for maximum 
stability of the output signals; performs transport stream 

processing with packet format conversion and input/ 
output bit rate adaptation based on 

stuffing packet and restamping management; succeeds 

the THOMCAST D6002 family and includes all of the 
D6002 functions. 

413 -569 -0116; fax: 413 -569 -0679; thomcastcom.com 

Booth: L 9609 Circle (309) on Free Info Card 
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- Big-station performance on a small- station budget 

- LS Hits, each with three 3D DVEs 

- full RGB and YUV color correction on every key bus 

- Up to 19 multi -page framestores 

- Ful1y Broad Net compliant; can exchange files with 

Lightning, Deka and OVEKtreme 

- Easy to use 

- Fail -safe reliability 

The PDS 9000. full (olor (orrection. 1.5 M /Es. 

Nine 3D DVEs. Gives Broadcasters Vroom to Grow! 

Born to be wild? Now there's a production switcher with the power to nake 

lesser stations eat your dust. Never have so many effects been so easy to 

achieve. Designed to transition painlessly from an analog environment to a 

digital one, the PDS 9000 gives you nine full- function, 10 -bit DVEs with full RGB 

and YIN color correction on every bus, with the flexibility to grow as you go. In 

fact, it sets a whole new standard for production switchers, at the lowest cost 

around. Think of it as o rood- chewing Hog, 

on a Moped budget. Get up to speed fast. p PINNACLE 
Visit our Web site or cal 1- 800- 4PINNACLE. SYSTEMS 
www.pinnaclesys.com The Choice For Digital Video.- 

Circle (170) on Free Info Card 
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Telco contribution codes 
Thomson Broadcast ACM 4200: 
allows video trucking on the telecom network; offers 
broadcasters conveying video or audio signals over a 

network optimal rendered quality. 

800 -882 -1824; 201- 569 -1650; fax: 201 -569 -1511; 
www.thomsonbroad.com 

Booth: L 9609 Circle (369) on Free Info Card 

Three CCD camera 
Hitachi Three CCD color camera: 
utilizes 2/3 -inch 510,000 pixel CCD; 16:9/4:3 switchable; 
suited for use as graphics camera, in a pan /tilt system or 
as a tower camera; has a sensitivity of F1.4 at 0.5 lux and 

low vertical smear; features an automatic electronic 
shutter and a continuous wide range of lighting condi- 
tions by AES, Auto Iris and AGC; offers a horizontal 
resolution of 750 TVL; optional features include a remote 
filter disk and serial digital output. 

516 -921 -7200; fax: 516 -496 -3718; www.hdal.com 

Booth: L 7507 Circle (342) on Free Info Card 

Serial digital video and AES 
Switcher 
Multidyne DAS -1000 
supports vertical interval switching of one video and up 

to two AES /EBU audio channels on a 10x1 matrix; includes 

one video and two audio breakaways; 350 meter cable 

equalized video inputs and two reclocked video outputs; 
supports 75 -ohm single ended and 110 -ohm balanced 

AES /EBU audio; supports 143- 540Mb /s SMPTE 259M serial 
digital video and complies with SMPTE RP 168 

vertical interval switching. 

800 -4TV -TEST; 516 -671 -7278; fax: 516 -671 -3362; 
www.multidyne.com 

Booth: L 9144 Circle (393) on Free Into Card 

A Virtual Studio That Reduces Costs? 
...It's time to open your mind 

Virtual Scenario. 
Just Imagine. 
No more set builds. No more delays. No more 

studio headaches. Why compromise your 

programme look with real set limitations? 

Free your imagination and keep control of your 

budget, a powerful combination that only 

Virtual Scenario can provide. 

Virtual Scenario allows cameras to pan, tilt, 

zoom, and focus with the virtual set always held 

in perfect perspective. lt will not restrict you to 

computer generated sets, scenes can come 

from any standard video source such as, still 

store, VT, live camera, disk recorder etc. 

Too good to be true? Call now for a 

demonstration tape and see for yourself. 

Radamec Inc. 20 North Fourth Avenue 
Highland Park. NJ 08904 
Tel: + 

1 732 246 0906 Fax: + 1 732 448 1 184 

Pager: +1 732 748 4881 
e -mail: radamecinc @netscape.net 

RAD:MEC 
. BROADCAST SYSTEMS 

Circle (171) on Free Info Card See us at NAB Booth #L2616 
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Real motion images, not test patterns or flower pots. 

Images that make television the ultimate 
personal entertainment medium and with Electronic Cinema, 

those images expand to a whole new experience. 

The benchmarks of success today - eyeballs glued to the images 

from your channels or website... or your competitors 
from across town, or around the globe. 

` 

You need to create "The Entertainment Experience." 
Crisp, beautiful pictures are part of that experience 

...so when it comes to your digital images, 

trust the leader in motion video imagery. 

Trust your eyes 

FAROUDJA LABORATORIES 
WORLD LEADER IN VIDEO PROCESSORS, UPCONVERTERS, CHIP SOLUTIONS 

FAROUDJA 
visit us at www.faroudja.com PICTURE PLUS" 

Circle (172) on Free Info Card Sao us at NAB Booth DL 12382 
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MPEG -2 multiplexer 
Thomson Broadcast Broadmux/XNA 4600: 
offers enhanced input capabilities and new features, such 

as opportunistic data management and internal splicing 
capabilities between MPEG -2 streams; the internal 
broadmux splicer can be triggered through in -band 
commands; the XNA 4600 enhanced the multimedia 
capacities of the 4600 ATM network interfaces and 
addresses the needs for transmission of audio -visual 

services over ATM. 

800 -882 -1824; 201 -569 -1650; fax: 201 -569 -1511; 
www.thomsonbroad.com 

Booth: L 9609 Circle (368) on Free Info 

HD graphics camera 
Hitachi DK -H3: 
uses 1080i format, includes a 2.2- million pixel, 2/3 inch 

CCD chip and 1100 TVL horizontal resolution; offers DSP 

functions such as six -vector color correction, adjustable 
detail frequency and flesh -tone detail; built -in functions 
include color bar and three -wheel filter disc; can be 

controlled remotely through RC -Z2A port. 

516 -921 -7200; fax: 516 -496 -3718; www.hdal.com 

Booth: L 7507 Circle (340) on Free Info Card 

Audio synchronizer 
Pixel Instruments AD -3000: 
this audio synchronizer is intended for automatic lip sync 

correction (with the VS -5200, for example) and general 
purpose audio delay applications; built -in pitch corrector 
allows rapid delay change with minimum audible arti- 
facts; includes standard stereo analog, AES /EBU digital 
(balanced) and SMPTE digital (unbalanced) I /Os. 

408 -871 -1975; fax: 408 -871 -1976; 
www.pixelinstruments.com 

Booth: L 3529 Circle (348) on Free Info Card 
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Studio camera 
Angenieux 20x7.5HD: 
camera lens for studio application; offers extended range 
and wide -angle capability with minimum ramping; 
provides distortion -free images with no chromatic 
aberration for optimal high definition and image clarity. 

973 -812 -3858; fax: 973 -812 -3858; 
www.angenieux.com 

Booth: L11835 Circle (352) on Free Into Card 

Master control automation 
Crispin RapidPlayX 2000: 
multi -channel playback/record control used for Master 
Control or News Control; runs on Windows NT; user 

screen is configurable; offers ability to link up to three 
channels of playout to a single channel. 

919 -790 -8813; fax: 919- 845 -7766; 
www.crispincorp.com 

Booth: L 3507 Circle (343) on Free Info Card 

Device controller 
Crispin Crispin Device Server: 
an NT -based PC for controlling serial and LAN controllable 
devices, such as Master Control switchers, routers, tape 
machines, video disk servers and character generators; 
communicates to Crispin applications over LAN via MOS. 

919 -790 -8813; fax: 919 -845 -7766; 
www.crispincorp.com 

Booth: L 3507 Circle (344) on Free Info Card 

Analog oscilloscopes 
LeCroy LA302 /LA303: 
features three channels; LA302 measure 2Hz to 100MHz 

and LA303 operates up to 200Mhz; third channel pro- 
vides three sensitivity levels for a wider range of mea- 

surements; both oscilloscopes feature a frequency 
response of 2mC/div, DC @50MHz and a sensitivity of 
2mV /div; standard triggering includes TV system mea- 

surement base on NTSC and PAL SECAM; HD triggering is 

standard on LA303 and optional on LA302. 

201 -935 -8486; fax: ; www.iwatsu.com 

Booth: S 3315 Circle (367) on Free Info Card 

HDTV stillstore 
Avica Vecta HDTV stillstore: 
this still /clip store supports all digital formats and allows 
simultaneous viewing of standard and high definition 
images; there is support avaible for the new 1080p/24sF 

image format, and up- and downconversions between all 

image formats; the stillstore may be used as a stand- 
alone or networked workstation. 

800 -706 -0077; 818 -846 -0589; fax: 818 -846 -0175; 
www.avicatech.com 

Booth: S 2856 Circle (445) on Free Info Card 
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Visit us at 
Booth 
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Your allotted DTV bandwidth may look like a big pipe today, but -tomorrow promises greater opportunities 

for more services: High Definition Television Datacasting 

Multi- channel Standard Definition Television Streaming Video 

Program Information And more... 

The DigiCipher" II ATSC compliant encoding system employs sophisticated compression and multiplexing 

technology to make the most of your bandwidth -while maintaining the highest quality pictures. And its backed 

by the resources of an unparalleled technology innovator: General Instrument, now Motorola's Broadband 

Communications Sector. With nearly a decade of experience in helping customers deliver more digital content 

in less space, we have the track record and experience to act as your partner 

throughout the entire digital migration process. When choosing encoding systems 

Motorola's DigiCipnertt HD Encoder for the long term remember...nobody delivers DTV better than Motorola. 

Contact us at 800 -385 -5843 for more information or visit us at www.motorola.com /broadband 

Y) 2000 Motorola Inc All ngnls reserved and Motorola. and Dig!Cpner are registered trademarks 
of Motorola Mc General Instrument Corporation ,s a woolly owned suosidary of Motorola Inc 

Circle (173) on Free Info Card 
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SAN -ready Fibre channel RAID 
system 
DataDirect Networks EV -800: 
for use in performance -critical and fault tolerant installa- 
tions in broadcasting, post production and special effects; 
delivers high performance to digital content profession- 
als; offers single unit storage capacities ranging from 
45GB to 1.2TB; offers fault tolerance, redundant compo- 
nents and a solid migration path to a SAN environment. 

800 -322 -4744; 818 -700 -7600; fax: 818 -700 -7601; 
www.datadirectnet.com 

Booth: S 3427 Circle (474) on Free Info Card 

Graphics platform 
Pinnacle TARGA 3100: 
provides impeccable quality including true uncompressed 
video as well as MPEG -2 and DV video processing; 

supports RGB A format for effects processing and 

compatibility with video and key provided by animation 
and compositing applications; new HUBS 100 megapixel 
per second video processor has a memory centric 
architecture that enables multilayer editing and 

compositing in real -time with sub -pixel DVEs, RGB 

chroma keying and advanced RGB color correction 
operating simultaneously on multiple layers of video. 

650 -526 -1600; fax: 650 -526 -1601; 
www.pinnaclesys.com 

Booth: L 9457 
Circle (360) on Free Info Card 
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CALL TO PLACE ORDER 

or for catalog 

SHINTRON 
1280 Blue Hills Avenue 
Bloomfield, CT 06002 

800 -358 -NTSC www.nova -sys.com 
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HMI lighting system 
ProSource /BMI Bron HMI400 
light: 
400W open -faced lamphead has 

focusing ratio of 5:1 and is fitted 
with a highly efficient, hot re- 

strike -type HMI /MSR bulb; elec- 

tronic AC ballast is stabilized and 
allows flicker -free recording 
regardless of frame restore or 
shutter speed. 

203 -335 -2000; fax: 203 -335 -3005; 
Booth: L11878 

Circle (302) on Free Info Card 

Linux -based MPEG 
encoder 
Zapex Technologies LX -3000: 
a Linux -based MPEG -2 encoding 
board with video and Dolby digital 
audio for digital broadcast, cable 
and video on demand an satellite 
applications. 

650- 930 -1300; fax: 650 -930 -1399; 
www.zapex.net 

Booth: M 7962 
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DTV. 
Time waits for no man.. 
neither does the FCC. 

With so many decisions to make in the fast approaching 
conversion to DTV, you need to begin the process early 
By starting now, you assure your station a seamless 
transition with custom -engineered choices. Our design 
engineers are ready to create the Antenna System that 
works specifically for your unique situation. 
Let's get started! 

1- 800 -341 -9678 email: dcsales @dielectric.com www.dielectric.com 
Dielectric Communications 22 Tower Road Raymond, M:,ine 04071 

M- iufacturing 
weeks 

Customer Confirmation 
1 -2 weeks 

Final Engineering Preliminary Design 
1 -2 weeks 

Transportation 
1 -2 weeks 

Assembly 
1 -3 weeks Final Test 

1 -2 weeks 
May 1. 2002 

F7 

Note: In the first two years of the digital television 
changeover, 115 stations went on air with DTV. In the 
three years, the remaining 1,485 must be on 

See us at NAB Booth# L8205 

DiIiric 
COMMUNICATION s 

.1 I, 
I 

1959: Baltimore, Maryland. 
Fftsti triple antenna ji 

candelabra built'.' 

Engineering Excellence Since 1 

1999: Nine new Dielectric 
antennas top this 

historic tower. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Logo generator 
Video Data Systems LogoStar: 
offers a simple and cost -effective means of keying over 
incoming video, storing and scheduling logos on screen; 

stores bitmap images and is ideal for on -air slides, 

channel identification, or auto display of emergency 
messages; features 32 -key levels per logo, downstream 
keyer or upstream sources and preview output plus on- 
air output with enable control. 

800 -858 -5850; 516 -231 -4400; fax: 516 -231 -4405; 
www.videodatasys.com 

Booth: t 6142 Circle (256) on Free Info Card 

HD production switcher 
Philips HD35: 
designed for high -end live and post production; a format - 
selectable 1.5Gb/s switcher that features up to four M/E 

banks and 90 inputs; designed for configuration flexibil- 
ity, network and performance. 

800 -962 -4287; 818- 729 -7700; fax: 818 -729 -7710; 
www.broadcast.philips.com 

Booth: L 6910 Circle (379) on Free Info Card 

Film and video restoration 
system 
Snell & Wilcox Archangel: 
provides fast and effective detection of impairments and 

estimation of quality; provides one -pass automatic 
restoration and user intervention of critical material. 

+44 1730 821 188; fax: +44 1730 821 199; 

www.snellwilcox.com 
Booth: 111039 Circle (376) on Free Into Card 

Widescreen display processor 
Snell & Wilcox ARC 225: 
new addition to ARC range; a cost -effective aspect ratio 
converter unit for playout centers within terrestrial and 

digital broadcasting environments. 

+44 1730 821 188; fax: +44 1730 821 199; 

www.snellwilcox.com 
Booth: L11039 Circle (377) on Free Info Card 
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WAN routing switcher 
Philips NetCaptain: 
extends functionality of Jupiter and Vulcan routing 
control switchers to support Web -based applications and 

centralized control over WANs; provides control and 
monitoring for companies that offers video transport 
services; provides software to manage, control and view 
broadcast content from remote locations. 

800 -962 -4287; 818 -729 -7700; fax: 818 -729 -7710; 
www.broadcast.philips.com 

Booth: L 6910 Circle (380) on Free Info Card 

MPEG -encoded video routing 
switcher 
Videotek RS- 12MPEG: 
switches MPEG -2 encoded serial digital signals with data 
rates from 19.4Mb/s to 360Mb /s; also compatible with 
DVB -ASI signals and uses the same control protocol as any 

RS -12 series router; features 12 looping data inputs, dual 

data outputs and serial communications control standard. 

800 -800 -5719; 610 -327 -2292; fax: 610 -327 -9295; 

www.videotek.com 
Booth: L12924 Circle (391) on Free Into Card 

Digital audio metering system 
Wohler Dolby Digital AC -3 level metering 
system: 
a compact 1RU metering unit with an internal Dolby 
Digital decoder and six 106 segment tri -color, high - 
resolution LED level meters. 

888 -5 WOHLER; 650 -589 -5676; fax: 650 -589 -1355; 
www.wohler.com 

Booth: L 6761 Circle (362) on Free Info Card 

Matte 
box 
ProSource/ 
BMI Shade FX: 
features two indepen- 
dently rotating filter 
compartments; also 
incorporates a fixed 
matte within its hoods and lightweight carbon 
fiber filter frames; can be used with all 

broadcast and industrial internal focus lenses in both 4:3 

and 16:9 down to 5.0mm. Optional rail adapter and 

universal lightweight support are available for external 
focus lenses. 

203 -335 -2000; fax: 203 -335 -3005; 

Booth: L11878 Circle (269) on Free Info Card 
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C R 8 M A S T E R R E C O R D E R 

MEET THE BEST DIGITAL 
AUDIO MULTITRACK 
MASTER RECORDER 

360 Systems designed the TCR8 with one goal in mind: 

fo deliver a Master Recorder that faithfully captures the results of your work. 

The Difference is in the Details 
To provide the level of sonic accuracy that critical projects demand, you 

"lave to sweat the details. TCR's design specifies gold XLR connectors. metal 

film resistors, no capacitors in the audio path. and 

a patented low -noise circuit to suppress RF, hum 

and cable noise. Put all of this on shielded PC 

boards with double -regulated power. and the result 

is a 24 -hit audio recorder of unprecedented quality. 

Defining the Master Recorder 
The TCR8 Master Recorder includes the tools 

ou'll need for professional work- solid synchronization, the right connectors. 

And a feature-set focused on commercial audio production. 

Today's high -resolution audio formats need a new generation of recorders 

:hat deliver on the promise of 2.4-bit audio. By actual measurement, the TCR8 

Master Recorder far exceeds the specs of competitive machines. and actually 

approaches the limit of today's art. 

Today's "24r' studio makes very real demands on audio equipment. 

Ahich is why 360 Systems designs for reliability, just as we design for audio 

Tuality. But then, we also have 30 years experience building equipment for 

ound- the -clock professionals. 

From original recording to final mixdown, the new TCR8 Master Recorder 

'divers performance without compromise. Should you expect anything less? 

Superior Audio Quality 
Measurable improvement of 20 -dB in SNR and dynamic range over 

conventional designs 

Bit-for-bit-reproduction of 24 -bit PCM, Dolby -E and AC -3 recordings 

Record across all tracks, at any sample rate 

Workstation file interchange with SD -II and WAV files 

Complete Cut -Copy -Insert -Erase editing features 

The best digital scrub editing on the market 

Time offsets, track slip, varispeed and audio delays 

Up to 24 -hours of recording time in a single file 

Standard Equipment 

DVD -RAM drive for 10 hours of 24 -bit audio on low -cost disks 

Internal 9GB SCSI hard disk (up to 50 GB available) 

250 MB Zips drive 

A complete set of XLRs for analog and AES /EBU 

Rear panel SCSI port for external drives 

Large display for full length file names 

Multi- machine sync provides up to 64 tracks 

Flex- FormattM drive bay for removable 

media, such as DVD -RAM (standard), 

Magneto Optical or removable hard disks 

Complete SMPTE time code features: 

> Support for all frame rates 

> VTR emulation with P2 control 

> Reads LT( or VIT( 

> Hard lock to Digital Betacam ` for tight sync during scrub -edits 

> Reference to Video, AES, Word Clock, or LTC 

$5,995 complete 

:141 Sy MCII 9enn. ICk. Flex Fomat and bit- for -hit are tr lemark,d ä6(l S, 

There is a difference. Click on %%Am ;l,l .,.i, iii.coin 
for a 20 -dB improvement in your next project. 

The pros know the difference. 

Visit us at NAB Booth #R3163 
Circle (178) on Free Info Card 

5;.. , rlingCenter In :,. Westlake village CA91361 

Tel (818) 991 -0360 Fax 1818) 991- 1360 E -mail: s:Ik'u (0ssteni'.com 

nt. Zip IN a trademark of lonxga Corp. Iblbp-F: and ,v:-3 art tradeocuk of Dolby labortorin Licensing Corp 
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Zoom and focus control 
ProSource /BMI ZiF100: 
ergonomic design and 24 -bit DSP electron- 
ics allow zoom /iris and 
zoom /focus control 
with one hand; 
standard 
functions such 

as VTR start/ 
stop, return 
video, zoom/ 
focus direction and speed adjustment are built into the 
controller. 

203 -335 -2000; fax: 203 -335 -3005; 

Booth: L11878 Circle (301) on Free Info Card 

Serial digital video distribution 
amplifier 
Burst Electronics DVA -2: 
is three products in one: a reclocking serial digital video 
distribution amplifier with 2 outputs; a serial digital to 
analog composite converter, and an error code analyzer 
allowing one to observe the quality of digital video in 

order to correct problems. 

505- 898 -1455; fax: 505- 898 -0159; 
www.burstelectronics.com 

Booth: L 9975 Circle (359) on Free Info Card 

HD digital disk recorder 
Accom WSD /HD Digital Disk Recorder: 
incorporates significant advances in storage and disk 
control technology; designed for electronic film, graphics/ 
effects and editing application in a network, multi -user, 

multiformat environment; can record /play SD /601 digital 
as well as HD formats, including 24p, on a clip -by -clip 
basis; provides flexibility for work at any resolution. 

650 -328 -3818; fax: 650 -327 -2511; www.accom.com 
Booth: S 4909 Circle (364) on Free Info Card 

HD downconverter 
Snell & Wilcox HD 9000D: 
a production tool designed to enable HDTV program 
makers to originate and archive material in HDTV while 
simultaneously delivering studio quality masters for 
immediate distribution. 

+44 1730 821 188; fax: +44 1730 821 199; 

www.snellwilcox.com 
Booth: L11039 Circle (378) on Free Info Card 

60kW lOT 
Litton Electron Devices L4482: 
features peak sync output (vision only) 64kW; common 
mode peak sync output power of 44kW visual /4.4 kW; 

and peak output power digital operation of 85kW. 

800 -861 -1 UHF; 570 -326 -3561; fax: 570 -326 -2903; 
www.littonedd.com 

Booth: T 2238, L 5927 Circle (426) on Free Info Card 
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Solid -state DTV transmitter 
ITELCO WV Series: 
a liquid -cooled solid state transmitter; features an 

exclusive Itelco developed 8VSB exciter /modulator and 

patented liquid cold solid -state amplifier modules; avail- 

able for power levels between 800W rms and 40kW rms. 

303 -464 -8000; fax: 303 -464 -8770; www.itelco- 
usa.com 

Booth: L 3243 Circle (361) on Free Into Card 

Third generation IRD 
Tadiran Scopus Codico IRD 2600: 
offers enhanced capabilities at head -end site; based on new 

advanced chipset and included Dolby AC -3 support, simulta- 

neous decoding and Program IDs, ATM DS -3 interface and 

advanced VBI over SDI; offers a modular structure and a 

variety of interfaces for various applications. 

858 -618 -1600; fax: 858 -618 -1615; 
www.scopususa.com 

Booth: M10135 Circle (363) on Free Into Card 

Asset management system 
browser 
Grass Valley Group ContentShare Explorer 1.0: 
browser -like application for networked media asset 

management; leverages Internet -based technologies of 
ContentShare platform for media access provides 
multiple views and dynamic discovery of assets; 

metadata display and modification tools. 

800 -998 -3588; 800 -547 -8949; fax: 503- 627 -7275; 
www.grassvalleygroup.com 

Booth: L11018 Circle (366) on Free Into Card 

MPEG -1 /MPEG -2 streaming 
server 
Darim Vision MxTV: 
this integrated MPEG -1 /MPEG -2 streaming server 

transmits up to 4 live channels and supports scheduled 

broadcasts for pre- recorded files and on- demand 
requests for remote sites; it can also be used to create 

full- screen /full- motion video conferencing. 

888 -GET -MPEG; 213 -637 -1700; fax: 213 -637 -1705; 

Booth: M10167 Circle (488) on Free Info Card 
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Spec' 'tally designed for virtual studio applications, 
the Itimatte 9 offers features that produce a 

poll ed virtual production where visual 
imps vements can be seen on the screen while 
bottom line production costs are reduced. 

DEPTH OF FIELD with BACKGROUND DE -FOCUS 

Automatic background defocusing that requires no software programming or 
physi al hookup to the camera or computer. 

The new Ultimatte 9 and Ultimatte 
400 are part of the third generation 
of Ultimatte's all digital compositing 
devices. They feature the Emmy and 
Oscar winning technology that hos 

gained Ultimatte Corp. a reputation 
for the best blue- and green- screen 
compositing in the world. Both are 
fully linear matting systems, produc- 
ing totally realistic composites even 
when the foreground contains smoke, 
shadows, soft edges, and other 
translucent and transparent quali- 
ties. 

PROGRAMMABLE REMOTE CONTROLS 

Both the Ultimatte 9 and the 
Ultimatte 400 feature advanced 
remote controls which can control up 

to 4 Ultimatte main units. "On Air" 
tally lights, reduced menu layers and 
programmable menus give you easy 
access and control. 

ULTIMATTE 400 
The new, low cost all- digital 
compositing hardware featuring 
matte controls, foreground 8 
background colorizing controls, 
internal windowing controls, 
programmable remote, and 
non -volatile memory. 

AMBI liNCE and COLOR CONFORMANCE 

Analices the background and automatically adjusts the foreground color in 
real- me. 

EDGE :ONTROL with AdvantEdge 
Produces a flawless edge and can be used alone or in conjunction with 
sub -pixel matte sizing and positioning controls. 

OVER EXPOSURE CONTROL 

Corrects problems with over exposed blue screens with no loss in detail. 

EIGH1 INPUT ROUTER 

Conf urable so that any of the inputs can be used for Foreground, Background 
or M, tte signals, providing enhanced versatility. 

4 Plummer Street Ultimatte Europe 
swarth, CA 91311 Zijdstraat 72 

1431 EE Aalsmeer 
+1.818.993.8007 The Netherlands 
+1.818.993.3762 Ph: +31.297. 380.935 

Fax: +31.297.380.939 

saultimattecom 
w w w u l t i m a t t e c o m 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Computer chassis /server 
Crystal Group CS600: 
a 2U high by 19" 

rackmount 
computer 
chassis; 

features a 

six -slot 
ISA/PCI 

PICMG 

2.0 compliant passive 

backplane with a butterfly backplane design; powered by 

wither 100- or 150W AC/DC; unit can accommodate three 
3.5 hard drive bays and two cooling fans. 

800 -378 -1636; fax: 319 -393 -2338; www.crystalpc.com 

Booth: M 9831 Circle (334) on Free Info Card 

Character generator 
Peak Broadcast Systems USA Pilot Ticker: 
this character generator is based on Everest real -time 
graphic software and is available for the SGI NT, 02 and 
Onyx platforms; it is used in combination with Pilot's 
database; the software reads electronically delivered 
financial data for instant display in formats including 
multiple crawls and non -moving graphic displays. 

212 -453 -4893; fax: 212 -453 -4884; www.pilot.no 
Booth: S 6569 Circle (354) on Free Into Card 

Hard disk recording option 
Solid State Logic MixTrack: 
completely integrated for the Axiom -MT digital multi- 
track console; it functions under direct Ethernet control 
from the console to eliminate delays in response that 
occur when console and recorder operate under different 
software regimes. 

212- 315 -1111; fax: 212 -315 -0251; 
www.solid- state -logic.com 

Booth: R 2074 Circle (405) on Free Info Card 

Telecine upgrade 
Cintel URSA CALLISTO: 
is a simple upgrade package for users of Cintel's URSA 

Gold /Diamond telecines; it provides those systems with 
HD capability; employs Cintel's C- Reality technology. 

805 -294 -2310; fax: 805 -294 -1019; 
www.cinteltelecine.com 

Booth: L 6344 Circle (406) on Free Info Card 

31D virtual set system 
Evans & Sutherland Mindset Virtual Studio 
System: 
this virtual set system is Windows NT -based and adds 
increased functionality for easier use and the co- 

development of a weather interface with AccuWeather. 

801 - 588 -1661; fax: 801 - 588 -4511; 
www.es.com 

Booth: S 4862 Circle (408) on Free Info Card 

:3 i'ils>>111_1:1 (_.;ls 

Equipped with an internal 8- channel GPS receiver, you can now 

have time, date and time code within 130 nanoseconds of peifect accuracy 

anywhere in the world. The ES- I85A's best feature is the price, $2495. 

-- 

J 
........_ 11 . . 

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE: 

SMPTE /EBU, ESE. TRIG -B, ASCII time Code Outputs 

1PPS Output 8 Satellite Tracking Battery Back -up 

GPS " Lock" Indicator 'Automatic Daylight Savings Time Correction 

Time Zone Offset Antenna 3 Year Warranty AND MORE! 

OPTIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE: 

'Parallel BCD Output 1 KPPS 10 MHz Output 220 VAC 12 VDC 

Video Inserter Video Sync- Generator 

www. ese -web. com 
142 SIERRA ST, EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA 310 -322 -2136 FAX.' 310-322-8127 

Circle (182) on Free Info Card 
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Radar and weather 
system 
AccuWeather FirstWarn Neigh- 
borhood Nexrad: 
new features include ability to set color 
schemes, echo levels and animate 
selected echo level; users can also 

animate projected severe weather 
movement; control the StormPath 
analyzer box and display an accurate 
display of radar data at street level. 

800 -566 -6606; 814 -237 -0309; 
fax: 814- 235 -8609; 

www.accuweather.com 
Booth: L11576 Circle (272) on Free Info Card 
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Solutions for HDTV STL 

available NOW! 

from the LEADER in video broadcast MICROWAVE 

Nucomm's family of HDTV STL systems 
offers 3 high performance options for 
making your transition to digital as 

easy and economical as possible - and 
they're available now. The Dual Stream 
(Dual Carrier), Dual Digital, HD Only 
(19.39 Mhs) and DS3 systems feature an 

open architecture platform providing 
ou with years of flexibility. 

These 3 systems are based on Nucomm's 
field- proven "Digalog" group of truly 
digital -ready microwave transmitters 
and receivers. Other features include: 

Modular design for easy 
configuration changes. 
Multi -format modulators: QPSK, 8PSK 

and 16QAM with forward error 
correction and adaptive equalization. 

Full factory integration and testing. 

System and path analysis available. 

For complete information on Nucomm's 
family of HDTV STL systems contact 

DS3 System 
us today. 

Tel: (908) 852 -3700 

Fax: (908) 813 -0399 

www.nucomm.com 

NU :mm 
Circle (183) on Free Info Card 

MICROWAVE SOLUTIONS FOR THE DIGITAL RGE 
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HDTV virtual set 
RT SET Larus HD: 
this new virtual set provides a fully integrated and 
comprehensive real -time, 3D solution at every stage of 
TV and video program productions; it also offers an 

unlimited number of cameras (including dissolve) and 
unrestrained camera movements, and has added 
capabilities for high definition broadcasts. 

877 -955 -2230; 212 -463 -9902; fax: 212 -463 -9931; 
www.rtset.com 

Booth: S 6551 Circle (409) on Free Info Card 

NTSC or PAL production 
switchers 
Sony DFS -700/ 
700P DME: 
provides full 
bandwidth 
component 
4:2:2:4/8 -bit r 

digital process- 
ing; standard SDI 

capability 
ensures signals 
from digital sources 
are input and output with digital purity; digital processing 
makes the DFS- 700/700P ideal for use with VTR or DDR 

formats ranging from DVCAM, to Betacam SX and Digital 
Betacam formats or with the MAV -55 VDR. 

800 -686 -SONY; fax: 201 -930 -4752; 
www.sony.com /professional 

Booth: L12107 Circle (371) on Free Info Card 

Fluorescent lights 
Louvel -Light Caselite: 
two models, the Caselite 2 and Caselite 4, are equipped 
with two and four 55W tubes; capable of 120/230V 

operation and can use Daylight (5400) or Tungsten 
(3000) corrected T -55 tubes. 

800 -334 -3426; 718 -921 -0600; fax: 718 -921 -0303; 
www.lowel.com 

Booth: L 9744 Circle (337) on Free Into Card 
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Expandable digital router 
Forte) DTV INTEGRITY 
features 1.5 Gbit crosspoints to handle HD data rates 

and SDI input and output cards which provide 8 channels 
per card; a 4- channel card with dual outputs per channel 
is also available. 

800 -530 -5542; 404 -885 -9555; fax: 404 -885 -1501; 
www.forteldtv.com 

Booth: Circle (484) on Free Info Card 

control solution 
Miranda Technology Kaleido -QC 
combines same great features as original Kaleido display 
system with new web -based device management and 

control software; used to replace suites of dedicated control 
panels and monitoring equipment with single computer 
workstations, or a rack -mounted, touch -screen display. 

514 -333 -1772; fax: 514 -333 -9828; www.miranda.com 

Booth: L 3330 Circle (394) on Free Info Card 

Automated weather system 
WS! Corporation SkyAlert 
an automated, lightning -fast system for generating 
broadcast quality streaming severe weather graphics and 
alerts; combine up to the second updates from the NOAA 
Weather Wire with informative severe -weather graphics 
and icons, and station branding and tag lines. 

; fax: 978 -670 -5100; 

Booth: L10971 Circle (395) on Free Info Card 

Severe weather tracking 
system 
WSI Corporation SkyTracker: 
lets stations integrate their custom look with their 
severe weather coverage; results in a seamless transition 
between storm tracking coverage and the rest of the 
weather broadcast. 

fax: 978 -670 -5100; 

Booth: L10971 Circle (396) on Free Into Card 

Virtual monitor wall processor 
Miranda Technology Kaleido: 
now supports audio signal inputs and incorporates peak 

level meters for real -time audio -signal tracking; the 
processor can display up to 16 analog, digital or computer 
signals on a single projection, plasma or computer display. 

514 -333 -1772; fax: 514 -333 -9828; www.miranda.com 

Booth: L 3330 Circle (397) on Free Into Card 
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VTR/DDR/slow motion controller 
1:NF Controls DMAT Sports Controller: 
lis controller based upon DNF's new 5T400 controller, interfaces with 

multichannel video servers; it enables continuous record and simultaneous 
I:layback of sports action; 818 -252 -0198; www.dnfcontrols.com 

818 -252 -0198; fax: 818 -252 -0199; www.dnfcontrols.com 
Booth: L 8683 Circle (398) on Free Info Card 

116:9, 32 -inch video monitor 
'iony BVM- D32E1WU: 

16:9 32 -inch flat monitor 
for use in critical evaluation; 
features 16:9 Trinitron CRT; 

ipports 480i, 720p and 
080i inputs directly and 

displays each at its native 
-equency and resolution; 

c Dnforms to ITU 709, ITU 

('01 and SMPTE 240M; 
features four option slots 
that allow use of input 
decoder and expansion boards 
for a variety of input configurations; offers digital uniformity 
c 3rrection, digital landing correction, digital convergence and automatic 
presets for white balance and brightness. 

800 -686 -SONY; fax: 201 -930 -4752; www.sony.com /professional 
Booth: L12107 Circle (373) on Free Info Card 

Studio camera tracker 
InterSense ISO -9000: 
offers seamless transitions between CG and real elements; provides an 

:curate Six Degree of freedom tracker over large areas for use in virtual 
c nvironments; inertial tracking is augmented with an acoustic range mea- 
urement system for absolute position locking and inertial drift correction. 

888 -359 -8478; 781- 270 -0090; fax: 781 -229 -8995; www.isense.com 

Booth: M10368 Circle (414) on Free Info Card 

Scan converter 
.i isual Matrix Corporation RTC2: 
< Bailable with an HDTV digital video output option; features zoom and 
smooth pan /scan capability for camera -like movements; separate horizontal 

2d vertical filters provide an extra level of control for the elimination of 
flicker, alias and Moire patterns. 

818 -84304831; fax: 818 -843 -6544; www.visual -matrix.com 
Booth: L7513 Circle (418) on Free Info Card 

Non-linear editing system 
Amazon /Interactive Effects Piranha Edit: 

high -end online nonlinear editing solution with full support fo both p1 and 
FID1080i uncompressed viceo; can conform standard CMX EDLfiles and 
féatures full digital AES and ADAT audio support; includes full transition, 
['VE, character generator and complete compositing capabilities. 

714 -247 -1200; fax: 714 -573 -9424; www.ifx.com 
Booth: S2952 Circle (419) on Free Info Card 
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ENO microwave link 
Adaptive Broadband MRC CodeRunner 2.7: 
extends CodeRunner family to the 7GHz band; offers 
option of incorporating dual -band operation (2- and 
7GHz) with a single van transmitter. 

978 -671 -5700; fax: 978 -671 -5903; 
www.adaptivebroadband.com 

Booth: L 7521 Circle (411) on Free Info Card 

High Definition Professional 
Receiver 
Tandberg Television evolution 5000 PMRX5800: 
this receiver focuses on the professional user; it supports 
all prevalent HD formats and has a wide range of 
interfacing options. 

949 -725 -2500; fax: 949 -725 -2545; 
www.tandbergtv.com 

Booth: S 4168 Circle (415) on Free Info Card 

Asset management system 
SGI Media Commerce: 
enable broadcasters and production facilities to both 
enhance their effieciency today and create a competitive 
advantage. 

650- 960 -1980; fax: 650 -933 -0819; www.sgi.com /go/ 
broadband 

Booth: S4131 Circle (416) on Free Info Card 

!AKE TECHNOLOGY 
EVEN FURTHER. 

Cable 2000 has lined -up a group of experts to give you the 
knowledge you'll need to stay on the cutting edge of today's 
broadband media revolution. During this year's ten technical 
sessions, the industry's top engineering experts will present papers 
and reports on the latest technological innovations including: 

Advanced Optical & Digital Network Architecture 
Bandwidth Management 
Home Network & HPC Residential Gateways 
IP & Streaming 
Advanced Interactive TV 
Network Operations Improvements 
Traffic Engineering 
PODs and Retail Set -tops 
Return Path Performance 

Cable 2000 will feature a very special session on Sunday, May 7, 

when cable pioneer Archer Taylor of the Strategis Group, presents 
an oral history from his book "History Between Their Ears: 

Recollections of Pioneer CAN Engineers, The Richard Schneider 
Memorial Project" 

CABLE 2000..PLUG INTO WHERE 
TECHNOLOGY IS HEADED TODAY. 

G?dfe' 
C A a L. 2 0 U 0 

0,1 Ay 7 10..00 NM ORLENS. LOUISIANA 

WWW.CABLE2K.COM Sponsored by Microsoft' 
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SNG truck 
Frontline News Truck: 
nine rack KU Band SNG EFP; built on a Freightliner Argosy 
chassis; truck is setup for dual path analog and digital 
SNG along with complete EFP capabilities. 

727 -573 -0400; fax: 727- 571 -3295; 
www.frontlinecomm.com 

Booth: L12386 Circle (455) on Free Info Card 

Console control system 
Studer D950 Digital Mixing System: 
supports the new Central Assign Section which allows the 
functionality of a complete Studer D950 console channel 
to be display and overated from a single console location, 
operational sections are provided for EQ, filters, dynam- 
ics, panning, input, output, delay, insert, aux sends, fader 
and channel selection 

510 -297 -2711; fax: 510 -297 -2785; www.studer.ch 

Booth: R 4073 Circle (460) on Free Info Card 

TWT amplifier 
MCL MT3200: 
a medium power TWT amplifier for C -babd or Ku -band 
application upt to 400W; incorporates five standard, 
field replaceable subassemblies including the Simplified 
Logic Interface Module; RF assembly, Prime Power 

Converter and HV Power supply; offers single communi- 
cations port for either RS232 or RS422/485 serial bus 

interface. 

630 -759 -9500; fax: 630 -759 -5018; www.mcl.com 

Booth: T 2028 Circle (461) on Free Into Card 

Klyston high power amplifier 
MCL MK9500: 
a klystron high -power amplifier for C, Ku or Ku -DBS 

band applications; operating power levels extend from 
3300W in C band to 2,400W in Ku -DBS band; features 
superior phase noise performance, serial interfaces, 

high -speed klystron tuning option and a complete 
redundant system in a standard height cabinet. 

630 -759 -9500; fax: 630 -759 -5018; www.mcl.com 

Booth: T 2028 Circle (462) on Free Info Card 
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I1M1 /MSR lighting 
I ixtures 
owel -Light DP Daylight 
ystem: 

a family of three HMI /MSR 
'ixtures (200 -, 400- and 575W), 

esigned to meet requirements of 
-V and film industries; flicker -free 
-. riple output ballast can be used 
o power wither a 200, 400, or 

`:75w fixture automatically with 
1put voltages from 90 -260V. 

800 -334 -3426; 718 -921 -0600; 
fax: 718- 921 -0303; 
www.lowel.com 

Booth: L 9744 
Circle (336) on Free Info Card 

1 =acial animation 
AMOUS Technologies FAMOUSfaces: 
standalone 3D facial and motion capture software package at supports 3D 

riimation programs such as 3D Studio Max, Light Wave 3D, Maya and 
ioftimage; features open motion capture channels to support motion 
i:apture sources such as Motion Analysis, Phoenix, Vicon and Xist. 

415 -835 -9445; fax: ; www.famoustech.com 
Booth: S5553 Circle (370) on Free Info Card 

'Editing control unit w /HD switcher 
,)ny BVE -700: 
esigned for HD 

roduction; two jog/ 
-uttle dials 
rovide fast 

: peration of VTR/ 

-OR control; 
ptional plug -in 

HF video switcher 
provide cost -effective method 
':if performing NB roll effects; 
control is also provided for SD 

'.pitcher and audio mixers; 
upports 1080/24p and 1080 
Oi /50i. 

800 -686 -SONY; fax: 201 -930 -4752; www.sony.com/professional 
Booth: L12107 Circle (372) on Free Info Card 

I)ecoder /synchronizer 
ortel DTV DEC-312S 
ecodes and synchronizes composite analog video (NTSC or PAL selectable) 
rid generates 4 SDI outputs; its 12 -bit ND conversion and prcessing result in 

exceptional transparency and improved signal -to- noise; the DEC -3125 
satures an adaptive frame, field and 3 line comb filtering, producing 

accurate YC separation without undesirable artifacts; used in conjunction 
'.',ith an INTEGRITY serial digital router, the DEC -3125 provides a composite 
.analog input channel. 

800 -530 -5542; 404 -885 -9555; fax: 404 -885 -1501; www.forteldtv.com 
Booth: L1806 Circle (483) on Free Info Card 
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Uncompressed NLE system 
Darim Vision Forward: 
this newly integrated desktop digital video system 

provides real time title and logos, linear /non -linear audio 
and video editing, color keying, Alpha Channel, zooming 
and other special effects. 

888 -GET -MPEG; 213 -637 -1700; fax: 213 -637 -1705; 

Booth: M10167 Circle (487) on Free Into Card 

Effects plug -ins 
DigiEffects Delirium /46+ plug -ins for 
AfterEffects: 
this set of plug -ins for Adobe After Effects includes over 
forty -six separate creative tools for working with video 
and motion graphics; they can be used to create gener- 
ate spectacular particle -based fire and smoke, or natural 
phenomena such as snow storms with flakes that fall 
naturally on a logo; Delirium also includes a collection of 
production tools to create simple or sophisticated 
gradients, lighting effects or retinal -blooms. 

415 -841 -9901; fax: 415 -841 -1207; 
www.digieffects.com 

Booth: S 3305 Circle (489) on Free Info Card 

HD analog monitoring down - 
converter 
AJA Video HD1OM: 
a miniature, stand -alone HD analog monitoring 
downconverter; accepts 1080i, 180p24 or 720p YPrPb or 
RGB analog inputs; outputs SD analog RGB, YPrPb or 
NTSC/PAL composite or Y /C; can be powered by 5 -24V for 
portable applications. 

800 -251 -4224; 530 -274 -2048; fax: 530 -274 -9442; 
www.aja.com 

Booth: L 3314 Circle (382) on Free Into Card 

DTV translator 
NEC America Multichannel DTV translator: 
uses single common broadband amplifier for several DTV 

channel, translator utilizes microprocessor controlled 
active feedback to provide an efficient, stable linear 
translator in an ultra -compact enclosure. 

888 -383 -4DTV; 972 -751 -7246; fax: 972 -751 -7245; 
www.necbroadcast.com 

Booth: L 2037 Circle (384) on Free Into Card 
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Guyed towers 
LeBLANC Broadcast SuperTowers: 
2049 foot guyed towers capable of supporting 60 tons 
of top- mounted antenna equipment; have 75 foot 
candelabras; 

905 -844 -1242; fax: 905 - 844 -8837; 
www.leblanc -group.com 

Booth: L12355 Circle (401) on Free Into Card 

UHF solid -state transmitters 
LARCAN Digital Transmitters: 
these transmitters are UHF solid -state and IOT, contain- 
ing up to 75 kw avg. power and VHF solid -state up to 6 

kw avg. power; they transmit digital radio for DAB, and 

Eureka 147 radio for L -BAND and BAND Ill; 905 -564- 

9222; 905 -564 -9244; larcan.com 

905 -564 -9222; fax: 905 -564 -9244; larcan.com 
Booth: Circle (403) on Free Info Card 

30 -inch video monitor 
Panasonic AT- 3017W: 
a 30 -inch 16:9 

wide aspect 
ratio, master - 
grade HD 

monitor with 
capability to 
display 1080i, 

720p, 480p 
and 480i 
images; 
delivers 
horizontal 
resolution of greater than 1000 lines due to a tempera- 
ture compensate shadow mask. 

800 -528 -8601; 323 -436 -3500; fax: 323 -436 -3660; 
www.panasonic.com /broadcast 

Booth: L 8236 Circle (388) on Free Into Card 

Camera robotics 
Telemetrics Triax and Coax camera control 
systems: 
incorporate a separate IFB channel and universal mount- 
ing provisions for non -docking and hip pack configura- 
tions, external microphone selection switches and 
improved styling. 

800 -424 -9626; 201- 848 -9818; fax: 201 -848 -9819; 
www.telemetricsinc.com 

Booth: L11852 Circle (392) on Free Info Card 

HD multiplexer 
Motorola Broadband (formerly GI) Multi- 
channel High Definition Statistical Multiplexer: 
applies Motorola statistical multiplexing technology to four 
HD channels that will occupy 38.8Mb /s bandwidth pipe. 

888 -800 -8346; 858- 455 -1500; fax: 858 -404 -2443; 
www.gi.com 

Booth: L 3123 Circle (399) on Free Info Card 
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Rohde Schwartz 
digital transmitters 
Acrodyne Industries Solid State 
Transmitters: 
are integrated with an 8V5B /ATSC 

modulator and output mask filter as well 
as analog systems with an NTSC modula- 
tor; UHF models range up to 15kW 
average DTV power and 40kW analog 
power; VHF models to 20kW peak visual 
can be configured to DTV. 

800 -523- 2596; 215- 542 -7000; 
fax: 215 -540 -5837; 

www.acrodyne.com 
Booth: L 9372 Circle (385) on Free Info Card 

Mobile intercom system 
elex Communications RTS Model KP -32 Keypanel: 
2RU unit with 32 lever keys (30 intercom talk/ listen assignment; one call 

,vaiting respond /clear; one headset/microphone switching); features DSP and 
:)inaural headset operation with left/right signal assignment; 90mm depth 
dea for mobile uses; fluorescent display increases visibility in all lighting. 

800 -392 -3497; 612 -884 -4051; fax: 612 -884 -0043; www.telex.com 
Booth: L 9366 Circle (386) on Free Info Card 

Laptop editing system 
Panasonic AJ -LT95: 
i DVCPRO50 4:2:2 laptop editing system; 
.ideo production capabilities include 525/ 
.25 and DVCPRO /DVCPRO50 
:witchability, 4:2:2 component video 
:(uality; 16:9 widescreen monitors and 
four digital audio channels; weighs less 

:han 26 pounds; includes two 4:2:2 
:)VCPRO50 VTRs, an editing 
ontroller, two 16:9 seven -inch 

..CD monitors and two speakers 
n a rugged aluminum case. 

800 -528 -8601; 323 -436 -3500; fax: 323 -436 -3660; 
www.panasonic.com /broadcast 

Booth: L 8236 Circle (387) on Free Info Card 

Coax video cable 
Belden Brilliance Plenum Rated High Definition Coax: 
:G11 HD coaxial cable features 14 AWG solid copper conductor, gas -injected 
oam, FEP dielectric, a foil /braid shield and Flammarrest jacket. 

800- BELDEN1; 765 -983 -5200; fax: 765 -983 -5294; www.belden.com 
Booth: L 8478 Circle (435) on Free Info Card 

ND coax cable 
Belden Brilliance Riser Rated High Definition Coax: 
:G7 HD coaxial cable features a 16AWG solid copper conductor, gas -injected 

-oam high- density polyethylene dielectric for superior crush resistance, a foil/ 
.raid shield and PVC jacket. 

800- BELDEN1; 765 -983 -5200; fax: 765 -983 -5294; www.belden.com 
Booth: L 8478 Circle (436) on Free Info Card 

Circle (186) on Free Info Card 
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Graphics billboard system 
Video Data Systems videoGIZMO: 
features a single- region display that allows quick and 
easy Window -based editing; a versatile and independent 
crawl feature that can overlay pages with message and 
sophisticated page transitions. 

800 -858 -5850; 516- 231 -4400; fax: 516- 231 -4405; 
www.videodatasys.com 

Booth: 1 6142 Circle (493) on Free Info Card 

Radio/TV broadcast facilities 
Lodestar Towers Inc Turnkey Broadcast Facilities: 
these facilities provide radio and TV broadcast turnkey 
solutions for design, supply, installation and commission- 
ing; they also provide solutions for maintenance and site 
management. 

561 - 748 -9300; fax: 561 - 748 -8555; 

Booth: Circle (404) on Free Info Card 

Hum eliminator 
Allen Avionics HEC- 2000 -V: 
designed to eliminate hum in video applications caused 

by long cable runs or ground loops; stops all 50Hz and 
60Hz hum; features 1/4" thick guard rails to protect BNC 

connectors. 

516 -248 -8080; fax: 516 -747 -6724; 
www.allenavionics.com 

Booth: L12410 Circle (421) on Free Into Card 

Dual audio embedder /de -em- 
bedder 
Crystal Vision TANDEM: 
features two removable piggyback units on one card; can 

be configured to any two of four possible functions at once - embedding analog or digital audio into SDI or de- 

embedding analog or digital audio from SDI; can be a 

single embedder, a single de- embedder, a dual embedder, 

a dual de- embedder or a mixed embedder /de- embedder; 
the kit format means that the customer can build the 
exact product required and can reconfigure it in the field. 

+44 1223 506 515; fax: +44 1223 506 514; 

www.crystalvis.com 
Booth: L 9525 Circle (452) on Free Info Card 
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HD camera system 
Band Pro FilmNideo High Definition Electronic 
Cinematography system: 
features the Sony HDW -F900 24P HDCAM, Abakus 

eyepiece extender, Angeniux 11.5x5.3 HD cine -style lens, 

Chrosziel 6.6x6.6 Swing -away Mattebox system, and 
Genio Remote Focus /Iris control. 

888 -BANDPRO; 818 -841 -9655; fax: 818 -841 -7649; 
www.bandpro.com 

Booth: L11871 Circle (422) on Free Info Card 
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Fiber optic link 
Force Inc Model 2953: 
provides fiber optic transport of SMPTE 292M digital 
video at 1.48Gb /s; includes adaptive coax cable compen- 
sation and is compliant with pathological code tests; links 

are available either at 1310nm or 1550nm and signal 

transport distance is up to 100km. 

800 -732 -5252; 540 -382 -0462; fax: 540 -381 -0392; 
www.forceinc.com 

Booth: S 5357 Circle (453) on Free Info Card 

Upconverter 
COMM -TEC UP 1280: 
features three -field interpolations and internal time 
base correction; output can be set to a DLP or LCD 

projectors panel, from 800x600 up to 1280x1024; 

features six inputs for video and four stereo audio inputs. 

49- 7161- 3000 -490; fax: 49- 7161 -3000 -400; 

Booth: Circle (423) on Free Info Card 

HD signal receiver 
Harris NETplus: 
receives HD signals distributed over fiber or satellite 
networks; supports a wide variety of inputs and formats. 

800 -622 -0022; 513 -459 -3400; fax: 513 -459 -3890; 
www.harris.com 

Booth: L 6524 Circle (321) on Free Info Card 

Polarizing filters 
Tiffen Mfg Corp UltraPol filters: 
eliminates the maximum amount of reflected glare from 
water, glass and other non -metallic surfaces. 

800 -645 -2522; 516 -273 -2500; fax: 516 -273 -2557; 
www.tiffen.com 

Booth: L11581 Circle (496) on Free Info Card 
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Motion picture film cleaning system 
tTl Lipsner -Smith CF -8200: 
provides safe, cost -effective cleaning results at up to double the speed of 
raditional film cleaners; includes a dual refrigerated vapor recovery system, 
stainless steel plumbing, new air management and higher output ultrasonics. 

800 -323 -7520; 847 -677 -3000; fax: 847 -677 -1311; www.rtico.com 
Booth: L 7845 Circle (425) on Free Info Card 

IMPEL -2 compres- 
sion plug -in 
I)arim Vision DVMPEG Plus: 

a software solution for capturing 
Ind compressing AVI to MPEG -1 or 

'APEG -2, as a plug -in driver, easily 
reating MPEG files during rendering 

.vithout intermediate AVI; the 
oftware enables users to compress, 
'dit and playback high -quality video 
Ind audio. 

388 -GET -MPEG; 213 -637 -1700; fax: 
213 -637 -1705; 

3ooth: M10167 Circle (486) on Free Info Card 

Monitoring mixing console 
Audio Toys Paragon II: 
ive sound production analog mixing console; up to 20 stereo output mixes, 
'our -band parametric EQs on inputs, three -band stereo EQs on stereo 
>utputs and returns. 

800 -642 -8063; 410 -381 -7879; fax: 410 -381 -5025; www.audiotoys.com 
Booth: R 3496 Circle (427) on Free Info Card 

:KLR cable connection system 
h eutrik NC3FEZY -P and NC3MEZY -B Easycoin: 
>ffers easy and rapid assembly with self- adjusting cable strain -relief; 
Iccepts a wide range of cable diameters and gold -plated, self -cleaning 
tuning fork contacts extend its lifetime. 

732- 901 -9488; fax: 732 -901 -9608; www.neutrikusa.com 
Booth: L12139 Circle (428) on Free Info Card 

:3 -chip DLP projector 
Christie Digital Systems Vista X3: 
>ased on three chip DLP technology; 

esults in better uniformity and video 
.vith no instances of image retention; 
iesigned for large -venue and fixed 
nstallation applications. 

800 -265 -2171; 519 - 744 -7111; fax: 
519 -749 -3136; www.christie.com 

Booth: M 8035 Circle (492) on Free Info Card 

Video indexing software 
1 /irage VideoLogger 4.0: 
>ewest version of software for indexing video in real -time; critical first step 
for any video production, distribution and Internet publishing strategy. 

650 -573 -3210; fax: 650- 573 -3211; www.virage.com 
Booth: M 8751 Circle (429) on Free Info Card 
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Internet video platform 
Virage Video Search Server 2.0: 
a complete Internet video publishing and management 
platform; accesible via standard web browsers, this 
server -based application provides a powerful search 

engine, template -based web page customization and 
sophisticated annotation and administration capabilites. 

650- 573 -3210; fax: 650 -573 -3211; www.virage.com 
Booth: M 8751 Circle (430) on Free Into Card 

Dl to analog converter 
Intelvideo SDI -100: 
a 10 -bit acquantizing accuracy system with 12 -bit internal 
processing; ideal for professional application where SDI 

signal needs to be converted to any 525 -line 60Hz analog 
format; features front -panel adjustable luminance and 
chrominance levels and high- frequency compensation. 

203 -348 -9229; fax: 203 -348 -9266; 
www.intelvideo.com 

Booth: S 4118 Circle (465) on Free Into Card 

Nonlinear editing system 
Fast Multimedia FAST601 DV: 
this IEEE1394 I/O card features a new InTime Processor 

and allows FAST601 users to input DV footage directly 
from DV cameras; it works with all FAST601 systems and 
will allow Batch Capture and Print to Tape. 

800 -249 -FAST; 425 -354 -2002; fax: 425 -354 -2005; 
www.fastmultimedia.com 

Booth: S 4150 Circle (432) on Free Into Card 

Iultiformat video measure- 
ment set 
Hamlet ADEPT: 
a multiformat capable video "on screen" measuring set; 

provides Sdi, Firewire, analog component, composite, S- 

video and multistandard 525/625 measurement and 
monitoring capability, including line select, bow tie and 
gamut indication. 

+44 0500 625 525; +44 1494 793 763; fax: +44 1494 

791 283; www.hamlet.co.uk 
Booth: L12636 Circle (433) on Free Into Card 

Image editor 
Sonic Foundry Viscosity: 
fuses process of image editing and animation into one 
application; offers integrated multiframe editing, anima- 
tion effects, web optimization and real -time playback. 

608 -256 -3133; fax: 608 -256 -7300; 
www.sonicfoundry.com 

Booth: S 5157 Circle (476) on Free Into Card 
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AES /EBU audio cable 
Belden Brilliance 8 -pair AES /EBU audio snake 
cable: 
26 AWG cable designed for use with digital audio console 
equipment; fits easily into standard 25 -pin D -sub connec- 

tors without stripping the outer jacket. 

800- BELDEN1; 765 -983 -5200; fax: 765- 983 -5294; 
www.belden.com 

Booth: L 8478 Circle (434) on Free Into Card 

Skirt generator 
Sierra Video Systems Skirt Generator: 
inserts two 4:3 images into a single 16:9 frame; presents 
two images on the screen simultaneously; skirt section 
can display text, graphics or live video without interfering 
with the main picture. 

530 -478 -1000; fax: 530 -478 -1105; 
www.sierravideo.com 

Booth: L 4654 Circle (437) on Free Into Card 

Unattended networked 
monitoring system 
Videotek SpyderWeb: 
designed to communicate audio, video and timecode 
alarm information from the VTM -300 series and VTM- 

400HD monitor; alarms may be stored, logged directly to 
a printer or exported as text for future reference. 

800 -800 -5719; 610 -327 -2292; fax: 610 -327 -9295; 
www.videotek.com 

Booth: L12924 Circle (438) on Free Into Card 

Satelite link 
Force Inc DBSLinx: 
L -Band link now available in rack -mounted version; rack 

can hold 10 2990 units and one power supply or eight 
2990 units and dual redundant power suppli8es; 2990 will 
transport over single mode fiber RF signals from 950 - 

220MHz in one octave passband; for antenna remoting, 
headend relocation, L -band distribution for MDUs and 

PCS networks. 

800 -732 -5252; 540 -382 -0462; fax: 540 -381 -0392; 
www.forceinc.com 

Booth: S 5357 Circle (454) on Free Into Card 

Camera fluid head 
Miller Fluid Heads DS 80: 
a 150mm fluid head that carries up to 801b payloads. 

973 -857 -8300; fax: 973 -857 -8188; www.miller.com.au 
Booth: L 9748 Circle (413) on Free Into Card 
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A NEW LIf6fOR11S BEING CREAM 

4! 

CHICK OUT OUR NAB BOOTH 1543 TO SII WHAT WE'VE COOKED UP fOR YOU! 

n recent years, technical innovation has provided the television 
industry with the ability to recreate itself. Digital systems deliver 
a higher level of product quality and new services to the audience. 

However, the implementation of these new technologies requires an 
end -to -end understanding of system architecture, in order to ensure 
reliable integration. We call it DTV Science. 

Circle (188) on Free Into Card 
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Video server 
Storage Concepts Fibre Space -2000: 
this video server can provide 700 GB of storage in a single 
chassis at 170 MB /second; it is successful with high 
bandwidth, high I/O applications such as HDTV, broadcast 
video storage and server applications; 800 -525 -9217; 

949 -852 -8511; fax: 949 -852 -8930; 

www.storageconcepts.com 

800 -525 -9217; 949 -852 -8511; fax: 949 -852 -8930; 
www.storageconcepts.com 

Booth: S 3259 Circle (439) on Free Info Card 

Fiber optic multiplexer 
Video Products Group VGP DWDM: 
this applique system multiplexes up to eight 140Mbps, 
155Mpbs, 270Mbps or 622Mbps signals onto a single 
optical fiber at ITU -grid wavelengths; 888 -375 -2855; 805- 

383 -5500; fax: 805 -383 -5519; www.vpginc.com 

888 -375 -2855; 805 -383 -5500; fax: 805 -383 -5519; 
www.vpginc.com 

Booth: S 3574 Circle (440) on Free Into Card 

MPEG TS Splicer 
Astro Systems CX- 5505A: 
replaces programs in multiprogrammed TS signal and 

switches between two TS signals; features two TS input 
channels and one program output supports non -seamless 

and near -seamless splicing. 

818 -244 -1806; fax: 818 -244 -1878; 
www.astro- systems.com 

Booth: S 3877 Circle (450) on Free Info Card 

Speakers 
Miller & Kreisel MPS- 1610P: 
is an internally Bi- Amplified Main Monitor; it is designed 
to be used with a subwoofer and bass management to 
provide full -range monitoring for all channels; 310 -204- 

2854; fax: 310- 202 -8782; www.mkprofessional.com 

310 -204 -2854; fax: 310 -202 -8782; 
www.mkprofessional.com 

Booth: S 4175 Circle (441) on Free Info Card 

Compression /MPEG test 
equipment 
Xyratex MM -1000: 
this MPEG monitor provides continuous, cost -effective 
monitoring of MPEG transport streams; 949 -476 -1016; 

fax: 949 -476 -1916; www.xyratex.com 

949 -476 -1016; fax: 949 -476 -1916; www.xyratex.com 
Booth: S 4178 Circle (442) on Free Info Card 
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Removable drive video server 
Fast Forward Video Omega Deck: 
this video server has a removable hard drive option; it 
can be controlled via a Windows TM -based PC platform; 
the custom application software is compatible with 
Windows 95, 98 and NT -based computer systems; 949- 

852 -8404; fax: 949 -852 -1226; www.ffv.com 

949 -852 -8404; fax: 949 -852 -1226; www.ffv.com 

Booth: L 4954 Circle (443) on Free Info Card 

SDI noise reducer 
Intelvideo SDI -10: 
takes serial digital video inputs, separates video compo- 
nents and processes each component, with 12 -bit accuracy, 

to reduce random noise by more than 9dBs; also adds up 

to 6dBs of high frequency boost to the luminance signal, 

video components are reserialized into the SDI format. 

203 -348 -9229; fax: 203 -348 -9266; 
www.intelvideo.com 

Booth: S 4118 Circle (463) on Free Into Card 

Word clock DA 
NVISION DA4023: 
for the 4000 series frame; eight outputs for word clock 

distribution; one word clock input with loop- through; 75- 

ohm connector interface. 

800 -719 -1900; 530- 265 -1000; fax: 530 -265 -1010; 
www.nvisionl.com 

Booth: L 543 Circle (318) on Free Info Card 

Compression /MPEG test 
equipment 
Logic Innovations MM -1000: 
this MPEG monitor provides continuous, cost -effective 
monitoring of MPEG transport streams; 949 -476 -1016; 

fax: 949 -476 -1916; www.xyratex.com 

888 -34- LOGIC; 619- 455 -7200; fax: 619 -455 -7273; 
www.logici.com 

Booth: T 2240 Circle (446) on Free Into Card 

Digital and analog component/ 
composite WFM 
ProTeleVision Technologies PT 5664: 
provides alignment and monitoring in component and 

composite video environments; features analog displays 

for serial digital component, analog component and 

analog composite signals for studion, OB vans, production 
and post -production houses. 

+45 3288 5911; fax: +45 4343 2390; ww.ptv.dk 
Booth: L 7133 Circle (447) on Free Info Card 
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o - ADC has scoured the broadcast industry to find 

leading technologists who understand the science 

of digital television systems. The result- formation 

of an elite group made up of ADC patching & connectivity, ITS 

transmitters, ALS transport systems, Pathway ATM transports, 

and NVISION routing and processing products. All brought 

together to share knowledge and innovatior. 

We call it DTV Science. 

DTV Science enables ADC customers to build a digital 

infrastructure with confidence. System interfaces can be guar- 

anteed, regardless of data rates. From input to output, signal 

integrity will be maintained. No longer is it necessary to worry 

about the quality of a BNC connector, the data rates a router 

can handle, compatibility with compressed signals, the 

reliability of an STL, or the implementation of a digital 

transmitter. ADC can provide all this and more. 
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The digital benefits of solid state transmitters 
BY DAN DICKEY 

In ten years, there will be no such 
thing as a tube -type television trans- 

mitter. The solid state transmitters on 
the air today will still be broadcasting 
after tube transmitters are long gone. 
That is a bold prediction from a 54- 
year -old company that built its repu- 
tation on vacuum tube equipment. 

Continental Electronics Corp. (CEC) 
has developed its entire line of digital 
television transmitters around solid 
state technology that is designed and 
optimized for digital applications. 
Meanwhile, older tube technology is 

essentially being retrofitted and rein- 
vented to fill a need it never was 
intended to meet. Solid state equip- 
ment offers a clear upgrade path, a 

high level of reliability, and virtually 
maintenance -free operation. These are 
the characteristics that are essential in 

this emerging age of digital terrestrial 
television. 

A quick, clear upgrade path 

With the emerging viewer demand 
for digital broadcasting, most stations 
don't yet require the same power for 
their DTV operations that is required 
for NTSC -TV. However as the num- 
ber of viewers increases so will the 

Continental Electronic's 714D solid state digital transmitter. 

power they need to meet FCC and 
community demands, then increase 
power when necessary. 

This is possible because the solid 
state transmitters are built from iden- 
tical power amplifier components. 
CEC's SpectraStar line of scalable, 
solid state DTV transmitters is based 
on common power units that are add- 
ed as power requirements increase. 
This flexibility also will permit broad- 
casters to remain current with evolv- 
ing digital standards. 

As the number of viewers increases so will the 

need to increase power levels. 

need to increase power levels. With 
that reality in mind, the benefits of 
CEC's solid state transmitter technol- 
ogy can be seen even before it is 

delivered to the site. 
Solid state technology offers a clear 

upgrade path with minimal initial 
investment. Stations can begin their 
digital broadcasting with the exact 

176 Broadcast Engineering 

Digital by design 
As digital television evolves, so does 

the technology. CEC chose to be a 

solid state -only company because tube 
equipment cannot keep pace with the 
digital evolution. The evolution of 
solid state, on the other hand, is driv- 
ing new innovations designed specifi- 

cally for digital applications. 

April 2000 

The laterally diffused metal oxide 
semiconductor (LDMOS) is one ex- 
ample of such advancements. Be- 

sides being less costly to fabricate, 
LDMOS chip sets were designed 
specifically for broadband commu- 
nications applications, from wire- 
less telecommunications to commer- 
cial broadcasting. 

With broadband operation in mind, 
LDMOS chips are more rugged and 
will withstand greater load mismatch 
abuse. In high -power applications, 
LDMOS chips deliver a higher gain 
than equivalent bipolar devices, ap- 
proximately 12- to 15dB, and they 
offer a greatly improved level of lin- 

earity. All this adds up to a rugged and 
reliable foundation for DTV transmit- 
ter products. 

That is exactly where CEC began 
with the SpectraStar product line. 
The result is a RF amplifier de- 
signed around 250W LDMOS pow- 
er blocks, bringing with it the inher- 
ent benefits of LDMOS -- high effi- 
ciency, excellent linearity and im- 

proved reliability due to lower junc- 
tion temperatures in a reduced com- 
ponent population. The built -in re- 
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Create Stellar Orroadcast 
Graphics In Record Time 

Air Command`"' 
Live Broadcast 
Production 
Switcher 

Fully Non -Destructive Paint, 

RÓtoscope, Animation and 

Compositing Tool Set 

Particle System Dynamics 

Provide Easy Real World 

Mption including Velocity, 

Gravity and Friction 

Ak Brush Directly Onto Live 

'ÑIeo with Variable 

Transparency and Broadcast - 

quality Anti -Aliasing 

Preditor- 
Comprehensive 
Real -Time NLE 

focus 

Warp Engine`" 
Breakthrough 
Real -Time 
3D DVE 

TitleWave- 
Sub-Nanosecond 
On -Air CG 

PANAMATION 

EEefore your client even sits down with you, 

t]ey've been bombarded with thousands of 

c:uality graphics on network television.Today, 

-ything less just won't do, and that's why 

more and 

more video 

professionals 

rely on Trinity's 

powerful paint, 

animation and 
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In fact, Trinity delivers all the tools of live and 

post production in one integrated, easy -to -use 
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dundancies made possible by the 
LDMOS design mean CEC's solid 
state transmitters are inherently ful- 
ly redundant, eliminating the need 

for a backup transmitter. 
CEC's solid state design eliminates 

all tunable components within the 
amplifier. Tube transmitters general- 
ly have tunable input circuits 
and output circuits. Setting 
these adjustments requires an 

experienced engineer and a 

significant investment in test 
equipment. 

There are significant tech- 
nical advantages in digital 
applications for wideband 
input circuits afforded by 
solid state as opposed to 
tube amplifiers. CEC's am- 
plifier modules are field 
programmed to the correct frequen- 
cy for near plug -and -play simplic- 
ity. 

Solid state transmitter systems 
bring the plug- and -play concept in 
focus with the elimination of com- 
plicated RE switching systems that 
are used on many multiple tube 

amplifiers. Because a solid state 
transmitter is made up of multiple 
power modules, the failure of a 

single module does not lower the 
output power significantly. In a 

two -tube transmitter, the failure of 
a single component can reduce the 
power by a 4:1 ratio unless a conl- 

transmitters because each nodule 
can be equipped with a diagnostic 
system. The control unit can dis- 
play all operating parameters on 
every module. A broadcasting engi- 
neer can easily locate system fail- 
ures without special test equipment. 
When the problem is pinpointed, the 

"hot swappable" modules en- 

able the transmitter to be ser- 

viced while still on the air. 
Solid state transmitters elim- 

inate the need for a crowbar 
device, offering a major ad- 
vantage over most IOT trans- 
mitters. A crowbar can cause 
serious power line fluctuations 
when it is engaged. As more 
and more broadcast facilities 
become digital this can be a 

concern. Solid state transmit- 
ters are powered by the same type of 
power supplies used by sophisticat- 
ed, high -end mainframe computer 
systems, and do not create signifi- 
cant disturbances to the power line. 

Solid state transmitters 

eliminate the need for a 

crowbar device, offering a 

major advantage over most IOT 

transmitters. 

plicated RE switching system is in- 
stalled. These RE switches are ex- 
pensive and mechanical in nature 
and can fail, leaving a station in no 
better shape. 

When a problem in a solid state 
transmitter does crop up, it is gener- 
ally easier to troubleshoot than tube 

Virtually maintenance -tree 
\I...r IOT transmitters are water- 
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cooled while CEC's solid state designs 

are air cooled. Many climates are not 
well suited for water -cooled equip- 
ment; particularly the northern states 

where in the winter, water systems are 

prone to a multitude of problems. 
Even in warmer climates, extreme 
temperature changes from cold 
to hot during the year can fa- 

tigue water couplings and cre- 

ate nuisance leaks. A small air 
leak in an air -cooled transmit- 
ter is not a problem. However, 
a small water leak can be a big 
problem. 

Completely air- cooled trans- 
mitters provide other benefits as 

well. The high installation and mainte- 
nance costs of liquid cooling systems 

used in IOT and Klystron -based designs 

are unnecessary, reducing initial and 
long -term investments in the overall 
system. 

Power supply voltages used in sol- 
id state transmitters are about 500 

to 1000 times lower than tube trans- 
mitters. Since high -voltage circuits 
tend to collect dust more quickly, a 

tube transmitter generally requires 
special cleaning. When dust does 
collect on a high -voltage compo- 
nent, it can cause a damaging high- 

cycle costs are much lower. That's a 

substantial bargain considering sol- 
id state equipment is easier and 
quicker to manage, from installa- 
tion and training to maintenance 
and upgrades. 

Wines get better with age, not tube 
technology. Everyone is work- 
ing to remove tubes from the 

digital chain, from DTV trans- 
mitter manufacturers to DTV 
receiver manufacturers. Why 
should your station's transmit- 
ter be caught in the middle as 

the only tube in the digital tele- 

vision broadcast chain? 
For more information on Con- 

tinental Electronics Corporation's solid 
state television transmitters, circle 
(553) on the Free Info Card. 

Solid state technology, with its 

obvious benefits, is cost 

competitive with older tube 

equipment up to 40kW. 

voltage arc -over, which can knock 
the station off the air. 

Today, solid state technology, with 
its obvious benefits, is cost compet- 
itive with older tube equipment up 

to 40kW. The initial solid state trans- 
mitter purchase outlay is now near 
the level of tubes while total life 

Daniel L. Dickey is rice president of engineer- 
ing for Cwuinental F.lectronics Corporation. 

www.broadcastengineering.com 
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New Products 

Ampex DST Video Server Archival Storage 
BY JOHN HENNESSY 

With television playout applica- 
tions quickly transitioning to vid- 

eo server -based systems, the require- 
ment to store hundreds to thousands of 
hours of file -based digitized video pro- 
gram content looms as a new and chal- 
lenging task for broadcast technical 
staffs. 

Retaining ingested video as JPEG or 
MPEG video data files helps accrue 
cost savings benefits as well as opera- 
tional efficiencies for television news 
and master control operations. For 
material that must be retained for fu- 
ture use, storing video in its data form 
requires far less media than archiving 
the content at its original bandwidth on 
videotape. Acceptable broadcast MPEG 

archival storage products provide un- 
matched performance in terms of ac- 
cess speed to files, storage capacity per 
cartridge and robust long -term inter- 
change. 

Emerging video server archive appli- 
cations are in essence providing an 
extension to video servers' integrated 
disk -based storage. A good example is 

at KRMA (Denver /PBS), where they 
are integrating an Ampex DST 812 
12.8TB video server archive system. 
Content flows in and out of the archive 
based on the playlist requirements of 
the automation software controlling 
the facility. Since changes to the playlist 
may require immediate response from 
the archive, the system must he de- 

ferently than videotape recorders, Am- 
pex DST drives draw on the unique 
technologies pioneered for their video- 
tape recorders to provide strong perfor- 
mance in the data archive world. Air - 
lubricated tape guides coupled with a 

low- friction direct drive capstan (no 
pinch roller) minimize file access time 
by moving tape at 1600MB /s. To put 
this in perspective, other high- perfor- 
mance pinch roller -based helical scan 
data tape drives search for data in the 
300- to 400MB /s range. The air system 
keeps the tape path clean and also pro- 
vides for gentle tape handling by pre- 
senting a cushion between the tape guide- 
posts and the back coat of the tape. 

Since requests for program and com- 
mercial spot material are 
made on a random basis, 
most archive retrievals in- 
volve a new tape mount. Compression 

rate 
100GB 
cartidge 

300GB 
cartridge 

660GB 
cartridge 

DST 414 
4 8T 

DST 714 
7 6T 

DST 714 
11 6T 

DST814 
26.676 

48Mb/s ... - .4 212 352 534 

36Mb/s 6.2 18.6 40.6 284 468 720 1588 

11120Mb/s 11.2 33.4 73.4 534 844 1288 2844 

15Mb/s 14.8 44.4 97.8 684 1126 1716 3788 

12Mb/s 1836 5,5=10.2 856 1408 215662 . 
10Mb/s 22.2 66.6 146.6 1066.6 1688.8 2577.6 5688.8 

8Mb/s 27.6 83.2 183.2 1333.2 2111.0 3222.2 7111 jig 
Table 1. DST video data file storage capacities in hours. 

levels provide a storage capacity ad- 
vantage of up to 20 times greater than 
videotape. Moving these files from serv- 
er to server or server to archive via 
computer networks allows for video 
material to reach its destination several 
times faster than real time. 

Leveraging 50 years of magnetic re- 
cording expertise, Ampex once again is 

playing a key role in providing video 
storage solutions for the broadcast in- 
dustry. Utilizing the same robust 19mm 
transport designed for the D -2 compos- 
ite digital video format, Ampex's DST 

signed to react quickly. DST systems 
differ considerably from the average 
data tape drive used in the enterprise 
storage market. DST drives are true 
archive devices. They are designed to 
have tapes quickly loaded and unload- 
ed on a constant basis. They search for 
data a magnitude faster than any other 
tape storage system, while their data 
transfer speeds far exceed linear tape 
storage devices and their long -term in- 

terchange and archival properties are 
second to none. 

Although data tape drives operate dif- 
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Due to design limitations, 
most data drives load and 
unload tape at a single 
point, requiring excessive 
rewind before a tape can 
be removed. To enhance 
access time to the next vid- 
eo data file, DST tape drive 
architecture includes sys- 
tem zones. A system zone 
is an area on tape reserved 
for loading and unloading 

of the tape cartridge. Created when 
formatting a tape, multiple system zones 
make DST drives appear as virtual 
disks within the video server storage 
environment. 

There are a number of items 
influence the overall access time 

that 
to a 

data file, including robotics movement, 
the time to search down a tape to locate 
a file, the time to physically load a tape 
and prepare for read/write operations, 
and the time it takes to unload a car- 
tridge after the read or write function. 
For applications that include long -for- 
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mat video programming, the read or 

write time is significantly enhanced by 

archiving video as a file, particularly 
with DST data drives that sustain data 

transfer at 160Mb /s. A DST drive can 

retrieve from archive an hour -long vid- 

eo encoded at 15Mb /s in less than six 

minutes or over 10 times faster than 

from the original videotape. 

Another major benefit of archiving 
video libraries as 

data files is the 
storage density 
achieved, especial- 

ly on helically 
scanned DST tape 

cartridges. Today, 

a large 330GB 
DST cartridge 
stores approxi- 
mately 50 hours of 15Mb /s MPEG 

video. At NAB 2000, Ampex will intro- 
duce its next generation quad- density 
DST tape drive providing uncompressed 

storage of 660GB on a single cartridge, 
the equivalent of nearly 100 hours of 
15Mb /s MPEG files (See Table 1). 

In addition to its storage advantages, 

DST tape cartridges also provide unique 

formatting options. While the system 

zones noted above enhance access time, 

the ability to partition tapes allows users 

to replace material within a DST tape 

similar to a video insert edit. By contrast, 

most other data tape drives write files 

sequentially down tape, appending file 

after file until full. If a file is written over 

in the middle of a full data tape, all the 

data is lost past that point. Partitioning 
a DST tape essentially creates a number 

of small tapes 
within one car- 

tridge. For exam- 
ple, to store 
three -minute 
music videos en- 

coded at 15Mb/ 
s, the tape would 
be formatted 
with 340MB size 

partitions, thereby allowing one music 

video to be stored per partition. To re- 

place the video, the existing file can 

simply be written over since all other 

music videos are protected within their 

own partitions. To reclaim space on a 

data tape that does not support parti- 

tioning, however, the entire contents of 
the tape must he transferred to a disk 

array, the files to be deleted must be 

Ampex once again is 

playing a key role in 

providing video storage 

solutions. 

Best 
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removed and then the files needed must 

be written back to tape. 

All the functionality mentioned above 

is meaningless unless it's incorporated 

into a robust tape transport that will 
ensure long -term archive and inter- 

change. At the heart of the DST tape 

drive is its 19mm tape transport. Ini- 

tially designed for Ampex's D -2 com- 

posite digital tape format, today's prod- 
uct has been refined and enhanced to 

meet the needs of demanding data ar- 

chive applications. The new quad -den- 

sity version is the fourth- generation 
DST drive. Field proven transport me- 

chanics combined with three levels of 
Reed Solomon error correction create a 

high -performance storage solution to 

protect television facilities' critical vid- 

eo assets. The archive life of any indi- 
vidual tape is only as good as the error 
correction and long -term stability of 

the data tape drive. 
For more information on Ampex's 

DST archival storage products, circle 

(552) on the Free Info Card. 

John Hennessy is director of video and broad- 
cast marketing for Ampex Data Systems, Red- 
wood City, CA. 
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Logic Innovations' MM -1000 MPEG monitor 
BY RICHARD BAUARSCHI 

s we approach the new millenni- 
um, broadcasters, satellite service, 

cable and telco providers are making 
significant strides in the transition to true 
digital data delivery. The move to dig- 

ital production and delivery creates new 

challenges in asset distribution and 
management, creating a need for ap- 
propriate monitoring, test and control. 

Monitoring whys and wheres 
The DVB ETR290 silo. It cation out- 

lines recommended "health check" tests 
for the syntax and consistency of data 
contained within the transport stream. 
Most of these tests, either con- 
tinuous or periodic, are per- 
formed on the header informa- 
tion within the packets and are 
available on streams that have 
conditional access applied. The 
tests are prioritized into three 
categories: (1) those necessary 
for decodability, (2) continuous 
or periodic monitoring, and (3) 

application dependent monitor- 
ing. Unfortunately, while these 
tests are valid for testing the 
health of the transport stream, 
they aren't necessarily a defini- 
tive answer to monitoring, as in 

the case of using statistical mul- 
tiplexing techniques for broad- 
cast, cable or DBS. In this scenario, 
remultiplexers are used to insert local 
program feeds and other content, or 
simply to change the SI (System Infor- 

mation) data to reflect transmission 
over a cable network rather than 
through a terrestrial network. 

Errors may be introduced to a signal 
when it traverses multiple hops as it is 

being transmitted. This can occur in 

microwave, fiber optic and satellite 
links. The result is the potential inser- 

tion of new coding, which necessitates 
content monitoring at the input and 
output of each multiplexer. 

At this point, monitoring will evolve 
from looking at basic synchronization 
issues on the transport stream level to 
monitoring detailed Program Specific 

Information (PSI). Specifically, broad- 
casters, cable operators and satellite 
providers will require more sophisti- 
cated and flexible monitoring tools. 

Field monitoring and analysis 
The next generation MPEG -2 moni- 

toring and analysis systems must be 

both cost- effective and flexible while 
retaining an open architecture to match 
the operational needs of a growing 

form, with any number of users capa- 
ble of interfacing with a single or 
multiple monitoring points. 

Logic Innovations' MPEG monitoring 
system 

Logic Innovations has developed an 
MPEG monitoring system that follows 

this new paradigm. The MM -1000 
MPEG monitoring system is a cost - 
effective, scalable network -attached 
MPEG -2 analysis system aimed at meet- 

ing the rapidly changing needs of MPEG - 
2 compliance testing within the broad- 
cast, cable, DBS and video -based mar- 

kets. It is the first scalable net- 
work- attached test system that per- 

Signal TssthMdion 
Videoinput 

NTSC /PAL 
component 
(Rec. 601) 

MPEG compression 
and Iransport stream 

formatting 

VldeoquaWy 

MPEG -2 Protocol 
transport -ei Interfacility Connections *- analysis 
stream 

Channel 
formatting 
e.g OC -3 

switch 
formatting 
e.g ATM 

Cable or 
satellite 
channel 

coding and 
modulator 

Telecommunication -i 
or RF channel 

V 
AM output 

Interfacility 
connections 

i- Transmission 
system 

RF output 

Functional MPEG -2 testing layers 

network. They must also he scalable 
since the number of streams to he 

monitored may change. 
Furthermore, the system should be 

network- oriented as most facility ar- 
chitectures will migrate to a combina- 
tion of local area network (LAN)/ 
metropolitan area network (MAN) or 
wide area network WAN /global area 
network (GAN) infrastructures. There- 

fore, the need for monitoring systems 
to communicate locally or remotely 
will become critical. Each monitoring 
point should be remotely configurable 
and viewable from any computer plat- 
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mits remote operation and unob- 
trusive, continuous 24/7 monitor- 
ing of DVB or ATSC transport 
streams at multiple points in the 

signal chain. 
Among its many benefits is the 

capability to isolate faults in real 

time rather than dragging a single 

very expensive tester from one 
location to another to perform 
sequential fault isolation. 

As the facility's requirements 
grow, the system's scalable archi- 

tecture permits users to add to the 

number of monitoring points with- 
out interrupting the existing net- 

work or user interface. 
The standard MPEG monitor inter- 

faces are: asynchronous serial Inter- 

face (ASI) with payloads up to 52Mb/ 
s; synchronous parallel interface (SPI) 

with the same payload; and synchro- 
nous serial interface (SSI) at the rates 
defined in SMPTE 310M. 

Remote operation 
The `1PEG monitor seamlessly blends 

computer networking technology with 
powerful test and monitoring function- 
ality. The network connection, via its 

network- attached interface, employs a 
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Java user application interface. This unique feature permits 
platform independence for the clients and affords unprece- 

dented versatility by allowing monitoring of DVB or ATSC 

transport streams emanating from multiple points from a 

single location. 
By using Java rather than HTML pages and a Web server, 

the user with a single application can be in communication 
with multiple MPEG monitors simultaneously, viewing a 

Java application that has been automatically downloaded 
from the MPEG monitor. 

Network personnel can now look from remote locations 
at the test equipment that the individual station is using to 
monitor its own operation. Moreover, to avoid congesting 
the network, the MPEG monitor sends out a 50 byte "heart 
beat" packet at regular intervals containing all the perti- 
nent information on the unit's address and device- under- 

test's health. Each heart beat can be monitored by a single 

client or thousands of clients without increasing the need 

for network bandwidth. Because of its low bandwidth 
requirement, hundreds if not thousands of units can he 

monitored at any given time. 

Functionality 
In operation, stream monitor and error -checking functions 

start with the basic ETR 290 stream syntax checking. With its 

user- definable interface, ETR 290 error checking can be set to 
indicate whether certain variants are or are not permitted or 
if certain items are to be checked at all. The MPEG monitor 
also includes pre -defined setups for MPEG -2 DVB and ATSC 

installations. Error logging and notification based on ETR 

I bVS 

290 parameters and other parameters specific to ATSC and 

DVB are standard with the system. 

Through a digital PLL program clock reference, the 
MPEG monitor can emulate the decoder buffers for a 

particular program, allowing for real -time buffer fullness 

checks. Time stamp delay checks can also be accommo- 
dated for monitoring timing misalignment between video 
and audio. 

The MPEG monitor also performs Stream Query. Stream 

Query allows users to find out what's in a stream and how the 

stream is put together. With Stream Query, the user can view 

the structure of the transport stream (PID /program assign- 

ments) and the contents of tables (in either raw hex or fully 
field- decoded form), and the bandwidth consumed by various 

elements of the stream. This capability includes MPEG -2 and 

its DVB and ATSC variants and the tables specific to each of 
these formats. 

The MPEG monitor also offers the option of capturing 
transport stream segments when an error has occurred - 
giving way to "at -a- glance" remote system monitoring, rapid 

fault isolation and off -line analysis for troubleshooting and 

preventive maintenance. 
As the industry moves toward a new era in digital, it's 

reassuring to know that equipment such as an MPEG monitor 
will allow facilities to ensure signal integrity. 

For more information on Logic Innovations' MM -1000 
MPEG monitor, circle (554) on the Free Info Card. 

Richard Bauarschi is director of product management for Logic 
Innovations, Irvine, CA. 

1,-CHIP RAT /NG MONITOR 

VC 

The economical VC -2 provides broadcasters with an 
instant, visual display of Content Advisory ratings 

Transparent video specifications 
Operates from loop- through composite video 
Extracts, decodes and processes V -chip data 
carried on line 21, field 2 of the Vertical Blanking Interval 
Six, 14 segment LED displays provide a graphic, 
alpha- numeric readout of both Age and Content 
rating as per EIA -744 -A 

Supports the following rating systems: M.P.A.A. / 
U.S. TV Parental Guideline / Canadian English Language / 
Canadian French Language 
Housed in 3;" x 3" x 12" steel minibox 
9V DC adapter supplied 
Up to 5 VC -2's may be mounted in a 1RU frame (FR715) 

broadcast video systems corp. 
40 West Wilmot St., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1H8 

Ph(905)764 -1584 Fax(905)764 -7438 E -mail: bvs @bvs.on.ca 
Website: www.bvs.on.ca 

Circle (200) on Free Info Card See us at Booth #L9519 
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It's here... 
Industrial Machinery 

AUCTIONS 
on the Internet! 

Industry will never 
be the same. 

\-c0/4 
ind'ultry 

www.i-comindustry.com 

AUCTIONS 
Machinery and Property 

-Plus - 
Machinery for Sale 
Businesses for Sale 

Commercial Real Estate 
RFPs and RFQs 

Employment 
Funding and Capital 

E -mail Notification Services 

Circle (201) on Free Info Card 
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Now there's 
a conditional access 
system for everyone 

M -Crypt, the essential start for small and large enterprises 

We'd like to present a breakthrough in conditional 
access technology. It's called M -Crypt. And it's 
the only system that works as well with a few 
as with many subscribers. 

M -Crypt comes on a single CD -ROM and runs on 

a desktop computer, just like any other Microsoft® 
Windows application. And more important, the 
M -Crypt modular approach allows you to grow 
your business, adding functionality and capacity 
at your own pace. Starting with basic subscrip- 
tion services for thousands of subscribers to 
pay per view and interactive services for large 
enterprises. Its up to you.... 
These are only some of the impressive M -Crypt 
benefits. 

irdeo:faccess@mindpon.corll www.mindpon.com Circle (199) on Free Info Card 

i r d e t o'laccess 
MINOPOST CONDITIONAL ACCESS CO. 

Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation 
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Audio consoles for broadcast 
BY JOHN A. LUFF 

Ptose of us, like myself, who en- 

ered this business through the lens 

and not the speaker have to work 
especially hard to understand the needs 

of the aural part of our medium. We 

need to remember that television is a 

two part medium. It has been said that 
television without audio could be sur- 

veillance, while radio without pic- 
tures could be opera. The changes in 

audio technology in the last 50 years 

have been every bit as stunning as 

they have been in the visual part of the 

medium, many of which parallel 
changes in video technology, and of- 
ten have preceded those movement of 

visual media. 
Digital audio has been with us for a 

long time now. Compressed audio is 

ubiquitously available in consumer 
products. Thousands of radio stations 

have made their signals openly avail- 

able on the Internet, and MP3 products 
allow playback of digital audio with- 
out moving parts in pocket players. 

Sophisticated audio processing tools, 
which began with analog reverb cham- 

bers, are now readily available to the 

designer in DSP -based products. 
Broadcasters need to carefully ana- 

lyze their audio needs before stepping 

into the showroom to buy the next 

console. The products range from well 
under $500, to well over $500,000. 
Unlike video production for television 
broadcasting, audio may well have 

solid reasons for remaining analog for 
some time into the future. Today vid- 
eo switchers for analog signals would 
cost as much, or more, than digital 
products. Digital audio consoles for 
the same broadcast production facili- 
ty are arguably still more expensive to 

implement in a system than their an- 

alog counterparts. The difference starts 

right at the microphone. Mics are 

inherently analog. Converting each 

microphone signal to digital takes 

Company Modal 
Analog or 
digital 

Bit processing: 
Interna/ and i/O 

Time Delay 
Compensation 

Max./Min. / 
01 inputs 

Surround -sound 
panning 
compaflbllty 

Automation 
avail. 

Free 
Into a 

AMSNeve Libra Live 
Series II 

Digital 64 bit internal; 
24 bits I/O 

Yes 192/24 Yes Yes 550 

Arrakis REV -12P Digital 18 bit No 24/12 No Yes 551 

552 REV- 12/18/24C Digital 18 bit No 48/18 No Yes 

Audioarts 
Engineering 

D -700 Digital 32 bits internal; 
24 -bits I/O 

No 32/1 No Yes 553 

Audio 
Technologies 

BC6DSL Analog NA NA 6 NA NA 554 

BC12DSL Analog NA NA 12 NA NA 554 

Audio Toys Inc. Paragon II Analog NA No 92/64 No Yes 556 

Mini Paragon Analog NA No 48/40 No Yes 557 

Harrison byGLW Series Twelve Both 40 bit internal; 
24 -bit I/O 

Yes 576/24 Yes Yes 558 

TV 5.1 Analog NA NA 60/12 Yes No 559 

Logitek Numix Digital 24 I/O No 64/4 Available as option Yes 

Yes 

561 

Sennheiser Innova -Son Sensory 
Grand Live Console 

Digital 24 bits internal; 
20 bit I/O 

Yes 72/48 No 562 

Solid State Logic AysisAir 

Axiom -MT 

Digital 

Digital 

32 internal; 24 I/O 

32 internal; 24 I/O 

Yes 

Yes 

96/8 

96/24 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

563 

564 

565 Soundcraft B400/8800 Analog NA No 56/56 Yes 

Soundtracs DPCII Digital 32 internal; 24 I/O Yes 96/8 Yes Yes 566 

DS3 Digital 32 internal; 24 I/O Yes 96/8 Yes Yes 567 

Tascam TM -D4000 Digital 24 -bits internal; 
24 -bits I/O 

Yes 36/36 Yes Yes 568 

569 

570 

571 

Wheatstone TV -1000 Analog NA No Four inputs per 
input mondule/ no 
fixed number of 
input modules 

Yes Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yamaha PM1D 

M2500 

Digital 

Analog 

32 internal 

NA 

Yes 

No 

192/48 

56/24 

Yes 

No 
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Inter BEE 2000 
36th International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition 

November 15 -17, 2000 Nippon Convention Center (Makuhari Messe) 

Show that you're ready for a digital millennium 
The International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition (Inter BEE) is one of 
the world's most important events for professional broadcast, video, and 
audio technologies. 

Inter BEE 2000 will showcase the shift from analog to digital 
technologies as never before. You'll join more than 500 exhibitors and 
30,000 industry members in celebrating a revolution in television and 
radio broadcasting. Additional features include new satellite broadcasting 
tec hnologies and a host of multimedia and Internet solutions. 

Many symposiums, forums, and seminars hosted by leading 
broadcasting, video, and audio software producers will help ensure a 
massive turnout. 

You can't afford to miss the excitement at Inter BEE 2000. It's a truly 
unique opportunity to show that you're ready for a digital millennium. 

Fo- more information on Inter BEE 2000, contact: 
Japan Electronics Show Association 
Sumitomo Shibadaimon Bldg., 2 Gokan, 1- 12 -16, Shibadaimon, Minato -ku, Tokyo 105 -0012, Japan 
Fa +81 -3 -5402 -7605 E -mail: bee@jesa.or.jp URL: http: //bee.jesa.or.jp/ 

Circle (202) on Free Info Card 

, 

z Inter BEE _ 

Exhibition Categories 
Audio Equipment Cameras and Related Equipment 

Recording Equipment 

Editing and Production Equipment 

Electronic Displays System Conversion Equipment 

Output Systems Relay Systems 

Transmission Systems Lighting Equipment 

Measuring Equipment Transmission Cables 

Electronic Power Units HDTV Systems 

Satellite Broacasting Systems Virtual Systems 

CG Production Systems DVD Systems 

Multimedia Systems Software 

Multiplex Broadcasting Systems Others 
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CBS Audio Engineer Mary Cody at the AMS Neve Libra Live broadcast production 
console within CBS's control room #43 in its New York headquarters. Broadcasters 
should carefully consider their audio needs before purchasing an analog or digital 
console. Photo courtesy of AMS Neve. 

extra circuitry, though the cost of 
doing that has dropped tremendously. 
Here are some things to look for when 

making the root decision about buy- 
ing an analog or digital console. 

Are you able to use mostly digital 
sources, like CD players, digital VTRs 
and servers, digital audio from satel- 

lite feeds, digital "carts" and cut play- 
ers, phone interfaces? 

Do you use digital audio effects 

processing devices like reverbs, com- 
pressor limiters, gates, duckers, filter 
sets and noise reduction? 

Can you replace audio peripherals 
at the same time as replacing the 

audio console? 
Would the output of the console be 

feeding analog or digital devices be- 

fore broadcast (master control switch - 
er and STL, VTRs and servers)? Dig- 
ital VTRs without digital inputs do 

not count as digital in this context. 
Some VTRs in use in news production 
can be equipped with AES as an op- 
tion, but are not normally equipped 
that way at the factory. 

Is the console to be used for live, or 
post production or both? What about 
simply audio production and multi- 
track recording? 

If you plan post -production use, 

does the edit system provide control 
and with what protocol? 

Is there any economic benefit to 
improved quality beyond that you 
already produce? This is very hard to 

prove. 
Will you be feeding a surround 

sound signal, or DTV transmitter in 

stereo? 
If you think I loaded the dice to 

suggest you remain in analog audio 
you are wrong. There are plenty of 
very inexpensive, and quite capable 
and reliable, digital audio consoles 

that can work with both analog and 

digital inputs and outputs. Monday 
Night Football for HDTV was mixed 
on two consoles last year that cost a 

total of $15,000, but yielded digital 
and analog I /O, surround sound mix- 
ing, moving faders, internal audio 
delays, effects, and more. But the 
broadcast specific production may re- 

quire other features not common in 

such powerful, though somewhat niche 

products. They did not have mix mi- 

nus capability for feeding back to 
talent earphones for instance. In the 

case of MNF, the internal delay func- 
tions solved a number of problems 
that would otherwise have required 
outboard delay lines for an analog 
only console solution. 

Surround sound mixing presents spe- 

cial challenges for audio consoles. 
Panning the image around in six 
speakers is hard enough, but a live 
production with elements that come in 

as surround will present a special 
technical challenge. All six tracks must 

not be modified in time (which is 

affected directly by EQ settings), or 
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relative level. What happens to one 

track needs to happen to each one. 

Not many analog consoles will pro- 
vide the necessary handles to make 

that work. Many digital consoles are 

set up to handle this easily. Remember 

that few currently available VTRs 
have six channels for recording, though 
multiplexing equipment to increase 

the number of channels is readily 
available. Also check the VTR to see 

if it can record AES "as a data stream." 
Once you have listed the features 

you must have, carefully consider 
things like line inputs. Some inexpen- 
sive consoles still use unbalanced au- 

dio inputs for line and insert points, 
and often non -standard levels as well. 
You can buy a lot of console for a little 
money and end up spending a fortune 
to make it work right in your system. 

Flashing lights and moving faders do 

not mean much if the quality of your 
signal will be worse after conversion. 
If you need to mix a newscast ask 

about mix minus. Having a mix mi- 
nus available for each input may seem 

like an extravagance, but it wouldn't 
be if you asked the journalist! For 
digital consoles you should ask just 
how long it takes to hoot after a power 
failure, and how software is updated. 
If the primary application is for post 

production consider special purpose 

consoles designed for editing environ- 
ments. They include things like pre- 

view functions that mainline consoles 

will not have. But beware of the man- 

ufacturer that says he has a "serial 
edit interface", but does not specify 

the protocol(s) that are supported. 
Lastly, if the installation is a new 

console in an existing system plan 

ahead. It will be much easier if you 

can prepare the existing plant for the 

new gear. Prefabricating the cabling 
to the new interface (which could well 
not be XLR connectors in many large 

consoles) will save loads of time. If 
you are implementing digital audio 
for the first time consider doing it on 

coax. Most equipment can accept BNC 
I/O now, and those devices that do not 
can be interfaced through baluns that 
adapt the 11011 twisted pair to 7512 

unbalanced connections. 

John Luff is president of Synergistic Tech- 
nologies Inc. in Canonsburg. PA. 
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and beyond 

HDTV & 601 
Logo Inserter 

Q TOA Conyerter 
DòwnConvvrter 
Audio Embedder 
Test Generator 

Keyers 

Film to Tape Transfer. 
KeyLog Tracker 

1080p ¡24 . 

24 to 30Fps 

IBER OPTICS 
Converters 
MultiplexQrs 

Splitters 

- TIMECOD.E 
Mastér Clock 
Slave Clocks 
LTC.tri VITC 

D-VITC 

CLOSED 
CAPTIONING 

PAkErs TAL 
GUIDANCE. 

- ME Elk 

'J 

Thy Cq e 
MarMc 

llpwch. 

/lprll 8-19, 2000 
l3s d á usA+r 

ertz Bóótti #L13261 Circle (203) on Free Into Card 

www.evertz.com 
.1-905-335-3700 
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BusinessWire 

Business highlights from broadcast and production 
BY LAURA COLLINS. EDITORIAL ASSISTANT 

Belden's electronic division installed 
over 4,000,000 feet of cable in the new 

Staples Center in Los Angeles. The 
majority of the cable connected the 

TV control rooms and routed digital 
audio /video signals within the I mil- 
lion- square -foot stadium. 

The division also brought their high - 

performance networking cabling to 
Panduit's termination, management 
and identification products to produce 

the end -to -end system, Integrity Struc- 

tured Cabling Solution. 

ABC -affiliate WSIL -TV3 converted 
from 3/4" tape -based systems to a 

computer -based digital news produc- 
tion solution by Vibrint. The system 

includes applications for feed capture, 
nonlinear editing and playback. 

Acrodyne recently added Rohde & 
Schwarz broadband solid state UHF 
and VHF digital television transmit- 
ters to the low, medium and high 
transmitters they already supply. 

crt " 
M Mi 

w 11. 

J 11 - . . . 

" " -'. 
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Communications Engineering de- 
signed, engineered and built WETA 
Washington, D.C.'s new digital TV 
and radio broadcast plant in Arling- 
ton, VA. 

ECHOlab has changed its name to 
e- StudioLlVE to reflect its recent ex- 

pansion into Internet broadcasting 
systems. 

EMCEE announced that it will ac- 

quire Advanced Broadcast Systems in 

order to offer broadcasters low- to 
high -power digital transmitters. 

Avid and Ultimatte reached an agree- 

ment to integrate Ultimatte's real time 
keyer technology into Avid's Sympho- 

ny finishing system. This integration 
will allow Symphony users real time 
control over keying situations, espe- 

cially blue- screen /green- screen com- 
positing. 

East Side Audio recently purchased 
a DPC -II digital console from Sound - 

tracs. The 32- 
bit, 48 -fader 
console will be 

used in East 
Side Audio's 
newly renovat- 
ed Studio E. 

CNN Interac- 
tive announced 
that it will use 

Virage Interactive video infrastruc- 
ture on its site, allpolitics.com. The 
service will enable users to search for 
televised speeches by presidential can- 

didates by subject and keyword. 

California production company 
Digi -Dog Studios installed Otari's 
Elite+ digitally controlled analog 
console to increase the studio's capa- 

bilities. 
Otani also sold five of their Radar Il 

hard disk recorders to Right Track 
Recording of New York. 

Dielectric Communications con- 
structed a new tower and transmitter 
for WWWB -TV's move to Louisville, 
as well as designing their antenna. 
The new transmitter is the most pow- 
erful of its kind in America and will 
boost the station's power to 5Mw. 
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Chyron will work with Microsoft to 
develop video graphics systems for 
Microsoft's TV platform, which en- 

ables content developers to offer con- 
sumers a new TV experience. 

ScreenShot 
Raycom Sports with 
Orad's IMadGINE covers 
college tournaments 

Raycom Sports used Orad's 
IMadGINE virtual advertising 
systems for the Food Lion 
MVP Classic college tourna- 
ment hosted by North Caro- 
lina in Charlotte, N.C., and 
the BB &T Classic tournament 
hosted by George Washing- 
ton University and the 
University of Maryland at the 
MCI Center in Washington, 
D.C. 

Advertisers' logos in both 
events were inserted into the 
keys at each end of the court 
using IMadGINE. The logos 
appeared as if they were 
painted onto the wood courts 
and were changed at half 
time. More frequent changes 
were avoided so viewers 
would not be distracted 
during the event. 

IMadGINE allows for tar- 
geted advertising during live 
TV broadcasts by electroni- 
cally replacing the peripheral 
boards in a sports stadium or 
inserting synthesized mes- 
sages in empty places in the 
arena, facing obstacles such 
as diverse weather conditions 
and players blocking the 
physical space used for the 
insertion. 
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A Breakthrough Of 
Remarkable Proportio 

-Rerzil 41111141111 

Our Next Generation Scan Do 
Scan Converters Raise The 

ndustry Standard. Agai 
With the - an 
new Scan Do Select, we've hatched two 
scan converters that offer egg -ceptional 
performance at an unbeatable price. Both 
maintain all the great user amenities and 
rugged dependability you've come to love. 
plus have these great features: 

True multi- scanning with support for 
resolutions to 1280 x 1024 (at 60Hz). So 
they'll work with virtually any computer. 

A remarkable 50% to 200% zoom with input 
zoom processing for enhanced resolution. 

An internal, universal power supply which 
eliminates the need for an external "brick." 

Advanced, three -line flicker reduction for 
the crispest, most stable images. 

RS -232 remote control for easy system 
integration and expansion. 

]Communications 
][Specialties, Inc, 

an o .r_sr_r S ' e - ect presentation tool 
for boardrooms. meetings, training and 
videoconferencing applications. Scan Do Pro II 

has additional capabilities. Designed for top 
video and broadcast professionals, it features: 

Studio timeable genlock 
Component output (YUV and RGB formats) 
Switchable vertical filter 
Optional serial digital output (SDI) 

Of course, both Scan Do Pro II and 
Scan Do Select are the epitome of user 
friendliness. They're simple to install, can 
be rackmounted and have easy -to -use, 
front -panel controls. Add a very reassuring 
three -year warranty on parts and labor, plus a 
great price, and you'll be scrambling to 
try one for yourself. For more information, 
including a printed or CD version of our 
catalog, contact us today. 

WORLD HEADQUARTERS ASIA PACIFIC 
Hauppauge, New York Singapore Representative Office 

Tel: 631-273-0404 Fax: 631-273-1638 Tel: +65 293 0258 Fax: +65 293 1538 
www.commspecial.com www.commspecial.com 

Email: info ®commspecial.com Email: csiasia @commspecial.com 

Scan Do is a registered trademark of Communications Specialties, Inc. ©2000 Communications Specialties, Inc. 

Circle (204) on Free Info Card See us at NAB Booth #M8968 
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Harris Corporation sold its TV an- 
tenna business to Dielectric Commu- 
nications. The sale will enable Harris 
to focus on its core transmitter busi- 
ness and allow Dielectric to expand its 

antenna business. 

National Mobile Television in Seattle 
ordered a 60- channel C2 analog mix- 
ing console from Calrec for installation 
in its Remote Vehicle Unit A9. The C2 
will replace the Harrison TV - 3 cur- 
rently in use. 

Post production houses POP Film, POP 
Amination, Digital Magic and Riot are 
joining forces to form a Los Angeles - 

based, resource -rich media production 
center under the name R!OT. The full - 

service production and post production 
studio will offer telecine, editing, com- 
positing, 3D animation, duplication, 
distribution and support services to cli- 

ents from the advertising, music video, 
feature film, and entertainment and in- 

teractive television industries. 
R!OT will operate as part of the 

Four Media Company division of the 
Encore Group, whose president is Larry 
Chernoff. 

People 
Advanced Television Technology 

Center announced new officers for 
their board of directors. Edward Cale- 
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ca, senior vice president of technology 
and operations for PBS, replaced 
Howard Miller as chairman. Philip 
Livingston, vice president and strate- 
gic technical liaison for Panasonic 
Broadcast and Digital Systems Com- 
pany, replaced Dr. Robert Hopkins as 
vice chairman. 

Dorrough 

NAB recently an- 
nounced the follow- 
ing winners of its 
2000 Engineering 
Achievement 
Awards: Michael 
Dorrough in radio 
engineering and 
Max Berry in tele- 
vision engineering. 

Dorrough is the founder of Dorrough 
Electronics. Berry was vice president 
of broadcast engineering for Capital 
Cities /ABC until his retirement in 

1989. 

Steven Muni was appointed channel 
manager for Leitch's United States 
sales operation. 

The Advanced Authoring Format 
Task Force recently incorporated as 

AAF Association. Industry veteran and 
Broadcast Engineering writer Brad 
Gilmer was appointed executive di- 
rector of the new association. Other 

Inscriber RTX creates 
on -air timing for 
2000 Winter Goodwill 
Games 

Turner Broadcasting used 
Inscriber RTX for their 
broadcasts of the 2000 
Winter Goodwill Games in 

Lake Placid. The RTX automation system by 
Inscriber was used to create on -air timing 
applications including running clocks, 
differentials, time to beat and split times. 
These applications appeared in events 
ranging from snowboard Super -G, bobsled 
and luge to downhill races, one of which 
was featured prominently in the first night's 
broadcast. 
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AAF board members include David 
Dale of Avid, Andrew Oliphant of the 
BBC, Gordon Castle of CNN, Ian 
Gordon of Discreet, Gavin Schutz of 
4MC, Alain Legault of Matrox, Tom 
McMahon of Microsoft, Laurin Herr 
of Pinnacle, Jon Pannaman of Quan- 
tel, Peter Dare of Sony, Clyde Smith of 
Turner Entertainment Networks and 
Steve Long of the US National Imag- 
ing and Mapping Agency. 

Campbell 

Guy Campbell was 
elected president 
and a director of An- 
drew Corporation. 

Avid recently an- 
nounced the follow- 
ing appointments: 
Rob Kobrin as the 
vice president of 

worldwide product marketing and 
Mike Rockwell as chief technology 
officer. 

t1 
Schwartz 

Paul Schwartz was 
appointed to the po- 
sition of marketing 
communications co- 
ordinator for Otari 
Corporation. 

Softimage DS 
produces 
promos for 
Winter X 
Games 

White Iron 
Digital used Softimage DS by Softimage to 
produce the 2000 Winter X Games in Mount 
Snow, Vt., for ESPN. The post house was 
used to produce promos and bumpers for 
the 1999 Summer X Games in San Francisco 

and was chosen again for use in the Winter 
X Games because of its ability to meet tight 
deadlines, and because of the features it 
provided, including streaming capture, new 
compositing tools and editing enhance- 
ments. In the Winter X Games, it was used 

to create 30- second "personality pods" and 
two features, as well as high -impact 
bumpers. 
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Audio Equipment for Broadcaster 
BR44DCnST SUPPLY WORLDWIDE 

Advantage Best Price Guarantee Same Day Shipping Extended Hour 
Knowledgeable Sales Staff Flexible Terms 

Your Source 

Professional for 

Aus. 
.-... .... $,N, 

s< 
1 1 TCRMI 

;e 've been serving radio and 

TV broadcasters for over 25 years. T ( 

Let our knowledgeable sales staff help 

you find the right equipment for the job, with quick delivery. Call us today. 

FREE 
ProAudio Catalog 
Call BSW 800 426 8434 

CZ) 

C onvrrgnrs ^' 
Mar4r-lplrrr. ` V 

Come visit BSW at NAB booth v.1.6713 Video Hall. 

Check out the Audio Products on Display During 

Our Spectacular 4 -Day Sale! 

To Order Call 85W 1-800-426-8434 
or Visit www.bswusa.com 
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Enhance 
Your 
Image 

www.folsom.com 
Folsom Research: Folsom Research offers a complete line of 
scan converters, video format converters, scalers, and other 
image processing products. Our easy -to- navigate website 
features detailed product specifications, including downloadable 
files and articles. The site is continuously updated and is 

always full of new information. To get more information visit 
www.folsom.com or call toll free at 888 -414 -7226. Come see 
us at NAB 2000, Booth #M8532. 
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www.pinnaclesys.com 
Pinnacle Systems: Pinnacle Systems' broadcast products give 
professionals the cutting edge tools needed to create dazzling 
productions faster and more affordably than ever before. These 
innovative digital video manipulation tools perform a variety of on- 
air, production, and post -production functions such as the 
addition of special effects, image management. capture, storage, 
and play -out, as well as graphics and title creation. 
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www.digibid.com 
Upgrading equipment? Need to remarket the replaced 
equipment? Digibid provides a ready online marketplace 
of equipment buyers. Our online auction format makes it 

easy to sell your equipment. 

to the Web 
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www.rocketnetwork.com 
Rocket Network, Inc. is the first and only company to provide 
Internet Recording Studios where audio professionals can meet 
online to collaborate and produce original audio from anywhere in 

the world. The Company'srevolutionary network provides a cost - 

effective and convenient complement to traditional studios by 
reducing production expenses and increasing creative options for 
professional -quality audio in TV, film, radio, music and Websites. 
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www.commscope.com 
CommScope, Inc. Is the world's leading manufacturer of coaxial 
cable and specializes in precision twisted pair and optical 
transmission cables. CommScope provides the AudioNideo 
professional with over 30 years of experience in the manufacture 
of high performance transmission media. 
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www.broadcastengineering.com 
Broadcast Engineering: Broadcast Engineering is the only 
technology- driven online magazine in the industry. Its editorial 
environment delivers practical, informative articles on digital 
technology, systems integration, management, how -to installa- 
tion, and systems and equipment maintenance. It is a package 
geared toward TV stations, cable /telcom, production, post - 
production, business TV, satellite and interactive television. 
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We're evolving. 

Watch the transformation at 

www.mediacentral.com 

You've been with us from the beginning, but we've only just begun. 

www.mediacentral.com 

Your one -click resource for media tools, news and community. 
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e GALLERY 
MATCH 

IT!! 
HENRY ENGINEERING 

TEL (626) 3553656 FAX (626) 355 -0077 
FAX -on- Demand Doc 4102 (626) 355.4210 
http://www.henryeng.com 

LLB 
DUAL ST EREO LEVEL A IMPEDANCE INTERFACE 

r- NYEUTa OUTPUTS 

ciiíiiiiiiiiiiii 
NENaV CNGINEENING 

wAN. rNas(.uv+ Ir". 

Twinmatch is the "one -way 
Matchbox" that's perfect for 
matching unbalanced CD players 
and other "play-only" devices. 
There are four channels of -10 to +4 
conversion, so you can match two 
stereo CD players with one 
1Winmatch! Direct -coupled 
circuitry and lots of headroom for 
absolute sonic transparency. 

H E N R Y 
ENGINEERING 

\\'e Build Solutions. 

Circle (207) on Free Info Card 

Design and Mix a Cable Channel with 
Revolutionary Multimedia insertion Technology! 

t 

CURRENT 
TEMPERATURE 

Berlin 28° 

Cairo 36° 

Dallas 32° 

Geneva 24° 

Johannesburg 25° 

London 29° 

Los Angeles 31° 

Munich 28° 

New York City 27° 

Nice 26° 

Pans 24° 

^ uItiple scalable window, Ir 
(l'f G -2 and r log video 

graphic overlay with transpareri 

to Rome and Venice. Call Travel Network now for current holiday packst 

%A JAVA (-0()5. 

Concurrent display of analog video input and 

MPEG -2 video in scalable, movable windows 

Scalable, 24 -bit graphics overlays with 256 

levels of transparency 

Back -to -back MPEG audio /video playback 

with genlock for seamless ad insertion 

Hardware- assisted scrolling and crawling of 
multiple graphics windows 

NTSC /PAL composite video support, 

optional S -video 
support 

STAII 

I- T-,\ 
horizontally crawling text or graphics - 

Single -slot PCI card Supports multiple boards in a single system Windows NT 4.0 support 

t^Ct - The Professional Broadcast, Multi- Source Video and Graphics Mixer 

SPECIALIZED TECHNOLOGY GROUP 
DIVISION Of 30n INT0Necnvq INC 

1-888-478-2687 
mvpsales03dfx.com 

www.stbstg.com 

Circle (208) on Free Info Card 
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Convert and 
Synchronize any 

Format to the 
Digital World 

Designed to meet all hybrid 
conversion and synchronization 
applications, no digital facility is 

Decoder, TBC, ADC, Frame Sync, 
DAC, Encoder 

Audio ADC /DAC, Embedder, 
De- embedder 

Composite, Component, Serial Digital 
Analog Audio, AES /EBU 

NTSC and PAL -B Support 

think 840 P LEITCH 
www.leitch.com 

U.S.A. (800) 231.9673 Canada (800) 387-0233 

Circle (211) on Free Info Card 

19SI1G Contribution 

[ncodinq 

envoyrf 
THE DIGITAL VIDEO COURIER 

Integrated encoder and 
modulator 

Supports QPSK, 8PSK, 
16 QAM 

Compact design 

Visit us at NAB, booth #L11051 

141U WEGENER' 
C COMMUNICATIONS 

11350 Technology Circle 
Duluth, GA 30097. 770 -814 -4000 

www.wegener.com 

Circle (218) on Free Info Card 

CAPT-ECH 

1/2 the Size 2/5 the Weight 
12% More Power 

65 Watt (industry standard NiCd brick is 60 Watt) 

2. I Ib. (industry standard NiCd brick is 5.25 lb.) 
14.41' / 4.SAh 

Nickel Metal Hydride chemistry 
No Memory Problems- Memory free. 

Temperature sensor / microprocessor controlled circuit 
O 
CC 

CL 

charging 
1.000+ Charge Cycles 

Auto -reset Circuit Breaker 
Built -in auto -reset overload protection 
30 day money hark guarantee 

4.44 ,(44'99 95 ,(' ,(`339. 95 
CAPITOL TECHNOLOGIES. INC. 

TvU-Free 1-877-630-8099 
..n c.ptech. net Phone 202.723 2278 ra, 202.8820192 rn,. 
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The space saving MicmFrame ° houses up to 16 mol- 
1 ules, and dual regulators. The LA -1 line amp is a one- 

in, two-out DA. The MP -1 is a one -in, two -out mic -pre 
with 48 V phantom power. All state -of- the -art performance 
and priced to fit most anyone's budget... from Benchmark, 
of course! Visit our web site today. 

www.benchmerkmedia.00m 
...ix,n...p,e,.re,rdtn.r salesßbenehmerkmediaoom 

rl9ltt JlicIYfN'raunc'" 

1 RU High Chassis 
Up to 16 Line Amps 
Up to 12 Mic- Preamps 
Redundant Power 
Mix Amp Option 
Connector I/O Options 

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC. 
Phone 800- 262 -4675, FAX 315 -037 -8119 

Circle (213) on Free Info Card 
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74e GALLERY 
DTMF /encoders 

Mail 
Order 

To: 

STEEL KEYS 

SEALED GOLD CONTACTS 
An ultra high quality DTMF Encoder 
for absolute reliability and function. 

Contacts are Water Proof, Dust Proof 
Completely Sell Contained - No RFI 

Simple 3 -Wire Connection Output Level Ad] 
Wide Operating Range 5 to 16vdc 
Wide Temperature Range 22.10 160 °F 

Supplied with Instructions. Schematic. Template .5 Hardware 

pop Call or Write for Free Catalog - 
250 

PK- 1$71/PK- 1K$78' VISA /AMEX PK-2$76' /PK- 2K$83' 
W /Relay Request Quantity Price W % Relay 

Al po C ommunications 1516 Cassil Place 
Hollywood. CA 90028- 71060, 
Tel: 323-466-5444 

Emphasis is on Quality & Fax 323- 466 -1520 

Look At This! 
Titles /Captions & Time /Date 

on Video 

HORITA 
SC T-5 0 

13:12:25.2 04 -11 -97 

SCT -50 $329 
Stand a /one or RS -232 controlled 
'Industrial CG" adds tit /es, time, 
date, captions, etc., to your video. 

Add up to 9 lines of 20 characters 
each of text, symbols. lime display 
can include tenths of seconds. 
Battery backed -up internal clock - 
calendar. 
Individual or group control of up to 
99 units using single RS -232 PC port 
Included DOS "pop -up" screen 
editor is simple to use and 
maintains 100 separate screens. 
Change size, contrast, background, 
position, etc. 

Unconditional Guarantee 
HORITA 

Post Office Box 3993 
Mission Viejo, CA 92690 

((949) 489 -0240 www.horita.com 

Circle (212) on Free Into Card 
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Pa Best Power 
UN INTERRUPTIBLE 
POWER SYSTEMS 

From 250VA to 220kVA 

NORTH STAR 
TECHNICAL 

SERVICES 
Power Protection 
Partners Serving 

the Broadcast 
Industry. 

Sales, service and 
battery 

replacement. 

(800) 842 -1671 
www.nstpower.corn 

Circle (214) on Free Into Card 
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VIDEO D.A.'S 

oo 
/4# ES-207A 

$175 

.w 
t+f u 

BROADCAST QUALITY 
1x4 Gain Adjustable 

Equalization- Compensates for 
1000' of RG -59/U Response -10 Hz 

:o 10 MHzPropagation Delay -3nS. 

Many Other Audio & Video D.A.'s 
Including Rack Mount Versions 

3 Year Warranty 

310 -322 -2136 

FAX 310- 322 -8127 
:y.v. ̂: o.. -- web.com 
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EN( 11ic row ave 

Video Equipment 

2.0 & 2.5 GHz Bands 

FCC TYPE ACCEPTED 

Video Links 
Tower Cams 

Weather Networks 
Repeaters 

For a Free Catalog 

Call 888 -819 -4877 

6570 -B East 51" Street, 
Tulsa, OK 74145 

Visit http: / /www.tron- telecom 
Email: tron(a)ionet.net 

Circle (219) on Free Into Card 

Something BIG 
is Happening 

at UTAH 

Circle (221) on Free Info Card 

Audio Production for Music. Broadcast and the Web 

June 12 -13, 2000 
New York Hilton & Towers, New York City 

StudioPro2000 Workshops on Surround Sound 
Production, Web Audio Production and Workstation Production 

Moderators and workshop leaders include: Dan Daley, Phil De Lancie. 
Charles Dye, Bob Hodas, Mel Lambert. George Petersen and Tony Visconti. 
with others to be announced. 

8 GREAT SEMINARS! 
Putting Music on the Web 
Multichannel Sound for DTV 

The Future of Music Delivery: DVD- Audio, SACD 

and the Web 

Beyond Sneaker -Net: Network -Based Production 
What Are You Mixing Through...and Why? 
Getting in Sync: Digital Systems and Interfacing 
Studio Design: Case Studies in Setting Up for 
Surround 
Studio Business: New Technologies, 
New Opportunities 

PLUS, TWO VERY SPECIAL LUNCHEON FORUMS 

June 12: Music Producers Forum 
(Sponsored by Duantegy: Presented by 

the New York Chapter of the Recording 
Academy ) 

June 13: The Changing Sound of Television: 
From Stereo to Digital Surround (Sponsored 
by Dolby) 

If you attend only one conference this year, make it StudioPro2000! 
Request your conference information and registration materials today! Register online at www.mixonline.com, 
or contact Robert Irwin by TEL: (510) 653 -3307, FAX: (510) 653 -5142, or E -mail: robert_irwin @intertec.com. 

DO Dolby ` .'. audio tecMrca. 
QUANTEGY 

digidesigr GENELEC 
YO 

A eN.,nn o1 Avid 
C 1ivf N1 10 N1NG NrT011K 
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3.9 

BA Series Premier Hi Grade Broadcast VHS Inn Boil 
3.59 - 3.99 4.7 

MO Master Quality S-VHS stn Boil 
749 7.79 7.9 

BRS 3 4" Omala Broadcast Standard (In Boil 
8.69 8.9 

8.19 8.6 

9.60 13.3 

%BR 34' Umatic Broadcast Master (In Boll 
0.79 10.5' 

9.29 10.6 

11.99 - '- 15.6 

%SP 3 4 Umatic SP Broadcast pn Bog 
9.59 11.0 

10.09 11.5 

11.99 16.9! 

BCT Metal Betacam SP Broadcast Master (Box) 

12.29 - 
13.0' 

13.29 13.91 

ea 13.4' 
18.99 219' 

27.9' 

17.9' 
13.9' 

26.9' 

16.2'. 

15.9'- 
37.9! 
24.9' 
39.9' 

L 

PHOTO - VIDEO PRO AUDIO 

wa 

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO, 

anloZauer 
HyTRON 50 Battery 

sand through the Integraboa ul Ante. Bauer 

A Tve digital technology 
Ted with an on board' fuel computer' which monitor.. 

and output as well as critical operating claacterur 
mmlrons This data is commmhcated to the InterACli.. 

I to ensure safety and optimize reliability 
1 remaining battery capacity elimination rs avaudr. 

of an LCD display on each napery and on the ore'n,-I 

ost popular broadcast & professional Camcorder, 
ltlrle limiter prevents potentially damaging 

Pic ilicalions: 14 4 :' 50 WC Will dour, 
11 

QUAD 2702/2401 
Four -Position Power /Chargers 

Ala ps- Dirgn» lis J. 
'J&1 becomes an all purpose power aigu test s7stani 
:DAD 2 -02 ha. the module and is me ultimate pmt( 

F_,TEADicAm s 

==VIDEO SK 

Steadicam Video SK2 

:.stn any other other equipment 
i , 

V -16 AND V -20 
Camera Stabilization Systems r- 

FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 Houes): 

800 -947 -9928 800 -947 -9003 
212 - 444 -5028 212 -444 -5001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

On the Web: http: /lwww.bhphotovideo.com 

Tripods and sachtler Fluid Heads 
DV Systems -Digital Support for Every Budget 

.i. omeras regime Ildl I 
1 

: u p N Ille DVI2 SaThIler has a solution tailored I e i a at. .. O .i ri, ge.:..- toil., All 

1. lure Sa hller s patented counterbalance system and Tom h and Go'aedUe plates And all except Ille DV2 feature sliding cam 

DV2 System 
.Iller bash and G.. pill .k o-1,sr= 

-pith automatic camera lack and sale,. 
lever drop molection 
One step al dynamic counterbalance 
I rctionless leak proof fluid damping with 

me levels of drag 
:'ibrahonless vertical horizontal brakes 
Pua) n1 bubble fol hori/mttal leveling 

,.poli' S11,1e 7,11i11 ''huit DA 75 Long 

This system (0210) consists of: 

DV4XD System 
Same as the OV PLUS - 

0V4 %0 System 10610) consists of: 

DV4 System 
idle N Lind rr In :0110 .niter s eta 

camera lock and safety lever drop protection 
One step of dynamic counterbalance 
Frictionless leak proof mud damping with 
one levels ul drag 

Vrhratlonless vertical mmbontal brakes 
Built in bubble fur horizontal leveling 
Single stage 75min long tripod DA 75 

tow, tom 'o,,,," SP 

004 System (0410) consists tit: 

DV8 System 
Same as OV6 PI US 

DV8 System (0810) c0nststs of 

DVI2 
Same as OVB PLUS 

15" and 17" On Camera Prompters 

degree of tilt because of Its cutaway feature pis VPS Eveline lealote supeumpuSeS copy 

over the camera lens. enabling the reader to maintain maximum eye-to-eye contact Its 
easy and comfortable to read 0TV5 On Camera prompter poll make sure the talent has 

clear access to the prompter. The 1 T model has a viewing area of 123 5q inches. 39'- 
more Iban the 15' model The t5- On Cantora prompter 0. also .1.ailahlo in a Tree swirl.) 
pedestal model. which Can be ut, -:,'r . ' . ... AIMS 

MVP -12 
The MVP -12 incorporates OTV s Idlest &pion ter i.e.,. Pub 

studio and EFP prompting. The MVP -12 features the most 

advanced circuitry for a prompter of this size. Fully sell-con- 
tained. it otters high brightness and high resolution Mat 
ensureu unmatched ease of readability tot the speaker. The 

MVP-I2 is powered by AC in Sr. 

MVP -9 Mini 
the MVP -9 mini videopin ..l 
mailer cameras and small spaces The Tame or el tit perks( 

'lance is achieved as the larger CPT based Inds hot to a 

mailer configuration that is pou;.'' i A 

.move) Created for the new gene 

' nr Anton Bauer 13.14 volt batten,. .. 

location as well as studio prompting It weighs one, 191ós 

including the quick release roller plate for haul mounting ant 
balancing Below trie lens mounting is idibrell resulting Idea' 

counter balancing for ease of operation 

Videoprompter 
1 21b5 and hulk It 

,i nli,i .roil .,in,.r.i :.,,um .e. pip ;1nlfkl't and easel. : 
Inn nlher unto the VPS Fvelme feature assures Ina i' 

r .i1, rotting the sail 
- p. lake do nvheo. 

SONY 
PVW- 2600 /PVW- 2650 /PVW -2800 

Betacam SP Pro Series 
:7hrnever vmsaldity and no compromis 
rioice Legendary rellabillly and commit 

honed the PVW series as the standard in .i 

Series includes the PVW'2600 Player PVW -2650 Player h D,naina 70acking aria are 

PVW-2800 Editing Recorder They lealure hu011in TBCs LTCNITC bale code operation 

and RS -422 serial interlace They also offer composite. S -Video and component wd- 
inputs and outputs Most Important they are 111011 for lied, ever; day duly 

Bui14nt TBC s ana digital dropout compensation assure mm Two Ivltes of ilia 
srstenl picture performance Remote TBC adlustment can nerd connection 

be done using the optrunal BVR.50 TBC Remote Cunlrol dub connecmr I0 

The PVW'2600. PVW-2650 and PVW -2800 (generates as 

well) read VITC/ LTC time code as well as User Bits Extant 

time code. Regen,Presel. or Rec -Rum Free -Run selections 

Bwll -m character generator displays hile code or CO. data 

Sebpe menu for presetting many tultcbonal parameters 

Two longitudinal audio channels with Dolby C- t'pe NR Built -Ill coupler 

R ., n<lr.ible ,ii'-noct,,nlP ternies al lip Io 24% norma' O. nt it MnIOn' 

t at Speeds op In 10% 

D,namic Track' 
1101111.11 speed 

. iu. 

PVW-2650 Only 

PVW -2800 Only 

800 SERIES UHF WIRELESS 
MICROPHONE SYSTEMS 

,rim -a 

1Pro*:;*1 

a 

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPES 

1 

Professional Grade VHS 

2.39 2.39 - 
2. 

Broadcast Grade VHS Box 

3.29 3.99 4. 

H471S S.VHS Double Coated 

6.69 7 49 7. 

M221 Hr B Double Coated 

Metal Particles Metal Evaporated 
4 99 7. 

6 29 - 10. 

6 29 13. 

M321 SP Metal Betacam IBorl 
11.99 1249 12.' 

14.99 24.95 39.! 

DP121 DOC PRO 

749 879 
19.99 
30 99 

maxell 
NIB Metal Particle IIRMI 

Broadcast Quality Hie Metal Particle 
539 

1 69 

P4 PLUS VHS 

1 99 

2 19 

160 -PLOS VHS (Boil 

BO Broadcast Quality VHS (Box) 

3 89 - . 3.99 - - 

80 Professional SVHS Inn Box) 

6.79 
745 
Betacam SP 

13 49 19.99 

Panasonic 
Mini DV rame 

649 
7.99 

12.99 

h VC PRO 

699 
11.19 
20.99 

SONY 
H. 8 Protessional Metal Video Cassettes 

459 
649 
849 

PR Series Professional Grade VHS 

2.39 

PM Series Premier Grade Professional VHS 

10.! 
22.! 
39.! 

6.1 

7.. 

2.1 

2.1 

2.! 
3.! 

5r' 

6.! 
13.1 

29.! 

ea 5.! 

20.c- 

9.9 
19.4 
29.9= 
38.9 - 

7.9 
10.9 
14.9 

2.7 

Mini 00 Tape 

12 99 

11 99 

7.99 

Full Site DV Tape with Memory Chip 

POV Series Professional DVCAM Tape 

16.99 

33.49 
44 95 

3t 95 

Minima SByp1n9 NSA (WAIN N 11 In NNr g M t O.00p 75p tw aid MMus* . Ms M. W 50t pm SIN. 011N NM Mists YMaa PEleaa an valid WOO to supplier prim. Net FByBBBMM IM g1BIrBPl11ca1 wren. 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER: 

to 221 -5743 212 239 -7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS: 

10 947 -2215.212 239 -7549 

8 

8 

IDEO and PRO AUDIO Cant., 

New Address: 
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

ì FUJINON ENG LENSES 

hule f N, zamera teem 
der en., aster. delivering over high 
pert.' rice in ever small hod- 

s.'( I as eta increasingly dit 
:alt for l rs manulaclurers to 
(prove silly while keeping 
lean 1 . iiht to a 111111IIInln 

hól re:e 1 With Aspheric 
tchnolo. 14x21 human has sue 
Ceded n ianulacturing superior quality 
nses lh i rte both smaller and lighter than lenses of co 
!rational helical design From the widest amp,' to the 
guest Ir photo. Enamor, Iarr ea old h -'1 sl. lenses 
Ilea unpi dieted feap i. 

adven i and so op' u 

raking a nl how: well upd n 

Fulinon s broadcast hand -held lenses feature the very lat. 
est in optical and mechanical design. and manufacturing 
techniques. New EBC (Electron Beam Coaling) reduces 
flare and improves contrast, while ATO Aspheric 
Technology improves corner resolution and reduces chro. 
matic abberation. And all except the 36:1 Super Telephoto 
offer the exclusive "V- Grip" and Gulch Zoom. 

Al5X8EVM Standard Zoom Lens 
A weisahle performer in a compact package. offers AT2 
inner locus. Quick Zoom and the V -Grip' 7495.95 

A20X8EVM 
Standard /Telephoto Zoom Lens 

.s additional focal length with AT2 inner laus. 
m.Inn rile :'Gan, 11.499.95 

CI M OO I I PC -CODI & PC Scribe 
Text and Graphics Generator and Video Titling Software 

C -COCI orpowles a lenanrast Vu,dlh, e i. oiler and a wine hanrtv.Idtl' 
rear key- lc the highest quality reallune video character generation 
Id grapt 'Isola', A video graphics software empire running under 
zindmvs' ;DT PC Scribe offers a nez. approach and rust effective 
alutlon f r proposing titles and graphics (hat is meal for oiler produr- 
On and d- lily applications. Combined t' , a as r tr 

rile chata ei generation with the guilt. 

PC -CODI Hardware: ../1 
Fully -an- r lased displays Display and nary .1, -oh, n,lb :r- 
Less tale 10 nanosecond ellecbve pixel resolution 
16.7 mill n color selections Fast mealtune operations 
Charade L ago and PC% Image transparency 
Variable ges border drop shadow and offset 

' finable 
Full pos : n and justify control of character and row: :. fleets playback: wipes pushes fades 
User eel Idle intercharacter spacing !squeeze 8 expand, . N i sC or PAL sync generator with genlock 
Multiple il. craw' speeds Automatic character kerning Board addressaba ity for multi- channel applications 
User celi ale tab template fields Auto display sequencing Local message -page memory 
Shadel ' :(.grounds of variable sizes and transparent; Preview oulpul with safe- htlelcursonmenu overlay 
Software anlrolled video innng Composite and S-video input with autogenlock select 

PC- Scribe Software: 
Number fonts is virtually unlimited Also supports most Multiple preview windows can be displayed simullaneousl 
mternaho il language character sets Fonts load instantly Transitions effects include cut lade. push ripe reveal 
and the I- rl of antealasing applied is selectable peel. zoom matrix. wipe spiral split. weave and liner 
Adjust a le range of character attributes Wide choice of Import elements to build graphics This includes OLE 
compose i tools objects. INFiNIT! RGBA and TGA vilh alpha channel Si f 
Characte words rows and fields can color flash also imports and exports TIFF )PEG. PCX. TGA BLIP G 

Characte ails crawls and reveal modes Speed Is sele CLP ASCII IMG SGI PICT and EPS formals 
table and n he auto timed with pauses Messages can be 
manna ly 'sauced or put into sequences along :nth pa, 
transdiir 

PC -CODI and PC- Scribe Bundle 2995.00 

ThuFvIsIoN/Avid 
Pro'essional Video Production Workstation 

rid TARGA 1000 video carri ! .. 

nl coro, . . . I s I r e needs of production proles, I, -u11111111111,alors eau, atots and L 1 I : Graces '... 

TARGA 1000 Features: 
The TARGA 030 delivers high processing speed or video ara ,mino elleds. titling and composiling. Capture edit and pia. 
back lull, ',cn. Ioli- resolution 60 fields per second digial video with fully synchronized CDquality audio 

Compress n can be adjusted on the fly lo opinmze for Genlock using separale sync Input for working m proles - 

image gar i r y armor minimum storage space Has compas sona, video suites 
de and 5 reo inputs/outputs Also available wM contro- Audio is digitized a144 IKHt or 48KHZ sampling rates. for 
neot mini! utput l TARGA 1000 PRO professional quality stereo sound Delivers perfectly syn- 

chronized audio and video 

MCXpress Features: 
he ideal to for video and multimedia producers who reggile prediclable project throughput and high-quality results when 
reating'ad ' and digital media tor training promotional marketing material local television and cable commercials, CDROM 

Ind Interner alranel distribution Based nn Avid s ndustr;- leading technology. it combines a robust editing lunctionalrly with a 
treainlined deenlace. Oilers integration with third-party Windows applications professional editing features. powerful media 

manageme Idle tool and a plug -in effects architecture II also features multiple output options including so you save óme 
na money ' -easing media assets across a range of video and multimedia proleds 

TARGA 1000/MCXpress Turnkey Systems: 
300 -wat 6 -Bay lull tower AT% chassis 
Pentium 0-% motherboard with 512K cache 
Pentium II. 450 MHz Processor 
Matreo l 'illenium II AGP 4MB WRAM display card 
128MB Ins 168 -Pin ( DIMMI S -DRAM 
IBM 10: 11 DE System Drive 
Seagate arracuda EXLeroal9.1 GB SCSI -3 ultra -vide capture drive 
Adapter r CA- 2940U2W Ultra Wide SCSI -3 controller card 
Teat CD :32e 32% EIDE Internal CD-ROM dove 3 5 loppy dove 
Altec -La hag ACS -48 3 -piece deluxe speaker system 
Viewsour : G771 17- (1280 x 10241 monitor (0 27mm dol pitch) 
Micros° - MS Mouse Focus 2001A keyboard 
Avid MC mass for Windows NT Windows NT 4 0 operating system 
Truewsn - TARGA 1000 or 1000 Pro Video Capture Card 

With TARP 1000 65995 00 

With TARP 1000 Pro (component input/output) S6495 00 

áH 
PHOTO-VIDEO-PRO AUDIO 

AILT 

KNOX VIDEO 

RS4x4 /8x8/ 16x 16/ 1 6x8/ 12x2 
Video /Audio Matrix Routing Switchers 

sable. easy -to -use and very affordable Housed in an ultra-tlor. ' 

mount chasms they accept and mute Ion the . ertn i' inter. a1, 

Wally any video signal. including olthe -an I' 

corrected video. They also route balanced 
audio The audio follows the video of you .m" 
u.dely Ibreakavay audiol. Each of the swatcher atei, nui 

rid 01 via front panel operation They can also be controlled 
-motels' by a PC. a Knox RS Remote Controller or by a Knox 

-niote Keypad via their RS -232 port Front panel LEDs indicate the current routed pattern at 
,' limes Knox si /itcher5 are ideal for applications such as studio-feed control and 5vntcher input com 
"ii. plus they have an internal timer allowing limed sequence of patterns for surveillance applications as well 

A cep( and routes virtually any onevoll NTSC or PAL video 
.nmal input to ally or all video outputs 
;.cep( and route two roll mono Or stereo unbalanced 
audio inputs to arty or all audio outputs 
/oleo and audio inputs can be routed independently they 
don't need to have the saune destination 
Can store and recall preset crosspomt patterns Not avail- 
able on RS122 I 

Front panel key -pad operation for ease manual operation 
Can also be controlled via RS232 interface with optional 
RS Remote Controller or Remote Keypad 
Font panel LED indicators display the present routing pal - 

terns al all tines 
An internal battery remembers and restores the cunenl 
pattern m case of power failure 

Internal vertical interval switching h' mare anones of 

svitchmg 
Housed in a Thin profile raCkmounl _ Chassis 
Also except the RS122 are available in S-Vudeo versions 
with: itliout audio 
Models RS168 and RSt6x16 are also available in 
RGB component version 
With optional Remote Video Readoct. the RS1603 and 
RS1606 can display active routes ro a monitor at remote 
locations via a composite signal 1¢m a BNC connector on 
the rear panel 
The RS4x4 R58x8 and RSI6x16 an also available with 
balanced stereo audio They operate al 660 ohms and han- 
te the h i l l range of balanced audio ID to .4 dB voth pro. r.. n. , ned self-locking. bare-wire connectors 

all 

LEADER 
Manulactuong test and measurement eni.,pmelC for pier 40 rears Leenri In.V aln est5 

Irle standard which olhers are measured against for reliability performance and 
cl impnrried -rest effectiveness 

5860C 
WAVEFORM MONITOR 

REsflow 

rr rouas! 
".t tae. ICenri ride' red IA m 

monitor. and the unit accepts 
rernce Builhn Calibrator and ore 

,i' DC restorer is also provided 

5850C 
VECTORSCOPE 

uillanemrs sub' tit -side 
waveform and vector monitor 
lag Featured is an electronnall, it waled vector scale that precludes 
the need fm fussy centering adjustments and eases phase adjust- 
ments from relatively long viewing distances Povlsion is made for 
selecting the phase reference Iron erther A v i inputs or a separate 
external liming reference 

5100 4- Channel Component / Composite WAVEFORM 
Ili. 5100 handles three channels of component signals plus a fourth channel for composite signals in nixed component 

-iposrte lacdities Features are overlaid and parade wavelorm displays. component vector displays and automatic bow: -he or 
ark fin- displays for lining checks Menu-driven options select Iorma1(525:60 625 50. and t 125 60 HDTV). full line-select 

- for calibration. preset Irolllpanel setups and more On- screen readout of scan rates Ihne- select preset numbers. trigger 
or, e cursor Irene and volts 

51 OOD Digital Waveform/Vectorscope 
5100D can work in component digital as well as component analog tacdllies land nixed operaiionsl It provides compre- 

e':Iavetorm. vector Inning and picture monitoring capabilities Menu driven control functions extend familiar waveform 
ervations into highly specialized areas and include local calibration control the ability to show or blank SAV EAV signals in 

II, the waveform and picture the ability to monitor digital signals in GBR or YCbCr form line soled (with an adjustable win- 
Joy. I memory storage of Ie .' -h.., . with the ability to provide onscreen labels Warble cursor ineasurr ments. automatic 
525 60 and 625 50 operativ'' Id, much more 

5870 Waveform/Vectorscope w/SCH and Line Select 
A twoclannel Waveform microprocessor-run 5870 permits overlaid wavelorm Ind vector disp!a, 
as well as overlaid A and B ' !.'.., Sion amplitude and liming phase matching Use of decoced R-Y allows m 
Iwely nigh -resolution PG and DP mo.Isurpments The 5870 adds a precision SCH measurement oral on- screen nun' 
readout of error with an analog display of SCH error over field and line times Full-raster line selen s also featured 
on-screen readout of selected lines a strobe arm r... PI% 1.101 oulpe,, salmi to hmpd,mq the spier h n brie aM rvrv- 
up to nine lines for routine checks 

5872A Combination Waveform/Vectorscope 
All the operating advantages of the 5810. except SGH ms delete.(, - ..roi I retained, making it meal for ;aieltite work 

5864A Waveform Monitor 5854 Vectorscope 
A twmmpul waveform monitor that offers full monitoring A dual channel compact vetlurscope the 5854 provides a' 

facilities for cameras. VCRs and video transmission links The cismn checkout of camera encoders ant camera balanift 
5864A oilers front panel selection of A or B inputs the choice well as the means for precise genlock adjustments fol two io 
of 2H or 2V display with sweep magnibcalron. and dal Ire- more video sources Font panel contra's choose between A 
quency response or the Insertion et an IRE lifter In addition and B inputs for display and between A and 8 for decoder rel- 
a swntchable gain boost al %4 magnifies setup to 30 IRE erence Gain is fixed or variable with Inn( panel controls for 
mots. and a dashed graticule line al 30 rinds on screen facili- gain and phase adjustments A gain boast of 5% facilitates 
tales easy setting of master pedestal Intensity and focus are precise camera balance adjustments an the held Supplied 
fixed and automatic for optimum display Supplied with an with a DC power cable 
instruction manual and DC power cable 

Designed for EFP and ENG (electronic held production and electronic news galuermgi operations they to ature compact size . 

light weight and 12 V DC power operation. Thus lull monitoring facilities can be carried into the field and powered from NP-1 
batteries battery belts and vehicle power Careful thought has been given to the reduction of operating controls to facilitate the 
maximum in monitoring options with the operating simplicity demanded an held wank 
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GILMER & ASSOCIATES. INC. 

TECHNOLOGY! MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 

BRAD GILMER 
PRESIDENT 2207 RINGSMITH On 

ATLANTA GA 30345 
TEL 1770. Lt4 9952 
FAX ¡7701493 742, 
EMAIL E9YOe,42EMcan 

D.L. MARKLEY 
& Associates, Inc. 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
2104 West Moss Ave. 
Peona. Illinois 61604 

Phone (309) 673 -7511 FAX (309) 673 -8128 

www.dImarkley.com 
Member AFCCE 

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E. 
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER, 
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV 

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork 
2684 State Route 60 RD "I 

Loudonville, OH 44842 
419 -994 -3849 FAX 419 -994 -5419 

STATEOFTIIEARTENGI'. KING 
FOR AUDIO ANDVIULI 

GINEERING DESIGN GAD DRAFTING SERVICES 
FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PAM I PANELRAC'K.ti 

"tSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENTSALES 

(201)837-8424 
rlV1LnniN17.x191 

WSI'WJAUCI4C TLV\G h' 

For Sale 

S T U D I O 

EXCHANGE 
www.studio- exchange.com 

Phone -818 -840 -1351 

Fax -818 -840 -1354 

Broadcast Video Equipment -NEW & USED 
- Experts in System Integration - 

Buy Sell Trade 

Sony Products Specialists! 

List V -Bay 
Auction 

On -line 

Store 

SONY 
Circle (243) on Free Into Card 

Shopping for Equipment. 
Before you pay too much...check www.digibid.com 

The Internet Auction Marketplace 
Best Deals On the Planet! 

Circle (244) on Free Into Card 

a...rl.tracr cln.ú..Pe.iná Anril 2000 

video. audio. & automation electronics 
serving manufacturers & systems integrators 

electronics R & D 

& custom product design 
BARANTI GROUP INC 

phone 19051479 -0148 
1'ndv..iunal Fnginrrr'. Lu 19051479.0149 

"NAMEYOUROWNPRICE 
ONDUPLICATIONS" 

AUDIO VIDEO CD -ROM DVD DISK 
Any Quantity 

WWW.QUOTEIT.COM 
"The First On -Line 

Name Your Own Price Web Site" 
A dNISM M 051x012Imnme, Uoup. a publicly traded <OpM11/ 

El B R O A D C A S T 

u 
z 

z 

z 

6 
z 

i 
o 

PRODUCTS/ 
I. 

BECK 

16024 Central Commerce Dr., 
Austin, TX 78660 

1-888-422-8600 
FAX: (512) 670 -4390 

AESIO Digital /Audio Converter Panel 

Provides simple conversion between 110 ohm and 

75 ohm audio signals transformer coupled. INC 

connectors for 75 ohm coaaconnedions. Removeable 

terminal block connectors for 110 ohm paired audio 

cable 32 posi)ions Two rackunits (3 51$1,245 

.... . 
TBC -RMT - TBC Remote Control Unit 

Remote control of up to 3 TB( s. For use with 11( 

Panasonic and Sony. Purchased with I, 1, or 3 

modules With 3 modules $960 
c 

SCR -4X8- Serial Machine Control Router - 

Input /Output Twelve rear mounted 019-F connec- 

tors (four controllers, eight devices). EIA RS -422 send 

and receive. Controls: Twelve lighted pushbuttons 

for channel assignment $1,080 

7 
I 

T 

OAK +i 
SCP -10-Serial 422 Patch Panel 10 o 10 

passive non- normalling serial doto patch panel. 

Two rack units high. legend strips and 10 parch 

cords included $400 

z 
O r 
z 
ó 
i 

< 
r_ 

_ 

. 
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For Sale 

AcousticsFirst 
c 888. 765.2900 Numbe 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http: / /www.acousticsfirst.com 

NEW EQUIPMENT AT WHOLESALE! 
I :t p:/ /www.advancedvideosystems 
.t om 6,000 sale prices on line! Factory 
authorized for 60 makes! Factory 
s:.aled new full warranty. ADVANCED 

IDEA SYSTEMS (800) 233-2430. 

11 4 geinto gear 
d sò your product or service 

roadtlast Engineering 
Classifieds! 

Rates 

Advertising rates in Broadcast Engi- 
leering are 1460° per column inch, per 
insertion, with frequency discounts avail- 
able. There is a one inch minimum. 

Ads may also be purchased By -The- 
'Nord for $2.25 per word, per insertion. 
Initials and abbreviations count as full 
words. Minimum charge is $4500 per in- 
sertion. Frequency discounts and reader 
service numbers not available for by- 
!he-word classified space. 

One additional color is available at 
'.3950° per insertion. Color is determined 
:1y publisher at time of imposition. 

Broadcast Engineering will reproduce 
:nusiness cards in a special advertising 
:section of professional services for the 
:Iroadcast industry. Cost is $1650° per 
isertion, black and white reproduction 
:tnly. 

Blind Box ads (replies sent to Broad - 
:ast Engineering for forwarding) are an 
additional $450°. Reader Service Num- 
:Iers are available for $550° per insertion, 
rfree with 4 -inch or larger ads. In ad- 

:lition, company will be listed in the Ad- 
. ertisers' Index. 

No agency commission will be paid 
:.n classified place. No prepayment is 
squired. 

To reserve your classified 
ad space, call Brian Huber 

at 1 -800- 896 -9939 
or 913- 967 -1732 

Fax: 913- 967 -1735 

e-mail: brian huber@intertec.com 

Edit Suite System 
Alpha/PSP Elite 500 compositing switcher. 

4 superlayers plus 4 aux layers 

Accom Axial 2010 editor 

3 of GVG Kaleidoscope DVE channels 

2 of GVG Kaleidoscope control panels 

2 of GVG Kaleidoscope controller chassis 

3 of GVG Kadenza switcher channels 

GVG Kadenza control panel 

For more information please contact 

post @pinnaclestudios.com or 

call engineering at 206- 443 -1000 

GMZ ELECTRONICS 
Audio & Video 
Printed Circuit Boards 

for Modifications and Stand Alone Hook -Up 

Ç(1, 111.\'(: AYNIA',111(7/A.VIi :177 E \f ATOMS 
,udire Pad.: !41'aá. un rarh hrrurd: hiNl uhm. I/I I 

4s11111. ru1B. IIB. 1111111. 15/11I and 21MB Pad, Pa, l'h.rrnrrm homer' 

J81ó11 I'hanl Power Suppl 48 %oh Spikier /4 Mlir 
I nhalanred Io Balanced Buffer -ralkharh 'ru Mule fard 
%udio 1/W611011.n Mrowp. I h Miser Insert Send Buffer 
IFH Communications Card Digital fidar table EQ. 

.,,, .. ̂ nv.lr. IISI11C\CIIIII l'han; ,III I r,u ) 

TEST PATTERN SOURCES 
Composite, S- Video, Component, 

RGB & Sync, Many options: 
Ntultiple Patterns. Character Id and Ton. 

GEKCO www.gekco.com 

Toll Free: 888 -435.7221 

mwto,,,rritic PH: 423- 585 -5827 
FAX: 423 -585 -5831 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 
E- MAIL. whisper4Dlcs.com 

WEB SITE: 
www.whisperroom.com 

116 S. Sugar Hollow Road 
Monistown, Tennessee 37813 

Vocal Booths 
Broadcast Booths 

etc... 

Broadcast 
ENGINEERING 

RN, sell. 

consign or trade. 

We're the most 

flexible 

in the business. 

B A 

AS 
STO 

L.A. (818) 551-5858 
N.Y. (212) 268-8800 

www.broadcaststore.com 

Circle (246) on Free Into Card 

Save 30% - 70% on quality 
reconditioned test equipmert. 

Tektronix - Hewlett Packard - 

Videotek, MSI, etc. 

Video - RF - Microwave - Fiberoptics 

BUY- SELL - LEASE - TRADE 

Telegne Suite 
Rank Cintel Turbo telecine with Festival, MetaSpeed. 35mm & 16mm gates 
Tube Enhancements thick faceplate tube 
Kinesis scan effects unit: zoom. rotate. focus. de- strobe 
DaVinci DUI 8:8:8 digital color corrector with Kilovectors and Edwin (serial #1451) 
Time Logic (TLC) standalone edit controller. 4 -VTR port 
Digital Vision DVR1000 grain reducer with ASC and ANR 

Aaton Keylink timecode/keykode system. current hardware and software 
Accom DIS422 Stills store (serial # 1114) 

Steadifilm 2 system also available 
Nagra T audio tape recorder 

For more information please contact post @pinnaclestudios.com or call engineering at 206- 443 -1000 

Circle (247) on Free Into Card 
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Services 

Are You Exposed? 
Premium Cable Satellite Space 

Fully Protected 

GE SAT(OM ( -3 Full time DigiCipher -II digital channels 

Fully protected & non- preemptable 

Located at 131 W.L. 

E.O.L. 2004 

Uplinking, playback, editing, and duplication services available 

Call Doug Greene at 303- 784 -8809 
or E -Mail at dgreene @jic.com 

Circle (248) on Free Info Card 

JONES- 

r 
i/1N4bZZI 

company. m< 

Ground Facilities 
Earth Stations 
Towers 
Civil Works 
Testing/Inspections 
Tall Towers 

Engineers /Constructors 

Structural Studies 
Static/Dynamic Analyses 
Failure Analyses 
Risk Assessments 
Location/Height Verification 
Surveying /GIS 

Design /Build 

PROVIDING TURNKEY ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION 
SERVICES TO THE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY 

28 North First Street, Suite 210 San Jose. CA 95113 
(408)297 -2700 FAX:(408)297 -2766 web: www.tfanco.com 

Circle (249) on Free Info Card 

Place your 
business on top 

of the world 
with 35,000+ 
worldwide 
circulation! 

Advertise in 

Broadcast 
Engineering! 

Discover the Advantages of 
Reprints! 

For a quote or to discuss how reprints 
from this magazine can work 

for you --call me! 

Jenny Eisele, Intertec Publishing 
Phone: 913- 967 -1966 Fax: 913- 967 -1901 

')1 4 Broaldcast Engineering April 2000 

We specialize in sustems 

integration, but what we're 

reallg about is solutions. 

t ' r 
SYSTEMS. 

For details call us at 

(818) 551 -5871 
or visit us at 

www.b -bsystems.com 

Circle (250) on Free Info Card 

READY 
WHEN 
YOU ARE 

As soon as you're ready, you can 

put your ad message in the Help 
Wanted section of Broadcast 
Engineering classifieds! Promote 
your company and post a job 
opening! 

('all Brian 1lnher today! 
-S(1(1 -896 -9939 

Fax 913 -9(,7 -1735 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Help Wanted 

STUDIO MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: 
'.lust be able to perform the following 
duties: install and maintain studio trans- 
i if ission equipment including video switch- 
( rs, audio consoles, DVE, CG, SS. cameras, 

nd robotics. Familiarity with automation 
s stems and master control environment. 

mould possess a general computer /net- 
s, orking background. Must be able to work 
( n a rotating shift schedule. Candidates 

mould have an engineering degree or 
equivalent technical training. SBE /FCC 
certification a plus. If you want to be a 

art of the exciting transition to HDTV in 
t to most exciting city in the world, please 
send your resume and cover letter to: Kurt 
I anson, Chief Engineer, WABC -TV, 7 Lin- 
coln Square, New York, NY 10023. No tele- 
phone calls or faxes please. We are an 
equal opportunity employer. 

EROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER 
Cpscation Reliefl- Excellent opportunity 
for an experienced Broadcast Engineer 
a' the ABC O &O in New York. Responsi- 
b lities include the installation /mainte- 
n.lice of studio and transmission equip - 
n, tint, including video switchers, routers, 
V'R, audio consoles, SS, cameras and DVE. 

ust be able to do component level re- 
p.tir, work well under pressure and with 
lit 'le supervision. Must possess knowledge 
of analog / digital systems, and a minimum 
of three years broadcast television expe- 
rt, nce. Candidates should have an engi- 
neering degree or equivalent technical 
training. SBE /FCC certification a plus. 
Please send resume only to: Kurt Hanson. 
Vs tBC -TV, 7 Lincoln Square, New York. NY 
11 )23. No telephone calls or faxes please. 
Vt are an equal opportunity employer. 

Get your ad in 

the next available issue! 

Call Brian Huber 
today for details: 

800 -896 -9939 

DIRECTV - AN ENTERTAINING 
PLACE TO WORK! 

DIRECTV Is he nation's SI digital satellite entertainment service. We deliver mess to over 210 digital-quality channels, including 32 premium movie 

channels like HBO ®, S1ARH® and SHOWIIME® poWlor able networks, 31 audio Musk Choke channels, every major professional and college spats 

subscription, and as many as 55 different pay per view choices o night We also offer 24-hour customer service. The best known and most widely respect- 

ed consumer elernonics manufacturers produce the DIRECIV System hardware. Over 8.1 million homes and businesses across the country, including those 

subscribing to the medium power PRIMESIAR by DIRECIV Service, now enjoy DIRECIV® entertoinment and may more are signing up for DIRECIV® 

Service every day. Additionally, DIRECIV will soon provide innovative intemative features that will keep our product on the leading edge of entertainment 

hmakthroughs for 'he. res of die century and bevo,lI 

Principal Engineer, Broadcast Systems (201946 -RU) 
We are looking for an engineer . e team leadership to a grow -n fleets responsible for a state-of-the-on broadcast automation system of our 

new broadcast center. Will be respo me for schedules, task nanagen em and performance as we oll work with vendors and broadcast center customers 

on-site to resolve onoir issues. We are looking for individuals with 15 years software and systems development and 5 years of team leadershdi'non 

ngement experience. Must have background in performing system level and software application design, implementation, testing and various computer 

platforms including UNIX and Windows. 

Sr. Staff, Broadcast Systems (201947 -BU) 
We ore looking for an individual to pedorro en tuend development and implemenotion of o stateof-thean monitoring system for new bmadcas faiF 
ity Responsible for the design, development, testing and implementation activities. 10 years of software and systems development expeneae, o back- 

ground in performing system level and software application design for operating systems including UNIX and Windows, and o BS in Computer Science or 

EE are desired 

Sr. Staff Engineer, Broadcast Systems (201948 -BU) 
We are looking for an in ividuol to participate in the implementation of changes to existing broadcast automation systems, participate in the planning, 

selection, design and implementation of a new hoodcast automation system. 10 years of software development experience in performing softwoo oppli 

cotton design for various operating systems including HP -0X, 0NX and Windows NT ore desired. Applicants should hove n BS in Computer Science on EE 

and o Master's is preferred 

Staff Engineer 2 (201945 -BU) 
You will perform end-to-end development and implementation of the monitoring system for our broadcast facility Responsible for development, testing 

and implementation adroities. 5.7 years of software and systems development experience and a background perfuming system level and software appli 

anon design, ,mplemenotian and testing for various pfodoms and operating systems including UNIX and Windows ond'C' language. 

Staff Engineer 1 (201944 -BU) 
Will perform deve opment and implementation of our error monitoring system for our broadest facility. Responsible for development, testing and imple- 

mentation activities 0.3 years of software development experience in performing software application development using various platforms end VP 
acing systems including UNIX, Windows and 'C' language is desired. Candidates should possess o BSCS or BSEE and a Master's in Combater Science is 

pretend. 

DIRECIV offers its employees an excellent benefe package including a choke of ntedlcd and denol plow, optical coverage, Ede and disability msmince, 

o 401k plan, retirement, generous vocation and holiday allowances and education reimbursement. Please send your 

resume, indicating appropriate job code, to our corporate headquarters located at DIRECTV, Inc, 
Employment, P.O. Box 915, El Segundo, CA 90245 or email (text format only, no atochments) to: 

resume@directv.com For more information about DIRECIV, please visit our website at www.áredv.com 
DIRECIV is proud to be an equal opporoniry /affirmative action employer. We strongly support workforce diversity OIRECTV. 

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING: CBS 
O &O in San Francisco is looking for an 
experienced Director of Engineering. 
Person should have strong credentials 
in personnel and budget management. 
Emphasis is on experience in 
broadcast engineering, digital, MIS, and 
Internet. Good project planning and 
communications skills a must. Fax 
resume to: (415) 765 -8796. EOE 

KNVA -TV seeks highly motivated Master - 
Control Operator to fill overnight position. 
Some experience in Television is pre- 
ferred, computer experience is a must. 
Applications will be accepted until March 
24, 2000. Send your current resume to 
908 West MLK, Austin, Texas. 78701. 
E.O.E, no phone calls please. 

MEDIA GENERAL BROADCAST GROUP 
www.mgbg.cont WJTV -TV: Sports Re- 
porter/ Videographer to perform 
videographer duties, editing, and on -air 
presentation of sports stories: write 
sports copy: and maintain awareness of 
current events for both news and sports. 
Education equivalent of BS degree in 
Journalism, Communications or related 
field. Minimum two years TV sports re- 
porting, videography, and editing ex- 
perience preferred. Tape required. 
Ability to operate technical equipment, 
such as recording and editing equip- 
ment. Knowledge of Journalistic stan- 
dards as they relate to video presenta- 
tion of news stories. Strong writing and 
communication skills. EOE M/F Drug 
Screen. Send to HR Dept. 1820 TV Road, 
Jackson, MS 39204 -4148 
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Help Wanted 

W 
WANT TO BUILD THE NEWSROOMS OF THE FUTURE? 

Manager of Newsroom Technology 
Job Advertisement 

CeTime Warner Cable's Local News Group is seeking a Manager of News- 

Q room Technology who will be responsible for researching and imple- 
menting the technology and production tools used for its local news and 

w programming operations. This position requires knowledge of news- 

room production, playback and automation systems. Candidates must 
W have 3 -5 years demonstrated experience in: video /audio systems design, 

2 m computer /network design and technical facility construction. 

i Q If you are looking to combine your engineering, production and com- 

Itol (3 purer skills to build the next generation of local content production 
systems, fax or e-mail your resume and salary history to: 

FAX: 203- 328 -3294 
EMAIL: jobs @twcnews.com 

Time Warner Cable is an Equal Opportunity Employer 

I M MAD 
ECVS 

Are you being challenged? 
IMMAD ECVS. a division of AZCAR Technologies Incorporated. a public company trading as 

AZZ on the Toronto Stock Exchange. is one of the largest combined independent system 

integration companies and is a world leader in Broadcast Systems Integration. We are a 

dynamic company poised for significant growth in the exciting conversion to digital television. 

With plants in Markham. Ontario. and Boonton. New Jersey. IMMAD ECVS is koking for 

Project Managers and Engineers who want to be pan of our successful team and challenged by 

digital television. 

Project Management 
Broadcast Systems Integration 

Qualifications include: Industrial Engineering and /or Electrical Engineering skills set. 

knowledge or keen interest in TV broadcast systems. strong interpersonal and communication 

skills, and an excellent financial skill set. APMI accreditation a plus. 

Senior and Mid -level Television System Engineers 
The senior Engineering candidate should have the following: a E.E. and/or P. Eng., a strong 

background in Television engineering, financial and management skills at the project level and a 

have a working knowledge of AutoCAD. 

The Mid -level Engineering candidate should have the following: a good background in 

television engineering, and engineering management skills with a working knowledge of 
AutoCAD. A E.E. or P. Eng.. would he a plus. 

Candidates must possess excellent problem solving abilities, be able to accept responsibility. 

work in a team environment and have a working knowledge of Office 97. Successful applicants 

will be mature. organized. able and willing to travel for several weeks at a time. 

Please send resume to: 

FAX: 1905) 470 -2559 
Email: sam.gouveia @immad.com 
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WE PLACE ENGINEERS 
Employer Paid Fees. 

20 Years personalized & 

confidential service. 
All USA States & Canada 

MAIL & FAX: 

Z 

KEYSTONE INT'L., INC. 
Dime Bank , 49 S. Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 USA 

Phone (570) 655.7143 Fax (570) 654-5765 
website: keystoneint.com 

We respond to all 

Employee & Employer Inquiries 

ALAN CORNISH / MARK KELLY ,,,, 

ATroadband Job Opening Broadcast 

Technician needed at multi -channel TV facilities in 

Littleton, CO. Duties include installation and repair of all 

types of broadcast video and audio equipment. Minimum 

qualifications include 3+ years of broadcast video. audio 

equipment repair and operations experience. The 

preferred candidate will also possess an SBE and/or 

Associates Degree in electronics and experience in 

maintenance and repair of analog and digital video and 

audio equipment including: multiple format video tape 

recorders. video file servers. On -Air Automation Systems. 

routing switchers, and master control switchers. Other 

duties. weekend and shift work as required. A drug and 

background check will be required for successful 

applicants. Non -smoking environment. EOE. 

Please send resume to: 

AT &T Broadband 

National Digital Television Center - Denver 

ATTN: Human Resources 

cc: Broadcast Engineering Manager 

4100 E. Dry Creek Road 

Littleton, CO 80122 

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

http ww.ndtc- tci.COm 

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING: WVPT- 
TV. an award- winning PBS station 
located in the beautiful Shenandoah 
Valley, seeks a Director of Engineering. 
The ideal candidate will manage all 
aspects of the Engineering and 
Operations departments. Capital 
planning, familiarity with budgets, and 
strong supervisory skills required. Will 
oversee WVPT's DTV conversion, 
maintenance, and technical operations. 
Requires excellent communications 
skills, prior management experience, 
working knowledge of analog and digital 
transmitters, microwave, studio, master 
control equipment, linear /nonlinear 
production systems, MAC, PC, UNIX, 

computer networking systems. Prefer 
FCC General Class license or Senior 
Engineer SBE certification. Plant in very 
good condition; capital needs have been 
addressed annually as we begin our 
migration to DTV. Reply to Executive 
Secretary, WVPT, 298 Port Republic 
Road, Harrisonburg, VA 22801. EOE /AA 
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Help Wanted 

ASST. DIRECTOR 
OF ENGINEERING 

ABC7 Los Angeles is looking for an 
experienced technical manager who 
will assist the Director of Engineering 
in overseeing the day -to -day technical 
operations of the station. Qualified 
candidates should have significant 
experience in broadcast engineering 
including maintenance, in -house and 
remote operations and design, capital 
planning and implementation, knowl- 
edge of physical plant systems, techni- 
cal construction, and a strong familiar- 
ity with applicable laws, regulations 
and standards. 

Interested applicants must possess 
excellent verbal and written commu- 
nication skills and should have prior 
experience working with collective 
bargaining units. Knowledge of and 
familiarity with networking systems, 
PC /MAC platforms and operations 
systems, AutoCad and Excel a must. 
Minimum of 5 years major market tel- 
evision experience in engineering 
management or supervision required. 
College degree preferred. 

Please send resume to: ABC7 Los 
Angeles, Attn: Kimberly Castillo, 
Dept. ADE /BE, 4151 Prospect 
Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 
90027. No phone 
calls please. 
Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 

KAK LOS ANGELES 

CHIEF ENGINEER: WHUT -TV, WASHING - 
TON DC Howard University is currently 
seeking a CHIEF ENGINEER to provide 
t sidance and management of the Engi- 
r ering Department of WHUT; oversees 
tLe maintenance of all broadcast and 
c losed circuit equipment. Identifies tech- 

cal equipment. Identifies technical mal - 
f nctions and trouble shooting technical 
equipment. Diagnosis equipment prob- 
I. ms and assigning and inspection repair 
and maintenance work. Interested appli- 
cants should submit a cover letter and 
t. o resumes, re: Job Number: J- 46199 -D- 
99. to: Howard University Department of 
E:nployment, 400 Bryant Street, NW, Wash- 
ington, DC 20059. Please see the full post - 
irg for this position, including position 
requirements, on our website 
www.howard.edu. Howard University is 
an EOE /AA Employer. 

National Sales Manager 
You will manage and direct the sales, promotion, customer relations, and training for 
North America for Clear -Corn Matrix Plus and Party Line. Your responsibilities will 
include the supervision of the internal sales team and three regional sales managers, 
customer support, and applications engineering. You will work closely with media 
marketing, product management, engineering, finance, and manufacturing. 

A minimum of five years in senior sales management in the broadcast and /or 
professional audio market with a proven record plus a bachelors degree or MBA in 
marketing, business, or related fields is required. 

We offer highly competitive salaries commensurate with experience, excellent 
benefits, and a corporate environment that encourages and rewards talented 
individuals. Clear -Com is enjoying record -breaking growth and stability. 
Please forward your resume to: 

HR @clearcom.com or Fax 510- 496 -6602. 
All responses will be held in strictest confidence. 1o1) 

Clear Com 
A Intercom Systems 

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING: The State of 
Wisconsin Educational Communications 
Board, the licensee of five public television 
and 18 public radio stations, has an immedi- 
ate opening for a Director of Engineering/Chief 
Engineer. This position is responsible for the 
planning, development, and ongoing manage- 
ment of statewide delivery engineering for the 
Wisconsin Public Radio and Television net- 
works. The Director of Engineering has over- 
all responsibility for coordinating the work of 
44 Engineering/Operations professionals in the 
Engineering Division. Successful applicants will 
have education, training, credentials and ex- 
perience demonstrating the capacity to pro- 
vide leadership to a strong engineering team. 
The individual will be responsible for plan- 
ning and implementing the digital transition 
for the state radio and television networks, 
including replacement of head end facilities 
and the broadcast network interconnect. A 
successful candidate will have 7+ years of ex- 
perience in complex project management, 
broadcast technology and supervision of staff. 
Must be thoroughly familiar with digital broad- 
cast technology and transmission systems. 
from Master Control through antenna. Attrac- 
tive and competitive salary commensurate 
with qualifications and experience. Excellent 
benefit package. Headquarters location: Madi- 
son, WI. Send detailed resume and salary his- 
tory in confidence to: Personnel - Director of 
Engineering Search, The Wisconsin Public 
Broadcasting Center, 3319 West Beltline High- 
way, Madison, WI 53713. Include a letter de- 
scribing how your experience will contribute 
to the Wisconsin state radio and television 
network conversion to digital broadcasting. 
Candidate consideration begins immediately 
and position remains open until filled. AN 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

VICE PRESIDENT, ENGINEERING & OP- 
ERATIONS: KDVR Fox 31 has an excit- 
ing opportunity for an experienced, se- 
nior- level, engineering manager. The 
station is currently constructing a new, 
state -of- the -art facility in preparation 
for a FOX -style news launch (check it 
out at www.kdvr.com), and we're seek- 
ing the right person to oversee the tech- 
nical and operational departments. Job 
duties include: responsibility for all en- 
gineering and technical aspects of 
KDVR's facilities; managing all technical 
operations for news, including start -up: 
overseeing all maintenance and opera- 
tional functions encompassing all areas 
of engineering; planning, coordinating 
and implementing capital projects, in- 
cluding budgets, timelines and organi- 
zation; acting as liaison between engi- 
neering and all departments, including 
news, for on- going, daily operations, ma- 
jor events and special projects. RE- 
QUIREMENTS: 5 years experience as a 
chief engineer in a medium to large mar- 
ket as a proven project manager, staff 
developer, and administrator of televi- 
sion engineering operations required; 
several years management level expe- 
rience in a news environment required; 
excellent managerial, organizational, in- 
terpersonal and communication skills 
required; strong knowledge of FCC rules 
and regulations required; knowledge of 
computer and transmission systems re- 
quired; SBE certification strongly de- 
sired. No phone calls, please. Qualified 
candidates should send or fax resumes 
with salary requirements to KDVR Fox 
31, Attn: Human Resources /VPE, 501 
Wazee St., Denver, CO 80204. FAX (303) 
357 -3953 EOE 
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Help Wanted 

ENGINEERS 
Turner Broadcasting System has career 
opportunities for experienced television en- 

gineers. These career positions demand an 

extensive background in equipment main- 
tenance, digital video and audio, and 
knowledge of computer systems and net- 
works. Please mail or fax your resume and 
cover letter to: 

Jim Brown 
Assistant Vice President of Engineering 

Services 
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. 

One CNN Center 
P.O. Box 105366 

Atlanta, GA 30348 -5366 

Fax: 404 -827 -1835 Phone: 404 -827 -1638 

TBS is an equal opportunity employer. 

THE WORLD'S NEWS LEADER 

MEDIA GENERAL BROADCAST GROUP 
www.mgbg.com WJTV -TV: Executive Pro- 
ducer to oversee daily news assignment 
operations; plan special events and 
projects; supervise daily output assign- 
ments; and share responsibility for edito- 
rial control of story content with News 
Director. Education equivalent of BS de- 
gree in Journalism, Communications, or 
related field. Five years management ex- 
perience in a TV newsroom. Knowledge of 
journalistic standards as they relate to 
on -air presentation of news. EOE M/F Drug 
Screen. Send resume to HR Dept. 1820 

TV Road, Jackson, MS 39204 -4148 

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN: The 
successful applicant will have completed 
a program of electronics training at a 

recognized institute of Technology paired 
with a minimum of five years of television 
broadcast experience. RF experience 
would be a plus. Send resume to Haralds 
Rudzroga, Maintenance Supervisor, ONtv 
limited, P.O. Box 2230 Station 'A, Hamilton, 
Ontario, Canada L8N 3A6, or fax to 905527- 
5022 or Email: hrudzrog@ontv.wic.ca 

BROADCAST MÁINTENANCE ECHNIE 
- 

The Freedom Forum /Newseum an international journalism 

foundation located in Arlington, VA is looking for a broadcast 

maintenance technician to work in a high -tech museum 

environment. The ideal candidate should have at least three years 

of experience within a broadcast television operations 

environment, strong computer skills, exposure to large screen 

video projection systems and good bench technical skills. Primary 

role will be to support the Newseum's technical and broadcasts 

areas, plus add support to our computer systems department. 

Good interpersonal skills are a must in this shop oriented work 

environment. The work schedule is planned to include some 

evening and weekend hours. Candidate should be able to lift 5(1 

pounds. Please send letter of interest and resume to: 

Nate Ruffin, VP /Human Resources 

The Freedom Forum 

1101 Wilson Boulevard 

Arlington, VA 22209 

THE WEATHER CHANNEL is looking for a 

motivated and reliable individual to join 
our team as a BROADCAST SYSTEMS EN- 

GINEER. You will maintain and repair ana- 
log and digital video and audio systems, 
including routers, switchers, automation 
systems, VTR's, cameras, and related 
broadcast technology. Candidate must 
also have ability and desire to develop 
skills in UNIX, Windows NT, and network- 
ing systems. 4 years experience as a main- 
tenance engineer, with television broad- 
cast related systems and equipment is re- 
quired. If you want to be a part of our 
team, send your resume today! Email your 
resume to jobs@weather.com or fax to 770/ 
226 -2959. *Please reference "Engineer -BE" 
in response. The Weather Channel, 300 In- 
terstate North Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30339 

VP SALES, possibly Gen. Mgr. We need a 

dynamic, technically savvy sales profes- 
sional to orchestrate and manage explo- 
sive growth in our FM and TV product 
line. E -mail resumé to sales @svpa.com or 
some see us at Booth R2697. 
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e 
gering web site 
iportunities! 
ngineering.com 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Immediate 
opening for an experienced broadcast 
Engineer. Must have a minimum of 2 

years experience in broadcast 
maintenance, including systems trouble- 
shooting and repair of studio video and 
audio equipment to the component 
level. Computer and networking 
experience a plus. FCC General Class 
License or SBE Certification is desired. 
Excellent wage /benefit program. 
Respond with resume to Personnel 
Administrator- 139, WTOL -TV, P.O. Box 
1111, Toledo, Ohio 43699- 1111. No 

phone calls, EOE. 

Invest Your 

Advertising Dollar 
Where Your 

Prospects Invest 
Their Time 
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Drag and click commercials 
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK 

The experts tell us that more and 

more people are surfing the Web 

while they watch TV, a significant 
trend for the future of video content - 
and an argument for interactivity, at 
least in the realm of commercials. So 

far the experiments are mild (like the 

ability to download a page to order 
flowers on EchoStar). But it may be 

that we are at last entering an era 

when interactivity might become real. 

The marketers have given a name to 
these users: telewebbers. They are peo- 

ple who e-mail or surf while watching 
their favorite programs. Obviously, 
having a mouse in your hand while an 

advertisement is running on a nearby 

receiver could be closely connected 
acts, and the industry is already pre- 

dicting commerce revenues of as much 

as $10 billion within five years. Wheth- 
er these Internet connectors and display 

devices are different products or a com- 
bined appliance will be extremely im- 
portant to the developing industry. 

Despite our living in an age when 
change is rapid, there is still an amaz- 

ing amount of inertia in most of us 

inertia that is probably mostly habit. 
But there are large groups of users that 
can be addressed or targeted, if you 

are cynical to change those habits. 

The 22 million AOL subscribers, for 
example, are certainly not going to be 

allowed to ignore the content provided 
by Time Warner on AOL TV. For AOL, 
of course, the intent is to make sure that 
content is viewed on the PC, while 
others would rather that a set -top box 
connected to a conventional display be 

the controlling access. 

Bigger pipes are getting closer 
More and more of us are reaching 

the first Nirvana level of Mb /s -some- 

thing connections to the Internet back- 
bone. With those connections, the pos- 

sibilities for requested video into our 
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homes becomes more realistic. That 
has not been ignored by other groups 
of potential providers, and newly ex- 

tant technologies suddenly become 

important. One interesting device is 

the Streamaster from Motorola. 
Streamaster is now a couple of years 

old, but having changes made in soft- 
ware rather than silicon has allowed 
the product to grow with the opportuni- 
ties. This maturity means that the com- 
munications processing module can now 
control ATM protocols, ADSL, VDSL, 
hybrid fiber optic coaxial (HFC) with 
DOCSIS (digital cable), satellite and 

terrestrial. Motorola's notions were that 
Streamaster could cover full DVD home 

theater, video -on- demand, Web brows- 
ing and online gaming. A partnership 
was clearly needed and Motorola ob- 

tained an infrastructure gain with its 

acquisition last year of General Instru- 
ments. Apart from being the largest 

supplier of cable TV equipment prod- 
ucts, GI also had a stake in Next Level 

Communications, which is developing 
the infrastructure technology for get- 

ting all manner of signals over DSL. 

Next Level's Residential Gateway 
2000 a set -top box to harness the 

DSL applications may well be 

competition for Motorola's Strea- 
master, but there is also a great op- 
portunity for the companies to coop- 
erate in a single solution. 
That seems less likely now that 

Motorola has recently teamed with 
Canadian iMagicTV to deploy that 
company's DTV manager software 
with Streamaster to access broadband 
delivery services. While the federal 

government has been poorly inclined 
to accept that the Internet is a suitable 
distribution facility for broadcast TV, 

it is very clear that the U.S. telecom- 

munication companies regard DSL as 

a golden opportunity to provide a 

plausible alternative to cable. Most 
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are looking at plans to deliver broad- 
cast TV with the opportunity to add 
interactive TV and Internet. Of course, 
the copper will still be usable for dial - 
tone services. 

This may be one reason why a lot of 
these companies are reluctant to roll 
out DSL services before they can offer 
a total package to the customer. If the 
user has high -speed Internet access 

available before the local company 
can provide services, then there will 
be newcomers out there who will offer 
their own video /service packages ear- 
lier. Hollywood and the U.S. courts 
may have bloodied the upstart 
icraveTV, but there are a lot of 
creative entrepreneurs who see the 
Internet as the world's first level 
playing field: It doesn't matter who 
you are, your domain registration 
price is the same. 

In rural areas, such as where I live, we 
have had to be a great deal more 
creative to get high -speed services. 
Although our local telephone supplier - whose franchise has already expired - equipped its new digital exchange 
with DSL equipment, it has continu- 
ously refused to provide services. This 
is certainly not novel in the country. 
Out of necessity, our community has 

done an end -run around the supplier 
such that a major cooperative of differ- 
ent public utilities has built a backbone 
that stretches for 150 miles. At the time 
you read this, every business and every 

home in our community can have DSL 
at an attractive price. I'm ready for it; 
I don't think I'm ready for interactive 
TV to be directed at me, but then I've 
got habits too. 

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant 
based on the West Coast. 

Send questions and comments to: 

paul_mcgoldrick @ intertec.com 
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_: VIDEOTEK 
min A Zero Defects Company 

The new VTM -400HD Multi- format High 
Definition On Screen Monitor extends 
Videotek's revolutionary monitoring system 
family to High Definition TV formats. 

The VTM -400HD accepts 720p, 1080i, and 

1080p/24sF formats and can simultaneously 

display picture, waveform, vector, audio and 

alarm information on a high -resolution XGA 

display in either 16:9 or 4:3 aspect ratio. 

Multiple inputs, filters and line selects allow 

the mix of waveform displays you need. Alarm 

limit conditions can be adjusted and displayed 

with time and date stamps. The optional 
SpyderWeb' software enables logging of 

all alarms to a PC and networking of 

multiple VTM -400HD units for unattended signal 

quality monitoring over a LAN, WAN, and Internet. 

Audio options allow for simultaneous viewing of 

2, 4, 6, or 8 audio channels, including levels and 

phase, plus Videotek's exclusive CineSoundr' 
display for monitoring 5.1 or 7.1 channels 
of audio. 

Packed with features important to editors, 
producers, and engineers, the VTM -400HD is 

truly the ultimate HDTV monitoring solution. 

For more information on the VTM- 400HD, call 

one of our sales engineers at 800 -800 -5719, or 

visit our web site at www.videotek.com. 

Visit our NAB Booth #L12924 
SpyderWeb" and CineSound" are trademarks of Videotek. Inc. 

Circle (102) on Free Info Card 

Premium Quality, Intelligent Design, Total Value...That's Videotek. 

43 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464 Toll Free: 800 -800 -5719 610 -327 -2292 Fax: 610 -327 -9295 www.videotek.com 
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think IP @ Leitch 
Video over IP applications are exploding. Leitch is lighting 
the fuse using our VR- servers which already run on a fiber 
channel video storage area network and will now be IP 
capable for downloading videos and news to the Internet 
and transporting video content over wide -area networks. 

think HDTV @ Leitch 
Leitch has stayed the course to bring HDTV within reach 
of mainstream post and broadcast facilities. We have 
accelerated our lead by providing the industry with 
the most complete HDTV infrastructure solutions and 
expanding our already extensive range of products. 

think MPEG @ Leitch 
Digital is increasing the use of MPEG -2 technology and 
Leitch responds with MPEG -2 transport solutions with 
control, pre -processors, encoders and decoders, including 
multiplexing and de- multiplexing. Leitch has also expand- 
ed the VR MPEG -2 video server line to 4 channels and 
added 50 gig drives to lower overall storage costs. 

think silicon @ Leitch 
Leitch is applying video to silicon by taking its current 
technology assets and selected new video applications into 
silicon chips using Leitch chip design expertise. By making 
this silicon available to everyone, Leitch will expand the 
range and reach of high -quality video. 

think news @ Leitch 
Leitch dominates the digital newsroom with its 
NEWSFIash" non -linear editor built into the VR video 
servers allowing each editor simultaneous access to all 
media. By combining edit stations with acquisition and 
playback channels, we build an integrated all- digital 
system to meet your time critical needs with streamlined 
newsroom workflow. 

think servers @ Leitch 
The Leitch VR video servers offer exceptional reliability 
and scalability using our VR technology. MPEG versions 
feature four bi- directional I/O channels in a 4RU frame 
and can be configurable to more than 40 channels -all 
with simultaneous access to the video storage area 
network with a capacity from 250 gigabytes to more 
than three terabytes. 

think video @ eLEITCH 
www.leitch.com 

International/Canada +1(416) 445.9640, (800) 387 -0233 USA. East +I (757) 548 -2300, (800) 231 -9673, USA. West +1 (818/888) 843 -7004 Europe +44 (0) 1 

Hong Kong +(852) 2776.0628 Japan +81 (3) 5423.3631 Australia +61(2) 9939 -T5 Latin America +1 (305) 591 -0611 Brazil +55 111 1 
3151 -5(A 
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